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Preface

Cabaret was an ephemeral art, and its material remains are widely scat
tered. I would like to express my deep gratitude to the librarians, archivists,
and curators of the following institutions for their invaluable assistance:
in (what was then) West Berlin, the Akademie der I(unste, the Amerika
Gedenkbibliothek, the Berlin Document Center, the Berlin Museum, the
Geheimes Staatsarchiv, the Landesarchiv, the Landesbildstelle, the Staats
bibliothek Preussischer I(ulturbesitz, the Theaterhistorische Sammlung
Walter Unruh, and the Ullstein Bilderdienst; in the former East Berlin, the
documenta artistica collection of the Markisches Museum; in Potsdam, the
Brandenburgisches Landeshauptarchiv (formerly Staatsarchiv Potsdam)
and the Bundesarchiv, Abteilungen Potsdam (formerly Zentrales Staatsar
chiv Potsdam); in I(oblenz, the Bundesarchiv; in Mainz, the Deutsches
I(abarett Archiv/Reinhard Hippen; in Amsterdam, the Nederlands Theater
Instituut and the Rijksinstituut voor Oorlogsdocumentatie; in Prague, the
State Jewish Museum; in Terezin, the Pamatnik Terezin; and in Jerusalem,
Yad Vashem.

Research for this project was made possible by the generosity of the
Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin, the American Council of Learned Societies,
the University Research Institute of the University of Texas at Austin, and
the Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities. I would
especially like to thank the wonderful staffs, and the splendidly helpful
librarians of the Wissenschaftskolleg, where I began this project, and of
the Getty Center, where I (almost) completed it.

Throughout the years, as I have given talks and published essays on
Berlin cabaret, I have benefited from conversations with numerous schol
ars, colleagues, and "nameless members of the audience." In the initial
stages of this project, as well as thereafter, I received very valuable orien
tation from Ingrid Heinrich-Jost and Walter RosIer. I gained insights into
the complexities of cabaret production, and the continuing relevance of
these materials, from the performances of "Cabaret Verboten" organized
by Jeremy Lawrence, and performed under the auspices of the Mark Taper
Forum in Los Angeles and the CSC Repertory Theater in New York. For
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close and critical readings of the entire book manuscript, I would like to
thank especially Sally Clarke, Barbara Jelavich, Michael I(ater, and Ellen
Handler Spitz. And, once again, I greatly appreciate the meticulous and
thoughtful editing of Ann Louise McLaughlin.

To the extent that this project was a pleasurable undertaking, much of
that delight derived from my extended stays in Berlin, where I enjoyed the
hospitality of many wonderful people. For their friendship and generosity,
I would like to thank in particular Cella and Georg Girardet; Christiane
Lemke, Bjorn Dampfling, and Christian Meyer; and Annerose and Walter
RosIer.

Finally, in the briefest of words: This book is dedicated to my parents,
Barbara and Charles Jelavich, who have given me encouragement and
support in every possible way. They also introduced me to the study of
history.

Cabaret, however, I had to discover on my own.

p. ].
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Introduction

Every metropolis tends to generate an urban mythology, and Berlin is no
exception. One of the more enduring fables associated with that city is
that it was a hotbed for cabaret. This book seeks to assay that tale, by
examining cabaret in Berlin from 1901 to 1944.

Berlin cabaret was not what most people today think it was. In the
United States the prevalent image of 1920s cabaret seems to have been
formed by a combination of Marlene Dietrich's Lola Lola in The Blue
Angel, the Sally Bowles character in Christopher Isherwood's Berlin stories
(most memorably portrayed by Liza Minnelli in the filmed musical Caba
ret), as well as the socially critical songs of Bertolt Brecht and I(urt Weill.
None of these figures, however, corresponded to cabaret as it was under
stood at that time. The Blue Angel was set in the dive of a Hanseatic
harbor town, while Sally Bowles appeared in sleazy nightclubs. Brecht
appeared only once on a Berlin cabaret stage, to sing two numbers that
he had composed. His collaborations with Weill were rarely performed in
such venues, but rather were embedded in full-length works of musical
theater performed in opera houses or on dramatic stages.

Although these figures cannot be equated with cabaret, it would not be
wrong to link them to cabaret's environment. Lola Lola performed in
what was usually called a "Tingeltangel," a third-rate variety show that
was a direct precursor of cabaret. Moreover, even though the sets of The
Blue Angel deny a cabaret setting, the music was written by Friedrich
Hollaender and performed in part by Weintraub's Syncopators. These were
major figures in Weimar cabaret, as were I(urt Gerron and Rosa Valetti,
the film's major supporting players. As for the Isherwood stories, in the
1920s bars with sleazy entertainment often dubbed themselves cabarets,
to the horror of the cabaret purists. Indeed, in order to avoid this linguistic
confusion, the German language now differentiates Cabaret and Kabarett.
The words were used interchangeably through the Weimar era, but since
the 1950s, Cabaret has referred to a strip show, while Kabarett is reserved
for social criticism or political satire. Finally, it can be said that although
Brecht and Weill did not write for cabaret, they were part of a wider culture
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of satirical, mildly critical, often cynical songwriting which found its best
expression on cabaret stages. Lola Lola, Sally Bowles, and Brecht and Weill
were, in short, on the boundaries of cabaret. And those boundaries were
very fluid.

For the purposes of this book, I would like to propose the following
definition (or at least image) of an "ideal type" cabaret. It consisted of a
small stage in a relatively small hall, where the audience sat around tables.
The intimacy of the setting allowed direct, eye-to-eye contact between
performers and spectators. The show consisted of short (five- or ten-min
ute) numbers from several different genres, usually songs, comic mono
logues, dialogues and skits, less frequently dances, pantomimes, puppet
shows, or even short films. They dealt in a satirical or parodistic manner
with topical issues: sex (most of all), commercial fashions, cultural fads,
politics (least of all). These numbers were usually presented by professional
singers and actors, but often writers, composers, or dancers would perform
their own works. The presentations were linked together by a conferencier,
a type of emcee who interacted with the audience, made witty remarks
about events of the day, and introduced the performers.

Even Max Weber admitted that ideal types are hard to find in reality.
Likewise, this pure type of cabaret was rare, and when it miraculously
appeared, it was short-lived. All aspects of cabaret were subject to change.
With increasing popularity, a troupe might move to larger quarters: the
stage would expand and, more important, the auditorium would be en
larged to be filled no longer with tables, but rather with rows of chairs
facing the performers. The intimacy of ideal-type cabaret, an intimacy
between actors and audience (and among the spectators themselves), would
thereby be lost. The content of performances likewise might be trans
formed. It could become more literary and dramatic. When mainly pro
fessional actors were involved, when there was a dearth of good cabaret
material, or when the audience preferred more conventional dramatic
forms, one-act skits would come to dominate the program, and eventually
a total conversion to drama would be made. The cabaret would, in short,
become a regular theater. In contrast, a cabaret might become less literary,
or decidedly nonliterary. If censorship hindered parody or satire, or if an
audience wanted more show and less tell, then the stage would be left with
variety acts, and the cabaret would end up as just another vaudeville hall.
If a troupe felt commercially compelled to appeal to the absolutely lowest
common demominator of public taste, it could mutate into a purveyor of
what Germans in the twenties called "nude dancing." That is precisely
what most stages calling themselves "cabarets" are today.

Cabaret was thus not only bounded by dramatic theater, variety shows,
and nude dancing; those other types of performance could even be part of
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the trajectories of individual cabaret troupes. Two further genres must be
considered as well: revue and agitprop. Revues were performed on large
stages with an abundance of often gaudy production numbers, and held
together by something vaguely resembling a plotline. The revue was related
to cabaret inasmuch as it comprised a smattering of songs and dialogues
of a satirical or parodistic nature. While revue was the most commercial
(because most costly) of these entertainments, agitprop was the most
political. As we shall see, politics was never the central theme of Wil
helmine or Weimar cabaret; to the extent that those stages were politicized
at all, they lacked a clear standpoint and tended to make fun of all parties.
The agitprop movement, which flourished in the last years of the Weimar
Republic, tried to alleviate that situation by developing cabaret-style per
formances that centered on political issues and espoused a firm standpoint,
however flawed-that of the Communist Party.

In sum, the history of cabaret cannot be written without considering
developments in theater, vaudeville, nude dancing, revue, and agitprop-as
well as operetta, popular music, dance crazes, film, and many other facets
of public and commercial entertainment. How is one to pull this together?
At first I planned to write a slim book, on the principle that one should
not produce a large volume about Kleinkunst. Yet as I pursued a number
of disparate themes, the project expanded inexorably, and I had to establish
some limiting parameters. Consequently, various important aspects of
cabaret had to be neglected. Performers were, in a sense, the lifeblood of
cabaret; both the "stars" and the lesser entertainers, each with a distinct
style and personality, gave shows their special character. Yet with a few
notable exceptions, I have not sought to paint a full portrait gallery of
Berlin's cabaret scene. This is due partially to limitations of space, but also
to the difficulty of capturing in words the spirit of performances that were
aural, gestural, and visual. Unfortunately, no cabaret performances of the
Weimar era were recorded on sound film. The best one can do to reexpe
rience particular entertainers like I(urt Gerron, Paul Graetz, Trude Hester
berg, Paul Morgan, or Rosa Valetti is to contemplate still photos, listen to
gramophone recordings, or see their performances in film (where they did
not play cabaret roles). Obviously, a book is not a proper medium to
reproduce these effects.

Language has intruded at another level as well: since I am writing in
English, I have had to forgo reproducing much of the untranslatable verbal
wordplay, the witty or awful puns that were rampant in cabaret. Still, I
have tried to examine some of the more important cabaret lyrics, and I
apologize in advance for the quality of my rhymed-verse translations
(where I have sought to retain the meter and rhyme sequence of the
original, sometimes at the expense of the literal wording). Finally, I have
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concentrated on a middle-ground of commercial cabaret, and have left out
some institutions at both ends of the cultural scale. At the "low" end,
restaurants with live entertainment sometimes called themselves cabarets
during the Imperial era; so did most night spots featuring nude dancing
shows under the Republic. I allude to this fact whenever it impinges on
"genuine" cabarets, but I do not examine those faux stages in any detail.
At the "high" end, there were evenings of poetry readings or musical
recitals that also dubbed themselves cabarets. The most significant were
probably the occasional performances of "Gnu" and the "Neopathetisches
Cabaret," which were extremely important forums for the presentation of
Expressionist lyrics. Yet they too fall outside the boundaries of commercial
entertainment that is the focus of my work.

So what is left? Generally I have been guided by thematic concerns. Here
too one has to be selective, since a study of cabaret can raise a host of
significant issues. The ones I found most important-or at least most
interesting-are politics, sex, fashion, and race.

In the cabaret of the Wilhelmine and Weimar eras (unlike Kabarett
today), political themes played a secondary role. Nevertheless, to the extent
that they were addressed, they raised some important questions: Is satire
a useful political tool? How focused can satire be? To what extent does
humor detract from political messages? These questions plagued politically
committed entertainers, even in the agitprop movement, where Communist
ideologues increasingly worried that workers were being amused but not
mobilized by the shows. While Communists found satire a difficult propa
gandistic tool, their firm political beliefs saved them from cynicism, a pitfall
of "bourgeois" cabaret. In the Weimar era, many entertainers made jokes
about all political parties-hardly a difficult task in any age. Over time,
however, this could lead to an oppressive sense of disillusionment. The
resulting cynicism logically implied the end of satire, which works only
when one can confront ideals and reality. Satire pits stated purpose against
actual practice, essence against surface appearance, ingredients against
packaging. At the very least, it is a useful vehicle for unmasking hypocrisy.
But what if one discovers that hypocrisy is all-pervading? In the Weimar
era that problem was compounded by the fact that satirists themselves
were caught up in the very compromises they mocked. Even the best of
them routinely toned down political statements to curry favor with the
public or avoid conflicts with the state. Faced with these dilemmas, the
more introspective performers and writers, like I(urt Tucholsky, fought an
increasingly desperate battle to avoid cynicism, to cling to shreds of ideals.

Whereas such issues were internal to the cabaret movement, politics also
intervened from the outside. The years 1901 to 1944 saw three very distinct
regimes in power, which handled cabaret in substantially different ways.
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In Imperial Germany, theater was subject to preliminary censorship. Al
though Berlin's censors were (in my opinion) quite open-minded, nothing
could be said on stage that had not been approved by the police. The
Weimar Republic, in contrast, abolished censorship. Although strictures
by the state crept back in attenuated forms, cabaret performers quickly
realized that their main "censor" was now the audience. Since many
spectators took great offense at having their political ideas mocked, the
box office dictated that satirists exercise restraint. Predictably, the Nazi
era saw the most radical changes in the cabaret landscape. Entertainers
who were Jewish or left-of-center fled the cabarets, and the country as
well, leaving insipid variety-show programs in their wake. Thereafter,
performers who tried the make even benignly jocular references to life in
the Third Reich invariably fell afoul of the Nazis' numerous cultural
watchdogs.

Compared to political issues, sexuality and gender were much more
prominent themes on cabaret stages. Of course, this was true not just of
cabaret. Love, romance, courtship, marriage; sexual hunting, conquest,
and intercourse-the sentimental and the unsentimental modes of sexuality
have dominated popular music and theater for a long time. But those
themes underwent dramatic changes between 1900 and 1930, as individu
als transformed their actual sexual practice. The Great War was a water
shed, and the 1920s saw an ongoing "sexual revolution" for men and
women. Simultaneously, the lifting of censorship permitted the popular
arts to address sexual themes more freely. To be sure, this opened the door
to greater prurience, since women could be seen naked on stage. But the
loosening of strictures also allowed a more explicit, and perhaps more
honest, portrayal of intergender relations, as popular music transcended
the saccarine sentimentality of Wilhelmine lovesongs.

Within this context, cabaret had a field day. Its numbers mocked the
kitschy romanticism of much popular entertainment; they satirized con
servative moralists who denounced the loosening of sexual mores; and they
made fun, in turn, of those liberalized sexual manners. Moreover, cabaret
dealt with themes that were not addressed in most types of popular music
or theater: prostitution, homosexuality, lesbianism. But this image of caba
ret standing at an ironic distance to the sexual practices, the sentimental
entertainment, or (after 1918) the flesh-baring of the time is not quite
accurate, since cabaret also counted sentimentality and skin as part of its
own appeal. A typical evening at a cabaret would have both cynical and
nostalgic lovesongs; and even a number that made fun of nude dancers or
the kicklines of "Girls" might be performed by a woman wearing skimpy
clothing. In this sense, cabaret was something of a tease: it simultaneously
satirized and sustained the erotic energy of the day.
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To the extent that it was contemporary, topical, and aktuell, cabaret
dealt primarily with fashion, with current styles and trends. Politics and
sex were realms of fashion in this sense. Cabaret zeroed in on fadishness
in other areas as well: high culture, popular entertainment, habits of
speaking, styles of clothing, new commercial goods and the advertisements
that touted them. This aspect of cabaret made it an art form that was
continually up-to-date. But just as there were ambiguities in its political
stances and elements of bad faith in its sexual parodies, cabaret's send-up
of fashion was ambivalent. Cabaret became a parasite that lived off its
age: it could ridicule, it could criticize, but it put nothing in place of the
objects it attacked. Moreover, cabaret itself was a fashion from the very
beginning: the initial success of Wolzogen's Motley Theater inspired a host
of imitators, and led to an "Oberbrettl" fad in 1901 and 1902. Other
cabaret fashions appeared in the ensuing decades. The more self-conscious
troupes were aware of this and made light of their own trendiness. But
that fact underscored the problem that lay at the heart of cabaret, whether
political or not: What was its purpose? If everything is just a fad, if
anything can be mocked, then what has happened to the Good and the
True and the Beautiful? If they are irreplaceably lost, then we are left, once
again, with cynicism.

Or are we? There is, after all, a bright side to "relativism." If there are
no eternal verities, then you are free to fashion your own values; if there
is no timeless art, then you can create art for your time. If you can mock
anything, then nothing has the moral authority to claim your allegiance,
to weigh you down. Cabaret represented freedom and creativity and play.
Many of the writers and performers, and probably much of the audience,
valued it for precisely this reason. It was no wonder that the ideas of
Friedrich Nietzsche were invoked by cabaret's first practitioners.

The issue of race, however, underscores the fact that while cabaretists
might have been playing, other historical actors were deadly serious. Of
the four major themes that I discuss, racial or ethnic identity was raised
least frequently. There was quite a bit of joking about the various German
"tribes," especially Prussians, Bavarians, Saxons, and Austrians. I do not
discuss that benign form of humor, although I do suggest ways in which
popular stages helped define the character of "the Berliner." Much more
serious, I believe, were the ways that Jews and blacks were depicted in
cabarets and revues. Many of the entertainers were Jewish, and they told
jokes about Jews to audiences that were primarily Gentile. That rarely led
to protests by Jewish citizens in the Imperial era, but by the 1920s, the
rise of virulent political anti-Semitism made the subject much less funny,
and Jewish jokes became rarer. Simultaneously, some stages made light of
Adolf Hitler. While they ridiculed the logical absurdity of his ideas, they
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failed to fathom the immensity of the Nazi danger. As for blacks, German
stages had hosted African American song-and-dance numbers since the
turn of the century. They received considerably more attention during the
Weimar era, as jazz-or what passed for it-became a prominent style of
popular music. Seemingly liberal critics praised black entertainment, but
in a manner that perpetuated racial stereotypes: African Americans were
equated with a healthy, "primitive" vitality, a sensibility derived from the
African "jungle." That questionable rhetoric was intended to be compli
mentary. In contrast, German conservatives, horrified by jazz and the black
entertainers, engaged in vicious and unambiguous racist attacks against
"Negro culture."

Like politics, racism was not only a theme of cabaret numbers but also
a potent force that could intervene from the outside. That became most
apparent in 1933. "Negro culture" was proscribed, although jazz managed
to survive in various forms. A much more drastic fate awaited Jewish
entertainers. They were banished from Germany's stages, and the most
prominent figures fled abroad. The lucky ones found a haven in England
or the United States. The less fortunate emigrated to countries like Austria,
France, Czechoslovakia, or the Netherlands, where several years later they
were captured by the agents of the expanding Reich. In the concentration
camps at Westerbork and Theresienstadt/Terezln some of Berlin's most
famous entertainers put on shows for their fellow Jewish prisoners. Caba
ret had always lacked a firm purpose, and in these "transit" camps that
were way stations to Auschwitz, the performers and the audience asked
the most agonizing questions about the value of that art.

This book seeks to weave together the themes of politics, sexuality,
fashion, and race as treated in cabarets and related types of popular
entertainment. There is no straightforward manner of doing this. Aesthetic
theorists have long debated whether form should or should not reflect
content. If this volume's structure were to mirror its cabaretic subject
matter, then it would consist of an array of disconnected numbers. Since
that goes against my narrative grain, I suggest that the book be read as
something closer to a revue: it has several themes, but they are woven very
loosely, they sometimes break off abruptly, and they are not tied together
in the end. I admit that this approach has pitfalls. In 1930 Friedrich
Hollaender and Marcellus Schiffer scripted a show, with music by Rudolf
Nelson, entitled Der rote Faden-a reference to the proverbial "red
thread," the tenuous plotline that was supposed to run through a revue.
The title was ironic, however, since a "red thread" was precisely what the
script lacked; the characters spent the whole show looking for it in vain.
I hope that this book is not like that revue. But just in case, I now provide
a synoptic program guide.
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The first chapter delineates the environment in which cabaret arose, by
focusing on Berlin as a modern metropolis with a tradition of critical wit.
It also describes the variety show, a form of urban entertainment that was
the immediate precursor of cabaret. The second chapter takes an in-depth
look at Berlin's first cabaret, Wolzogen's Motley Theater, which already
displayed the commercial and political compromises that were to charac
terize cabaret in the Imperial era and beyond. Chapter 3 examines a
different type of parodistic stage, Max Reinhardt's Sound and Smoke.
Unlike the Motley Theater, which soon gave up any highbrow artistic
pretentions, Sound and Smoke represented a new theatrical sensibility
which Reinhardt was to incorporate into his world-famous productions of
classical and modernist drama. The ensuing chapter presents an overview
and analysis of other forms of cabaret-type entertainment in the decade
before the Great War. Berlin's metropolitan modernity found expression
in various guises: bohemian pub-cabarets on the Parisian model, the urbane
suavity of Rudolf Nelson's upscale cabarets, Claire Waldoff's immensely
popular representation of the lower-class Berliner, and the spectacular
revues of the Metropol-Theater.

Chapter 5 examines the political tone of cabaret in World War I and
the early years of the Weimar Republic. As in all belligerent nations,
popular entertainment during the war was virulently nationalistic. That
mood persisted on most popular stages throughout the republican era.
Left-liberal cabaret authors had a hard time finding an appreciative audi
ence for their critical works. I(urt Tucholsky soon honed down the satirical
edges of his lyrics and introduced sentimental notes. Walter Mehring
gained acclaim not for his political messages, but rather for his formal
experimentations based on Dadaist aesthetics. The next chapter deals with
the most popular form of live entertainment on Berlin's stages during the
mid-twenties: the revue. One element of the revue derived from nude
dancing, which proliferated after the abolition of stage censorship in 1919.
Other notes were contributed by "American" forms of entertainment, such
as jazz, which was implicated in a debate about black culture. But the
most sensational number of any revue was the kickline of "Girls," which
generated a major discourse concerning gender, machine aesthetics, and
militarism. Chapter 7 returns to more explicitly political themes, as it
surveys the final years of the Republic. While some cabarets and the new
genre of "cabaret-revue" had some mildly critical numbers, they tended
to lack political focus. That was not a fault of the agitprop movement,
which sought to employ cabaret-style entertainment to spread the Com
munist message. Both "bourgeois" cabarets and leftist agitprop made fun
of Hitler, but neither of them correctly assessed the Nazi threat or predicted
the horrors to come.
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Chapter 8 describes the fate of cabaret in the Third Reich. Almost all
prominent Jewish entertainers fled the country in the spring of 1933. Of
the "Aryan" cabaretists that remained, few dared to make jokes about the
realities of National Socialism. Those who did were brought into line: in
1935, members of the Catacombs and the Tingel-Tangel spent several
weeks in a concentration camp. The Nazis attempted to replace the "nega
tive" satire of the Weimar era with a "positive cabaret" that would support
the regime's goals, but the effort failed on account of its total humorless
ness. By the time the war broke out, German cabaret had been fully
depoliticized. The epilogue describes the final vestiges of genuine "Berlin
cabaret" after 1940. Many prominent Jewish entertainers who had fled in
1933 were caught by Germany's advancing armies. Interned in Westerbork
and Theresienstadt, they staged shows for the Jewish captives, until
performers and audience were transported to Auschwitz, Sobibor, and
Treblinka.



CHAPTER

Cabaret as
Metropolitan

Montage

ONE

Friedrich Hollaender, one of the outstanding songwriters of the Weimar
era, noted that cabaret was "engendered in dissolute passion by theater,
the variety show, and the political tribunal." 1 If the child had several
fathers, then the incubating and nurturing mother clearly was the metropo
lis. Berlin cabaret was a product of changes in urban life and artistic taste
at the beginning of the twentieth century. As Berlin became a cosmopolis,
social theorists and cultural critics recorded the development of a new
mentality, strongly affected by the city's dynamism and consumerism. The
disruptions of big-city life encouraged the creation of forms of art and
entertainment that were likewise heterogeneous and fragmented. The vari
ety show was the most popular of these new diversions. Proponents of
cabaret copied the variety show's format, as well as its sensuality, but they
also sought to give it a "higher" literary and artistic content. Moreover,
they tried to infuse it with some of the aggressive humor that had charac
terized Berliners for generations. Hollaender's formula-the serious aspi
rations of elite "theater," the framework of the "variety show," and the
"political tribunal" of local antiauthoritarian sarcasm-was the recipe for
Berlin cabaret.

Berlin: Cosmopolitan Life, Consumerism, and Montage

By the eve of World War I, Berlin, the capital of the second greatest
industrial nation (after the United States), had become the world's third
largest city (after London and New York). That was a startling distinction
for a community that had numbered only 200,000 citizens at the close of
the Napoleonic Wars. For the first half of the nineteenth century Berlin
remained, above all, the administrative capital of the I(ingdom of Prussia,
a city in which the state was the largest employer. At that time the
government also left its visual imprint on the city, as it sponsored the public
buildings designed by the outstanding neoclassical architect, I(arl Friedrich
Schinkel. His mature and elegant works, which complemented the city's
eighteenth-century structures, contributed to the designation of Berlin as
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the "Athens on the Spree" (Spreeathen). This appellation, which referred
to the city's location on the river Spree, not only alluded to its architecture
but also evoked its importance as a center of learning. During the Enlight
enment, Berlin could claim the presence of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing and
Moses Mendelssohn, while Frederick the Great hosted Voltaire and La
Mettrie for several years in nearby Potsdam. The city's intellectual preemi
nence was established after 1810, when the university was founded by
Wilhelm von Humboldt. Already in its first two decades it could boast a
faculty that included the philosophers Johann Gottlob Fichte, Friedrich
Schleiermacher, and Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel.2

By the end of the century that age would be portrayed as a lost idyll.
In 1899 Walter Rathenau wrote: "The Athens on the Spree is dead, and
the Chicago on the Spree grows apace."3 In true Hegelian fashion, the
seeds of Spreechicago had been planted under the neoclassical veneer. The
abrogation of Prussia's internal tariffs in 1818, followed by the progressive
expansion of the German customs union since 1834, opened new markets
and allowed Berlin to develop into a center of industry. Textiles and
garmentworking had been important manufactures for well over a century,
since the Prussian armies needed uniforms; but now these enterprises could
shift toward production for a civilian mass market. Machine and locomo
tive construction and metalworking industries rapidly acquired promi
nence as well. In the wake of economic expansion, Berlin saw the rapid
growth of what came to be called the proletariat, which played a major
role in the revolution of 1848. Working-class desperation caused by an
economic depression, combined with middle-class discontent at royal
authoritarianism, resulted in barricade fighting on March 18, 1848. The
king was forced to order his troops out of Berlin, abolish censorship, and
convene a Prussian parliamentary assembly. Over the ensuing months,
however, rifts divided the classes that had made the revolution, as workers
demanded social and economic rights that the middle classes found unac
ceptable. With his opposition disunited, the king ordered his troops back
into Berlin on November 10 and imposed martial law. The ensuing decade
was generally a period of authoritarian governmental policies matched by
public depoliticization. Nevertheless, the events of 1848 fashioned Berlin's
political framework for the next seventy years: a conservative monarchy,
liberal bourgeoisie, and radical working class were to contend with each
other until 1918.

Berlin again became a center of liberal agitation in the 1860s. When the
new monarch, Wilhelm I (ruled 1861-1888), was unable to persuade the
Prussian assembly to approve reforms that would have greatly strength
ened the standing army, he named Otto von Bismarck as prime minister.
The tough Junker politician decreed the reforms without parliamentary
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approval, an act that provoked a constitutional crisis. Despite calls for a
tax boycott and other measures of civil disobedience, the parliament was
unable to assert its prerogatives. In the ensuing years Prussian victories in
three successive wars-with Denmark (1864), Austria (1866), and France
(1870)-seduced many liberals into placing nationalism above political
rights. When Bismarck finally forged a united Germany in January 1871,
he could count on the support of these so-called National Liberals, even
though the new Empire's parliament, the Reichstag, had greatly restricted
power. Berlin, however, continued to remain a bastion of left liberals, who
persisted in demanding democratic reforms. In the elections of 1871 all of
the city's six Reichstag seats went to members of the Progressive Party,
and ten years later Bismarck was still complaining that the city was
dominated by a "progressive clique."

The proclamation of the Reich in 1871 marked a new phase in Berlin's
development. Although it remained the capital of Prussia, it now was also
the Reichshauptstadt, the capital of a united German Empire. Moreover,
by then economic and demographic developments had turned it into a true
Weltstadt, an industrial, commercial, and banking metropolis of global
significance. As Berlin increasingly became Europe's capital of modernity,
challenging London and Paris, members of the Prussian court looked upon
it with growing distaste: to them it was a city of industrial parvenus,
left-liberal bourgeois, and socialist workers. Much of Berlin's modernity
was determined by its economy. Occupations that had been generated by
the "first industrial revolution" of iron, coal, and steam-metalworking,
textile mills, and machine construction-remained important. By the end
of the century Berlin could attribute most of its global economic clout to
the fact that it had helped pioneer important sectors of the "second
industrial revolution," based on chemicals and electricity.

Since industry needed workers, a primary fact of life in Imperial Berlin
was a persistent demographic explosion, based largely on immigration into
the city. Its population doubled between 1849 and 1871, when it reached
826,000; it topped one million in 1877, two million in 1905-and that
did not include outlying suburbs. In 1861 the city's first detailed census
revealed an acute housing crisis. Over 40 percent of Berlin's population
lived in one-room units, which housed 4.3 people on average, yet tens of
thousands of individuals lived in rooms that each harbored 7 or more
occupants. Despite the public outcry, little was done to alleviate the situ
ation throughout the Wilhelmine period. Disease remained rampant, owing
to the lack of ventilation, light, and adequate sanitary facilities. In 1905
infant mortality in Wedding, a working-class district, was a staggering 42
percent. Heinrich Zille, a popular graphic artist who portrayed the life of
the poor, noted: "You can kill a person with a tenement as easily as with
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an axe." Conditions at home and at work hastened the radicalization of
Berlin's proletariat. A united German working-class party, heavily
influenced by Marxist thought, was formed in 1875. In the Reichstag
elections of 1878 the socialists received 52 percent of the vote in Berlin's
six electoral districts. In that same year the Reichstag passed Bismarck's
package of antisocialist legislation, which initiated twelve years of repres
sion. After the repeal of those laws in 1890, the workers' party, now named
the Social Democratic Party of Germany (SPD), expanded its electoral base
in Berlin even more. In 1912, when the socialists received 35 percent of
the national vote, they won 75 percent of the ballots cast in the capital.

Despite Berlin's growing reputation as a "red" city, in the 1880s it also
was the center of an anti-Semitic movement. Many citizens suffered in the
wake of the financial crash of 1873, which inaugurated a prolonged period
of economic depression. In particular, members of the lower middle class
were scared: independent craftsmen suffered increasingly from the compe
tition of large industry, and small shopkeepers could not stand up to the
marketing capabilities of the new department stores. The percentage of
self-employed people in Berlin's working population fell from 32 in 1882
to just under 20 in 1907. The socialists argued that this was the inevitable
result of free trade and capitalism. But many small producers, who ab
horred socialism as a threat to private property, chose to listen instead to
a new, politically updated brand of anti-Semitism (which opponents
dubbed the "socialism of fools"). Its spokesmen argued that Jews were to
blame for the "little man's" miseries. According to this theory, Jewish
industries, backed by Jewish bankers, produced goods for Jewish depart
ment stores that undersold Christian craftsmen and shopkeepers, while
Jewish newspapers hushed up the whole conspiracy. Berlin's anti-Semites
liked to point their fingers at prominent local Jewish businessmen. Rela
tively few industrialists were Jewish; Emil Rathenau, founder of the elec
trical giant AEG (and Walter Rathenau's father), was an exception. Yet
many of Berlin's banks, department stores (Wertheim, Tietz, Jandorf), and
publishing houses (Mosse, Ullstein) had been launched by members of
Jewish families. Berlin's anti-Semites were mobilized by Adolf Stocker, a
pastor with ties to the Imperial court. A coalition of right-wing and
anti-Semitic groups gained up to 30 percent of the Berlin vote in the
Reichstag elections of the 1880s. The movement subsided in the 1890s as
economic conditions improved; it seemingly lay dormant for a generation.
Anti-Semitism continued to appear, however, in individual cases. As we
shall see, even Ernst von Wolzogen, the founder of Berlin's first cabaret,
blamed the financial ruin of his project on "the Jews."

Although the socialists on the Left and the anti-Semites on the Right
deplored the conditions generated by commercial and industrial capitalism,
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many middle-class citizens found Imperial Berlin exhilarating. The city was
characterized above all by continuous, all-pervasive change. During the
Wilhelmine era Berlin became, in the oft-quoted words of the critic I(arl
Scheffler, a city that "was damned to perpetual becoming, never to being."
In 1912 Arthur Eloesser, who penned numerous vignettes of city life, noted
that "Berlin used to have a physiognomy when it still was poor, when it
consisted of philistines, officers, civil servants, and academics." But now
"everything is provisional, and whoever was born in Berlin finds himself
less at home there than a newly arrived inhabitant, who does not have to
cast off any inhibiting memories or troublesome sentiments in order to
jump into the flowing present and swim toward a shoreless future.,,4

Much of the change was physical and geographic; as the population
exploded, new neighborhoods were created and social classes were increas
ingly segregated. While industries and their attendant proletariat moved
to the periphery, the heart of Berlin became functionally differentiated.
Unter den Linden, which stretched from the Brandenburg Gate to the
Royal Palace and was flanked by the opera, the university, and other
representational structures, remained the capital's most prestigious boule
vard. Other centrally located streets became foci of administration (Wil
helmstrasse), banking (Behrenstrasse), shopping (Leipziger Strasse), and
entertainment (Friedrichstrasse). Moreover, by the turn of the century a
"push to the west" was well underway. The Tauentzienstrasse and the
I(urfiirstendamm became new centers of shopping and after-hours diver
sions, while further west, rich villas were arising in the Grunewald neigh
borhood. To connect the various segments of the burgeoning metropolis,
newer and faster methods of transport were needed. Horse-drawn street
cars, introduced in 1865, were replaced by electric ones at the turn of the
century. A municipal railroad system was begun in 1882, and the first
subway was inaugurated twenty years later. The proliferation of transpor
tation and traffic became one of the visual signs of the hectic tempo of the
new Berlin (fig. 1).

For the well-to-do middle classes, Imperial Berlin was characterized
above all by consumerism. Commercial arcades could be found in the city's
center in the 1870s, but by the turn of the century, the true palace of
commodities was the Warenhaus, the department store. The essayist Leo
Colze noted in 1908: "There are four rulers in Berlin, uncrowned I(ais
ers"-the stores of Wertheim, Tietz, Jandorf, and the I(aufhaus des
Westens. Functionally efficient, internally spacious, filled with light, they
presented the consumer with the wonders of modern mass production (fig.
2). For the worker toiling in the factory or the small shopkeeper losing his
clientele, the department store might symbolize voracious commercial capi
talism; but for the bourgeois with money to spend, it was a paradise of



1. Leipziger Strasse, the major shopping avenue of Imperial Berlin, at the corner
of Friedrichstrasse, the axis of the entertainment district.

consumerism, catering under one roof to the most refined and most banal
of needs. The essayist Franz Hessel, a self-proclaimed flaneur and percep
tive observer of modern Berlin, noted: "In luminous atria and winter
gardens we sit on granite benches, our packages in our laps. Art exhibi
tions, which merge into refreshment rooms, interrupt the stack of toys and
bathroom furnishings. Between decorative baldachins of silk and satin we
wander to the soaps and toothbrushes." The children of the bourgeoisie
were especially taken by this consumerist ambience. Eloesser noted "not
without disapproval, that children above all respect the large department
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2. The glass-roofed atrium of Wertheim on Leipziger Platz (completed 1904),
Berlin's most renowned department store at the beginning of the century.

stores as the most imposing monuments that they recognize. They stroll
with greedy fascination around the modern temple, in which the golden
and silken idols dwell." In recollections of his childhood in fin-de-siecle
Berlin, Walter Benjamin wrote: "In those early years I came to know the
'city' only as the theater of 'shopping'... A chain of impenetrable moun
tains, nay, caverns of commodities-that was 'the city."'5 Such impressions
of commercial diversity and plenitude, to which young and old succumbed,
helped fashion the metropolitan spirit from which cabaret was born.

Scheffler contended that "what is decisive for the conception of the
modern metropolis [Grossstadt] is not the number of inhabitants, but
rather the metropolitan spirit [Grossstadtgeist]." The man who analyzed
that spirit most thoroughly was Georg Simmel, whose discussions of social
interaction, commerce, and culture in the modern world were inspired by
lifelong observations in Imperial Berlin. He noted repeatedly that "the
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development of Berlin from a big city to a world city [von der Grossstadt
zur Weltstadt] in the years around and after the turn of the century
coincides with the period of my own strongest and most general develop
ment," and "the special achievements that I made during these decades
are undoubtedly tied to the Berlin milieu." Simmel was an extremely
popular lecturer among both students and a broader educated public, and
his essays constitute some of the most trenchant analyses of the society
and culture of modernity. In his famous lecture on "The Metropolis and
Mental Life" (1903), Simmel contended that "the psychological founda
tion" of individuals in the metropolis was "the intensification of nervous
life, which proceeds from the rapid and uninterrupted fluctuation of ex
ternal and internal impressions." In contrast to "the slower, more custom
ary, more uniformly flowing rhythm" of small-town life, the modern me
tropolis confronted its inhabitants with a dizzying variety of sensations.
"With every walk across the street, with the tempo and multiplicity of
economic, professional, and social life," human consciousness came to be
shaped in a uniquely modern and metropolitan manner, one characterized
by what Simmel called the blase outlook. In the modern city, which for
Simmel meant Berlin, "the rapidity and the contradictory quality" of
changing sense impressions "compel the nerves to make such violent re
sponses and tug them back and forth so brutally that they surrender their
last reserves of strength." The nervous exhaustion resulting from this daily
civil war of sense impressions led to an attitude of indifference. Ultimately,
and ironically, the nerves reacted to metropolitan experiences "by refusing
to react to them.,,6

In numerous essays as well as the concluding sections of his monumental
Philosophy of Money (1900), Simmel explored the cultural implications
of this mentality. The display of commodities in shop windows, department
stores, and exhibitions became a paradigm for modern experience. Ob
serving the plethora of commodities presented at the Berlin Trade Exhibi
tion of 1896, Simmel noted that "precisely this wealth and variety of
fleeting impressions is appropriate to the desire for the stimulation of
irritated and exhausted nerves." In part, such displays made amends for
the monotony of labor: "it seems as if modern man desires to compensate
for the one-sidedness and uniformity of the division of labor by seeking,
in the realm of consumption and amusement, a growing concatenation of
heterogeneous impressions, an increasingly hasty and motley fluctuation
of stimulations." The monotony of the division of labor created a desire
for variety outside of working hours. Fortunately, what was collectively
produced-the wealth of commodities that the division of labor itself made
possible-provided the diversity of impressions for which citizens hun
gered, when it was displayed in the shop windows and the exhibitions of
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the metropolis. But because this same diversity, carried to extremes, re
sulted in nervous exhaustion and a blase outlook, ever stronger enticements
were needed to attract the attention of potential consumers. Modern
advertising developed as goods needed to have not only use-value, but also
an "enticing exterior." They had to be fashioned, packaged, and displayed
in an aesthetic manner to increase their "external appeal," since "inter
nally" there often was little differentiation among competing products.
The "shop-window-quality" of commodities came to supersede their prac
tical utility for the consumer. Simultaneously, "ordinary advertisement has
advanced to the art of the poster," as ever more extreme means were
required to attract the attention of the blase shopper. As commodities and
their advertisements acquired aesthetic traits, shopping and "window
shopping" became forms of entertainment. 7

The arts more generally came to reflect this condition. Artistic fashions,
like commercial ones, came and went with increasing frequency, since the
hollowness at the core of the blase person caused him or her to seek ever
new, albeit necessarily fleeting, stimulations: "The lack of something
definite at the center of the soul impels us to search for momentary
satisfaction in ever-new stimulations, sensations, and external activities.
Thus it is that we become entangled in the instability and helplessness that
manifests itself as the tumult of the metropolis, as the mania for travelling,
as the wild pursuit of competition and as the typically modern disloyalty
with regard to taste, style, opinions and personal relationships." In time,
the forms of art favored by the urbanite came to reflect the diversity and
fragmentation of the world of commodities: he or she responded to the
"charm of the fragment, the mere allusion, the aphorism, the symbol, the
undeveloped artistic style." 8

Simmel's observations referred to a fundamental revolution that was
taking place in various artistic media. Throughout the nineteenth century
writers and artists had attempted to capture the spirit of the big city. One
form that initially had seemed promising was the novel; its ability to evoke
numerous lives and events appeared especially appropriate for encompass
ing the sprawling life of the metropolis. Yet despite the abilities of novelistic
giants like Balzac, Dickens, Dostoevsky, and Zola, the expansiveness and
narrative cohesion of that medium seemed to contradict the actual expe
rience of fragmentation and disassociation evoked by the big city. That
aspect of metropolitan experience required the generation of new artistic
forms, whose brevity stood in direct opposition to the novel's breadth. In
Paris Spleen (1869), Charles Baudelaire presented short vignettes of city
life, based upon the innovative form of "poetic prose, musical without
rhythm and without rhyme, supple and abrupt enough to adapt itself to
the lyrical movements of the soul." This new style was born, he said, from
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"the frequentation of enormous cities [des villes enormes], from the cross
ings of their innumerable connections. "9 Baudelaire's vignettes appeared
in the feuilleton columns of Parisian newspapers, and eventually Berlin's
daily papers also printed reflections on city life, by such noted observers
as Arthur Eloesser, Bernhard von Brentano, Franz Hessel, and Walter
Benjamin.

In the visual arts many Impressionist and Postimpressionist painters
likewise sought to freeze moments of urban experience. Although the
German Impressionists never approached the quality of their French coun
terparts, talented painters like Lesser Dry used that style to capture the
hectic spirit of Berlin traffic and street life. As for the stage, experimental
playwrights came to reject multiact works with conventional dramatic
unity and closure in favor of more open-ended forms. The one-act play,
an increasingly prevalent genre, presented a "slice of life" torn from a
larger context, while the new "station-dramas" depicted an individual's
progression from incident to incident, without any overarching meaning.
In 1907 the German art critic Richard Hamann surveyed these develop
ments in the various arts and claimed that they expressed an "impression
istic" aesthetic infusing all aspects of modern culture. By this he meant a
profusion of artistic styles based upon the evocation of momentary im
pressions, and a decline of grander forms based upon dramatic or narrative
continuities. Not surprisingly, Hamann regarded the metropolis as the
incubator of these developments. 1o

By the eve of World War I, another especially promising technique was
developed to fashion art from the fragments of urban life: collage. Origi
nally used by Picasso and Braque in 1912, it was appropriated by artists
in several countries, most notably by the Berlin Dadaists at the end of the
war. By adding clipped or torn newspaper articles, advertisements, sheet
music, and "found objects" to the painted canvas, they made explicit an
aesthetic based on the collation of diverse impressions. Such works con
cretized the principles that had been evolving in the other media. Art no
longer strove for a consistent form and a unified content; rather it aimed
at expressing heterogeneity and discontinuity. Clear spatial ordering was
replaced by disruptive juxtapositions that evoked the simultaneity of di
vergent experiences. As collage spread among practitioners of the two
dimensional arts, and the related practice of assemblage inspired three
dimensional works, montage came to characterize the new medium of film.
Still photography, a product of the nineteenth century, had not only docu
mented the growth of cities but also contributed to the "impressionistic"
aesthetic through the "snapshot," the visual capturing of isolated mo
ments. In the mid-1890s a temporal dimension was added with the intro
duction of "moving pictures," which further documented the confusion of
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the modern city. As early as 1896 a short film entitled "Life and Activity
on Unter den Linden" recorded the goings-on of Berlin's central boulevard.
More significantly, the new cinematic medium, based on the splicing to
gether of short takes, opened up novel possibilities for juxtaposing visual
materials. 11

Needless to say, many novels, plays, paintings, and films continued to
strive for the depiction of "linear," self-contained stories. Yet the innova
tors in those arts, most of whom were based in urban milieus, increasingly
abandoned the visual, dramatic, or narrative conventions of the past.
Instead, they devised a new paratactic grammar, which juxtaposed diver
gent elements without claiming to see any logical unities to their relation
ships. Montage came to be seen as the appropriate principle for replicating
big-city life, and parataxis was its new syntax. Cabaret employed both.
Unlike other art forms, however, cabaret drew directly upon a type of
urban entertainment that had embodied those principles long before they
were formulated by writers, artists, critics, and social theorists: the variety
show. "Completely on instinct and without any theory," as the writer
Ludwig Rubiner noted, Variete had inaugurated a formal revolution that
gave birth to German cabaret. 12

Variety Shows and Nietzschean Vitalism

Georg Simmel regarded the metropolis as a locus where human subjectivity
was constantly challenged: a dynamic was established between city and
psyche, such that both were continually destructured and refashioned.
Popular entertainment could not help but be entangled in this exchange.
Unlike many of the later social thinkers whom he influenced-Siegfried
I(racauer, Ernst Bloch, Walter Benjamin-Simmel never discussed cabaret
or revues directly, but many of his observations complemented other on
going debates about the nature of modern life and popular culture. At the
center of those discussions stood the variety show.

In Berlin the creation of cabarets was above all a reaction to the growing
popularity of vaudeville and variety shows-Varietes or Specialitaten
Theater-in the years following the unification of the Reich. As their name
suggests, they provided a "variety" of unconnected and "specialized"
entertainments, primarily songs, acrobatic stunts, and animal acts, but also
skits, magic tricks, tableaux, and even popular opera arias. The variety
show was an urban institution that had originated in England, where it
was called music hall, in the first half of the nineteenth century. The
concept of the variety show soon spread to the continent, as well as to
America, where it was known as vaudeville. It became the dominant form
of urban entertainment until the advent of film. German vaudeville halls
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appeared in different guises. Those at the lower end of the spectrum were
little more than raised stages at the side of a cheap restaurant or pub,
where aspiring (or down-and-out) entertainers would perform. Some, with
male waiters, were considered decent establishments to which one could
take the whole family. Far less reputable were establishments where wait
resses served beverages to a male clientele, while soubrettes performed
risque songs. Often several women would appear on stage at once, and
each would sing a suggestive song. Afterward they might wander among
the audience and sell "naughty" postcards, encourage the men to order
more drinks, or even make assignations for later. The tavern scenes of the
film The Blue Angel illustrated that type of venture. Such joints were
commonly, and disparagingly, dubbed "Tingeltangel." Although the ori
gins of the name are disputed, it probably derived from the verb tingein,
which described the clinking of coins onto a plate passed around during
the show. The repetition of this root word with a single vowel shift gave
Tingeltangel a further plebeian quality, much like the American honky
tonk. The official attitude toward such venues can be gleaned from the
definition of Tingeltangel established by a German court in 1904: "com
mercial presentations at a fixed place of operation, consisting of musical
performances, especially vocal music, declamations, dances, shorter musi
cals and similar works, devoid of any higher artistic or scholarly interest,
and which are capable, through either their content or their manner of
presentation, of arousing the lower instincts, in particular the sexual lust
of the audience." 13

At the upper end of the vaudeville spectrum were large commercial
establishments, seating well over a thousand spectators, that could afford
to engage the most famous entertainers. As variety shows spread through
out Europe and the United States, an international star system of especially
talented (or at least well-advertised) performers developed, and their high
priced acts would be purchased for two-week stints by the premier vaude
ville halls. The most distinguished variety theater in Berlin was the Win
tergarten. When the Central-Hotel opened in Berlin in 1880, it boasted an
enormous, glass-decked winter garden. Its owners soon put it to more
profitable use, first as a ballroom, and by 1887 as a vaudeville hall (fig.
3). They proceeded to book the most famous stars of the variety-show
circuit, and over the years its entertainers included Yvette Guilbert, Loie
Fuller, La belle Otero, Cleo de Merode, Saharet, The Five Sisters Barrison,
and Lillian Russell. The world's first public film projection took place at
the Wintergarten on November 1, 1895, when the Skladanowsky brothers
presented their "Bioskop" as part of the evening's entertainments. Some
what superfluously, the short film clips depicted other variety-show num
bers: a juggler, an athlete on horizontal bars, acrobats, wrestlers, Russian



3. Auditorium and stage of the Wintergarten variety theater.

dancers, Italian children's dances, and a certain Mister Delaware with his
boxing kangaroo. 14

Many vaudeville halls were neither cheap Tingeltangel nor extravagant
establishments, but simply regular theaters that hosted variety shows.
Indeed, this was precisely what worried German observers by the turn of
the century: vaudeville was becoming so popular that it was driving con
ventional dramatic theaters out of business. The trend was especially
pronounced in Berlin at an early date. The Tonhallen-Theater (founded
1869), the Bellevue-Theater (1872), the Neues American Reichs-Theater
(1877), and the Reichshallen-Theater (1881), among others, switched from
concerts or spoken theater to variety shows within a few months after
opening. By the 1880s it had become apparent that broad sectors of the
middle class, which had initially looked down upon vaudeville, were being
won over to its popular theatricality. The Wintergarten played a key role
in this transition, inasmuch as attendance there became fashionable for
Berliners as well as tourists. A cabaret journal of 1902 noted in retrospect
that "Julius Baron, the former director of the Wintergarten, was probably
the first person to build a large and wide bridge between vaudeville artistry
and bourgeois society." The success of the Wintergarten and other pres
tigious variety theaters was so great that Conrad Alberti, a noted naturalist
writer, could write in 1901: "The fact that vaudeville halls have increas-
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ingly supplanted and diminished interest in theater has caused a stir for
quite some time in all circles which still take an interest in the fate and
the future of art in Germany. Perhaps this has never been so apparent as
this winter in Berlin, where attendance at the performances of theaters
dwindles day by day and has become limited almost exclusively to inferior
farces, while the vaudeville halls can boast of sold-out houses nearly every
evening. " 15

Numerous attempts were made to explain this abandonment of theater
in favor of variety shows. Some authors made the obvious point that the
demands of work during the day left people exhausted in the evening. In
Das Variete (1902) Artur Moeller van den Bruck, an increasingly conser
vative essayist and cultural critic, noted that the pleasure-urge was "the
flip side of productivity," and that vaudeville allowed the masses to expe
rience some of the instinctive sensuality that they were forced to repress
in the workplace. Another observer contended: "Whoever has to strain
hand and head from early in the morning to late in the evening has neither
the composure nor the receptivity for intellectual products that demand
strict concentration. The tortured spirit seeks relaxation and the lightest
form of diversion; thus it is really no wonder that the most superficial
farces are the greatest draws at theaters, and the broad masses prefer
vaudeville halls." Other authors argued that vaudeville was not only a
source of release from the pressures of labor, but simultaneously, and
paradoxically, a reflection of values that had been instilled in the work
place. Conrad Alberti noted that "the passionate partiality for gymnastics,
for bodily agility and exercise, accords well with an age in which technol
ogy rules everything, in which dexterity and practical ability outweigh
philosophical thought and aesthetic perception." In such an age, people
actively participate in sports-" sport is technology without a practical
goal"-or passively admire the "technically" perfect gymnastic feats of
vaudeville performers. 16 Such leisure-time activities might allow one to
relax from the pressures of a hard week's work, but they also reinforced
the attitudes inculcated on the shop floor or in the office. This aspect of
entertainment was to persist into the twenties, when the kicklines of
"Girls" updated the industrial aesthetic for audiences of the Weimar era.

Some writers contended that vaudeville not only alleviated the rigors
and reproduced the values of the workplace but also reflected modern
experience more generally. They asserted that vaudeville was in fact a
quintessentially modern art form, a logical and inevitable outcome of
urban life. The hustle and bustle of the modern city, with its crowds and
traffic, its constant variation of sights and sounds, fragmented conscious
ness and shattered all sense of stability and continuity. Ernst von Wolzogen,
who founded Berlin's first cabaret, noted that vaudeville's popularity was
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"a sign of our nervous, precipitate age, which finds no repose for long and
prolix entertainments. We are all, each and everyone of us, attuned to
aphoristic, terse, and catchy tones." In the introduction to Deutsche Chan
sons (1900), an influential collection of lyrics that helped usher in the
cabaret movement, Otto Julius Bierbaum wrote: "The contemporary city
dweller has vaudeville nerves; he seldom has the capacity of following
great dramatic continuities, of tuning his senses to the same tone for three
hours. He desires diversity-Variete."17 The fragmentation and intensifica
tion of sense experience in everyday metropolitan life transformed the
perceptual apparatus of modern urbanites to such an extent that they were
no longer capable of the continuous reflection demanded by conventional
drama. Stage presentations thus had to become as multiform and disjunct
as the presentation of everyday life in the streets, shops, and offices of the
modern metropolis.

These arguments paralleled Simmel's analysis of the metropolitan psyche
and its effects on the marketing of commodities. Modern life fashioned
citizens who felt at home in surroundings that changed constantly; too
much stability placed excessive demands on the concentration of the mod
ern observer. Moreover, increasingly extreme means were needed to attract
the attention of modern urbanites, bewildered and exhausted by the pleth
ora of external stimuli. As Wolzogen said, everyone was "attuned to
aphoristic, terse, and catchy tones": the melodies of modern life needed
to be not only succinct, but "catchy"; they had to reach out and ensnare
the consumer. This became a vicious circle. As the number and intensity
of stimulations increased, the observer became more confused and ex
hausted, which necessitated ever greater exertions to attract his or her
attention. Shop-window displays became more extravagant, advertise
ments became more colorful, and entertainments as well became more
lavish and sensually enticing in order to feed the hunger for overt stimu
lation. Just as window displays and trade exhibitions presented a growing
diversity of goods attractively packaged and presented, vaudeville provided
a variety of different entertainments that increasingly claimed to be "the
world's best," "the most beautiful," "the most daring," "the sensation of
Europe."

Such arguments implied that any artist who desired to address a modern
public would have to adopt sooner or later the "terse and catchy" forms
of vaudeville. By the 1890s conventional theater was beginning to adapt
itself to the style of vaudeville, as gymnastic stunts, songs, and other
variety-show elements were inserted into some dramas, comedies, and
farces. This trend was given theoretical justification by Oskar Panizza, a
highly controversial Bavarian playwright who published an influential
essay on "Classicism and the Infiltration of Vaudeville" (1896). He defined
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vaudeville very broadly in order to argue that modern culture was becom
ing increasingly infused with a variety-show spirit, so that the classical
foundations of nineteenth-century culture were about to collapse. For
Panizza vaudeville was the "absolute contradiction" of classicism, insofar
as it respected no moral or aesthetic categories and had no social con
sciousness: it expressed joy in existence pure and simple. It represented
"the total lack of character in the arts ... It is absolute naivete in the use
of artistic media; it is the crudest (because unselfconscious) use of makeup
and powder, of lipstick and eyelash black, of tutus and tights-I speak
figuratively-in art, it is sparkling joy, childish enthusiasm, and purest
delight in the result, whatever its origin. That is Variete." According to
Panizza, this spirit, this "poetry of the people" that had originated in "the
lowest music-halls," irrevocably changed the aesthetic taste of those who
had experienced it. "It is not without import if we decide to spend an
evening seeing the Huline-Brothers, some musical clowns, or the Barrison
Sisters instead of Goethe's Iphigenia. Whoever sees a serpentine-dance with
its ravishing mysticism in the evening cannot quietly sit down the next
morning and continue to write a fifth act in a classical mode." Just as
Bierbaum contended that modern audiences could no longer sit through
multiact plays, Panizza argued that modern writers could not compose
them anymore: once vaudeville destroyed the aura of classicism, it never
could be restored. He pointed to the paintings of Franz Stuck, Frank
Wedekind's play Spring Awakening, and Otto Erich Hartleben's version of
the lyric cycle, Pierrot lunaire, as examples of the intrusion of the vaude
ville spirit into all spheres of the arts. Panizza's own blasphemous drama,
The Council of Love (1894), for which he was sentenced to a year in jail,
likewise included gymnastics, wrestling bouts, boisterous sexuality, and
other vaudevillian elements. 18

Many writers concurred with Moeller van den Bruck's assertion that "if
our age has a style at all, then it must be a vaudeville-style [Varietestil]."
They sought to use this fact as a basis for reforming both high and low
culture, by infusing them with a new vitality. They contended that many
aspects of popular vaudeville were tasteless, and they sought to improve
or "ennoble" (veredeln) its artistic forms. At the same time, they believed
that high culture as well was in serious need of reform. While much of
elite art had degenerated into a lifelessly epigonal neoclassicism, the so
called avant-garde trends were too distant from the concerns or the com
prehension of the broader educated public. Some critics argued that much
serious art, already marked by modernist tendencies, made too many
demands on the average audience. Noting that the public was abandoning
opera in favor of vaudeville, one music critic laid the blame on the disap
pearance of simple melodic lines in post-Wagnerian operas and sympho-
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nies: "The music-loving public does not in the long run want to be served
contrapuntal curiosities and pointy-headed [geistreichelnde] note combi
nations in place of melodies and healthy music appreciation. If opera
houses and concert halls continue to deny the public what it desires and
demands, then it turns to vaudeville or to operettas." And a critic in the
conservative journal Der Kunstwart pointed disapprovingly to the "con
voluted polyphony" and motifs of modern music-dramas, "or a play by
Ibsen, with its hesitant unfolding of antecedent events, with its dialogue,
where one has to read the true meaning between the lines, and where the
words themselves provide only slight intimations and halfway-hinted
thoughts." No wonder the audience sought "a desirable counterbalance
to the exhausting nature of great art. "19

By the turn of the century many observers of German culture concluded
that a new performing art was needed. It should appeal to the modern
audience's predilection for the fragmented form of vaudeville, and it should
occupy a middle ground between the mindlessness of popular variety
shows and the incomprehensible esoterism of the avant-garde. The solution
to this equation was cabaret. That French word originally had a twofold
meaning: it designated a lower-class wine-house or pub, and it referred to
a type of tray that held a variety of different foods or drinks. Both
definitions came together in the "cabaret artistique," where a variety of
different numbers would be performed in a pub setting. The first such
venture was the "Chat noir" (Black Cat) of Rodolphe Salis, an artiste
manque turned tavern keeper. Initially a circle of Parisian writers and
artists entertained each other with their own poems and songs at his
Montmartre pub. When he noticed that the lively goings-on began to
attract a wider, bourgeois public, he formalized the performances. From
1881 on, every evening would feature writers and artists presenting their
own works to the tavern's clientele. Although the performers received little
or no pay, it was a means of advertising themselves to a wider audience.
Salis reaped the profits from the venture, as word-of-mouth soon turned
his establishment into a fashionable venue. He moved to larger quarters
in 1885, where he expanded the repertory to include elaborately staged
shadow plays.

Salis's original venue was taken over by Aristide Bruant, an imposing
figure who composed and sang argot songs with a strong populist bent.
Renamed "Le Mirliton," a word that can mean either a reed flute or
doggerel verse, it became a place where the audience could pretend to
engage in social and cultural slumming. Whereas Salis treated his guests
with excessive (and hence ironic) courtesy, Bruant heaped vulgar verbal
abuse on his patrons and subjected them to accusatory songs that deplored
the fate of workers, criminals, and the poor. Unfortunately, the Chat noir
and the Mirliton were the only two artistically respectable Parisian caba-
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rets, and they lasted little more than a decade. Bruant sold his venture in
1895, and Salis died two years later. Their successors and numerous imi
tators created what were little better than tourist traps, each with a dif
ferent gimmick to inspire levity. There was a cabaret that pretended to
replicate heaven, next door to one that represented hell; one was decked
out like a catacomb, and several claimed to be modeled on the haunts of
criminals. None of them displayed any of the literary or artistic quality
that characterized the ventures of the 1880s.20

The German proponents of cabaret were forewarned. The Parisian pro
totypes demonstrated that such ventures could be centers of artistic inno
vation, experimentation, and conviviality, but could just as easily degen
erate into commercial kitsch. The first sustained call for the creation of
German cabarets took note of this problem. Otto Julius Bierbaum's novel
Stilpe (1897) recounted the misadventures of its eponymous antihero, a
bright but unstable writer who dabbled in the various cultural trends of
the fin de siecle. The cabaret founded by Stilpe turned into a commercial
and artistic debacle, and he ended up hanging himself on stage during a
performance. Despite the novel's warnings about the many ways in which
a cabaret could become derailed, its arguments in favor of founding such
ventures were taken seriously by many readers. They concurred with
Stilpe's observations: "Just look at the theaters! They're empty! Go into
the Wintergarten! It's full! Death in one spot, revival in the other!" How
ever, both were "ripe for destruction": "Theater, because its structure is
too clumsy, heavy, and immovable to satisfy the hunger for tidbits in the
modern artistic urge; and today's vaudeville, because it does not know
how to give truly artistic substance to its otherwise auspicious form, which
conforms to all of the demands of a nervous age." Stilpe placed great hopes
in Tingeltangel, which he believed might bring about "a renaissance of all
arts and of life in its entirety." 21

Heretofore art had played a secondary role in people's lives, but Stilpe
believed that a new movement could infuse everyday existence with aes
thetic vitality. That idea was a central precept of art nouveau, the Jugendstil
movement of the turn of the century. Taking cues from developments in
England and Belgium, German artists in the 1890s had begun to focus on
applied arts as a means of infusing the everyday surroundings of the middle
classes with new aesthetic forms. Whereas nineteenth-century design had
consisted of historicist imitations of previous styles (classic, gothic, renais
sance, baroque), a new generation of applied artists sought to create an
ahistorical, supposedly modern style based upon organic, crystalline, and
geometric forms. This style was employed to shape objects of daily life,
from house facades to interior design, from wallpaper to furniture and
silverware. The center of the German Jugendstil movement was Munich,
where Bierbaum resided for most of the 1890s. He explained and ap-
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plauded its endeavors in numerous essays, and his theory of cabaret drew
directly upon its precepts. Just as Jugendstil sought to bring visual art out
of the museum and into the living room, Bierbaum believed that literature
should be aimed more directly at the modern public. He contended that
cabaret could perform this function by presenting "applied lyrics" (ange
wandte Lyrik) to complement the "applied arts" (angewandte Kunst). In
the introduction to Deutsche Chansons he wrote: "We too have serious
objectives, insofar as we place our art in the service of Tingeltangel. We
have the idee fixe that all of life should be saturated with art. Today
painters build chairs, and their ambition is to make chairs which one not
only can admire in museums, but to which one can also apply one's
posterior without suffering injury. Similarly, we want to write poems that
not only can be read in the quiet of one's room, but also be sung before
an audience desiring amusement. Applied lyrics-that is our slogan."22
Bierbaum hoped that the poems and songs heard at cabarets would address
everyday concerns, and would be lyrical or melodic enough to be spoken
or sung at home as well.

Cabaret's "application" of literature and music to a wide public was
supposed to infuse a new spirit of vitality into its audience. Whereas most
elite art and literature of the Wilhelmine era, composed in an epigonal
classical tradition, seemed to advocate the cultivation of spiritual values,
many products of the Jugendstil movement were sensual and vitalistic. In
place of Christian asceticism, the new arts advocated a self-consciously
pagan hedonism. Several observers argued that the desire to overcome
repression was demonstrated by the shift in theatrical taste: the middle
classes were increasingly drawn to vaudeville because of its physicality and
sensuality, its eroticism and bodily energy. Eberhard Buchner, author of a
study of Berlin's variety shows, noted: "Vaudeville art is above all bodily
art, sensual art. Sensuality is expressed more unreservedly and more im
mediately in vaudeville halls than in any other artistic establishment."
Bierbaum proclaimed: "We want to raise vaudeville to the sphere of art,
but we do not want to make it an institution for the crippling of good
and natural instincts. On the contrary: everything that is healthy and vital,
every good and joyful thing that emanates from our senses shall find an
abode here, shall find straightforward and beautiful expression." Moeller
van den Bruck too saw variety shows as an expression of "zest for life"
(Lebenslust) and asserted: "Vaudeville is everything that Dionysos impels
men to do."23

This reference to Dionysos was an allusion to the ideas of Friedrich
Nietzsche, whose name was frequently invoked by supporters of cabaret.
At a time when people of every imaginable persuasion-from anarchists
and Social Democrats to anti-Semites and the far Right-were attempting
to appropriate Nietzsche to their causes, the incipient cabaretists could
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hardly refrain from coopting his thought. Nietzsche had called upon his
contemporaries to rejuvenate themselves and their culture, a task that
would require overcoming Christian asceticism, the work ethic, and bad
conscience vis-a-vis the lower classes. According to Nietzsche, humor was
an indispensable attribute for revitalization and self-overcoming, a neces
sary prelude to the appearance of the future "overman." Throughout his
works Nietzsche praised the value of laughter and dancing. Zarathustra
proclaimed: "Lost be to us the day upon which we have not danced at
least once! False be the truth that was not accompanied by a laugh!"
Nietzsche espoused a Dionysian world, where everything held sacred
would be laughed out of existence, and man's repressed instincts would
become a source of joyous exuberance. In Human, All-Tao-Human (1878)
he spoke of the "joy in nonsense" produced by "the overturning of expe
rience into its opposite, the purposeful into the purposeless, the necessary
into the arbitrary." In The Joyful Science (1882) he called for a commit
ment to folly: "Nothing is as useful to us as the foors cap: we need it in
relation to ourselves-we need every wanton, floating, dancing, mocking,
childish, and blissful form of art, in order to preserve that freedom over
things that our ideal demands from us." Nietzsche concluded that work
by evoking "the ideal of a spirit who naively, that is unintentionally and
from overflowing abundance and power, plays with everything that has
hitherto been deemed holy, good, untouchable, godly." Such a being would
appear to be a "parody of all prevailing worldly seriousness, all solemnity
in gesture, word, tone, view, and duty."24

It is not surprising that Nietzsche was often invoked by the supporters
of cabaret. Bierbaum's Stilpe proclaimed: "We will give birth to the over
man [den Obermenschen] on the stage boards [auf dem Brettl]." This
statement probably inspired Wolzogen to dub his cabaret the Oberbrettl.
In any case, Wolzogen noted in his memoirs: "I began to immerse myself
in Nietzsche. And just as Nietzsche's dream of an overman colored my
catchword about the 'Oberbrettl,' so too did Nietzsche's idea of the
Dionysian man, the dancer, the joyful science." When Wolzogen opened
the second venue of his cabaret in November 1901, a bust of Nietzsche
stood in the foyer. Such enthusiasm is understandable, but like most of
Nietzsche's self-proclaimed followers, the advocates of cabaret did not read
the philosopher very well. Had he lived to witness German cabaret, it is
unlikely that he would have expressed approval. After all, Nietzsche spe
cifically attacked the premises upon which it was based. The fragmentation
of experience in the modern world, along with its reflection in the arts,
was for him a sign of decadence. In The Case of Wagner (1888) he
proclaimed: "What characterizes every literary decadence? The word be
comes sovereign and springs forth from the sentence, the sentence spreads
out and obscures the meaning of the page, the page takes on life at the
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expense of the whole-the whole is no longer a whole anymore." Nietzsche
attributed such decadence to the same aspects of urban life which the
proponents of cabaret would later praise. In Human, All-Too-Human he
asserted: "When one lacks firm, calm lines on the horizons of one's life,
like the lines of mountains and forests, the innermost will of man itself
becomes restless, distracted, and covetous, like the essence of a city
dweller: he has no happiness and gives no happiness." In Joyful Wisdom
he predicted: "Sometime, and probably soon, we will realize what is
missing above all in our big cities: peaceful and wide, expansive spaces for
reflection." In the meantime citizens have become overly hasty and su
perficial: "Man already is ashamed of resting; prolonged meditation almost
gives him pangs of conscience. He thinks with a watch in his hand, as he
eats lunch, his eyes glued to the business page-he lives like someone who
fears 'missing out on something."'25 This attitude led to a loss of form,
and of sensitivity to form, which for Nietzsche was the requirement of all
truly great art.

Nietzsche denied that it would be possible to heal the psychological
fragmentation of modern man with superficial aesthetic remedies. In
"Schopenhauer as Educator" (1874) he attacked the current historicist
style of architecture and interior design, but his criticisms could have been
directed just as well against Jugendstil a generation later: "Truly, it would
not be worth lifting a finger for German culture, if the German were to
conceive the culture that he lacks and must strive for, as arts and niceties
suitable for prettifying life." Nietzsche believed that the "prevailing ten
dency toward 'beautiful form'" was a futile attempt to paper over "that
haste, that breathless grabbing at the moment, that excessive hurry, that
racing and chasing, which currently chisels wrinkles into men's faces and
tattoos everything that they do." Nietzsche would have scorned cabaret's
catering to mass taste, its attempt to capture an audience that had suc
cumbed to vaudeville. In Nietzsche contra Wagner (1888) he contended:
"I am essentially antitheatrical by nature; from the depths of my soul I
have a deep disdain for theater, that mass art par excellence, which every
artist feels today. Success in theater-and my admiration sinks permanently
out of sight; failure-there I prick up my ears and begin to have respect. "26
Perhaps on that basis alone, Nietzsche might have begrudged cabarets,
short-lived ventures that they were, some respect after all.

Berlin Wit: Laughter and Censorship

Joking was one of cabaret's major attributes. One reason why the new
ventures took hold in Berlin was the city's long tradition of subversive wit.
Various theories have tried to account for the existence of "Berliner Witz."
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Most trace its birth to the fact that the city's harsh conditions in the early
modern era forced the inhabitants to keep mentally alert in order to
survive. Nature was stingy in Berlin, which had arisen "in the sand of the
mark of Brandenburg," according to the cliche. The city's heterogeneous
population added further elements of difficulty and confusion. After the
devastation of the Thirty Years' War the city was hungry for new inhabi
tants, and its population came to be drawn from all parts of Central
Europe, and even further afield. In the seventeenth century Friedrich Wil
helm, the Great Elector, welcomed Jews expelled from Vienna and Hu
guenots driven out of France. In the 1720s the city greeted Protestant
weavers facing persecution in Bohemia. Generally Berlin drew upon the
inhabitants of Brandenburg, but it also attracted craftsmen from Holland
and the Pfalz and laborers from Silesia, Pomerania, and Poland. The
melting down of these groups was never complete, and a fully homogene
ous citizenry was never achieved. Nevertheless, there arose (supposedly) a
certain Berlin character type, whose pushiness was a product of the struggle
to survive in a heterogeneous environment. Even Goethe noted that in
Berlin, "you do not get very far with politeness, because such an audacious
race of men lives there that you need to have a sharp tongue and also be
rather rude in order to keep your head above water."27

That "sharp tongue" came to be called "Berliner Schnauze" (literally,
"Berlin snout"). The Berliners were believed to have a corresponding style
of wit, one marked by disrespect of authority and cynical skepticism
toward received values. Whether the average Berliner actually betrayed
these characteristics in the early nineteenth century is hard to determine.
What is more certain is the fact that this stereotype of the Berliner became
accepted by many people as early as 1821, with the performance of Julius
von Voss's play Der Stralauer Fischzug. This was the first popular farce
(Possenspiel) that presented local characters speaking berlinerisch as a
pointed and aggressive argot. The play had numerous imitators during the
ensuing decades, both on stage (the skits of David I(alisch) and in illus
trated comic pamphlets and journals (such as those of Adolf Glassbrenner).
A roster of characters was developed in these media which depicted the
average lower-class Berliner as half-educated yet cunning, self-assured, and
slyly subversive of authority. Major representatives of this attitude were
cabdrivers, hawkers, shoemakers' apprentices, and the Eckensteher figure,
a man-for-hire who advertised his availability by slouching against street
corners.28

It would be difficult to come down on a single side of a chicken-or-egg
argument: did the reality shape these images, or did the images shape actual
behavior? Nevertheless, over time, the continued presentation of such
characters in the popular media led to the type of characterization noted
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by Ernst Dronke, an observer of the city's manners, in 1846: "From the
tendencies and the nature of Berlin wit we can learn about an element of
the Berliners, namely the fact that they leave nothing, indiscriminately
nothing, unridiculed. If anything is a characteristic of Berlin, then it is such
criticism, the negation of every authority." Thirty years later, the popular
encyclopedia, Meyers Konversationslexikon, noted: "The Berliner is al
ways quick-witted, always ready to find a sharp, spicy, witty formulation
for every encounter and event ... But the Berliner also has the tendency
to carp at everything great or profound that confronts him, or to drag it
down to the level of illusion or fashion, in order to play with it until it is
tossed out in favor of another toy." The encyclopedia conceded that even
though Berliners were very proud and defensive of their city vis-a-vis
outsiders, they had "the exquisite quality of treating themselves and their
weaknesses ironically, and of making all aspects of Berlin the object of
their wit. "29

This image of the Berliner, which had been fashioned in the generation
prior to the revolution of 1848, continued to dominate popular farces into
the 1870s. Thereafter demographic and economic shifts made the artisans
and preindustrial workers who populated those plays obsolete, and the
traditional farces disappeared from the repertory. As hawkers, apprentices,
and Eckensteher gave way to employees of heavy industry and department
stores, new images of Berlin had to be fashioned for public consumption.
As we shall see, the revues and cabarets of the early twentieth century
played an important role in providing updated character types. There one
could encounter performers like Claire Waldoff or Paul Graetz, who spoke
or sang in an aggressive Berlin dialect about the foibles of their day.

One reason why the Berlin character type could survive into the modern
age was because its attributes became even more necessary as time pro
gressed. If anything, the metropolis demanded an even greater agility of
mind. Richard Hamann wrote: "In Germany the Berliner is considered
especially quick-witted, and in fact, to mention simply something su
perficial, the crossing of the Potsdamer Platz or even a walk through the
Friedrichstrasse in heavy traffic demands a presence of mind that finds
ill-defined signals and indirectly perceived images sufficient for directing
one's volition." These conditions were obviously the same ones that gave
birth to Simmel's conception of the metropolitan psyche. They also had
ramifications in the realm of wit, according to Hamann and other ob
servers. The urbanite's detachment from traditional bonds could generate
not only a blase attitude, as Simmel contended, but also a cynicism that
mocked all fixed values. Hamann claimed that the "splitting of conscious
ness" in the big city resulted in a know-it-all attitude, a feeling of detach
ment from and superiority to all values, persons, and events. In such a
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situation of perpetual distance, anything could serve as a target for wit:
"Big-city society, although much more tolerant than that of the small town
since it demands nothing of the individual, is nevertheless much more
mocking, because the aesthetic tendency to apply one's wit to phenomena
can become the sole interest that one has in other things. "30 The resulting
cynicism was one of the outsiders' major complaints about the Berliners.
In the Weimar era, it also was a charge leveled against cabaret.

Wit can reveal a negative side, insofar as it expresses some of the least
noble of human emotions: malice, hatred, ridicule. But it also can display
very idealistic sentiments. Satire, after all, consists most fundamentally in
contrasting a person's stated values with his or her actual practices. Un
derscoring the discrepancy between ideals and realities need not be cynical;
it can be pedagogical or even therapeutic. Uncovering hypocrisy can free
the body politic from delusion, or warn citizens away from dangerous
individuals or ideologies. On a more general level, laughter can loosen
mental constraints and make room for innovative thought. Nietzsche cer
tainly had that end in mind when he called for laughter, and similar ideas
could be found in quite different camps as well. Speaking of Bertolt Brecht,
Walter Benjamin wrote: "there is no better starting point for thought than
laughter. And in particular, splitting your sides normally offers better
chances for thought than shaking up your soul."3! Cabaret at its best hoped
to engage in such a mentally liberating enterprise.

The emancipatory aspect of wit was highlighted in what was probably
the most perceptive account of humor written at the turn of the century:
Sigmund Freud's Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious (1905).
Freud contended that the joke was "the most social of all the mental
functions that aim at a yield of pleasure." The pleasure derived from joking
resulted from the fact that it lifted a repression, be it internal or external,
in a public context (that is, in the presence of the joker's audience). Freud
was particularly interested in jokes that were tendenzios, "tendentious" in
the sense of having a sociopolitical goal or focus of attack. Such jokes
invariably criticized something that demanded renunciation, such as a
political authority, a moral imperative, the institution of marriage, or even
reason and logical thought (which were challenged by nonsense jokes). By
making fun of such people or values, jokes provided a partial release of
the frustrations that they generated: "to the human psyche all renunciation
is exceedingly difficult, and so we find that tendentious jokes provide a
means of undoing the renunciation and retrieving what was lost. "32 What
was lost was, of course, the freedom of thinking, speaking, or acting as
one desired.

The more committed and self-conscious cabarets supported such free
dom. Consequently, they dealt with the two major taboos of the modern
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world: sex and politics. But such topics were broached in the face of
authorities that espoused renunciation. The most effective censor sat, in
fact, in the public's head. Often prevailing norms had been internalized so
successfully that audiences were unwilling to hear performers who chal
lenged their political or moral values. The most successful entertainers
were those who spoke to people's repressions, but did not call for a major
restructuring of thought or action. Ultimately, by the Weimar era, that
came to be seen as one of the major pitfalls of cabaret: it could be a safety
valve, where the spectators would "let off steam" through laughter, but
then proceed to live as they always had. Cabaret thus could sustain the
status quo inadvertently, insofar as it defused tensions that otherwise might
have been stored up longer and eventually released in much more forceful
forms.

The audience was not the only authority that prevented cabaret from
getting out of hand. Up until the fall of the monarchy in 1918, the theaters
of Wilhelmine Germany were subjected to preliminary censorship. Before
a performance, the script of every play, skit, or song had to be submitted
in duplicate to the police, who would examine the text and determine its
suitability for public presentation. Most scripts were approved, but often
cuts were indicated in the texts returned to the theater. The police would
retain the duplicate copies and send an observer to the performance to
ascertain whether the cuts had been made. He also determined whether
any other aspect of the presentation, such as gesture or intonation, might
have subversive overtones. Infractions of the rules might result in fines,
and a repeat offender could even have his license to perform permanently
revoked.

The documentation generated by the police censors is a boon to histo
rians interested in the politics of the stage, but performers subjected to it
naturally did not find it so congenial. Cabarets in particular might face
difficulties, insofar as they sought to challenge the very values that the
police were instituted to uphold. The German Criminal Code provided for
prosecution in three areas where cabarets were tempted to tread: obscenity,
blasphemy, and lese majesty. These laws covered sexuality, religion, and
politics-precisely those areas where renunciation was greatest. Conse
quently, the censors and the cabaretists struggled to determine how daring
one could be in all of those categories. The battle was not, however,
straightforward. The police had the legal right to ban all subversive ma
terial' and they could have been heavy-handed in withdrawing licences.
We shall see that they actually did deny permission to controversial works,
and even shut down recalcitrant stages. In general, though, the Berlin police
provided surprising leeway, for several reasons. It is very probable that
they realized that satire had a safety valve function and could diffuse
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discontent to a certain extent. Over time they certainly became aware that
censorship provided inadvertent advertisement to playwrights or theaters
by creating a succes de scandale. The actions of the censor were, after all,
reported and debated in the daily press, and the banning of one book or
play might increase sales of other works by the same author. Writers such
as Hermann Sudermann and Hermann Bahr gleefully acknowledged that
fact and used it to their profit. Cabarets could profit from notoriety as
well. 33

Most fundamentally, the police were told by their superiors to respect
Berlin's reputation as a Weltstadt, a city with aspirations to cosmopolitan
allure. One could hardly attract tourists or impress foreigners with a
repressive cultural regime. Although the authorities often disliked what
cabarets had to say, they were forced to concede that their presence was
one more sign that Berlin was an important center of entertainment and
artistic innovation. Above all, cabaret was a perfect expression of the city's
nature. An urban desire for fragmented forms of diversion, a demand for
sensuous modes of entertainment, and a local tradition of biting wit
combined to give it form. Although it was to face numerous commercial
and political obstacles, once born, Berlin cabaret could not be contained.



Between Elitism
and Entertainment:

Wolzogen's Motley Theater

CHAPTER TWO

The first German cabaret was founded in Berlin by Ernst von Wolzogen
in January 1901. His Motley Theater (Buntes Theater), also known as the
Oberbrettl, served as a testing ground that revealed many of the problems
faced by subsequent cabarets. Critics praised the artistically innovative
numbers on opening night, but the audience applauded the more enter
taining and risque songs. Wolzogen cast his lot with the paying public and
eliminated experimental works from his stage. Whereas this angered the
critics, Wolzogen soon found himself battling competitors as well, since
the Motley Theater's initial commercial success inspired other entrepre
neurs to found cabarets. Wolzogen attempted to revive his artistic prestige
as well as his finances by moving into a specially commissioned theater in
November 1901. August Endell's structure was a splendid example of
Jugendstil design, but it could not halt the deterioration of Wolzogen's
fortunes. The "Oberbrettl-Baron" was forced to surrender his Motley
Theater in May 1902. Like so many of its successors, this first cabaret
proved to be a dynamic but short-lived venture, whose fortune was shaped
by a continual negotiation among performers, the public, critics, and
competitors.

The Premiere of the Motley Theater

Ernst Ludwig Freiherr von Wolzogen (1855-1934; fig. 4) was the progeny
of an old noble family that had lost its wealth in the course of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. By the nineteenth century the Wolzo
gens began to have familial and professional connections to artistic circles.
Ernst von Wolzogen's grandfather had married into the family of Friedrich
Schiller. His father, a bureaucrat who became director of the Schwerin
court theater in 1867, married a daughter of Friedrich Schinkel, whose
buildings had embellished the Prussian capital. Their son, Hans von Wolzo
gen, became a stalwart of the Wagner circle in Bayreuth. Ernst was the
offspring of his father's second marriage, to a wealthy Englishwoman.
During the 1890s he lived in Munich as a free-lance writer and became



4. Ernst von Wolzogen in 1902.

known for fashionable novels and plays; he also composed the libretto to
Richard Strauss's Feuersnot. Unable to achieve his main goal, the direc
torship of a court theater, he began to think seriously about founding a
"literary vaudeville," an idea that he had derived from Bierbaum's Stilpe. l

On June 9, 1900, Wolzogen reported to the Berlin police his intention
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of founding an "artistic variety show." The enterprise, scheduled to open
in October, would be financed by a limited liability corporation "consisting
of some well-known Berlin aristocrats and financiers." Wolzogen asked
the police whether a theater or a vaudeville license would be appropriate
for his project. Because he planned "presentations of a dramatic nature,
such as pantomimes, marionette plays, dialogues, and so forth, but no
actual theater plays," a theater license might seem out of place. However,
it would not be a vaudeville hall either: "it will distance itself just as much
from the normal conception of a variety show or Tingeltangel, since on
the one hand acrobats are out of the question, and on the other hand all
presentations will meet high artistic expectations in form and content.,,2
Such passages underscored the generic ambiguities that would characterize
future cabarets as well.

The letter also betrayed Wolzogen's elitism, a tone of embarrassment at
being involved in such an enterprise. He contended that performances
would be tailored to "the taste of a small elite audience. I have agreed to
direct this artistic vaudeville only on the condition that its refined artistic
character be maintained." In accordance with the "exclusive and intimate
character of the enterprise," it would open "in a relatively small hall (at
most four hundred people)" and would be "attached to a first-class res
taurant." The snobbery evident in this passage suffused Wolzogen's pub
lished works, which are full of statements castigating the masses and
praising refinement, nobility, and other supposedly Nietzschean ideals. 3

Wolzogen was able to stress the refined and exclusive nature of his
project since he believed that he enjoyed strong financial backing. By the
beginning of August, however, his major investor had pulled out of the
enterprise and the limited liability corporation dissolved. Wolzogen took
over financial responsibility for the venture. The fact that he had to scrape
together contributions not only delayed the opening until January 1901
but also forced him to adopt a somewhat more populist tone. After all,
the project would now have to be a commercial success, or else he would
face personal bankruptcy. Wolzogen proceeded to promote his project
through articles and interviews, and throughout the fall and winter of 1900
he kept the newspapers buzzing with talk of his upcoming cabaret. In one
of these articles he contended that even though "the genuine artist has
been at all times an aristocrat of Nietzschean persuasion, a hater of the
profanum vulgus, a member of the master caste [Herrenmensch]," modern
times inexorably tended toward breaking down class barriers. Even "aris
tocratic England" had given birth to the applied arts movement, which
brought aesthetic values into daily life. Wolzogen introduced an unchar
acteristically democratic note into his discourse by observing: "I find it
superfluous to start wailing about leveling and degradation. Aside from
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the fact that one actually cannot do anything to stop this powerful trend
of the times, it really is after all more just and more humane to allow
everyone to have a little, instead of the few having everything and the
majority nothing." Wolzogen now stated that he too would follow this
trend by "seeking out the people in their places of entertainment." He
quickly noted that by this he did not mean the people (Volk) in the form
of the rabble (Pabel), but rather "the people in the form of those hundreds
of thousands who possess spiritual desires and who are open to an enno
blement [VeredelungJ of their taste.,,4

The "ennoblement" of vaudeville became one of Wolzogen's key slogans.
The idea was implicit in the neologism that he coined in the fall of 1900:
"Oberbrettl." Not only did it have overtones of Bierbaum's Nietzschean
conception of cabaret ("we will give birth to the Obermensch on the
Brettl"), but it also implied that the popular stage would be raised to
something over and above its current standard. In an interview published
in October 1900, Wolzogen noted that vaudeville had become more popu
lar than theater, at least for broad sectors of the public. He explained this,
as we have seen, by reference to the "nervous" age that sought "aphoristic,
terse, and catchy tones." He conceded that people desiring "bodily beauty,
power, and skill" could readily turn to the acrobatic numbers in vaudeville
shows. Yet if they went there looking for spiritual satisfaction, they would
be "horrified" by the "repertory of the chanteuses and the humorists, the
pantomime of the eccentric clowns, and the musical offerings." These were
the genres that had to be "ennobled," and Wolzogen called upon "genuine
artists, poets, composers, actors, and singers" to do for vaudeville what
painters and sculptors had done for the applied arts. He envisioned an
"artistic variety show," sans acrobatics, where smaller and more intimate
genres of the performing arts would find a worthy home.5

On the basis of this proposal, Wolzogen persuaded various people to
loan him sums of 500 and 1000 marks, payable at 10 percent interest at
an unspecified future date. By January 1901 he had collected 10,000
marks. This sum did not permit him to realize his goal of renting a theater
at the fashionable corner of Friedrichstrasse and Unter den Linden, a future
venue of Max Reinhardt's Sound and Smoke. Instead he leased the
somewhat seedy premises of the near-bankrupt Secessionbiihne on the
Alexanderplatz, at some distance from the entertainment hub of the
capital.

The opening of Wolzogen's theater on January 18 was a smashing
success. The enterprise was called officially the Buntes Theater. Bunt is an
adjective that can mean "motley," "colorful," or "full of variety." The first
evening of the cabaret, which lasted over three hours, did indeed provide
a medley of moods and genres. The very date of the premiere had an ironic
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touch: it was the two hundredth anniversary of the elevation of the Ho
henzollern dynasty to kingship, and the thirtieth anniversary of the proc
lamation of the Second Reich at Versailles. At the royal opera house that
evening, the Imperial family and an audience consisting of "an ocean of
uniforms interspersed with a few black tailcoats" attended the premiere
of The Flight of the Eagle (Der Adlerflug). This dramatic apotheosis of
the Hohenzollern dynasty had been written by Josef Lauff, a retired artil
lery major who served as unofficial court playwright. Several blocks away,
at the Motley Theater, Wolzogen introduced the evening by referring to
the historic date and asking the I(aiser to respect the medieval rights of
the court jester to speak the truth. 6

Wolzogen's rather sheepish introduction set the political tone for his
cabaret. In October 1900 he had said that his venture would have "po
litical" verses, but these "would have to stand strictly above the parties
and adopt a superior tone." A few weeks later, anticipating that censorship
would create problems for his enterprise, Wolzogen contended that too
much red-penciling would be counterproductive. Indeed, he argued that
public satire could be a safety valve for suppressed discontent. Suppression
of laughter would cause dissent to fester, while a good side-splitting laugh
would vent accumulated frustrations: "the paw with splayed claws that is
laughingly slapped on the knee is much less harmful than the fist clenched
in the pocket." The argument that satire served to diffuse rather than
exacerbate tension would be repeated in the Weimar era. Whereas later
satirists deplored the inability of their art to effect significant change,
Wolzogen used the stabilizing potential of wit to advocate its free expres
sion. He reiterated these themes in a poem that he published on January
27, the I(aiser's birthday, in which he again begged the monarch not to be
angry at those free-speaking court jesters who neither "clench their fists
in their pockets" nor blindly shout out their loyalty. 7

Wolzogen's simultaneous pandering to the I(aiser and his call for free
speech put severe limits on the politicization of his cabaret. Naturally the
censors also played a role, insofar as they deleted several works from the
premiere. Nevertheless, the numbers in question-a poem by Hugo Salus
on the erotic escapades of monks, as well as verses by Otto Julius Bierbaum
and Alfred I(err-were excised not for any political reasons, but on ac
count of alleged obscenity. The only work performed at the premiere that
even bordered on the political was "Assigned to the Poetry Detachment"
(Zur Dichtkunst abkommandirt). The verses recounted the life of an officer
named Josef who, upon retirement, took up poetry and proceeded to
militarize the muse; he cared little for popular acclaim, as long as the
I(aiser liked his works. The poem was, of course, a parody of the career
of Josef Lauff, whose Hohenzollern extravaganza was being premiered at
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the opera house that same evening. This work proved to be one of the
most popular pieces that evening. Much of its effectiveness was due to the
witty text by the outstanding Bavarian satirist Ludwig Thoma. Some
reviewers noted, however, that his verses were hardly as caustic as the
political lyrics in the Berlin farces of the 1840s.8

Equally important was the music written by the pianist and in-house
composer of the Motley Theater, Oscar Straus (1870-1954). A native of
Vienna, Straus ("with one's'," as many early reviewers noted; he was no
relative of the famous Viennese waltz dynasty) eventually achieved world
fame in 1907 with his operetta, A Waltz Dream, followed a year later by
The Chocolate Soldier. The first step on that path to success came on the
opening night of the Motley Theater, when the public and the critics
applauded not only his music to Thoma's satirical verses but also the
undisputed hit of the evening, Bierbaum's "The Merry Husband" (Der
lustige Ehemann). A couple in the dress of the Biedermeier era (Robert
I(oppel and Bozena Bradsky) sang and danced to words describing their
marital bliss (fig. 5). The song began with childish neologisms ("Ringel
ringelrosenkranz," "I(lingklanggloribusch"), and described how the hus
band danced "like a peacock" around a rosebush with his wife. The third
stanza had a rather explicitly asocial and escapist message:

The world is someplace far away,
Who cares what happens there!
It hardly is of interest,
Indeed, if it did not exist,
There'd still be us somewhere.

Die Welt, die ist da draussen wo,
Mag auf dem I(opf sie stehn!
Sie intressiert uns gar nicht sehr,
Und wenn sie nicht vorhanden war'
Wiird's auch noch weiter geh'n.

The words and the dance both depicted a couple quite literally turned
in around itself and oblivious to the outside world. Moreover, the singers
were distanced historically from the audience by dressing in quaint cos
tumes from the Biedermeier era (1820s-1840s). Far from being an expres
sion of modern times, the number represented a nostalgic looking-back to
a supposedly idyllic, cozy, premetropolitan age. It did so in a distinctly
antipolitical manner. After all, the Biedermeier years were the Vormarz as
well, an age of mounting social and political discontent that culminated
in the revolution of March 1848. Vormarz sentiment had been expressed
in the Berlin farces of the 1840s, whose tone was missed by some reviewers



5. A hit is born: Bozena Bradsky and Robert I(oppel perform "The Merry Hus
band."
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of the Motley Theater. Preferring Biedermeier to Vormarz, Wolzogen pre
sented a historically distanced and gemutlich number, whose quaintness
was reinforced by the rather antiquated polka rhythms and trills in the
accompaniment. Two reviewers used the adjective "allerliebst" (most
sweet, most lovely) to describe the effect. It was purely saccharine enter
tainment.9

The first rendition of "The Merry Husband" elicited sustained applause
and cries of "da capo!" One reviewer noted that "verse, melody, and dance
created such a charming and enchanting harmony, that cheerfulness spread
like an electric current throughout the whole house."lo The work had to
be repeated, and it went on to become the season's instantaneous hit (the
word "Schlager" was in use already back then). Here finally were the
"applied lyrics" that Bierbaum had called for; indeed, the poem had been
published at the beginning of his anthology, Deutsche Chansons. By adding
quaint yet cheerful music, costuming, and dance to what was at best an
insipid poem, the Motley Theater had devised a number that could be
enjoyed in the theater and sung at home, as Bierbaum had prescribed. Not
surprisingly, once the work became famous, advertisements for the sheet
music noted that it could also be performed effectively at parties and
especially at weddings.

Several other numbers were sung and recited on opening night, more or
less erotic works that were partly sentimental, partly risque. Several re
viewers noted that they could have been sung just as easily at the Winter
garten, or even at an average Tingeltangel. As at those institutions, the
songs and poems at the Motley Theater were performed by good-looking
young women. Olga Destree and Olga Wohlbriick, who would remain
stalwarts of the venture, were described by reviewers as "risque" (pikant).
Wolzogen wrote the lyrics for two songs that diverged from this saucy/sen
timental model, but they only underscored the ambiguities of the Motley
Theater. "Madame Adele" satirized German vaudeville artists who pre
tended to be French. The deliberately cliche-ridden text described how a
young seamstress had an affair with a poor poet, dumped him for a richer
paramour, and ended up as a vaudeville singer and "grande cocotte." The
novelty and humor of the work resided in the constant switching between
a colloquial Bavarian dialect and some elementary French. Many reviewers
noted that this song (performed by Bozena Bradsky) was very popular with
the audience. They failed to point out that there was unintended irony in
the fact that, even though this work made fun of vaudeville singers, many
of Wolzogen's other offerings were little better. "The Errand Girl" (Das
Laufmadel) was even more problematic. This song described how an
errand girl's constant running up and down staircases and through bad
weather made her increasingly ill; while she dreamt about finding a rich
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suitor, in reality early death was all that awaited her. What might have
been a socially critical number was at best, to use the words of a reviewer,
"tragic-sentimental." The critical edge was blunted by the text itself
rather Bierbaumesque neologisms with childish onomatopoeia ("Platsche
pitsch-Spagatelregen," "St6ckelstiefel klippeklapp")-and especially by the
fact that Olga Destree sang the piece in "vaudeville dress" (Varietekostum),
a combination of visual flamboyance and decollete. 11

Most of the songs were concentrated in the first third of the evening.
The second and third segments, following intermissions, saw the presen
tation of larger works which testified to the diversity of the Motley Theater.
The audience witnessed the world premiere of "Episode," a segment from
Arthur Schnitzler's Anatol cycle about a self-satisfied and self-deluding
Viennese bon vivant. It was followed by Christian Morgenstern's "II
pranzo-Das Mittagsmahl," a parody of the works of Gabriele d'Annun
zio. The show also included "I(6nig Ragnar Lodbrok," Detlev von Lilien
cron's absurdist ballad about a mythical down-and-out monarch, which
was set to music by Wolzogen and performed as a shadow play. The final
work was a pantomime in which Pierrot committed suicide after failing
to steal the heart of Columbine from another man.

This eclectic selection indicated that Wolzogen was well aware of caba
ret's potential ties to other innovative theatrical forms. At least three major
trends were reflected in these diverse works. First, they bore witness to the
increasing prevalence of small artistic forms (Kleinkunst). The profusion
of one-act plays at the turn of the century was one index of the putative
"crisis of drama" that also acted as midwife to the cabaret movement,
which sought to provide a stage for succinct and fragmented forms of
thespian art. Second, two of the numbers reflected a novel theatrical
sensibility, one that favored gestural and visual expression over dialogue.
Whereas shadow plays eliminated the actor, pantomime obviated the spo
ken word. Oscar Geller, the creator of the Pierrot number, argued that
pantomime was a more natural, instinctive, and atavistic language than
any verbal medium. 12 A third sign of new trends was the employment of
irony and satire, which questioned the mores and fashions of the fin de
siecle. Schnitzler's Anatol scenes depicted the self-delusions of the narcis
sistic bon vivant, and Morgenstern parodied the literary equivalent of such
fulsomeness.

Wolzogen's presentation of these works testified to the artistic preten
sions of his theater. The audience, however, was less enamored of them
than it had been of the songs performed at the beginning of the evening.
Liliencron's ballad and the accompanying shadow figures elicited hearty
laughter, and the pantomime was well received. The scene from Anatol,
however, appears to have earned only polite applause. The reviewers noted
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that it would have been better acted at most conventional theaters, and
that it was not humorous enough to please the cabaret public. The critics
gave Morgenstern's parody high marks, but almost all of them noted that
few members of the audience were familiar with the works of d'Annunzio,
and some had never even heard of him. 13 Wolzogen too must have noted
that his public was disinterested in innovative numbers, for he kept them
out of subsequent shows. It was up to Max Reinhardt's Sound and Smoke
cabaret, which premiered five days later, to cater to a select public of true
theatrical cognoscenti.

Critics and Competitors

All in all, the premiere of the Motley Theater was a great success. That
was certainly true from the box-office perspective: the theater was sold
out for several weeks. Since tickets for the 650 seats were rather expensive,
Wolzogen was able to repay his 10,000-mark loan after just ten days, and
he reaped the profits thereafter. The critical response was also very positive,
albeit somewhat more mixed. All reviewers praised Wolzogen for his
versatility. In particular, he proved to be a succesful conferencier-cabaret's
equivalent of a master of ceremonies, who introduces numbers and,
through his extemporizing, makes the spectators feel that they are being
addressed directly and personally. Wolzogen also showed talent as a poet,
composer of music, and recitor of others' works. Many observers, though
impressed with what they had witnessed, still expressed some disappoint
ment at his failure to attain the level of Parisian cabaret. One reviewer
would have preferred "more levity, impudence, self-irony, in short: more
saucy humor." Another critic, though generally very pleased, said that it
was almost a "family-style Tingeltangel," more variety show than true
Oberbrettl: "it lacked the grotesque hyperbole, the powerful stamp that
had been expressed in the 'Ober'-prefix." At best, another critic noted, it
was "entertaining and gemutlich": "The performers don't make any great
demands on the imagination and mental concentration of the audience,
and the audience does not demand grand or elevated art, so both are
satisfied." This was clearly a type of diversion appropriate to a public
which, in Bierbaum's words, "simply wants to be entertained. "14

The overall atmosphere of the Motley Theater was indeed very different
from that of the Parisian cabarets. The latter were, in essence, taverns
where the audience could smoke and drink, walk in and out at leisure.
Moreover, there was a directness and an intimacy between performer and
public. In contrast, Wolzogen's venture was still very much a theater, where
the audience sat in rows facing the stage. Consequently, according to one
reviewer, the public had to buy tickets in advance, appear punctually, and
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listen with silent attention; the spontaneity, the to-and-fro of Parisian
cabarets was absent. Wolzogen's opposition to such an atmosphere
reflected his elitism. He noted in his autobiography that he rejected the
Parisian model because "everything in me balked at the idea of playing
the bartender and of putting myself on a frere-et-cochon footing with my
honored guests ... Such casualness went too much against my taste, and
my aristocratic conscience had compelled me since childhood to maintain
my distance from the masses. My Parisian experiences and my own sen
sitivity led me to fashion my cabaret in the following manner: no beer and
wine service, no dense smoke, but rather a regular theater. Footlights and
a proper orchestra pit between me and the public."15 Wolzogen preferred
to pretend that he was hosting entertainment in a private salon, and the
stage was set accordingly: it had the appearance of a room furnished with
a concert piano, sofas, and armchairs. As master of ceremonies, Wolzogen
introduced the various entertainers, and he took a seat onstage during their
performances.

Censorship-which was more severe in Prussia than in France-also
played a role in preventing the Motley Theater from displaying the political
or erotic audacity of the Parisian cabarets. Not only the critics but also
the Berlin censors contended that it was not quite the venture that they
had been led to believe it would be. A police report of February 9 noted
that, even though Wolzogen had claimed in advance that his venture would
"raise vaudeville to a higher artistic level," in practice "this hope must be
replaced by the fear that the Motley Theater would perform and depict
the most daring things if a watchful eye were not kept over it." The
resulting vigilance impeded, but did not hamstring, the venture. Although
all critics deplored the existence of censorship, one of them noted: "in
general, the censor has given fair consideration to the freedom and the
atmosphere of such a cabaret, and has in the end permitted some daring
verses and some impudent punch lines." Another observer believed that
Wolzogen would be able to speak even more freely if only he had the
courage to challenge the censors: "Everyone points to the censor as if to
a bogy. But has anyone seriously taken up a fight with censorship? ...
The idol of censorship is not set in bronze, it is only a plaster cast. In the
last decade so much of this plaster has been chipped away that little stands
in the way of more extensive crumbling." Recent scholarship suggests that
intrepid theater directors could indeed get away with quite a bit in Prussia
at that time. 16 Wolzogen was not, however, the man to lead the battle
against the censor. His elitism, his desire to stand above all parties, and
his pandering to the I(aiser on opening night hardly characterized him as
a person who desired to challenge the powers that be.

By March 9 Wolzogen's cabaret could look back to fifty sold-out per-
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formances. One reviewer summed up: "The Motley Theater is the greatest
success of the winter." Wolzogen had built upon the strengths of the
premiere. Oscar Straus wrote music for a clone of the "Merry Husband,"
namely "The Hazelnut" (Die Haselnuss), which was performed by the
same pair of singers in Biedermeier outfit. Invariably the audience would
then demand that they sing the "Merry Husband" as well. Another new
hit was "Here Comes the Music" (Die Musik kommt), Liliencron's poem
about a passing military band, likewise set to Straus's music. As this
repertory grew, criticism mounted. Already on opening night one reviewer
noted that "the music changes everything, and makes even the trivial
interesting." As the weeks passed, more critics noted that "such insipid
verses as Bierbaum's 'Merry Husband'" would be nothing without the
accompanying music. Conversely, other reviewers asserted that the music
actually detracted from the virtues of Liliencron's "Here Comes the Mu
sic," which used the power of melodic words to evoke the approach,
passing, and fading away of a band. While Straus's music might elevate
some of Bierbaum's verse, it could obscure the virtues of Liliencron's
sound-poetry.17

Some critics contended that, far from bringing true poetry to a wider
audience, the Motley Theater systematically selected bad works, even from
the repertory of otherwise good writers. One observed that the public
received a false impression of poets like Richard Dehmel and Liliencron,
since it heard only those verses that could be set to "the banal polka and
waltz rhythms" of Oscar Straus-"a selection that takes into account
melodic trivialities, countless cocotte-biographies with cocotte-aspirations,
affairs with sweet young things and sentimentalities. II This critic noted
that the venture could not be considered an "ennoblement" of vaudeville,
since the songs were as sensuous and suggestive, and the women's shoulders
as bare as in any variety show. Another observer was appalled by the
"Beggar Boy Song" (Bettelbubenlied), which began with a beggar boy's
plaintive cry that no one gave him anything, but ended with his looking
forward to the fact that a beggar girl "will give me something tonight in
the hay." The presentation of this song was even more tasteless: "A woman
appears in a state of undress typical of variety shows, decked out with
pearls and tinsel and bracelets, and she sings-in such an outfit!-a beggar
boy song that is supposed to awake in us sympathy for the dispossessed
members of society.,,18

Many critics accused Wolzogen of pandering to an audience that did
indeed desire only entertainment. The police report of February 9 noted
that the well-educated and culture-hungry clientele which Wolzogen had
predicted for his enterprise had failed to materialize: "Without a doubt
the public that appears at these shows differs in part from that which
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usually goes to theaters; one does not see members of the upper educated
classes and literary circles attending the performances in great numbers."
To be sure, Wolzogen, Bierbaum, and others had stated in advance that
they hoped to attract precisely those people who had abandoned theaters
in favor of variety shows. But instead of raising this public to a higher
plateau of taste, as Wolzogen had proclaimed, he rapidly sank down to
its level. One reviewer of the fiftieth performance noted: "The Motley
Theater has turned into a family-style vaudeville hall, or at least it is well
on the way to becoming one. All that is pleasing, all that lulls one directly
to sleep, such as 'The Merry Husband,' or 'Here Comes the Music,' or
the new song of the 'Hazelnut' ... bears without exception the stamp of
the good bourgeois."19

Some reviewers were caustic in their descriptions of the audience to
which Wolzogen catered. In Die Gesellschaft, which a decade earlier had
been the major journal of the naturalist movement, one critic claimed that
the Motley Theater was a stage not against, but rather for philistines.
Another writer in that journal said that it appealed to the taste of the
"easily satisfied compact majority." Other reviewers noted that Wolzogen,
for all his aristocratic pretensions, was no better than the lower-middle
class elements whom he entertained. His pseudo-Biedermeier stage outfit
a brown jacket with gold buttons, gray pants, and shoes with buckles and
white spats-"revealingly reminded one of those friendly men who open
the doors for you at department stores." This reference to salesmanship
and the consumer sphere was not entirely off the mark, inasmuch as
Wolzogen, Olga Wohlbriick, and other stalwarts of the Motley Theater
would soon allow their names to be used in magazine advertisements for
"Javol," a shampoo and hair tonic. One critic contended that by becoming
thus a "cuckold of a captain of industry," Wolzogen had prostituted his
venture and forfeited his artistic credit.20

The harshest criticism was leveled by Maximilian Harden, the self-styled
"praeceptor Germaniae" and incisive observer of Wilhelmine politics. In
an article provocatively entitled "Tingeltangel," he wrote: "The nobility
descends from its ancient castles. In Silesia the wiliest businessman can
become a prince, and in Berlin the son of an old aristocratic family every
evening dons light-gray pants and a brown coat with gold buttons, applies
makeup to his cheeks and eyelashes, and for two hours tells jokes to the
assembled host of plebeians in exchange for money. And for all that there
are still people who whimper that democracy has not yet prevailed in the
north of Germany." According to Harden, the middle classes flocked to
the Motley Theater because they enjoyed being attended to by a nobleman:
"the petty and especially the grand bourgeoisie, the traveling salesmen and
the assessors, the butter vendors and the chamber-of-commerce members
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who daily fill the hall up to the highest corner, all are flattered that the
baron up there exerts himself so much for them."21 For Harden, Wolzo
gen's enterprise was but one more example of the socially pretentious
bourgeoisie, the degenerate nobility, and the general bad taste that char
acterized the Wilhelmine era.

The Social Democratic press was also harshly critical of the Motley
Theater. For Vorwarts, the major socialist newspaper in Berlin, Wolzogen's
venture exemplified the German intelligentsia's inability to take a truly
radical stand. Expressing mock surprise at seeing two officers in the audi
ence, the reviewer noted: "For me they symbolized the fate of those enraged
bourgeois literati, who promptly transform themselves from revolutionary
anarchists and nihilists into authors for girls' boarding schools, officers'
clubs, and veterans' associations as soon as money starts tinkling in the
cashbox." Anticipating an argument that would be made by I(urt Tuchol
sky and others during the Weimar era, the reviewer contended that self
censorship for the paying public was even more severe than externally
imposed police censorship: "Everything of a political or social nature is
strictly taboo. Whatever has been let through by the neighboring police
headquarters is suppressed by financial success." A writer for Die neue
Zeit, the theoretical journal of the Social Democrats, likewise speculated
that the censors probably did not have to waste too much red ink to ward
off "poetic assassination attempts against the state, order, authority, and
property." Even in nonsocialist journals like Das Magasin fur Literatur
one could read: "the audience is a much more severe censor than the
censorship bureau itself. One can file an appeal against the opinion of the
censor, but not against that of the audience." This was due to the fact that
the bourgeoisie was "very sensitive" about its "political and social inter
ests. "22 In fact, the archives of the Berlin police indicate that the censors'
main concern was the tendency of the Motley Theater to perform erotically
suggestive, not politically sensitive material.

Not surprisingly, very few works that could be construed as political or
socially critical were performed at the Motley Theater in the spring of
1901. The only scandalous piece of that nature was "The Marshal's Baton"
(Der Marschallstab), which alluded to the vanity of Field Marshal Alfred
Graf von Waldersee, commander of Germany's China expedition. The
song, which was illustrated by shadow figures, described how Waldersee
held his marshal's baton "firmly" in his hand everywhere he went-includ
ing, the last stanza related, in the lavatory.23 The song had obvious political
dimensions, not only because of the butt of its satire but also because the
refrain was set to the tune of the "Watch on the Rhine." Still, whatever
humor there was in the punch line resided less in the political overtones
of the music than in the genital double entendre of the final image.
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Cabaret always has had a tendency to combine the political with the
erotic, in accordance with its desire to shock, or to amuse, or to make
someone or something look ridiculous. A generation later, some of the
best songs of the Weimar era would begin with sexual imagery and end
with a political message. Having lured the public's attention with erotic
bait, the Weimar chanson would lead its listeners on an unexpected po
litical detour. At Wolzogen's venture, however, songs took the opposite
path: verses with a potential social or political statement terminated with
sexual imagery, so that their critical message was dissipated. That was true
of the "Beggar Boy Song" as well as "The Marshal's Baton." The Wal
dersee parody was a big hit with audiences, even though some listeners
were scandalized. Indeed, it is rather surprising that the censors allowed
the song to be performed, and it testifies to their relative leniency.

Despite mounting opposition by the critics, the financial success of the
Motley Theater inspired a host of imitators. By the summer of 1901 the
Berlin police reported that forty-two requests to open cabarets had been
submitted. Wolzogen himself sought to maximize his profits and to pub
licize his venture by taking part of the troupe on tour. From the beginning
of April until the middle of July, the traveling cast of the Motley Theater,
which included most of the star performers, appeared in Leipzig, Hamburg,
Vienna, Prague, Breslau, Dresden, Frankfurt am Main, I(arlsruhe, and
Baden Baden. A rump cast under the direction of Hanns Heinz Ewers
remained in Berlin. Most observers noted that the quality of the remaining
performers was sorely deficient. Heinrich Hart, a respected naturalist
writer, reported that the replacement team performed the "The Merry
Husband" in precisely the same manner as its predecessors: "Almost
automatically precise. And I do not understand why they have not yet
recruited machines to perform the 'Husband' and 'Here Comes the Music.'
These electronic creations are basically designed for a mechanical rendi
tion. They will be able to achieve their greatest effect once they are
powered by electricity."24

Despite the poor critical response, Ewers evidently derived gratification
(or profit) from having a troupe under his direction. When Wolzogen
returned to Berlin, Ewers took his own players on tour, and continued to
use the name "Motley Theater." On July 26 Wolzogen published an open
letter, warning the public away from traveling shows that paraded under
his name: "Without the friendly assistance of the press it is impossible for
me to undertake anything against the host of pirates who are becoming
more impudent every day, and who tend to damage severely the artistic
credit of my enterprise." Ewers replied from Switzerland with an open
letter of his own, in which he stated that Wolzogen had allowed him,
"against payment," to use the logo and repertory of the Motley Theater.
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He noted further that Wolzogen could hardly complain about poor quality,
since he had granted the same rights, again in exchange for money, "to an
ensemble playing in eastern German cities, which in no way can claim to
have any artistic merit." Moreover, Wolzogen had sold the rights to the
repertory without providing any additional royalties to the authors and
composers of the songs. Ewers recalled further that in the fall of 1900,
Wolzogen had published an essay stating that he hoped that his forthcom
ing cabaret would inspire a host of imitators throughout Germany. But
now Wolzogen sought to stifle all competition: "The 'ideal' motives have
given way to purely material ones." Having leveled this public blast, Ewers
dropped the name "Motley Theater," but he continued to tour throughout
eastern Europe for well over a year under different appellations.25

Wolzogen would soon have problems of his own, as his greed boomer
anged on him. Victor Bausenwein, the proprietor of the building where
the Motley Theater performed, decided to found his own cabaret. Wolzo
gen had to vacate the premises, and on September 1 a new venture, the
Motley Stage Boards (Buntes Brettl), had its premiere there. While another
venue was being renovated for the Motley Theater, Wolzogen had to take
his troupe on tour again. During a stint in Hamburg a major falling-out
occurred. Although the facts are hard to ascertain, it seems that while
Bozena Bradsky was ill, Olga Destree performed some of her songs. Brad
sky thereupon wrote a highly insulting letter to Destree, whose husband
replied in kind to Bradsky. This resulted in a backstage fistfight between
Destree's husband and Oscar Straus, Bradsky's "protector." In the end,
Bradsky, Straus, and Robert I(oppel broke their contracts with Wolzogen;
they were promptly hired by Bausenwein. This was a major coup for the
Motley Stage Boards, which now had the two original singers and the
composer of "The Merry Husband."26

Bausenwein had made an even bigger catch before the premiere of his
Motley Stage Boards. At the end of August a press release announced that
Detlev von Liliencron would be its artistic director and a regular performer.
Bausenwein had sought a suitable replacement for Wolzogen, and Lilien
cron seemed to fit the bill; not only was he one of Germany's greatest
living poets-much more respected than Wolzogen-but a baron as well.
Noting that now there were two cabarets headed by barons, the Social
Democratic Munchener Post speculated: "Perhaps we will soon witness
ousted princes or ex-Reich chancellors serving as cabaret directors." Maxi
milian Harden's acerbic assertion that the public delighted in being enter
tained by noblemen seems to have become a business maxim. Wolzogen
hired another baron, I(arl von Levetzow, to replace Ewers. Moreover, a
day after Bausenwein's employment of Liliencron was announced, the
Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger carried the following listing in its help-wanted
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section: "Impoverished count or baron, who can write some poetry, sought
for a cabaret touring company." In less than a week, fourteen counts and
barons had applied for the job, which eventually was awarded to a certain
Gideon von Stempel. The initial advertisement as well as the ensuing talent
search caught the attention of journalists throughout Germany. One popu
lar newspaper asked: "Will there be enough barons for all of the new
cabarets, or enough cabarets for all of the literary barons? "27

Although the advertisement provoked ridicule, many reviewers were
aghast at the fate of Liliencron (1844-1909). One of Germany's preemi
nent poets, he had been admired along the whole length of the political
and artistic spectrum. While conservatives applauded his militaristic verses
glorifying his battlefield experiences in the wars against Austria and France,
naturalist and other modern writers saw him as their artistic forebear.
Breaking with the official tradition of neoclassical verse, Liliencron devel
oped freer poetic forms to evoke more exact and immediate descriptions
of his impressions, be they of battles, nature, or amorous encounters. Yet
Liliencron's fame and prolific output did not bring fortune in its wake,
and he was perpetually in debt. Thus he could not refuse Bausenwein's
offer of a thousand marks a month to lend his name to the Motley Stage
Boards and to recite his verses there on occasion. Unfortunately, Lilien
cron's unsteady voice and uncertain demeanor were inadequate to the task,
and he often was hissed by Bausenwein's public. This sent shock waves
throughout the literary community. A writer for Die Gesellschaft stated:
"A picture to weep over, this prostitution of genius." Alfred I(err, Berlin's
premier drama critic, wrote: "You dream about something like that for
half the night. A gray-haired man who cannot speak has to step forward
and recite two poems that nobody understands ... and as soon as he has,
with embarrassment, rattled them off and left the stage, people hiss at
him." I(err was reminded of a poem by Ferdinand von Freiligrath, in which
a dispossessed African prince was forced to beat the drum at European
carnivals. Liliencron himself wrote to a friend: "A whore sells only her
body, but I have to sell in addition my name and my soul."28

By September 1901 the cabaret movement had acquired such a bad
reputation that Richard Dehmel, another major poet and close friend of
Liliencron, circulated an open letter objecting to the fact that some of his
verses had been reprinted in Bierbaum's Deutsche Chansons and other
cabaret anthologies: "I protest publicly against the exploitation of my
spiritual property for business machinations, which use the artistic pretext
of educating the public in order to cultivate a pseudo-art that corrupts
taste, or at best promotes a tinsel-art that might amuse our people for a
while, but never can raise them up to a serious appreciation of art."29 This
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bad press persuaded Wolzogen to try to improve the quality of his per
formances when he inaugurated his new theater on November 28.

New Theater, Rapid Demise

The main attraction on the opening night of Wolzogen's new venue was
not any part of the performance, but the building itself. August Endell's
structure came to be considered one of Germany's two major theaters
designed in the Jugendstil manner, along with Richard Riemerschmid's
Munich Schauspielhaus (also 1901). Endell (1871-1925) had grown up in
Berlin, where his father was an architect. In 1892 he went to Munich to
study philosophy and literature, but he soon fell under the spell of that
city's burgeoning Jugendstil movement. Endell never received any formal
training in art or architecture, but he was strongly influenced by the
abstract crystalline and biomorphic designs of the innovative artist Her
mann Gbrist. He also was inspired by Theodor Lipps, the professor of
aesthetics who developed a theory of empathy (Einfuhlung), which at
tempted to describe the psychological impact of lines, shapes, and other
visual stimuli. Endell combined these two influences into an artistic practice
which began by copying natural shapes, but then subjected them to a series
of free variations that often resulted in abstract patterns. After assessing
subjectively the aesthetic or affective impact of the various shapes that he
had generated, he applied them as elements of design to objects of everyday
use: carpets, wallpaper and hangings, curtains, furniture, rooms, even
entire houses.3o

Endell was a paradigmatic modernist who believed in art as artifice, and
as an expression of modern life. In his extended essay On Beauty (Um die
Schonheit), he rejected the realist and naturalist precept that art must
imitate nature: "It is not a piece of nature viewed through a temperament,
it is not at all nature, but something totally different. There is no greater
mistake than to believe that the careful representation of nature is art."
Instead, nature was useful only insofar as it provided a repository of forms
and colors that could be subjected to variations, which then could be
utilized according to human needs. In his short book on The Beauty of
the Big City (Die Schonheit der grossen Stadt), Endell, who had returned
to Berlin in 1901, argued that contemporary sensibilities were being de
termined by the metropolis. He asserted that "there is only one healthy
foundation for all culture, and that is the passionate love for the here and
now, for our time, for our country." He contended that the modern city
was not only "our home," but also a landscape of sights and sounds at
least as fascinating and complex as any "natural" countryside: "In spite
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of all the ugly buildings, in spite of the noise, in spite of every fault that
one can find in it, the big city is, for him who has eyes, a miracle of beauty
and poetry, a fairy tale more varied, more colorful, more multiform than
any tale told by a poet, a home, a mother who extravagantly lavishes on
her children new fortunes every day."3! The bulk of the book described
specific places in Berlin, which at certain times of day or night provided
incomparable sounds and sights.

With such attitudes, Endell was an ideal person to design a theater for
cabaret performances that also sought to cater to the desires of modern
urbanites. Having caused a sensation in Munich with his Elvira photo
atelier of 1897, with an immense, wavelike ornament on its facade, Endell
was commissioned by Wolzogen to renovate a vaudeville and dance hall
that occupied the courtyard of an apartment block on the I(6penicker
strasse. The conditions were challenging, insofar as he had to retain the
outer walls and roof, as well as a performance space that had a wide stage
but a shallow auditorium. Nevertheless, Endell savored the opportunity to
design a public structure in its entirety: "Every form, every detail was
conceived completely anew, any imitation of earlier or foreign forms was
deliberately avoided. The entire woodwork, the doors, windows, lights,
gratings, the patterned textiles, embroidery, carpets, doorknobs, clothes
hangers, even the upholstery tacks were produced according to specially
designed drawings ... It was the first time that I was allowed to fashion
and furnish rooms down to the last detail entirely at my own discretion.,,32

Although the theater has since burned down, photographs and descrip
tions from the time indicate that Endell solved its artistic challenges in
stunning fashion. The auditorium, which held some 800 seats (150 more
than the Alexanderplatz locale), had two balconies on the back wall. Endell
tried to give the broad, shallow space with a seemingly low ceiling a sense
of added height by accentuating vertical elements: the sides of the audito
rium were decorated with tall treelike designs, and a huge flower burst
forth from the top of the stage opening (fig. 6). Vegetative and biomorphic
forms pervaded not only the auditorium, but the stairwells, foyers, and
dining areas as well. Such novelties of design were matched by new color
schemes. In place of the traditional crimson, white, and gold of European
theaters, the auditorium had bluish walls, greenish balconies, and a ceiling
that evoked mother-of-pearl.

Endell's structure was praised widely. Fritz Stahl, a reviewer present at
the opening, observed that "the building was the hit of the evening." He
found Endell's designs appropriate for a cabaret, but he contended that
"this style would be impossible for rooms in which one sees the forms
continuously and at close range. They are downright stabbing and prickly."
I(arl Scheffler, the respected art critic, noted Endell's proximity to Impres-



6. The stage and auditorium of the Motley Theater, designed by August Endell
in 1901.

sionism and said that his works demanded "mental gymnastics" from the
observer: "Under the impact of Endell's decorations, your nerves twitch
and itch [zucken und jucken]." This style was clearly intended to comple
ment cabaret's desire to provide "terse and catchy" numbers for a "nerv
ous" age. Stahl asserted that the building, more than any performance,
realized the promises made by the word "Oberbrettl": "modern to the
point of sensationalism, moody to the point of bizarreness, and, despite
its lunacy, tasteful to the point of being high art." On a slightly more
critical note, Scheffler too contended that Endell's structure fit the bill
perfectly: "Wolzogen needed an interior that provoked serious contempla
tion on the one hand, and fun on the other, that 'secessionist' mixture
wherein revolutionary honesty, blase self-irony, and bourgeois banality are
represented in equal parts. "33

Whereas praise was lavished on the building, reaction to the opening
performance was somewhat more mixed. Wolzogen had spread the word
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that he would improve the quality of offerings in his new house, whose
new pretensions were symbolized by the bust of Nietzsche in the main
foyer. In an interview published on the eve of the opening, he noted: "the
sitting around in a salon will come to an end. I must confess that the
Biedermeier outfits, the blue tailcoats, and the shiny buttons were a lot of
very expendable superficialities." Likewise, in an opening statement at the
premiere, Wolzogen asserted that he would no longer perform "The Merry
Husband," "Here Comes the Music," and other hits of the previous
season. He said he would aim in a "higher direction," and that his new
stage would be a "theater of surprises." The critics noted, however, that
there were very few surprises, and not all of those were welcome. A
performance of Ludwig Thoma's The Medal (Die Medaille) had been
touted in advance as the high point of the evening. It was the satirist's first
successful play, a one-act work concerning a provincial official who hoped
to use an award ceremony as a forum for promoting himself, but whose
plans were foiled when all of his guests drank themselves silly. A humorous
send-up of provincial bureaucrats and Bavarian peasants, it had been very
well received at the Munich's Residenztheater earlier that year. The per
formance at the Motley Theater was, however, "bad, terrible, beneath
contempt," according to one reviewer; the actors had difficulty mastering
the Bavarian dialect, and much of the dialogue was incomprehensible.34

The use of Thoma's play for the opening night also gave insight into
Wolzogen's business practices and use of publicity. Earlier he had issued
several press releases, claiming that he had hired Thoma as a literary
consultant. The writer was infuriated by this false assertion; in reality, he
had merely signed a contract granting Wolzogen permission to mount the
Berlin premiere of The Medal, as well as the exclusive right to perform
his satirical verses in the capital. Thoma issued his own press releases to
set the record straight, and fumed about Wolzogen's "I(itschinstitut" in
letters to his friends. He had no desire to "prostitute myself a la Lilien
cron," but he did look forward to pocketing large sums with a minimum
of effort. Within a week of the opening night, with its disastrous perform
ance of The Medal, Thoma wrote to a friend: "Wolzogen can lick my ass
with his Tingeltangel; I'll collect my monthly salary and not worry about
anything else. He has completely messed up the pecuniary success of The
Medal, and if he keeps waffling along in this manner, he'll be bankrupt
before the end of winter. "35 This prediction proved to be essentially correct,
even though Wolzogen's venture had a few more months to live than
Thoma anticipated.

Somewhat more successful was the recitation of Thoma's "The Protest
Meeting" (Die Protestversammlung), a scene that described how a group
of German citizens started out wanting to publish an angry protest at their
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government's failure to defend the Boers, but ended up sending a meek
postcard with illegible signatures. There was, however, much unintended
irony in presenting that piece at the Motley Theater, since it could have
been considered a parody of Wolzogen's own pusillanimous political
stance. In his interview he had repeated the assertion that his satire would
not imitate that of Parisian cabarets: "The satires on our times and our
society that you will hear in my theater will be, so to speak, those of a
well-educated man of the world, without any fervent party stance." The
new stage did indeed present satirical Schattenbankel (moritats illustrated
by shadow figures), yet the critic for the liberal Berliner Tageblatt consid
ered these works "political, but harmless. "36

The Schattenbankel were retained and updated at future performances,
but they left critics of all persuasions dissatisfied. In April 1902, for
example, most reviewers found the verses "very weak," no more than
"harmless beerhall poetry." Only the ultraconservative Neue Preussische
Zeitung protested that the moritats took the standpoint of a "Social
Democratic newspaper reader": "they showed how the Reichstag president
throttled the [socialist] representative Bebel whenever he wanted to speak
the truth; how the German commoner has his last piece of bread stolen
by the agrarians; how only officers are still allowed to write 'poetry'; how
[the Boers'] president I(riiger is kicked across the border after a signal from
above, and other such stale jokes." Although these themes were just as
much liberal as socialist, the few extant examples of the Schattenbankel
force us to concur that the humor was very stale indeed.37

The dullness of the political satire pointed to a more general problem
the fact that Wolzogen's stage lacked numbers dealing with local themes.
In January 1901, before the opening of his original Buntes Theater on the
Alexanderplatz, Wolzogen told the press that authors from Berlin would
provide the bulk of his numbers. But the following November one reviewer
noted that most of the material came from Bavarian authors, such as
Thoma and Hanns von Gumppenberg, who had emerged as an outstanding
literary parodist at Munich's venturesome cabaret, the Eleven Executioners
(Elf Scharfrichter).38 Wolzogen's lack of home-grown Berlin talent became
increasingly apparent over the ensuing months. From December 10-31 the
theater was given over entirely to guest appearances by Sada Yacco's troupe
of Japanese actors and Loie Fuller's serpentine dances, both of which
attracted great interest for their non-Western or nontraditional sense of
movement, color, and theatricality. When Wolzogen's troupe returned,
much of the repertory had to be taken from other cabarets. By May the
program was dominated almost entirely by works from Munich authors:
there were skits by Gumppenberg and Julius Schaumberger, as well as a
guest appearance by Frank Wedekind, the biting playwright who had
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earned great acclaim as a performer of grotesque ballads at the Eleven
Executioners.

The borrowing of others' works as well as the increasing shift to skits
and one-act plays testified to the general dearth of cabaret material. By
April 1902 the Motley Theater was presenting four one-act plays, Sound
and Smoke had shifted completely to short dramas, and the Motley Stage
Boards announced its intention to do the same. There were two major
reasons for this trend. First, very few qualified authors were committed to
writing the types of saucy or satirical verses that were the mark of a true
cabaret. The lyrics to most of the hits of 1901 had been penned before
the cabaret movement was launched, and that stock was depleted rapidly
in the first months of that year. Although numerous authors tried to cash
in on the fad, very few of them had any competence. Some writers, such
as Dehmel, were disgusted by the whole trend and wanted nothing to do
with it. The most successful cabaret authors had gravitated to Munich's
Eleven Executioners, but even they began to experience artistic burnout
from the wearisome task of providing new material for programs that
changed every six weeks. Second, there were few entertainers committed
to cabaret. Writers who could recite or sing their own works were rare in
Berlin; Wolzogen and Ewers were the exception. Aside from the chan
teuses, most of the performers were professional actors who felt more
secure in plays and dramas. This fact also influenced the shift toward
skits.39

Wolzogen's problems were compounded by financial pressures. In order
to pay for the new building, he reverted to his plan of the previous year
to establish a limited liability corporation. He found the necessary inves
tors, but retained only a minority of votes in the corporation, and sub
sequently blamed the other shareholders for the bad decisions that were
made. Be that as it may, it is obvious that the new Motley Theater found
itself in a financially untenable situation. The costs of running the cabaret
were exceedingly high, averaging 1800 marks a night, which the box office
proceeds could not always cover. Some of the star performers commanded
exceedingly high salaries. Wolzogen also had a costly policy of signing
exclusive contracts with numerous writers and composers, in order to keep
them away from competitors. Such contracts were made not only with
famous authors like Thoma but also with totally unknown figures like the
young Arnold Schoenberg, who had set several Oberbrettl-style poems to
music. Despite receiving payment, many of these people made few or no
contributions to the Motley Theater's repertory; for example, only one of
Schoenberg's songs was performed. Another problem was the location of
the new theater. The site, which was owned by one of Wolzogen's major
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investors, was even further removed from Berlin's entertainment center than
the Alexanderplatz theater had been. The Motley Theater now found itself
situated in a working-class neighborhood, but it depended upon a middle
class clientele. Over time it proved exceedingly difficult to ensure a steady
flow of bourgeois spectators to what was to them a godforsaken venue.40

Wolzogen's disputes with his investors came to a head in January 1902,
when the other shareholders voted to lure Oscar Straus and Bozena Brad
sky away from Bausenwein's enterprise. The reappearance of Bradsky and
Straus on January 20 was welcomed by the public and the critics, but it
infuriated Wolzogen, who left for another cabaret tour from mid-February
to mid-April. Given the tensions and state of disarray, it is not surprising
that the quality of performances at the Motley Theater rapidly took a turn
for the worse. One reviewer of the February program stated flatly that it
"wasn't worth the trouble"; another claimed that it was becoming a torture
to sit through repeated funerals of the cabaret movement. A third com
plained that Wolzogen had not only failed to keep his promise to create
a "theater of surprises" with a higher literary direction, but had abandoned
artistic pretensions altogether: "Wolzogen knows very well that a public
with true literary sensibilities no longer comes to him, because that public
has it up to here with the cabaret nonsense." Now the theater attracted
only "comfort-loving and phlegmatic stragglers," who might be "very
respectable bourgeois, but in the theater they want above all to be left in
peace." By April the major critics had lost all respect for the enterprise.
The reviewer for the Berliner Tageblatt wrote: "The old style of theater
had the undeniable advantage for authors that only one or at most two
of them could suffer a fiasco on a single evening; but the cabaret has
become an institution for mass murder." The reviewer then proceeded to
"count the dead on last night's field of battle. "41

May turned out to be a disastrous month for the cabaret movement: the
Motley Stage Boards folded, and Wolzogen was forced to resign the direc
torship of the Motley Theater. Wedekind, who was making his guest
appearance then, wrote to a friend: "Poor Wolzogen. Unfortunately I
arrived just in time to see him sacked from his own enterprise. The sight
of this spectacle was as unedifying as it was pitiable." After the summer
break the Motley Theater continued under the direction of Marcel Salzer
and Martin Zickel, who produced one-act plays with a small interlude of
songs and humorous verse (called the Bunter Teil). Even this interlude was
dropped in December. In May 1903 the theater was sold to Adolf Philipp,
a native of Lubeck who had founded the Germania Theater in New York
City in 1893. When that stage was torn down ten years later to make way
for a subway station, Philipp returned to Berlin. There he converted En-
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dell's structure into the Deutsch-Amerikanisches Theater, which success
fully produced farces and light comedies.42

Wolzogen was anything but a gracious loser. In an open letter of May
21 he blamed the press for driving him away from the Motley Theater by
"heaping insult, scorn and ridicule" upon him. He accused the critics of
holding him unjustly responsible for his bad imitators, and not showing
enough respect for his literary past and his current endeavors. Wolzogen
vowed not to have anything more to do with the movement he had
inaugurated. However, failure to find other employment kept him on the
road for the next three years, as he hosted cabaret evenings throughout
Central Europe and Scandinavia.43

Wolzogen gave vent to his frustration and bitterness through increasingly
open and outspoken anti-Semitism. Already in his essay on the "Ueber
brettl," published in the fall of 1900, he had noted: "Even though the
talent for personal recitation is deplorably rare in our Germanic race, there
are enough other races and mixed-breeds among us who are more talented
in this respect." This sentence appeared in the Vossische Zeitung, in the
original version of that essay, but was deleted from some subsequent
reprints (as in Das literarische Echo). Eight years later, when it was
republished in a collection of essays, Wolzogen not only reinstated that
line, but added a long epilogue that laid the blame for his failure squarely
on the shoulders of the Jews. He claimed that the idea for the Oberbrettl
came from "genuine German poets" such as Bierbaum, Liliencron,
Wedekind, Thoma, and himself. However, most of his "in-house poets and
composers," as well as his most appreciative audience and supporters,
belonged to "that other race which is so far ahead of us in terms of agility
of spirit and the ability to discern future trends. But this aptitude of our
Jewish fellow-citizens, which is so valuable for the tempo of our cultural
progress, is completely surpassed by their talent for commercial exploita
tion." Wolzogen proceeded to argue that he had been tricked into the move
to the I(openickerstrasse, with all of the financial problems that it entailed,
by his Jewish investors. That set the stage for the prostitution of his idea:
"I came to regard myself as a father who must live to see his cheerful,
favorite little daughter made drunk, seduced, and bartered away cheaply
by white-slave traders. "44

This symbolic equation of his Jewish investors with procurers of sweet
Germanic girls completed Wolzogen's compendium of anti-Semitic cliches
in 1908, but in 1921 he augmented them in his autobiography. By then
he had come to regard the whole cabaret movement as a giant miscalcu
lation, a venture that inevitably had to fall into Jewish hands: "I had found
it strange that my musicians belonged without exception to the Semitic
race. Today I know why that could not have been otherwise. The whole
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idea of my Oberbrettl was un-Germanic, since the Teuton, and especially
the German, creates his best and purest works only in a spirit of deepest
solemnity." The Jews, meanwhile, had become the "nearly exclusive man
agers and profiteers of German spiritual capital." Wolzogen asserted that
the Jews considered the spoken and written word a powerful "tool of mass
suggestion," and thus they established an almost complete "Jewish mo
nopoly" in the realms of newspaper and book publishing, theater directing,
theater agencies, criticism, literary history, art scholarship, playwriting and
acting.45 Such lines, penned in the early 1920s, would become even more
prevalent a decade later, as the Nazis' power surged.

In other ways as well, the short history of the Motley Theater presaged
issues that would mark the cabaret for the next two generations. Censor
ship certainly was a problem, but self-censorship, the desire to cater to
public taste, put even greater constraints on the repertory. Many other
difficulties centered on the fact that cabaret never could define itself very
precisely. Ewers noted in 1904: "The press demanded art and drew thick
red lines under every banality in the poor Oberbrettl, while the public at
large insisted on silliness and became very cross at every little scrap of
art. "46 Wolzogen opted for the public at large, as would many of his
successors. Yet when that happened, both press and public realized that
they often could find much better entertainment at the more established
vaudeville halls. It would take some years, and much trial and error, for
authors, composers, and performers to develop a style more clearly suited
to cabaret. Simultaneously, they had to educate the press as well as the
public to be connoisseurs of the new genre. In many ways this proved to
be a Sisyphean task. Although future ventures enjoyed somewhat more
success, cabaret would remain a protean art that failed to find a lasting
form.



From Artistic Parody
to Theatrical Renewal:

Reinhardt's Sound and Smoke

C HAP T E R T H R E E

At its inception, cabaret occupied an ill-defined space between variety
shows and dramatic theater, and it tended to evolve toward one pole or
the other. Wolzogen's Motley Theater at first slid down to the level of
vaudeville, then ended as a stage for undistinguished one-act plays. In
contrast, Sound and Smoke (Schall und Rauch) never inclined toward
variety shows, and when it turned to drama, it proved to be the seedbed
of one of the most significant revolutions of theatrical practice in the
twentieth century. The guiding spirit behind both the cabaret and the
subsequent theatrical reform was Max Reinhardt. In January 1901 his
cabaret began to give occasional performances for theater connoisseurs,
making light of the various dramatic styles of the day. The following
November, when he acquired his own stage and started to perform nightly,
he discovered that his formula of theatrical parody was too esoteric for a
general audience. For several months he held the public's attention with a
series of political satires. Within a year he switched from satiric skits to
one-act and full-length plays, but his productions retained the vitality and
dynamism of his cabaret numbers. Sound and Smoke thus stood at the
beginning of a new theatrical sensibility and practice, which revolutionized
the stage by stressing exuberant play.

Theatrical Parody for Connoisseurs

Max Reinhardt (1873-1943) grew up in Vienna, the son of a small Jewish
businessman who was bankrupted by the depression of the 1870s. After
acting in various suburban Viennese and provincial Austrian theaters in
the early 1890s, he was hired by the municipal theater of Salzburg for the
1893-94 season. There he caught the attention of Otto Brahm, who signed
him on to the Deutsches Theater in Berlin, the stronghold of naturalist
drama.

During those years Otto Brahm (1856-1912) stood at the cutting edge
of German theater. In 1889 this respected critic founded the Freie Biihne
(Free Stage), an association for private performances of controversial dra-
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mas. Such an organization was needed both to avoid the preliminary
censorship to which public performances were subjected and to provide a
forum for recent plays that were considered too unprofitable by commer
cial theaters. Although the Freie Biihne was limited to a relatively small
number of connoisseurs, the idea spawned other organizations. In 1890
Bruno Wille founded the Freie Volksbiihne as a theater for the working
class. Wille stressed the socially critical works of Henrik Ibsen, but his
unwillingness to stage more radical plays soon led to a split. When Franz
Mehring, the prominent Social Democratic theorist, took over the Freie
Volksbiihne in 1892, Wille founded the Neue Freie Volksbiihne, which
soon burgeoned into the largest such theater organization in Germany.!

Brahm's Freie Biihne was associated mainly with the works of Gerhart
Hauptmann, whose Before Sunrise (Vor Sonnenaufgang) received a tumul
tuous reception at its premiere in 1889. Hauptmann was the first major
German dramatist to write works depicting the harsh life of the lower
classes in a supposedly realistic style. The graphic descriptions of poverty
and disease were considered shocking at the time, and were criticized
harshly by conservative critics and politicians. A typical reaction was
voiced by the future chancellor, Prince Chlodwig zu Hohenlohe-Schil
lingsfiirst. In a diary entry of December 11, 1893, he noted that he had
attended Brahm's production of Hauptmann's Hannele Goes to Heaven
(Hanneles Himmelfahrt), about a poor girl who dies of tuberculosis: "This
evening at Hannele. A frightful concoction, Social Democratic-realistic, at
the same time full of sickly, sentimental mysticism, uncanny, nerve-rattling,
altogether awful. Afterward we went to Borchardt, to put ourselves back
into a human state of mind with champagne and caviar." Official attitudes
were summed up by Berlin's Police President, who defended a ban on a
naturalist play with the argument: "We find the entire movement disagree
able" (Die janze Richtung passt uns nicht).2

Brahm took over the Deutsches Theater, a commercial theater, in 1894
and turned it into a bastion of naturalist drama. Reinhardt, soon after his
arrival in the fall of that year, wrote to a friend: "Berlin is veritably a
magnificent city-Vienna multiplied by more than ten. Truly metropolitan
character, immense traffic, a tendency toward the grandiose throughout,
and at the same time practical and upright." He soon became one of the
more noted actors at the Deutsches Theater. Paradoxically, the young man
made a name for himself portraying elderly characters, and by November
1900 he was famous enough to be cast in the title role at the world
premiere of Hauptmann's Michael Kramer. Nevertheless, Reinhardt be
came increasingly dissatisfied with Brahm's ultrarealist style, which he
considered too untheatrical: by attempting slavishly to copy human speech
and gesture, naturalism denied the expressive potential of the stage. Rein-
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hardt believed that the purpose of art was to be artistic, even artificial, to
create a world different from the reality of mundane existence. He noted
in 1901: "What I envision is a theater that gives joy back to humanity.
Which leads them past themselves, out of the gray misery of daily existence
into the bright and clear air of beauty. I feel that people are fed up with
encountering their own troubles in the theater, and that they long for
brighter colors and a heightened sense of life."3

In order to move beyond naturalism, Reinhardt occasionally acted in
modernist plays outside the Deutsches Theater. For example, he took on
the role of the old king in the German-language premiere of Maeterlinck's
Pelleas et Melisande, staged by Berlin's Academic-Literary Society (Akade
misch-Literarischer Verein) in 1899. Reinhardt also desired more inde
pendence and influence. Already in 1895 he wrote to a friend about his
plan to create an experimental stage for actors: "We would fill the roles
with people who have been unknown up to now, yet who would fit these
roles so well that exemplary performances would result from numerous
rehearsals and sensitive directing ... Then we naturally would have to
choose plays that are interesting and winning. We do not want to be
unhealthy by denying our egoism. In every respect the project is infused
with the will to power."4 Reinhardt's "will to power"-he had immersed
himself in Nietzsche's works at the time-would create a theatrical empire
within the space of a few years.

Reinhardt took his first step toward independence by founding Sound
and Smoke. That cabaret evolved from a weekly social gathering at the
Cafe Monopol, consisting mainly of younger actors of the Deutsches
Theater: Reinhardt, Friedrich I(ayssler, and Richard Vallentin, as well as
Josef I(ainz, Martin Zickel, Christian Morgenstern, and others. They called
their club The Spectacles (Die Brille), a reference to the restricted vision
of bourgeois philistines. People newly accepted into the circle would un
dergo a mock ritual, at the end of which they would be declared to be
endowed with sight. Soon the group began to improvise parodies of current
theatrical productions. At the end of 1900, they presented some of their
skits to a wider audience at a New Year's Eve party. Since Morgenstern
had come down with a severe case of tuberculosis, the other members
decided to repeat the performance as a charity to raise money for his costly
medical treatments. Since they had trouble finding a name for their group,
they eventually settled on Schall und Rauch, based upon Goethe's assertion
that a name was nothing more than "sound and smoke."

The first performance of Sound and Smoke took place at the I(iinstler
haus in the Bellevuestrasse on January 23. The invited literati and theatrical
luminaries were asked to contribute 10 marks toward Morgenstern's costs.
Unlike the general public at Wolzogen's Motley Theater, which had opened
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five days earlier, the select audience of Sound and Smoke consisted of what
one reviewer called "a whole parterre full of stage royalty."5 The three
main organizers of the event-Max Reinhardt, Friedrich I(ayssler, and
Martin Zickel-introduced the evening clad in Pierrot outfits (fig. 7). They
tailored the show to their public by presenting parodies of the performing
arts. There were humorous renditions of violin and piano solos, as well
as a takeoff on Wagner's Walkure. The highlights of the evening were
parodies of theater. The first of these, "L'Interieur or The Intimate Theater"
(L'Interieur oder Das intime Theater), satirized the general unpopularity
of avant-garde drama, in particular the symbolist plays of Maeterlinck.
The skit depicted a theater that had become "intimate" because it failed
to attract any spectators. While the director, the ticket seller, and the
coat-check clerk dozed in the box office, a figure called "The Stranger"
appeared and asked a porter whether he dare shock the sleepers by re
questing a ticket. After much hesitation the Stranger mustered enough
courage to make the request, but he could not awaken the slumberers.

This plot may well have been a form of self-parody, insofar as it might
have referred to the fate of Martin Zickel's Secessionsbiihne, whose recent
failure had allowed Wolzogen to take it over for the Motley Theater. A
further level of parody was aimed at the symbolist productions with which
Reinhardt had been involved. The entire conversation took place in a
mystical, mock-Maeterlinckian mode, as in the porter's opening descrip
tion of the situation: "They never come here . . . That is the 'Intimate
Stage!'-Nobody ever comes there ... It is a blessing that they do not
hear us.-There they sit. They wait for him who is supposed to come."
Whereas that skit satirized the providers of theatrical productions, the next
number parodied its consumers. "Ten Righteous Ones" (Zehn Gerechte)
was a pantomime that portrayed a row of spectators in a theater audience,
including a critic, a fop, an artist, an inconsiderate latecomer, and others
who were variously hostile, enraptured, and phlegmatic. The actual audi
ence in attendance evidently appreciated this parody of themselves, since
a reviewer reported: "The auditorium more or less squirmed with laughter.
You see yourself as if in a mirror and laugh yourself out."6

The hit of the evening consisted of four renditions of Don Carlos in
different theatrical styles. The first, billed as "Old School, 1800-1890,"
was a takeoff on provincial troupes. Schiller's play was reduced to five
three-minute acts, and the dramatis personae were cut down to Elisabeth
and Philipp, supposedly played by the troupe's director and his wife, as
well as Carlos and Posa. All other characters, including "the assembled
grandees of Spain," were acted by a single mute supernumerary. The skit
made fun of the overly pathetic acting style of the "old school," which
also characterized court theaters; it was made even more ridiculous within



7. Introducing Sound and Smoke: Martin Zickel, Friedrich I(ayssler, and Max
Reinhardt in Pierrot costumes.
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the impoverished context of a provincial stage. The next rendition, entitled
"I(arle: A Comedy of Thieves" (I(arle: Diebskomodie), represented the
"naturalist school, 1890-1900"; it parodied the dramas of Hauptmann
and Arno Holz as well as the acting style of Brahm's troupe, which the
founders of Sound and Smoke had come to know so well. It was set among
an impoverished Silesian family that displayed typically naturalist propen
sities such as alcoholism, mental retardation, suicide, and incest. For ex
ample, in place of Carlos' love for his stepmother, Elisabeth, I(arle lusted
after his natural mother. The third version, representing the "symbolist
school, September 1900-January 1901," was entitled "Carleas und Eli
sande" by "Ysidore Mysterlinck." It was a scene of total obfuscation, with
no comprehensible plot line and a mystical dialogue much like that in
"L'Interieur." The final rendition, depicting "the Oberbrettl school, January
18-31, 1901," may be more accurately described as a takeoff on vaude
ville. Elisabeth was portrayed by a man singing variety-show tunes, and
Carlos entered juggling oranges and said in the broken, multilingual argot
of clowns: "0 God, 0 God, ich lieben meine Mutter!"7

These parodies, most of which were written jointly by Reinhardt,
I(ayssler, and Zickel, were by no means hostile toward the butts of their
humor. After all, Reinhardt would be directing Maeterlinck's works in his
own theater in the not-too-distant future. They did, however, make light
of a situation that Reinhardt had criticized as early as 1895: "Earlier there
were good and bad actors. Today there are pathetic, naturalist, declama
tory, modern, realist, idealist, pathological, extrovert and introvert actors,
etc. etc. etc. Earlier there were actors who portrayed humanity [Menschen
darsteller]. Today there are Ibsen actors, Hauptmann actors, stylized ac
tors, and so forth. This too is a sign of our times, which has the pettily
pedantic need to place everything, even art, into boxes, drawers, crates,
or molds."8 What Reinhardt opposed was not any particular style, but
rather the segregation of the theatrical arts into mutually hostile camps.
He advocated pluralism, rather than intolerance and exclusion. After all,
he himself had felt constrained by Otto Brahm's persistent and monotonous
employment of naturalism. His own productions in the near future would
adopt whatever manner of performance he considered most appropriate
to the given drama. By underscoring the foibles of all styles in his humorous
skits, he did not intend to damn the thespian arts in toto, but to suggest
that no one school had a monopoly on good taste. The competing theat
rical groups, divided against each other by their doctrinaire "isms," were
supposed to recognize their respective faults and to congregate in a true
community that would celebrate the stage in all its diversity.

By assembling a "parterre full of stage royalty" to witness a program
that made it laugh at itself, Reinhardt took the first step toward the
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realization of his goal. He and his colleagues were very pleased with the
response. I(ayssler wrote to Morgenstern after the premiere: "The really
beautiful thing about the evening was the fact that all of these hard-bitten
Berliners turned into children." He concluded that "there still must be
opportunities for healthy laughter here after all." The great success of the
first evening led to several other performances before invited guests (Feb
ruary 6, March 3, March 16, April 9). I(ayssler reported to Morgenstern
again in March: "You do not have any idea what a fertile ground for this
light art Berlin is at the moment.,,9

Sound and Smoke continued to add new numbers in the style of the
opening night. March 3 saw the premiere of "The Stage-Direction Com
mittee" (Das Regiekollegium), in which a playwright attended a rehearsal
of his new drama, only to find that the production was being thrown
together sloppily by actors and directors who had nothing but contempt
for him. The "Diarrhoesteia" (March 16) was considerably more adoles
cent in its humor, insofar as a series of jokes dealt with the fact that the
word Durchfall can mean either a theatrical flop or diarrhea. This skit,
dealing with the premiere of a work that ends in a fiasco, was written in
mock-Greek style. It included a chorus of theater investors who witnessed
their capital running down the drain, two competing choruses of spectators
(the "moderates" in the parterre and the "radicals" in the gallery), and
theater critics dressed as Furies who pursued the hapless playwright in the
end. 10

The Sound and Smoke evenings were so successful that Otto Brahm
allowed the troupe, which consisted mainly of his own actors, to stage a
public matinee at the Deutsches Theater on May 22. After one more closed
performance at the I(iinstlerhaus (May 28), Sound and Smoke ended its
spring season in Berlin. In July the troupe played several times in Vienna,
in conjunction with a guest appearance of the Deutsches Theater. Mean
while Reinhardt and I(ayssler planned to found their own company to put
on nightly performances. Despite Reinhardt's central role, Hans Oberlan
der had to function as the official manager of the enterprise. Up to that
point Brahm had been happy to see his younger actors engaged in the
occasional performance of theatrical parodies, but he was not amused
when some of them requested to leave his troupe before their contracts
ended. Many of the actors who had taken part in the earlier Sound and
Smoke evenings had to forego performing in the new enterprise; even
Reinhardt did not gain his freedom from Brahm until January 1903.
Nevertheless, he continued to playa commanding role behind the scenes.

Sound and Smoke opened its own theater on October 9 in the Hotel
Arnim, near the prestigious corner of Friedrichstrasse and Unter den Lin
den; coincidentally, it was the same location that Wolzogen had failed to
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acquire for his Motley Theater the previous fall. Reinhardt commissioned
Peter Behrens to redesign a small theater there. At the time, Behrens was
making a name for himself as a major contributor to the Jugendstil exhi
bition at the Darmstadt Artists' Colony. In conjunction with Richard
Dehmel and Georg Fuchs, he was also devising a theory of symbolist stage
design. The main innovation they proposed was the "relief stage," a
shallow proscenium without sets and props, backed only by a solid wall
or tapestries, before which actors would perform in relief. This project
was not realized until Fuchs opened the Munich Artists' Theater (Miin
chener I(iinstlertheater) in 1908, but the idea was widely discussed at the
time.11

Behrens was also no newcomer to satire. He might well have attended
the guest performances of the Eleven Executioners and Wolzogen's Motley
Theater at the Darmstadt exhibition in July 1901. More important, he
contributed to the Darmstadt "Oberdokument" at the end of August. This
small exhibition, wherein the Darmstadt artists displayed parodies of their
own works, was conceived as an arts-and-crafts equivalent of the cabaret
movement. It was fortunate for Reinhardt that Behrens had a sense of
humor, because the designer had been the butt of one of the jokes in the
Don Carlos parody. The "Carleas und Elisande" segment was subtitled
"Eine Gobelinesque," and the stage directions called for all the characters
to stand in a row in front of a dark black curtain, which would make
them stand out "like a Gobelin tapestry." That was obviously a takeoff
on Behrens and Fuchs, whose essays of the previous months had used the
same phrase to describe the intended effect of the relief stage. 12

Behrens' design for the Sound and Smoke theater turned out to be a
very uncharacteristic work (fig. 8). It had none of the elements of his
proposed relief stage, nor did it betray any of the aspects of industrial
design for which he subsequently became famous. Nevertheless, precisely
because of its eccentricity, most reviewers found it very suitable as a venue
for cabaret. The use of a dark red stage curtain trimmed with gold, and
the framing of the proscenium with a Greek temple pediment, provided a
parodistic evocation of traditional, classically inspired theater design. The
audience was also surrounded by the attributes of the cabaret. "Sound"
was suggested by a series of masks with grotesquely opened mouths, which
were largely reproductions of some works by Arnold Bocklin; at that time
the Swiss artist, regarded as a precursor of symbolist and other modern
trends, was at the height of his fame. Between the masks were braziers
that seemed to emit clouds of painted "smoke," whose visual effectiveness
was heightened by the dimmed electric lighting. Moreover, to one side of
the stage was a reproduction of Bocklin's caricature of a critic swinging
an enormous pen. The reviewer of the progressive Freisinnige Zeitung



8. The interior of the Sound and Smoke theater, designed by Peter Behrens in
1901.

regarded the total effect as "a very nice parody of willful ceremonious
ness," while a writer for the conservative Kunstwart complained that it
was a "messy lump," which "strikes one directly as a mockery of the most
noble ancient stylistic order. "13

Although most critics were pleased with the theater itself, they were
severely disappointed by the opening production. Part of the problem lay
with the actors, who did not match the quality of the earlier performers
whom Brahm now bound to their contracts. The drop in quality was so
evident that a reviewer for the ultramonarchist Neue Preussische Zeitung
never too well informed about developments in modern culture-assumed
that a totally unrelated group of actors had pirated the name of Sound
and Smoke. Other critics deplored the loss of intimacy between actors and
audience, as the troupe switched from occasional evenings before cogno
scenti to the business of performing for a more general public night after
night. Reinhardt and his colleagues now faced an audience similar to that
which Wolzogen and Bausenwein entertained. Nevertheless, they contin
ued to present the type of theatrical in-jokes that had been so successful
in the spring before their invited audience. For example, one rather long
skit about a would-be cabaret director included an "obscene manuscript"
personified by a woman in risque attire, a theater agent costumed as a
meat fly, and the public depicted as a frazzled hermaphrodite, plastered
over with advertisements and unable to form a critical opinion. 14
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Sound and Smoke's earlier "invited guests," who consisted of theatrical
connoisseurs, might have enjoyed such works. But now the critics com
plained that this self-referential humor concerning the arts was out of place
in public performances before a general audience. In January one critic
had disapproved of Wolzogen's attempts to introduce literary parody at
the Motley Theater: "It always appears to me to be like a cat biting its
own tail. And-let's be honest!-in the life of the present, literature occu
pies a shabby back seat; who cares about literary shadowboxing!" Ten
months later, the same accusation was being hurled at Sound and Smoke.
In reference to a couple of skits parodying the poets Stefan George, Hugo
von Hofmannsthal, and Arno Holz, the reviewer for Das Kleine Journal
asked: "Do the directors of Sound and Smoke believe that this subject
interests a larger public?" The Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung echoed
this remark by querying: "Who has any inclination or understanding for
literary satire, apart from some of the first-nighters?" A whole chorus of
critics noted that, for a public theater, such works were too narrowly
focused. The Neue Preussische Zeitung declared: "The field of vision of
most numbers hardly goes beyond the life of the stage. And we have had
enough of this petty scoffing at directors, authors, agents, actors, reviewers,
censors, etc." The Berliner Morgenpost concurred: "What transpires in
poets' garrets, in the bedrooms of directors, and in the hearts of actors is
well-nigh the sole subject matter of the Sound and Smoke authors. Does
that comprise the whole world?" And the Berliner Borsen Zeitung com
plained: "What's insufferable in this whole story is above all the fact that
these people speak only to themselves, they mutually engage in tasteless
self-irony, and they are ungrateful enough to make fun of modern and
contemporary authors, upon whose shoulders they stand, after all."15

Most reviewers believed that Sound and Smoke had made a serious
mistake by retaining literary satire while giving up its intimate public.
Indeed, little more than a month later, Sound and Smoke's original format
was adopted by a new group, the Bad Boys (Bose Buben). Rudolf Bernauer
(1880-1953)-one of the cofounders of the Bad Boys, along with Carl
Meinhard-had taken part in the premiere of Sound and Smoke on January
23, but moved away from Reinhardt's circle thereafter. Like the member
of Sound and Smoke, both Bernauer and Meinhard were young actors
in Otto Brahm's Deutsches Theater. After the performances of Reinhardt's
group became public, Bernauer and Meinhard began to stage their own
evenings of theatrical parody before invited audiences of culturalluminar
ies and connoisseurs. The first of many occasional performances took place
on November 16 in the I(unstlerhaus, the first venue of Reinhardt's caba
ret. The audience received programs in the form of a schoolboy's exercise
book in a child's handwriting, and Bernauer and Meinhard appeared on
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stage dressed as pupils with paper hats. They recited a poem listing the
names of all the extant cabarets and their directors ("Oberbrettl, Sezes
sion / Wolzogen und Liliencron," and so on). Next the actor Leopold
Iwald appeared as the conferencier-or rather, as a parody of one, inas
much as he adopted the role of a "spoilsport" (Miesmacher), who intro
duced every number with disparaging words and shrugged his shoulders
in disgust whenever the audience applauded. The first musical number
consisted of several versions of "The Merry Husband," culminating in one
performed by two actors made up to look like Franz von Lenbach and
Saharet. At the time, the famous Munich painter and the infamous vaude
ville dancer were rumored to be having an affair. The audience roared its
approval. 16

After these initial takeoffs on the Motley Theater's hit, the Bad Boys
proceeded to theatrical satires in the manner of Sound and Smoke. These
included a performance of four alternate endings for Ibsen's Doll House.
The actual ending, where Nora slams the door on her husband, never to
return, had been considered incredibly shocking when the play was first
performed in the 1880s. In fact, in several early productions, the final scene
was rewritten so that Nora relented and returned home at the last moment.
With that in mind, Bernauer and Meinhard penned several "improved"
endings in the style of contemporary playwrights. The Wedekindian ver
sion had Nora voluntarily going to an insane asylum, while the Maeter
linckian ending had her seeking out an obscure goal in the Great Beyond.
In the final rendition, composed in the manner of Josef Lauff, Nora and
her husband shouted their loyalty to the royal sovereign and applauded
his aspirations for world power, while a bust that looked suspiciously like
Wilhelm II appeared at the back of the stage. That and other parodies
made the evening highly successful, and Bernauer and Meinhard staged
similar performances at irregular intervals over the course of the next
several years. Unlike the Sound and Smoke troupe, they never turned to
a larger public. As they told the police at various times, the repertory of
the Bad Boys consisted "without exception of satire on theater and jour
nalists," and they performed exclusively for invited "artists and patrons
of the arts," for "members of the theater, writers, and the press. "17

A Temporary Turn to Political Satire: Serenissimus

The Sound and Smoke troupe could not afford to return to an exclusive
format for connoisseurs, owing to its financial investment in Behrens'
theater. Condemned to face a wider public, it was forced to augment the
scope of its repertory. After the premiere in the new house, the Freisinnige
Zeitung argued that Sound and Smoke would have to address broader
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social concerns if it hoped to remain viable: "They remained stuck in
literature and theatrical satire, that is, in a rather narrow circle. To repeat:
if our cabarets are to have a future like those in France, then they have to
seize upon satire of all our political and public life. Timidity here will lead
to a dead end." Sound and Smoke took these strictures to heart. The new
numbers performed on November 15 led the critic of the liberal Vossische
Zeitung to note: "This time the jokes stepped out of the narrow circle of
self-reflection and demonstrated-at least for the most part-that special
characteristic of sharpness and biting social criticism, which one can cer
tainly appreciate as one element in the humor of a metropolis."18

The major embodiment of Sound and Smoke's political satire was Sere
nissimus. He had first appeared on their stage during the public matinee
of May 22, in conjunction with a parodistic rendition of Hauptmann's
Weavers (Die Weber). That work had been the battle cry of the naturalists
several years earlier. The drama dealt with an uprising of starving Silesian
weavers in 1844, one of the first major outbreaks of working-class discon
tent in the age of incipient industrialization. Although closed performances
of the play were presented by the Freie Biihne and the Neue Freie
Volksbiihne in Berlin (February and October 1893), the censors prohibited
public performances. Only after persistent appeals through the courts was
the ban lifted, and the public premiere took place at the Deutsches Theater
on September 25, 1894. It was both a critical success and a succes de
scandale, as Reinhardt noted several weeks after the opening: "At the
moment our Weavers are still creating a tremendous stir and the house is
sold out every day. That was a sensational success. More stormy and
demonstrative than I have ever witnessed in any theater. And that says a
lot, given the cool, impudent, and wise-cracking nature of the Berliners."
Wilhelm II did not share in the enthusiasm. Because of the performance
of The Weavers and other naturalist works, he permanently canceled his
subscription to the "I(aiser's Loge," a box to the right of the proscenium
at the Deutsches Theater. 19

Those events provided half of the background for the parody of the
Weavers at Sound and Smoke on May 22. The other half was derived from
a series of jokes about "Serenissimus und I(indermann" that appeared
regularly in the pages of the satirical journal ]ugend. Serenissimus, a
fictitious potentate of a petty German principality, was benighted in every
sense-politically, culturally, mentally-while I(indermann was his loyal
adjutant who had to explain the world to him. These popular caricatures
were brought to life at Sound and Smoke, which pretended to present a
special performance of The Weavers for Serenissimus, carefully edited for
His Highness by I(indermann (fig. 9).

At the beginning of the skit, the actor playing Serenissimus (Victor



9. I(indermann (played by Gustav Beaurepaire) explains the world to Serenis
simus (Victor Arnold).

Arnold) took a seat in the very loge that the I(aiser had canceled. I(inder
mann (Gustav Beaurepaire) explained to him from the proscenium that he
had "ground down the sharp edges of the work, eliminated the rude and
repulsive aspects, and amplified and elaborated the few poetic and moral
passages."20 The curtain then opened to reveal, in place of the hovel of
the starving workers in Hauptmann's play, a very cozy bourgeois house
hold, in the center of which stood a dining table whose sparkling white
tablecloth was laden with sausages, cakes, and Mosel wines. Hauptmann's
old, impoverished Ansorge was transformed into the owner of a basket
weaving enterprise. In private Moritz Jager still pretended to be politically
radical, but publicly he bowed and scraped to authority at every oppor
tunity. The notorious Weaver's Song (from 1844) was sung, but only after
Serenissimus was told that it dealt with conditions deep in the heart of
Africa. Whereas the original play ended with soldiers firing a volley into
a crowd attacking the house of the industrialist Dreissinger, the edited
version terminated with arriving soldiers singing "Deutschland tiber Alles,"
while the rest of the cast toasted Dreissinger as well as Serenissimus. At
numerous points throughout the performance the potentate was drawn
into the stage action. Often he would interrupt the play to make a comment
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or ask for an explanation, at which point I(indermann would step out of
the wings to provide the needed information. The actresses playing Mother
Baumert and Emma, wearing their Sunday best, constantly flirted with
Serenissimus from the stage. At the end he descended to the proscenium
and awarded medals to the actors and pinched the cheeks of the actresses.

This skit was so successful because it operated on many levels, but
primarily because it took some fairly obvious swipes at the I(aiser. Wilhelm
II had, after all, opposed naturalism in general and The Weavers in par
ticular. Not only had he canceled his loge at the Deutsches Theater; in
1898 he also blocked the jury of the Berlin salon from awarding I(athe
I(ollwitz a small gold medal for a graphic cycle inspired by Hauptmann's
Weavers. Moreover, just as Serenissimus constantly interrupted the skit,
the I(aiser could not refrain from venting his fatuous opinions on cultural
matters. In fact, he would soon make some of his most notorious com
ments. At the end of 1901, Wilhelm inaugurated the "Avenue of Victory"
(Siegesallee), lined with statues of thirty-two of his Hohenzollern ancestors.
After arguing that the Greek and Roman style represented immutable
artistic laws sanctioned by Nature and by God, he proclaimed: "An art
that disregards the laws and limits that I have defined is no longer art."
He proceeded to lambast "the so-called modern tendencies" and "the
frequently misused word 'freedom.'" For him, critical artists were unpa
triotic: "When art, as is often now the case, does nothing more than depict
poverty as being more dreadful than it already is, then it commits a sin
against the German people." Instead, art should provide inspiration for
all classes, a goal it could achieve only when "it lifts up, not when it
descends into the gutter." 21

In general, Reinhardt was not a very political man of the theater; in
time he came to see the stage in increasingly apolitical and counterpolitical
terms. At the turn of the century, however, he and his colleagues were well
aware that they were potential victims of the I(aiser's persistent attacks
upon innovative art. Even though Reinhardt was highly critical of natu
ralist performance, he too would gain fame in 1903 by producing a classic
piece of "gutter art," Maxim Gorky's Lower Depths. More immediately,
Sound and Smoke would soon be engaged in constant skirmishes with the
censor. By satirizing Wilhelm and the conservatives, the members of that
cabaret were defending their own territory, the cultural sphere, from out
side interference.

The issue also had larger civic implications, since many literati believed
that art was the ultimate sanctuary of individual freedom. That point was
made clear by Heinrich Mann in his novel Professor Unrat (upon which
the film The Blue Angel was very loosely based). Appalled at the vulgar
public's taste at a Tingeltangel, the self-righteous and authoritarian teacher
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became agitated: "But he could not force them to find beautiful, what was
beautiful according to his judgment and dictate. This was perhaps the last
refuge of their insubordination. Here Unrat's despotic drives struck against
the outer limits of human willingness to bend ... He could hardly stand
it. He gasped for air, looked around for an escape from his powerlessness,
wriggled with the desire to crack open such a skull and use his crooked
fingers to straighten out its sense of beauty. "22 This biting account of an
art censor's mentality underscored the need to defend personal aesthetic
taste as the last bastion of liberty and individuality.

Sound and Smoke's Weavers proved to be a transitional work. While it
included heavy doses of the type of theatrical parody that was the troupe's
trademark at that time, it also revelled in political satire. Six months later,
when parody of the stage was no longer sufficient entertainment for the
general public, Sound and Smoke revived Serenissimus. His reappearance
was the most heralded event in their new program on November 15. Two
days earlier Oberlander informed the police that Serenissimus was the focal
character of Sound and Smoke: "The figure of Serenissimus, who sits in
the loge and comments on the performance, is now being introduced by
us as a regular feature. The Serenissimus scenes actually create the frame
for our program and for this reason cannot be absent." At the premiere
of the new show the entry of Serenissimus was preceded by an excruciat
ingly long fanfare, and the audience greeted him with loud applause. He
proceeded to make dim-witted comments throughout the show; for exam
ple, after two pantomimes he complained about the bad acoustics, because
he "could not hear a word." He also descended to the stage to acquire
first-hand contact with a fetching soubrette who sang Wolzogen's "Ma
dame Adele. "23

Ironically, that same number also attracted the attention of a genuine
figure of authority: the policeman in attendance that evening. He reported
that although there was nothing improper in the text of the song, and that
the performance at the Motley Theater had been perfectly acceptable, the
rendition at Sound and Smoke betrayed an "exceedingly indecent manner"
and "was very capable of giving offense." Eventually the directors of Sound
and Smoke received a cautionary note from the police, who told them that
the song would be prohibited if it were not performed with "greater
decency." At the same time, the police reported to the Ministry of the
Interior: "Although this theatrical enterprise has been in existence only six
weeks, it has submitted to the censor no fewer than 500 pages of hand
written poetry, songs, and stories as well as 29 plays and various printed
works. The auditing of this extensive material was made even more difficult
by the fact that the directors of Sound and Smoke unfortunately have the
tendency to overstep the bounds of the morally permissible."24
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The Serenissimus scenes would soon cause other problems for the police.
Toward the end of November an anonymous letter was sent to the Em
press, which said: "Gibberish-Wilhelm [Quassel- Wilhelm] appears every
evening as Serenissimus in Sound and Smoke and amuses the audience
with his 'clever' speeches based on a famous model." It is not known
whether the Empress actually read this letter, but the Ministry of the
Interior took it as an invitation to investigate the cabaret. The police
heightened their watchfulness over the performances. On December 3 they
sent Oberlander a letter, warning him that "the actor playing Serenissimus
has repeatedly spoken words and sentences that have not been submitted
to the censor. I hereby notify you that every such transgression will be
strictly punished." Within two weeks the police caught an infraction. At
the end of three succesive performances, the perpetually clueless Serenis
simus had spoken these unapproved lines: "Present the large gold medal
for art and science to director Sound and the small gold medal to director
Smoke, or vice versa." Although Glasenapp, the head of the censorship
department, suggested a stiff penalty, the imposition of 30-mark fines on
Oberlander as well as on Victor Arnold, the actor performing Serenissimus,
was little more than a slap on the wrist.25

Aside from small fines, the censors did not believe that they could forbid
the Serenissimus scenes outright. Since the caricatured potentate did not
refer directly to any reigning monarch, the skits could not be prohibited
on grounds of lese majesty. Of course the censors had the legal authority
to prohibit the scenes; but had Sound and Smoke appealed to the courts,
then the police would have had to argue that the Serenissimus figure was
a passable likeness of the I(aiser. That dilemma had become apparent
several years earlier, when the pacifist author Ludwig Quidde published a
notorious article entitled "Caligula" (1894). Ostensibly a portrait of the
vain, aggressive, and unpredictable Roman emperor, readers recognized it
as a thinly disguised portrayal of Wilhelm II. Yet the state could not
confiscate the work because it was, word for word, an account of ancient
history. Prosecution for lese majesty would have constituted an admission
by the judiciary that it was indeed an accurate depiction of the I(aiser as
well. The same arguments applied to Serenissimus, and so the censors
treated the issue gingerly. Possart, one of the ranking censors (as well as
the son of Ernst von Possart, the intendant of the Munich Court Theaters),
stated in reply to a query from the Ministry of the Interior: "In my opinion,
there is no reason to see in [the Serenissimus scenes] a reference to con
temporary or recent circumstances at a German princely court. Especially
in cases like this one, it is highly awkward to proceed with a protest, let
alone a prohibition, unless there is a compelling reason. "26

There was no "compelling reason" to censor the scenes inasmuch as
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they were not, in the last analysis, overly critical. They certainly lacked
the bite of, say, Quidde's "Caligula," or of Harden's attacks on the Imperial
regime. Only extreme conservatives took offense at Serenissimus. Eduard
von Mayer, writing in the monarchist Deutsche Zeitung, said: "Politically
I find the scenes dangerous in the highest degree. The purpose of these
jokes, which have been sent into the world by the Jewish-French Simpli
cissimus, is after all a malicious denigration of sovereign princes. The
sovereign as an idiot! ... One cannot object that only petty princes are
implied, or that a not very gifted duke from the historical past is depicted;
the principle and the effect remain the same, namely, the denigration of
nature's law that rulers are necessary." However, such views were not
shared even by some actual sovereigns. Possart noted in his report that
"as far as I can tell, the scenes have not caused any offense. I have learned
that the performances at Sound and Smoke have been attended by sover
eigns of the federal states, such as the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg
Schwerin and members of princely houses, without any of them having
been offended by the depiction of Serenissimus. "27

In fact, monarchical institutions might even have benefited from the
safety-valve effect of the Serenissimus scenes. The critic Paul Mahn, writing
for the Tagliche Rundschau, contended that "there is room here for po
litical satire in the very best manner, because it dissolves everything into
a liberating laughter over a blessedly stupid person, who really cannot help
himself and who otherwise does quite well personally." Although the
Serenissimus scenes were no compliment to princely houses, the general
good-naturedness of the character and his endearing foolishness were a
much safer option, for all parties concerned, than bitter accusations of
incompetence. As might be expected, the Social Democratic press accused
Sound and Smoke of political timidity, even after it had reintroduced the
Serenissimus scenes: "What one heard and saw was sound without mean
ing and smoke without fire. "28

The Serenissimus skits were protected above all by their immense popu
larity. Numerous reviewers contended that those scenes alone kept Sound
and Smoke financially viable through the spring of 1902, when Wolzogen's
and Bausenwein's enterprises were going bankrupt. Their appeal resided
not only in the comic talent of the actors, the wittiness of the comments,
and the indirect political references, but also in their ability to create a
cabaretic atmosphere by breaking down the barriers between actors and
spectators. One reviewer noted that the scenes established that "cheerful
rapport between stage and auditorium, the free and easy gaiety, the im
provisation, which make up something like the soul of cabaret. It is no
longer as in stiff performances-here the stage, there the spectators, and
between the two, a world. A merrily invigorating bridge is created."29 The
Serenissimus scenes, like the satires on Lauff or Waldersee in the Motley
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Theater, proved that Berlin audiences of the Wilhelmine era enjoyed po
litical parody, as long as it was performed in a good-natured, nonaggressive
spirit.

Another kind of number was considered more controversial, at least by
a few members of the audience: the humorous depiction of Jews. The police
reported that on March 20 and 21, 1902, some members of the audience
engaged in shouting, whistling, and foot-stamping to interrupt the "Story
of the Dead Rabbi" (Geschichte vom toten Rabbi), a series of Jewish
anecdotes told by the actor Emanuel Reicher. Although the perpetrators
of the disturbance could not be apprehended on the second night, at the
first occurrence the theater personnel caught "seven apparently Jewish
students," whose names were submitted to the police to be prosecuted for
causing a public nuisance. Reicher's stories were but one of many occasions
upon which Jews served as the subjects of humor. At the premiere in
January 1901, the "I(arle" episode of the Don Carlos parody contained
the figure of Markwitz, who was described in this manner in the published
version of the text: "He is doubtlessly a Hebrew, but does not like to admit
it. In addition he has had himself baptized several times, but not to any
apparent advantage. His nose has the boldly curving line of the Chosen
People. It is white and huge and sweats constantly. The moustache under
this nose resists being forced to look like that of the I(aiser." Despite the
fact that Markwitz spoke in a "gutteral" fashion and walked with a
"Jewish" gait, he considered himself "the paradigm of a beautiful Teuton."
Obviously this character was a parody of a converted, German-nationalist
Jew, but equally obviously, it employed some of the most offensive anti
Semitic cliches. The same can be said of the description of the "Chorus of
Investors" in the "Diarrhoesteia": "They are well-fed and well-dressed
men with hats and frock coats and intensively Roman noses. They bow
and bend, murmur and sigh, as if before the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem."30

To be sure, both of these examples are drawn from works that were
premiered while Sound and Smoke played before an invited audience.
Although there are no extant guest lists for those early performances, in
October 1902 Oberlander sent the police the names of people invited to
a closed performance of Oscar Wilde's Salome by the Sound and Smoke
troupe. An accompanying note read: "The enclosed list comprises the
names of all people who are allowed in free of charge at all times, and
who otherwise always accept our printed invitations."3! An examination
of that list indicates not only a high number of luminaries from the worlds
of theater, art, and literature, but also a majority of Jews. Given the
predominance of Jews in the Sound and Smoke troupe as well, it is likely
that the references to Jews were intended to be another type of in-house
joke among actors and audience, much like the prevailing satires on theater.

Such jokes appeared more problematic when Sound and Smoke went
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public, and took its Jewish scenes before a wider audience. Granted, none
of the reviewers in the major newspapers or journals took umbrage at the
Jewish caricatures, nor can one ascertain what aspects of these scenes
provoked the Jewish students to protest. It may have been a case of
offended religious sensibilities. It may also have reflected a more political
concern about toying with stereotypes potentially harmful to Jews as
German citizens. After all, the heyday of Adolf Stocker, the anti-Semitic
preacher, was not that long gone. Although this incident remained isolated
at the time, twenty-five years later Jewish organizations in Berlin would
mount massive protests against Jewish cabaretists who told jokes about
Jews to general audiences. In the Wilhelmine era most viewers apparently
accepted such humor as standard and unproblematic fare on cabaret
stages. But by the Weimar period, anti-Semitism had grown to be such a
clear political danger that many more people heatedly questioned the
wisdom of joking about Jewish stereotypes in public.32

The Path to a New Theatricality

The Serenissimus skits were immensely successful, and they might have
laid the basis for a broader movement of political cabaret. But that was
not to be, since Reinhardt's long-term interest remained focused on theater.
The satirical scenes kept Sound and Smoke financially viable at a time
when theatrical parody alone failed to attract an audience. The troupe
used these months to shift toward drama. During the winter and spring
of 1902, the repertory of Sound and Smoke underwent a significant change,
as one-act plays came to dominate the programs. Most of those works
were comic skits, but serious modern dramas were performed as well, in
particular, plays by Strindberg (The Stronger, The Bond, The Outlaw).

This trend had been plotted already at the outset of Sound and Smoke.
On January 30, 1901, I(ayssler wrote to Morgenstern about the group's
plan to transform the cabaret eventually into a theater for one-act plays,
and ultimately to take over the Deutsches Theater: "That can be a path
toward the near future, namely the time when Brahm will relinquish the
Deutsches Theater, and that will probably happen in two years, when his
contract expires. We want to turn this affair into a small theater and
eventually cast off all accessories [alles Beiwerk]. A theater for one-act
plays is something good ... We will start with an intimate theater. If a
greater theater develops out of it, that's up to us." Considering the fact
that I(ayssler, Reinhardt, and the others were still very junior actors, one
would have been tempted at that time to dismiss this letter as youthful
megalomania. Yet it proved to be uncannily prescient, as Reinhardt and
his friends systematically realized their stated goals in the ensuing years.
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Although the Serenissimus scenes were retained through the summer of
1902, the other cabaretic elements, which I(ayssler had dismissed as "ac
cessories," were progressively discarded. By April 15, Oberlander could
write to the police: "With the presentation of a Strindberg cycle and several
literary novelties by other outstanding authors, the directors of our stage
will have completed the transformation of Sound and Smoke into a 'thea
ter' by the end of this season. Our goal is to start off the next season with
a repertory that will display a strictly literary tendency. "33

The troupe drew the logical consequences and gave up the pretense of
being a cabaret. It began to call itself I(leines Theater (Schall und Rauch),
and by January 1903 it dropped the parenthetical words entirely. This was
in keeping with the new repertory, which consisted of serious full-length
plays. Predictably, Reinhardt produced a wide variety of dramas. As early
as 1901, he wrote: "I do not even think about fixating on a specific literary
program, whether naturalism or anything else. Of course I believe that the
highest art of our age, that of Tolstoy, has grown far beyond naturalism;
abroad, Strindberg, Hamsun, Maeterlinck, Wilde have gone very different
ways; in German art, Wedekind and Hofmannsthal are proceeding along
other paths." Reinhardt proclaimed: "Whatever new young talents appear
in our time, no matter where they come from, I will welcome them all."34

Despite this focus on drama, the I(leines Theater did not entirely forget
its cabaretic roots. The novelty of its productions lay in a new sense of
theatricality, their ability to draw upon visual, gestural, and musical ele
ments that Reinhardt missed on dramatic stages: "I cannot tell you how
much I long for music and color." According to Reinhardt, the theater
should be a site of play, of experiment, of fantasy. A major fault of
nineteenth-century performance was excessive emphasis on the spoken
word. In retrospect, Reinhardt wrote about the Vienna Burgtheater, which
he had idealized in his youth: "At that time the performance of plays was
exclusively focused on the word. The stage was very primitive; only the
furniture was absolutely indispensable; everything else was the actor and
his word."35 Reinhardt applauded the centrality of the actor, but he de
plored the domination of the word. Words alone left much unsaid, since
human expression was musical and visual as well as verbal. Gesture,
pantomime, music-all elements of Sound and Smoke-were for Reinhardt
inherent parts of theatricality. In his cabaret he made light of the plenitude
of dramatic styles, but he also employed a wealth of nonverbal theatrical
devices. When he moved on to more serious drama, he suspended the
parody but retained the experimentation, the sense of play.

Similar opinions were shared by the more innovative modern play
wrights. It came as no surprise that Reinhardt's troupe performed Oscar
Wilde's Salome (November 15, 1902), Wedekind's Earth Spirit (December
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17,1902), and Hofmannsthal's Elektra (October 30,1903). These works
demonstrated a movement toward dance, pantomime, and other nonverbal
means of expression. Salome, at first performed as a closed production for
invited guests, culminated in a sensuous and seductive dance. The produc
tion was noteworthy also for the collaboration of major visual artists, the
sculptor Max I(ruse and the painter Lovis Corinth, on the set designs.
Earth Spirit embodied a new theatrical spirit to an even greater extent. In
the 1890s, when he had composed the play, Wedekind already had come
to prefer the theatricality of vaudeville and circus to literary drama. Earth
Spirit deflated the importance of words as means of communication by
devising the technique of Aneinandervorbeireden, the depiction of the fact
that people actually "speak past each other" when they appear to be
engaged in conversation. Simultaneously, Wedekind began to emphasize
mimic elements drawn from popular theatrical traditions. Earth Spirit
opened with an animal trainer who introduced the playas an extended
circus number, while the third act was set in the dressing room of a
vaudeville hall. The heroine, Lulu, was a character beyond the bounds of
bourgeois convention and reason, whose "body language" was at least as
significant as her spoken words. After the opening of the drama at the
I(leines Theater, I(ayssler wrote the author: "Do you know what you have
done today? You have strangled the naturalistic monster of verisimilitude
and brought the element of play to the stage."36

In a very different manner, Hugo von Hofmannsthal too wrote scripts
that emphasized gestural elements of theater. In the early 1890s, when still
in his teens, Hofmannsthal had burst onto the literary scene as one of the
outstanding poets of the day. At the same time, though, he seriously
questioned the power of words. In a 1895 essay he spoke of people's
"profound nausea" in the face of words, "because words have placed
themselves in front of things." Humanity was caught in a web of language:
"normally words are not under the control of men, but men are under the
control of words." Tired of the profusion of "lies" and the inability to
empower words in any personal sense, people turned to the popular
theatrical arts. "Thus a desperate love has been awakened for all of the
arts that are performed mutely: music, dance, and all arts of the acrobat
and the clown.,,37

In the ensuing years Hofmannsthal ceased writing lyric poetry and
composed theatrical works that emphasized mime and spectacle. Predict
ably, he and Reinhardt were soon drawn to each other. A conversation
with the director in May 1903 led Hofmannsthal to compose a new
rendition of the Electra story. This work was also inspired by the outstand
ing acting of Gertrud Eysoldt, who played Lulu as well as Salome in the
Berlin productions. Dance, which had a pivotal function in Salome, became
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the culmination of Elektra. At the end of that work the exultant heroine
told her sister to "be silent and dance," as she threw herself into "a
nameless dance." The play ended with this explicit rejection of words, this
refusal to apply limiting names to ineffable acts. 38

Reinhardt continued to champion the plays of Wedekind and Hof
mannsthal in the following years. He also proceeded to build up a theat
rical empire. In February 1903 he took over the Neues Theater on the
Schiffbauerdamm, which would become Brecht's theater half a century
later. He thus had two stages upon which to present his highly acclaimed
productions of German classics as well as modern works, such as Gorky's
Lower Depths (January 23, 1903), Maeterlinck's Pelleas and Melisande
(April 3, 1903), Lessing's Minna von Barnhelm (January 14, 1904), and
Schiller's Love and Intrigue (April 22, 1904). The pinnacle of his early
productions was A Midsummer Night~s Dream (Neues Theater, January
31, 1905), a boisterous spectacle of unprecedented visual and mimic vi
tality. Finally, in the summer of 1905 Reinhardt gave up the I(leines
Theater in order to acquire the Deutsches Theater. This not only confirmed
I(ayssler's prediction but also marked the symbolic end of naturalist stage
direction in Berlin.

Reinhardt went on to ever more grandiose theatrical experiments, such
as theater-in-the-round productions of classical plays on arena stages and
in circus halls, and open-air performances of mystery plays. The roots of
these later productions lay in Sound and Smoke. Rudolf Bernauer con
tended that Reinhardt's cabaret "was his first enterprise, from which all
of the others grew." The playwright Max Halbe highlighted the pivotal
role of cabaret in the revitalization of modern theater: "Whoever has lived
through those times has no doubt that the real revolution came less from
above, from high literature, than from below, from the lesser arts, from
the Brettl, from cabaret." Of course, cabaret alone did not destroy natu
ralist drama. In October 1901, the noted critic Erich Schlaikjer had con
tended: "Cabaret attracts audiences and authors. Yet it is not cabaret that
is the cause of the decay [of naturalism], but rather that decay is the source
of cabaret."39 Actually, both statements were equally true. Born out of
discontent with naturalist drama, Reinhardt's cabaret also contributed to
the supercession of narrow realism and the revitalization of the stage.

Sound and Smoke provided a context for Reinhardt to break away from
the naturalism of Otto Brahm. At the same time that he joked about the
profusion of competing and mutually intolerant theatrical styles, Reinhardt
presented pantomimes, songs, and nonverbal elements that became central
to his later productions. Above all, he learned to accentuate the fact that
Schauspielkunst, the art of the theater, dealt primarily with Schau and
Spiel, with spectacle and play. Both at Sound and Smoke and in his later
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productions, he engaged in "play" in all of its connotations: amusement,
performance, experiment.

Reinhardt did not exhaust all of the possibilities of cabaret. It is par
ticularly noteworthy that political parody, so pronounced in Sound and
Smoke, disappeared from his later productions. The development of caba
ret along critical lines would be the task of other writers and performers.
Reinhardt's achievement lay in his ability to sense the theatrical potenti
alities of cabaret, and to use it as a springboard for a rejuvenation of the
stage.



Cosmopolitan Diversions,
Metropolitan

Identities

CHAPTER F 0 U R

The cabarets of Wolzogen and Reinhardt inspired a host of other ventures,
which attempted to cater to a metropolitan public. A number of pub-caba
rets on the Parisian model displayed some artistic merit, and they sought
to evoke an atmosphere of liberality and openness appropriate to a Welt
stadt. Most taverns and restaurants offering late-night entertainment could
not, however, make such claims, and the police eventually closed them
down. The most successful performers and theaters were those that con
sciously sought not only to reflect but also define the conditions of life in
metropolitan Berlin. Claire Waldoff, a feisty singer with a pushy yet up
beat temperament, modernized the image of lower-class character types
which had populated nineteenth-century stages; soon she was considered
the very embodiment of "the Berliner." The cabarets of Rudolf Nelson and
the Metropol-Theater's revues crafted a more elitist image of the city.
Whereas Nelson's urbane music catered to a wealthy and urbane clientele,
the Metropol's extremely popular shows trumpeted Berlin as a center of
fashion and modernity.

Policing the Pub-Cabarets

In the first months of 1901 many critics and observers of the cultural scene
deplored the absence of a truly Parisian cabaret in Berlin. They noted that
the improvisation common to the French ventures stood in stark contrast
to the Germanic planning of Wolzogen's Motley Theater. The Chat noir
of Rodolphe Salis had evolved spontaneously from a private gathering of
writers and artists into a forum for public performances, all the while
retaining its tavern setting. In contrast, the Motley Theater was conceived
as a regular stage with programs planned in advance. One reviewer com
mented that Wolzogen "overlooked the formless and unconstrained nature
of French cabarets, the improvisational element in the artistic performances
there, the feeling of camaraderie among the audience-and instead
founded, in true German fashion, an Oberbrettl based on a system with a
fixed program."! Wolzogen explicitly rejected the Parisian prototype as
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being too plebian for his taste. Moreover, censorship laws prohibited
improvisation on a public stage. Nevertheless, in the fall of 1901 several
Berlin artists' pubs developed into cabarets more or less on the Parisian
model.

The first of these was called The Hungry Pegasus (Zum hungrigen
Pegasus), which performed every Saturday night beginning on October 2,
1901. The central figure was Max Tilke (b. 1869), a young and unsuc
cessful painter who had spent some time in Spain as well as in Paris, where
he had become acquainted with cabaret. Tilke acted as conferencier; he
also played the guitar and sang Andalusian folk songs. Other performers
included Ernst Griebel and Charles Horning, two artists who had traveled
to the United States. Together they sang what reviewers invariably referred
to as "Niggersongs," without any consciously pejorative connotation.
They were joined by Georg David Schulz and Hans Hyan, poets who
would soon found their own cabarets. Another frequent guest was Maria
Eichhorn, who recited erotic and sadomasochistic verses under the pseu
donym Dolorosa. One observer described her performance rather charita
bly: "A young woman in a white gown, with chrysanthemums in her hair,
recites her own poems, full of a sultry, perverse sensuality and at the same
time a singular profundity. One cannot laugh at the meager vocal ability;
it seems as though the monotonous sound of the voice hides an immense
anguish and an immense fear that want to cry forth." Dolorosa appeared
often at several artists' pubs over the ensuing months. Another habitual
performer at such venues was Erich Miihsam, a satirical poet with an
anarchist bent who eventually gained fame as a leader of Munich's Soviet
Republic in the spring of 1919.2

The weekly performances of the Hungry Pegasus took place in a small
back room of an Italian restaurant near the Potsdamerbriicke (fig. 10).
The walls were decorated with sketches by Tilke and Griebel, and the
conferencier never failed to note that they were for sale. The fifteen tables
normally seated some sixty people, although often a hundred would be
packed in ("sardine-style," one reviewer complained) on any given Satur
day. In the words of an observer, the public consisted of "artists and
scholars, writers and financiers, ladies of the best society and piquant
bohemiennes. One of the best-known gynecologists sits next to one of our
best caricaturists; a high-ranking civil servant has a friendly conversation
with a journalist who has attacked him often enough in his newspaper."
What attracted these people was the sense of "absolute equality" and
the "indifference [Wurschtigkeit] toward all conventions.,,3 Occasionally
members of the audience were invited to perform. Fortunately for the other
spectators, professional singers and musicians mainly took advantage of
this opportunity.



10. A performance at the Hungry Pegasus cabaret.

The Hungry Pegasus was, in short, a place where middle-class citizens
could observe, and even pretend to be, bohemians. The tavern setting
provided a more free-and-easy atmosphere than the restaurants frequented
by the bourgeoisie. One critic proclaimed that "one laughs and feels happy,
an atmosphere of youthful freshness pervades the whole." The same factors
that attracted many middle-class citizens and tourists to the Parisian caba
rets-light entertainment in an unconstrained environment, the desire to
relive one's real or imagined youth-proved equally compelling in Berlin.
The setting also was an expression of, as well as diversion from, the stresses
of big-city life. Walter Benjamin noted: "One of the most primitive and
indispensable diversions of the metropolitan citizen, who day in, day out,
is locked into an infinitely variegated social environment-is to plunge into
a different environment, the more exotic, the better. Thus the artists' dives,
the criminals' bars. In this respect, the two hardly differ from each other."
The addition of an "artists' dive" like the Hungry Pegasus added yet
another metropolitan note to Berlin's nightlife, and led a reviewer to
exclaim, with only partial irony: "Hurrah! Berlin ist Weltstadt!"4

Unlike its Parisian counterparts, the Hungry Pegasus was not political
or socially critical. The Progressive Freisinnige Zeitung complained: "Why
is Max Tilke not more forceful, why does he not stick his hands deeper
into the caldron of politics and social conditions? ... Only with great
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shyness does a trace of social criticism or a parody of the police state dare
to come foreward." This observation missed the point that the purpose of
the venture was amusement, not politics. Even an otherwise activist poet
like Miihsam shied away from socially critical statements in cabarets,
which he considered inappropriate locations for political enlightenment:
"I never regarded the cabaret, which had become a mercantile institution,
as anything other than a source of income. During the many years that I
appeared for a longer or shorter time as a cabaretist, I never performed
anything other than word games or other innocuous things. Even when it
was requested of me, I always refused to recite serious works before a
paying public."5 This statement indicated that many, and often contradic
tory, reasons could account for the generally apolitical nature of German
cabaret. Wolzogen's conservative standpoint made him avoid political sat
ire. Miihsam too refrained from critical statements in cabarets, but he did
so in order not to cheapen the impact of his anarchist beliefs. Sound and
Smoke's Serenissimus had clear political overtones, but the figure was
dropped as Reinhardt's more purely theatrical passions came to the fore.

The police initially were suspicious of the Hungry Pegasus. Tilke recently
had been fined for public insult, and he was rumored to be irresponsible,
debt-ridden, and a Social Democrat to boot.6 He evaded censorship by
running the Hungry Pegasus as a "closed" club: only people with invita
tions were admitted, and no entrance fee was charged. Although practically
anyone could receive an invitation, and a plate was circulated for contri
butions' the police ceased being concerned with the venture because they
concluded that it was harmless. Moreover, they probably had no desire to
provoke needlessly the well-heeled and well-connected clientele. In any
case, the Hungry Pegasus disbanded in May 1902, when Tilke decided to
return to painting full-time.

The Hungry Pegasus was the first of several establishments that came
to be known as Kneipenbrettl, or pub-cabarets, to distinguish them from
those Wolzogen-style ventures that were housed in regular theaters. The
Freisinnige Zeitung noted that this was the reverse of the course followed
in Paris: whereas the Chat noir had evolved out of informal gatherings in
artists' pubs, the Berlin I(neipenbrettl were inspired by the local cabaret
theaters. Four months after the Hungry Pegasus opened, Georg David
Schulz split away and founded In Seventh Heaven (Poetenbankel zum
siebenten Himmel) in a restaurant in the I(antstrasse. A rather mediocre
poet, Schulz (b. 1865) bore the nickname "Schmalz" on account of the
dripping sentimentality of his verse. His pub-cabaret was a clone of the
one he had left; it too appeared once a week (Wednesdays) in a small room
with contemporary graphics on the walls. Schulz acted as conferencier and
performed his own songs. Music also was provided by Bogumil Zepler,
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who had composed several works sung at the Motley Theater. The main
attraction of this cabaret was a former seamstress who used the stage-name
Marietta de Rigardo. The daughter of a Swiss man and an Indian woman,
she had been raised in an Ursuline convent in Manila. Her dark complexion
and broken German made her seem exotic, and she was considered excep
tionally beautiful. She married Schulz in 1902, and later wedded Ludwig
Thoma. Like the Hungry Pegasus, the Seventh Heaven gave the police no
cause for concern. It had a respectable clientele-anywhere from thirty to
sixty people "from artistic and theatrical circles" on any given night-and
"did not follow any tendencies that were political, antireligious, and so
on." The police concluded that it was "a rather harmless venture."7

The police reached very different conclusions about Hans Hyan's Silver
Punchbowl (Silberne Punschterrine), which opened on November 26,
1901, in a restaurant in the Steglitzerstrasse. Hyan (1868-1944) was
considered the Berlin counterpart to Aristide Bruant. Like his French
model, he employed the local argot, sang songs about criminals and the
poor, and insulted the people who came to his cabaret on Tuesday eve
nings. One of his best-known songs, about a murderer's last night before
his execution, clearly was modeled on Bruant's "A la Rocquette." Like the
Parisian Mirliton, the Silver Punchbowl offered the middle classes an
opportunity to pretend they were slumming, while remaining in the secure
confines of a bourgeois tavern. Despite this built-in hypocrisy, to Hyan's
credit it must be said that he possessed an exceptional ability to imitate
the speech of various social groups in Berlin, in particular the slang of the
downtrodden and criminal classes. One reviewer wrote that "at the mo
ment there is probably no other author who has such a masterful command
of the Berlin dialect and the argot of the criminal world." Twenty years
later I(urt Tucholsky claimed that Hyan was incomparable in his ability
"to capture phonetically the Berlin manner of thought, the Berlin soul. "8

From the beginning the police were very concerned with this venture.
After all, Hyan knew whereof he spoke, inasmuch as he had a rather
impressive criminal record. In 1891 he had been sentenced to three years'
imprisonment for aggravated burglary; ten years later he was being inves
tigated for suspected robbery (the case was eventually dropped). He wrote
for pornographic publications with names like Pikanterien and Satyr, and
in 1899 he was fined 300 marks for libel. Initially, though, the police did
not find much to worry about. A report of December 31,1901, noted that
most of the numbers had "political, satirical contents," yet these works
were still quite tame. Hyan's songs about policemen, about the Hohenzol
lern statues in the new Siegesallee, or about the crooked dealings of bankers
had less bite than, say, the weekly jokes and caricatures in Simplicissimus.
A critic for the Social Democratic Vorwarts called attention to one "po-
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litical" song with satirical references to Bulow's tariffs, Chamberlain's
South African policy, and the amorous escapades of I(ing Edward; how
ever, the jokes were "so cheap that no prosecutor would move against
them, even if the law permitted him to."9 Like other cabaretists, Hyan was
protected by the ruse of claiming to perform before an invited public.

Within a year the police were showing greater concern with the increas
ingly daring tone of Hyan's numbers. In August 1902 they cited reports
that the works were "very risque, sometimes even lascivious," and that
the venture was concerned "not so much with the cultivation of art as
with stimulating and tickling the senses." In addition, Hyan appeared to
be generous and indiscriminate in handing out "invitations." By November
the police concluded that the Silver Punchbowl was de facto a public stage,
but they did not move against the enterprise until a year later. In December
1903 a police report noted that Hyan sang songs concerning a "fat priest"
who seduced minors and fathered numerous offspring; a cleaning woman
who threw her illegitimate baby into a latrine; and a public prosecutor
who hanged himself in a lavatory after confronting in court a prostitute
with whom he had an affair. Moreover, Dolorosa had become a regular
performer at the Silver Punchbowl, and her numbers were now completely
unacceptable: "she presented her own works, which had in part a strongly
masochistic streak. Among other things, she sang 'The Song of Songs of
Pains and Tortures' and described in erotic poems the joys of whiplashes
and slave-chains." 10

Not only had such numbers become intolerable, but Hyan was now
openly flaunting the legal restrictions on closed performances, which pro
hibited charging admission. Before this time he had financed the venture
by "passing the plate," the proceeds of which were "always very consid
erable," given the "well-off public," according to a police report of August
24, 1902. By December 1903, however, he was demanding a 1.50-mark
entrance fee, even from people holding invitations. Moreover, he had hired
a woman to send out unsolicited invitations to doctors, dentists, and
lawyers whose names were gleaned from the Berlin address book. Since
the Silver Punchbowl was now clearly a public and commercial enterprise,
and one that speculated on the least noble instincts of its customers, the
police decided to move definitively against it, and it ceased operations in
1904.11

The police had their reasons for hesitating to move swiftly against the
Silver Punchbowl. Like the other cabarets, Hyan's venture might have been
protected by the nature of the clientele, described by the police as "be
longing to the better circles." One reviewer noted that the public was "very
mixed," with "ladies in reform dresses and Cleo de Merode hairdoes,
youths ... with huge secessionist cravats, young jurists and tradesmen,
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authors, painters, sculptors, honorable gray-haired heads of families with
wives and daughters." This was obviously not a disorderly or disreputable
audience. The police were concerned that if censorship were too harsh, it
might actually create sympathy among such people for the writers or
cabarets in question. This dilemma was made explicit in a long report that
I(urt von Glasenapp, the head of the theater supervision division of the
Berlin police, sent to the Prussian Ministry of the Interior on May 15,
1902. In response to his superiors' query about why he was not moving
more forcefully against the cabarets, Glasenapp replied that censorship
was often counterproductive. In the 1890s, during the heyday of socially
critical naturalist drama, the police had learned that by banning a play,
they inadvertently would advertise its author and boost his popularity.
Furthermore, a successful appeal to the courts to overturn the censor's
order-a not infrequent occurrence-was guaranteed to make the playa
hit. Glasenapp contended that this resulted in a situation where "those
theater directors and writers who were more interested in sensationalism
than art" actively sought police interference, "especially when they were
in bad financial straits. In particular, one must count among them the
managers of cabarets and their affiliated authors." In this report Glasenapp
cited the Motley Stage Boards as an exceptionally egregious case, but his
remarks could have been directed just as well against the Silver Punchbowl
a few months later. He argued that it would be better to allow the more
obnoxious cabarets to die a natural death by bankruptcy, rather than
prolong their lives artificially by means of the free publicity provided by
censorship.12

What eventually persuaded the police to move against cabarets was
intensive lobbying by their commercial competitors: variety-show directors
as well as restaurant and tavern owners. When a major crackdown on
cabarets finally occurred in 1904 and 1905, it was in response to repeated
prodding by such groups. Of some seventy-two venues that claimed to be
cabarets in 1904, few had any serious artistic aspirations; most were simply
restaurants that offered live, late-night entertainment. In his survey of
Berlin cabarets published in 1904, Hanns Heinz Ewers complained: "Every
pub-proprietor who failed to find customers for his sour beer and bad wine
eagerly seized upon this new bait. Dozens of ham actors, who had been
running in vain from one agency to another in search of a contract,
suddenly felt the calling to direct a cabaret." 13 Consequently, dozens of
taverns and restaurants started to offer late-night entertainment by third
rate performers.

Vaudeville directors decried such ventures as unfair competition, since
they evaded licensing. It would have been logical to treat pub-cabarets
according to article 33a of the Commercial Code, the so-called "Tingel-
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tangel paragraph." This and related regulations stipulated that for-profit
performances without "higher artistic interest" required a special permit
and were subject to certain limitations: vaudeville halls had to pass fire
safety inspections, submit materials to the censor for prior approval, and
terminate their shows by eleven at night. The strict wording of these
regulations, however, did not apply to many pubs and restaurants with
late-night entertainment, which lacked the outward trappings of a theater
or variety show (costumed actors or singers, stage sets and props). Cabarets
with such theatrical elements, such as Wolzogen's Motley Theater or Rein
hardt's Sound and Smoke, were required to apply for a license and submit
to the attendant rules, but pub-cabarets were not. This gave such estab
lishments a competitive advantage, according to variety-show directors.
Not being subject to censorship, they could present more risque numbers.
They were not bound to a closing time, and thus could cater to a late-night
crowd. The existence of pub-cabarets was also decried by other tavern and
restaurant owners, who believed that their colleagues offering entertain
ment had a marked advantage in attracting customers. In June 1903 the
vaudeville artists' association summed up their frustrations with the proc
lamation: "Away with the Parasitic Weeds!"14

The organizers of pub-cabarets responded by claiming that they were
not subject to licensing, an assertion that could be argued in two ways.
As we have seen, many of the more artistic pub-cabarets claimed to be
private clubs for invited guests, and thus were not bound by preliminary
censorship or other restrictions. The police could counter that assertion
by demonstrating that "invitations" were handed out freely or that admis
sion was collected directly or indirectly. Most owners of pub-cabarets,
however, did not use the "private club" ruse; they obviously were public
dining establishments with live entertainment. Nevertheless, they tried to
avoid licensing under article 33a by claiming that their performances
possessed "higher artistic interest," and were not "for-profit" since no
admission was charged.

Both assertions were highly questionable. While venues like the Hungry
Pegasus, In Seventh Heaven, and the Silver Punchbowl might have pos
sessed some artistic merit, that was hardly the case for dozens of other
self-styled cabarets. A writer for the conservative Deutsche Warte com
plained about performances "in the smoked-filled back rooms of wine-tav
erns, where second- and third-rate actors perform suggestive lyrics and
monologues, where wilted female vocalists in very low-cut dresses sing
risque songs, and a couple of young things who know absolutely nothing
about art catch the public's eye by displaying their youthful curves in
unrestrained dances." Such observations were not limited to conservative
critics with moralistic axes to grind. At the other end of the political
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spectrum, Erich Miihsam complained about the quality of would-be caba
rets: "Tasteless dilettantism, tedious smut, witless humbug. "15 Opponents
of such performances argued that since this could scarcely be called art,
their producers clearly required a Tingeltangellicense. The "not-for-profit"
argument was specious as well. Even if no admission was charged, the
owners of pub-cabarets benefited from inflated coat-check fees and jacked
up WIne prIces.

The police response to these allegations was not straightforward. On
July 29, 1903, the trade supervision division of the Berlin police issued an
order for neighborhood officers to investigate the cabarets on their beats.
The list of clues to look for-such as availability of "invitations," charging
of admission fees, and inflated coat-check and wine prices-were taken
almost verbatim from the "Parasitic Weeds" protest that had been pub
lished six weeks earlier. Although the vaudeville directors' suspicions were
confirmed in many cases, the police were slow to act; they did not an
nounce a crackdown on cabarets until October 1904. Many shows seem
to have been terminated at this point, and in March 1905 the Berlin police
reported to the Prussian minister of the interior that "all cabarets here
possess a license according to article 33a of the Commercial Code. When
a cabaret without one puts on public performances, it is immediately closed
down by the police." Yet that contention seemed to be somewhat exag
gerated, inasmuch as a month later the same minister received protests
from the Berlin restaurant- and pub-owners' association, who complained
that many unlicensed cabarets were still alive and well. 16

Just as the police were hesitant to censor the more artistic cabarets, they
were cautious about moving against the pubs and restaurants with late
night entertainment. On rare occasions restaurant owners were able to go
to court and successfully argue that their "cabaret" performances pos
sessed some artistic merit and hence did not require licensing. The greatest
concern, however, derived from Berlin's growing reputation as a Weltstadt.
The city competed with other world centers for prestige, as it tried to
portray itself as an equal to London, Paris, and New York. Part of the
reason for this was economic, inasmuch as tourism had become an in
creasingly important component of Berlin's economy. Sightseers from the
rest of Germany and other parts of Europe, as well as traveling business
men, sought diversion at night. An entertainment district developed in
Friedrichstadt, the area along Friedrichstrasse between Unter den Linden
and Leipzigerstrasse. This was where most of the cabarets and would-be
cabarets were located, as well as many pubs and restaurants; it also was
one of the centers for prostitution. The nightly goings-on there troubled
the authorities, but the police recognized that such activities were an
unavoidable, indeed expected, aspect of big-city life.
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Despite their avoidance of heavy-handed policies, the police faced
mounting criticisms from certain circles that their regulations were too
severe. The requirement that theaters, variety shows, and staged cabarets
cease at eleven at night derived from a police ordinance of the mid-nine
teenth century. Writing for the liberal Berliner Tageblatt, a lawyer argued
in 1905: "The closing-hour-which was imposed on Berlin in the 1860s,
when it was a Central European capital with a small-town character
contradicts the very nature of cabaret as a fixture with world-class, cos
mopolitan allures that serves a cosmopolitan public." Visitors to the capi
tal, looking forward to a night on the town, were disappointed to see the
licensed cabarets close at such an early hour. At best, after eleven they
proceeded to dine at restaurants with unregulated entertainment; at worst,
they turned to much less wholesome diversions. I7

The authorities were well aware of this dilemma. In July 1905 Theobald
von Bethmann Hollweg, the future chancellor who was then Prussian
minister of the interior, sent a letter to Berlin's police chief in which he
acknowledged that the lack of regulations for unlicensed cabarets was
unfair to "other more or less artistic presentations, from the theater down
to the Tingeltangel." Some restrictions were necessary, but Bethmann Holl
weg cautioned: "I would not, however, be able to approve of a narrow
minded or puritanical curtailment of those forms of culture, social life, or
entertainment that derive from the special character of a metropolis [Welt
stadt]." The end result was a compromise. On May 5, 1906, the Berlin
police chief finally ordered that all cabaret-style performances in restau
rants and pubs be treated as Tingeltangel, and hence licensed according
to article 33a of the Commercial Code, subjected to preliminary censor
ship, and bound to the eleven o'clock closing hour. These stipulations
forced many restaurants to curtail their entertainment. Nevertheless, to
meet the demand for late-night diversions, the police granted special li
censes to four cabarets, permitting them to remain open until two in the
morning; however, they were prohibited from using costumes or stage sets,
to avoid competing with variety shows. IS

It was not surprising that the cries of jealous competitors kept the police
on the alert, since commercial forces were ultimately decisive in making
or breaking the dozens of cabarets that appeared after the turn of the
century. But despite the new restrictions, Friedrichstadt continued to be a
lively center of late-night diversions. It seems that enforcement was not all
that strict, since in 1910 Berlin's chief of police again had to promise the
restaurant owners and vaudeville directors that he would take more severe
steps against unlicensed, would-be cabarets in pubs and restaurants. When
vaudeville directors accused cabarets of being "parasitic weeds" back in
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1903, they probably did not suspect that their commercial rivals would
be as tenacious and hard to eradicate as the refractory plants. 19

Two Sides of Metropolitan Cabaret: Rudolf Nelson and Claire Waldoff

Given the competitive nature of the entertainment business, few cabarets
proved to be viable for any length of time. Those with the longest life span
were founded and guided by Rudolf Nelson, who would continue to be a
commanding presence on the German cabaret scene until the middle of
the century. Whereas Nelson catered to an upper-class audience, Claire
Waldoff's portrayals of lower-class Berlin characters made her one of the
most popular entertainers on Berlin stages well into the thirties. The urbane
cabaret of Nelson and the plebeian persona of Waldoff marked two dif
ferent images of metropolitan life.

Born Rudolf Lewysohn into an impecunious Jewish family, Rudolf Nel
son (1878-1960) demonstrated musical talent as a very young child. For
pragmatic reasons, however, his parents steered him toward a career in
the textile trade. After several miserable teenage years as an underling in
that business, he finally was awarded a scholarship to study composition
at the prestigious Stern Conservatory. Yet there too he was unhappy, since
his taste ran toward popular music, not classical composition. According
to his own (not always reliable) memoirs, Nelson managed to slip in to
the opening night of Wolzogen's Motley Theater, and immediately he was
captivated by the new genre. He terminated his studies and signed up with
a succession of cabarets: the post-Wolzogen Motley Theater, the Silver
Punchbowl, In Seventh Heaven, as well as others with names like Chari
vari, The Merry Faun (Zum fr6hlichen Faun), and The Big Surprise (Zum
blauen Wunder). He demonstrated exceptional capabilities as a composer
and improviser, and as a pianist and musical director. His big financial
break came when he was recommended to Joachim Albert, a Prussian
prince and an enthusiast of popular music who needed live entertainment
at an evening party. Nelson's success there led to a string of invitations to
appear at similar occasions. He thereby became well-known among "the
leading circles of the Berlin and Potsdam court society," as well as among
"prominent people in industry and banking."20

Even though Nelson's performances at private gatherings in these circles
could earn him a thousand marks in a single evening, he decided to set up
independently. Together with Paul Schneider-Duncker, an actor, he per
suaded the owner of the Roland von Berlin, a near-bankrupt restaurant
on Potsdamerstrasse, to convert part of the premises into a cabaret. After
extensive remodeling, 150 people could be seated in a small room around
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tables or in rows of seats. From the very beginning, Nelson aimed at
attracting a wealthy clientele. The first performances were sold out, despite
an exceedingly steep entrance fee of 20 goldmarks. In the ensuing years
Nelson continued to enjoy a packed house, though he had to reduce ticket
prices to 3 marks.

This prolonged success was the reward for the fact that Nelson and
Schneider-Duncker consciously sought a style of entertainment that Ber
liners called mandan (fig. 11). It was supposed to generate an ambience
of carefree metropolitan glamour. Unlike other cabarets, which presented
works by a number of composers, almost all of the songs in the Roland
von Berlin were written by Nelson, who had a genial ability to imitate and
elaborate on a variety of musical styles. Part of the entertainment was
"international," inasmuch as Nelson was one of the first musicians in
Germany who was able to compose ragtime, the cakewalk, and the two
step. Schneider-Duncker provided the appropriate dance movements while
singing such numbers. Most of Nelson's compositions, however, remained
in the style of Central European popular tunes, and took their themes from
daily life in Berlin. Many of the songs scripted by o. A. Alberts, the
in-house lyricist, made light of current fashions; the most popular of such
works was entitled "Frightfully Chic I(id-Leather Shoes" (Scheusslich chike
Chevreauxschuh'). On rare occasions, the songs even took good-natured
jabs at Imperial culture. "Dummies on the Right, Dummies on the Left!"
(Rechts ein Puppchen, links ein Puppchen!) recounted how a policeman,
speaking a thick Berlin dialect, proudly showed off the Hohenzollern
statues on the Siegesallee to a tourist.21

The most common theme was sex. In 1913 I(urt Tucholsky wrote: "If
you analyze these cabaret songs, then you find that the bottom line
confirms the existence of extramarital sexual relations." Tucholsky al
lowed, however, that Nelson's works were a cut above the rest: "At the
piano: Rudolf Nelson. The rocking, flowing, coquettish refrains of these
songs purl over the keys, his fingers hardly move, but there where the
refrain sets in (ritardando-the printed score says fermate), you sense that
he takes pleasure in the hit, in his engaging, light rhythm. He sits at the
piano, and one understands the significance and the importance of a
chanson refrain."22 Tucholsky had reason to underscore the importance of
the refrain in Nelson's oeuvre, since it embodied not only the musical heart
of a piece, but also the key to its punch line. A typical song would have
an unchanging refrain that sounded innocent enough after the first stanza,
but would acquire obvious erotic implications by the last stanza.

A classic example of that format was the popular "Jacques Manasse."
Set in the milieu of the Jewish textile business that Nelson had come to
know as a youth, it recounted how a young woman showed up at her first



11. Urbane cabaret: the performers of the Roland von Berlin, with Rudolf Nel
son and Paul Schneider-Duncker standing in front (1906).

job (fig. 12). The refrain listed the people to whom she was introduced:
"First the apprentice Jacques Manasse, / the young man with the petty
cash box, / then the severe managing clerk, / the firm's token Christian
[Reklamechrist], / and next the silent shareholder, / over fifty and still a
bachelor, / and then in person, / the head of the company, I. S. Cohn."
The next stanza described how she turned the heads of all of these men,
and arranged to have a rendezvous with each one of them. This time the
refrain was used to list the order of the assignations. The last stanza
described how she had a baby a year later, and when her mother asked
who would support it, she replied that its father was a limited-liability
corporation ("G.m.b.H") formed by her lovers. The final rendition of the
refrain described how she made the monthly rounds to collect paternity
payments, starting with Jacques Manasse. It concluded with a slight twist,
however, since "the head of the company, I. S. Cohn" refused to contrib
ute.23 In addition to illustrating a model use of refrain, the song may also
be regarded as a compendium of themes common to mandan cabaret
numbers: the belief that women on the lower rungs of the occupational



12. The perils of female employment: cover of the sheet music for Nelson's hit
"Jacques Manasse" (1912).

ladder were readily "available"; the notion that Eros was the great social
leveler (in this case, of an office hierarchy); and the idea that whenever
sex appeared, a monetary demand was sure to follow.

Despite the success of the Roland von Berlin, personal differences caused
Nelson and Schneider-Duncker to separate in 1907. Schneider-Duncker
retained the original venue, and Nelson proceeded to open a cabaret in an
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arcade on the corner of Friedrichstrasse and Unter den Linden. The new
venture, which seated 220, was named the "Chat noir," in honor of the
world's first cabaret, and in recognition of the fact that Nelson was trying
to provide Berlin with some of the metropolitan glamour of Paris. Nelson
flourished in the new locale, and he fiercely defended his financial oppor
tunities against competitors. In 1910, when the Chat noir was one of the
very few cabarets permitted to perform later than eleven o'clock, he in
formed the police of another venture that was doing so illegally. He also
squealed on a cabaret that performed a song which had been censored
from the Chat noir's repertory.24 Nelson might have sought to evoke an
atmosphere of metropolitan suavity, but behind the scenes, it remained a
dog-eat-dog world in the Big City.

Nelson continued to attract his favored clientele. A police report of 1912
noted that the audience consisted of "a better class of people, officers in
civilian clothing, members of financial circles and the fast set, tourists and
ladies of the upper demimonde." The circle of Nelson's admirers reached
to the very apex of German society, inasmuch as he was summoned to a
private performance for the I(aiser. At the beginning of November 1908,
Wilhelm II and his hunting entourage were staying in Donaueschingen at
the castle of Prince Egon zu Furstenberg. The Prince arranged for enter
tainment by Nelson as well as two other members of the Chat noir
ensemble, the baritone Jean Moreau and Theodor Francke, a comedian.
The high point of the evening was Moreau's rendition of Nelson's popular
song, "The Shopgirl" (Das Ladenmadel), one more case of a sexually
available female employee. Once again the refrain initially appeared in an
innocuous context. The baritone recounted how he had to go to the back
of a women's fashion store in order to meet a young shopgirl: past the
blouses and the dresses, past the petticoats, past the undergarments-"and
then, and then came she" (und dann, und dann kam sie). Predictably, the
last stanza set the action in a chambre separee, and the same refrain was
used to relate the order in which the shopgirl divested herself of her clothes.
The song was very much to the liking of the I(aiser, whose puritanical
public persona did not prevent him from enjoying dirty jokes in private.
Indeed, Wilhelm was so amused by the piece that he requested Moreau to
sing it five times. Nelson profited not only from his lS00-mark honorarium
but also from the fact that the next day's newspapers reported the I(aiser's
"lively applause" for the evening's entertainment.25

Whereas Nelson gained publicity from this event, the I(aiser garnered
notoriety. The Nelson soiree took place a few days after Wilhelm's infa
mous interview had been published in the London Daily Telegraph. His
fantastic claim to have provided decisive aid to the British in the Boer War
(by suggesting military plans of action and keeping other powers out of
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the conflict), as well as other profusely pro-British statements, provoked
a public outcry in Germany. Although the I(aiser was facing the greatest
crisis of his regime, he seemed impervious to its implications. Rather than
remain in Berlin to reassert his legitimacy, he proceeded with his scheduled
hunting trip. The national newspapers reported with increasing dismay the
official accounts of his activities, which repeatedly related his "good spir
its" and tallied the number of bucks he had shot. This insouciance seemed
doubly grotesque, inasmuch as a mining disaster in Hamm, where over
three hundred men lost their lives, occurred in the same week. The report
that the I(aiser and his entourage had spent an evening being entertained
by Berlin cabaretists was the last straw. His distraction by such frivolous
activities, in the face of the political crisis and the workers' tragedy, seemed
to accentuate even more the blindness and lack of judgment that afflicted
him and his advisers.26

Because Wilhelm II eventually weathered the storm, the Daily Telegraph
affair usually is portrayed as another case where Germany's political parties
failed to take advantage of a situation that would have allowed them to
shift some power from the crown to the parliament. On a less lofty level,
the incident also underscored a prevalent yet disturbing feature of German
cabaret: a form of entertainment that could have been critical and satirical
was used to distract its audience-in this case, even the head of state-from
political responsibilities and realities. The perception that cabaret ulti
mately depoliticized its audience was to provoke heated debates during
the Weimar era. The incident also highlighted the degree to which cabaret,
or a certain type of cabaret, had become acceptable in the very highest
reaches of society.

While Nelson's urbane cabaret catered to the wealthy and privileged,
another type of performance, epitomized by Claire Waldoff, sought to
evoke the nature of the common citizen of Berlin. Defining civic identity
was particularly problematic in Berlin, which underwent rapid growth
throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Every year tens
of thousands of immigrants were attracted to a city that was the capital
of Prussia and the Reich, as well as the major center of German commerce,
finance, and industry. For much of the modern era Berlin had a primarily
non-native population. Censuses from the 1870s on generally revealed that
only 40 percent of its inhabitants had been born within its boundaries.
According to the prevailing cliche, the "true Berliner" came from Posen,
or from Breslau. In 1899 Walter Rathenau declared: "As far as the Ber
liners are concerned, I do not know exactly whether they do not exist
anymore, or not yet."27

Given the shortage of a native population and the predominance of
immigrants, the residents of the capital were faced with the question: What



13. Berlin's spunky new star: Claire Waldoff at the beginning of her long career.

does it mean to be a Berliner? One person who attempted to answer that
question was Claire Waldoff (1884-1957; fig. 13). Like all "true Berlin
ers," she came from elsewhere. The daughter of a former miner who
opened a pub, Waldoff grew up in Gelsenkirchen, in the Rhine-Ruhr
industrial basin. Her family had higher ambitions for her, and sent her to
a girls' high school (Madchengymnasium) in Hanover; this was a highly
unusual move for a child of her class. Waldoff proved to be exceptionally
bright. She would have gone on to study medicine upon graduation, but
her father's desertion of the family made this financially impossible. Having
long been fascinated by theater, she now had the opportunity to change
careers. Starting in 1903, she acquired roles with various provincial stages
and touring companies. After three years she landed a position in Berlin.

Although Waldoff's autobiography, written late in her life (1953), is not
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reliable in every detail, there is no reason to doubt the gist of her account
of her arrival in the capital: "Then I saw the giant city Berlin and was
overwhelmed. I immediately sensed the special character of this city, its
unheard-of tempo, its temperament, its incredible brio ... I fell passion
ately in love with Berlin. Not because the city was beautiful or the Imperial
capital, but because it was Berlin, with its special atmosphere, its vivacious
and curt character." In the ensuing months Waldoff became a keen ob
server of the city's manners, and she gained perfect mastery of its brash
dialect.28

This new identity soon paid off. In the fall of 1907 Waldoff was brought
to the attention of Schneider-Duncker, who was searching for new per
formers after Nelson and several others had left the Roland von Berlin.
Though somewhat skeptical of her potential, Schneider-Duncker was will
ing to give her a chance. Her debut at the cabaret, toward the end of 1907,
was a tremendous success, in particular her rendition of the new "Song of
the Marsh-Reed" (Schmackeduzchen-Lied). Walter 1(0110, who replaced
Nelson as in-house composer, and Hermann Frey, the author of numerous
popular lyrics in Berlin dialect, teamed up to write this self-consciously
silly ditty about a drake and a tufted marsh-reed. The audience was
surprised and delighted by the totally novel manner of Waldoff's perform
ance. Unlike cabaret's other chanteuses and soubrettes, she was anything
but mandan: her short, stocky build, bushy red hair, and simple dress were
in marked contrast to the corseted figures, stylish coiffures, and haute
couture sported by the other cabaret divas. While these women utilized a
conventional repertory of hand, arm, and body gestures while singing,
Waldoff stood absolutely still; at most she would move her head, roll her
eyes, and use her rather harsh, guttural voice for expressive purposes. Only
between the stanzas of the marsh-reed song did she perform a little dance,
in which she waddled in a circle like a duck.

This number struck a totally new note for an upper-class cabaret. Its
content and manner of presentation might even have seemed a parody, a
total inversion of the conventional style of cabaret performance. Yet it was
firmly rooted in the Berliner's traditional mode of joke-telling. A commen
tator on the city's manners wrote in 1892: "No gestures, no wry faces, no
smirks: the Berliner is dry and cold-blooded when he jokes. He displays
an intentionally deadpan countenance, which stands in such contrast to
his words that it never fails to provoke laughter." Otto Reutter, the tre
mendously popular satiric singer and comedian at the Wintergarten, stood
absolutely still while performing. Waldoff did the same. A reviewer for
Der Sturm noted in 1911: "This little girl stands on stage with the correct
manner of a pure German maiden, motionless, arms hanging down, hands
modestly folded, with an incredibly harmless expression; only the eyes
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occasionally roll to their corners in horror, as she bawls ribald, sexually
observant songs in a Berlin dialect. The whole expression, the fashioning
of the Berliner's erotic character, lies completely in the intonation." Two
years later I(urt Tucholsky took note of Waldoff's "impossible and inimi
table technique," and claimed that the unexpected modulations of her
voice left him disconcerted and speechless.29

The reviewer for Der Sturm correctly emphasized the sexuality of
Waldoff's songs. Here too, in this most prevalent of themes, she struck
new notes for the cabaret. Other chanteuses employed double-entendres
and similar indirect means of expression to evoke amorous affairs, in which
the men were invariably wealthy bons vivants, while the women ranged
across all strata of society, from the seemingly proper upper-class wife to
the loose shopgirl. Waldoff, in contrast, employed straightforward expres
sions to describe relations exclusively among the lower classes. She would
employ a thick Berlin dialect, and take on the role of either the "boy" or
the "girl" (it was well-known that she was a lesbian in private life). In her
most famous song, "Hermann heesst er!" (He's Called Hermann, 1913),
she sang of her love for a man who was unambiguously physical: "I've
known he-men before, / But no one ever reached his goal/As fast as he."
The song was a hymn of praise for his ability to neck (knutschen), squeeze,
and kiss her, and to leave her with a wrinkled blouse and a crushed skirt.
Describing his moves on the dance floor, she crooned: "sometimes he
nudges me with his knee" (mit de I(nie manchmal st6sst er). "Stossen" (to
nudge, knock, poke) was also a colloquial word for sexual intercourse,
and Waldoff highlighted it by employing a ritardando and drawing out
the vowel-stooooost. Nothing was left to the imagination. There were
times, of course, when the directness of Waldoff's songs provoked cuts by
the police. Yet Tucholsky noted that, even here, she succeeded in subverting
the censor: in place of the excised lines, she would sing some nonsense
sounds, and her intonation would give the audience a clear idea of what
was omitted. 30

Waldoff rapidly gained tremendous popularity. After several months at
the Roland von Berlin, she was lured away by a lucrative offer from
Nelson. In the years before the outbreak of war, she appeared nightly at
the Chat noir as well as other, less expensive venues. By limiting her
performances to three songs, with no encores, she could easily appear on
two or more different stages in an evening. This gave her great public
exposure among various social classes, and allowed her rapidly to become
an icon of Berlin. Describing her employment of the local dialect and
mannerisms, she noted: "I began to become the Berliner, a prototype of
the Berliner, a representative of modern Berlin." By the 1920s Tucholsky
was equating her with the statue of Berolina on the Alexanderplatz.31
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Waldoff provided an up-to-date image of the Berliner with which people
from all classes could identify. For most of the nineteenth century the stage
persona of the Berliner was self-confident and antiauthoritarian, yet it was
embodied in figures representing preindustrial occupations, such as
fishwives, street hawkers, and apprentices. The popular musical farces
which were populated by such characters died out in the 1870s, since those
figures no longer corresponded to the reality of industrial Berlin. Waldoff's
achievement was to modernize the stage persona of the Berliner, to bring
it up to date. Although she rarely penned her own lyrics or music, she
worked closely with writers and composers to fashion a specific image.
Like the earlier figures, her character was spunky, pushy, and quite
definitely unrefined. Yet now it was firmly rooted in modernity, since she
touted the opportunities that the metropolis offered even to its poorer
citizens. She rarely mentioned the harsh working and grim housing con
ditions of Berlin's proletariat. Instead, she portrayed what purported to be
the leisure-time activities of the lower-middle and working classes. In her
songs, the metropolis in all its modernity was there to be enjoyed by one
and all: its sexual freedom, its new recreations (such as bicycling), and the
novel mass-cultural entertainments (cinema or the Lunapark, a vast amuse
ment park that opened in 1910). Even an expedition into the countryside
had a metropolitan flavor: one rode the crowded suburban train and
reached fields and forests littered with paper left by picnickers (see "'ne
dufte Stadt ist mein Berlin!" and "Wenn der Brautigam mit der Braut,"
both prewar songs). Alternatively, "nature" might be represented by an
allotment garden on the edge of the city ("Die Laubenkolonie").

Such touches gave a distinctly contemporary and urban note to
Waldoff's performances. Up to the end of the Weimar era she would
continually update her themes and her repertory, to keep abreast of the
latest popular practices and entertainments. Although she invariably por
trayed lower-class characters, she appealed to all social strata. Over time
she came to perform in mass-cultural vaudevilles and revues as well as the
most expensive cabarets. She probably can be accused of trivializing social
issues before middle-class audiences, since she gave the impression that
after hours, life was a ball for the lower classes. Her major function,
though, was to establish a sense of community among Berliners of all social
levels, to foster pride in their city and its modernity, and to sustain an
image of assertiveness and self-confidence which all citizens could emulate.

Fashioning Berlin: The Metropol Revues

While Waldoff was recreating and updating the persona of the Berliner,
the multifaceted life of the city was reflected in the ten revues presented
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annually at the Metropol-Theater from 1903 until 1913. By the turn of
the century there were clear indications that a parodistic treatment of
Berlin themes would score a great public success. The Vossische Zeitung
chastised Sound and Smoke for limiting its satire to the world of the stage,
instead of taking on the city at large: "a parody theater could perhaps
provide a permanent home for the self-irony of a giant city . . . But of
course the irony would have to reflect the large corpus of the city, of this
fascinating, vitally pulsating center." Reinhardt did not take up that chal
lenge, but others were in the process of doing so. Although the old tradition
of popular musical farces had died in the 1870s, the turn of the century
saw the emergence of Berlin operetta. This new genre was quite literally
an offspring of the variety show. The first Berlin operettas, composed by
Paul Lincke (1866-1946), were one-act works that provided part of an
evening's entertainment at the Apollotheater, a vaudeville hall. His first hit
was Frau Luna, which premiered on May 1, 1899. The audience was
attracted not only by the liveliness of Lincke's music but also by the humor
of the plot. The script, written by Heinrich Bolten-Baeckers, called for a
group of Berliners to fly to the moon. This not only allowed a revival of
some of the Berlin character-types that had died along with the musical
farces, but it also gave the set designers opportunities to create eye-catching
decors. Moreover, the work adopted vaudeville's propensity to feature
production numbers with women in tights and outlandish costumes. The
success of this combination induced Lincke to compose a string of popular
works (most notably Berliner Luft, 1904). Other composers and script
writers followed suit, as they cranked out a number of spectacular, eve
ning-length "production-number operettas" (Ausstattungsoperetten).32

Although these operettas included Berlin characters and themes, the city
itself did not become a central focus of shows until the Metropol-Theater
began staging its annual revues on January 6, 1903, with the premiere of
'"Get the Latest!! The Very Latest!!!" ("Neuestes!! Allerneuestes!!!"). The
theater building where these productions took place had been opened in
1892 (and is now the I(omische Oper). It originally bore the misleading
name "Theater Unter den Linden," since it was actually located on Beh
renstrasse, in the central entertainment district. After going bankrupt under
its first manager, it was taken over in 1898 by Richard Schultz (1863
1928). Originally an actor with the prestigious and innovative Meiningen
court theater, Schultz had organized touring companies and managed
Berlin's Central-Theater before acquiring the new venture. He immediately
renamed it, significantly, the Metropol-Theater, and he began to search for
a style of popular metropolitan entertainment. He had the good fortune
to engage a talented composer and a witty librettist. Viktor Hollaender
(1866-1940) grew up in Berlin, but went abroad in the 1890s to work as
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a conductor (and occasionally composer) in musical theaters in Milwaukee,
Chicago, and London. In 1901 he returned to his home city, where Schultz
hired him as the Metropol's resident conductor and composer. Hollaender
also wrote cabaret songs on occasion. One of his works, the music to
Bierbaum's "Roses," was performed at the opening night of Wolzogen's
Motley Theater. Julius Freund (1862-1914), who scripted all of the Metro
pol revues, had abandoned his acting career at the prestigious Vienna
Burgtheater in order to write comic verse. Throughout the 1890s he penned
lyrics for performers and shows at various variety stages and musical
theaters in Berlin, including Schultz's Central-Theater. 33

After producing a number of relatively successful musicals in which
dance numbers featuring women in tights played a prominent role, Schultz
finally scored a tremendous hit with Get the Latest, composed by Hol
laender and scripted by Freund. Annually updated "revues" of the year's
events had been seen on Parisian stages Like the Folies Bergere. Schultz
was encouraged to import the genre by the relative success of cabarets in
Berlin after the turn of the century. From them, the Metropol revues
adopted the parody of current fads and fashions (and occasionally politics);
from the new operettas, they took the Berlin characters, the dressed-down
women, the production numbers, and the spectacular stage effects. When
they focused these elements on Berlin itself, it proved to be a winning
combination.

The impact of cabaret could be seen from the very beginning of Get the
Latest, because the loose plot centered around a visit to Berlin by Serenis
simus, of Sound and Smoke fame. By giving the petty potentate a tour of
Berlin, the revue could underscore the city's modernity; it sought to project
an image of a city constantly on the move, perpetually changing its visage.
It presented the newest sights, such as the Wertheim department store, the
elevated train, and the Siegesallee. The revue further celebrated the latest
inventions that touched everyday life, such as the coin-operated vending
machine or the I(odak hand-held camera. The latter gave rise to a bur
geoning breed of photojournalists, who sought to capture the sights and
faces of the city for the illustrated newspapers (fig. 14). The Metropol
mocked reporters and news photographers for their pushiness and indis
cretion, but emulated them as well. As its title suggested, Get the Latest
considered itself an up-to-the-minute chronicle of metropolitan life, a sort
of Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung brought to life on stage. Moreover, by
focusing on the capital's new embellishments, it touted Berlin as a city of
which one could be proud, a true Weltstadt on par with the best. The
"Linden Song" (Lindenlied) pointedly contended that Unter den Linden
could hold its own with the Parisian boulevards and Vienna's Ringstrasse. 34

Berlin's modernity was the major new theme introduced by the Metropol



14. Get the Latest!! The "I(odak-Song" is performed by women posing as pho
toj ournalists and reporters.

to the city's theatergoers. Other aspects of the revue had been seen else
where in other forms. The fourth act was cribbed in spirit from Sound
and Smoke and the Bad Boys, inasmuch as it consisted of parodies of
recent plays by Maeterlinck, Wedekind, Hauptmann, and Sudermann. It
also included a short scene with an actor imitating Wolzogen, introduced
as the director of the "Voriiberbrettl," who proceeded to blame the press
for his misfortunes. One element of theater that was not parodied, how
ever, was the production number, which Schultz had mounted so success
fully in the past. The revue was replete with women in tights and outland
ish costumes who posed and danced on all conceivable occasions. They
marched as well, since the Metropol introduced groups of women in
military uniforms, an image that was to persist on revue stages until 1940.
The final act of the evening was one big production number entitled "Wine,
Women, and Song."

If theatrical parodies and production numbers had been seen before on
Berlin stages, reviewers were pleasantly surprised by the degree to which
the Metropol employed political satire. Part of the third act was set at the
Reichstag, where tariff measures were being fought out. Some rather lame
jokes were made about actors representing politicians of all stripes, from
the Social Democrats (Bebel, Singer) and the Progressives (Richter) to the
Center (Grober) and the Free Conservatives (I(ardorff). Suddenly, however,
the spirits of Bismarck and Windthorst, his Centrist opponent, rose up from
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their graves and admonished the representatives for the current pettiness
and mediocrity of parliamentary debate. The most pointedly political scene
came toward the end of that act, with the appearance of the leaders of the
defeated Boers (Botha, Dewet, and Delarey). In what counted back then
as a tear-jerker, they sang about British atrocities and deplored the fact
that the I(aiser had spurned them. They concluded by appealing to the
audience, that is, to the German people. In the ensuing act, which consisted
of theatrical parodies, a policeman kept interrupting the action to censor
dubious lines.

Such scenes evoked praise from the critics. The Vossische Zeitung sur
mised that "the satire went as far as the higher authorities allowed." The
reviewer at the Berliner Tageblatt contended that "a fresh wind, with an
impudence hitherto unseen in Berlin, dares to touch excellencies and other
high persons over whom the censor used to hold his protecting pen. A
little more sharpness, a little more grace, a little more understanding for
the freedom of humor on the part of the authorities-and we will be on
the road to political satire, which has long sought to find a place on stage,
to no avail." Over time that reviewer must have been disappointed, because
the Metropol never exceeded the limits defined by its first revue. Its politics
were clearly middle-of-the-road, perhaps National Liberal. The revue made
fun of the Reichstag, but it was careful to spread its weak jokes among
members of several different parties. The Boer number certainly criticized
the I(aiser, but would hardly have been considered radical; their cause was
popular among Germany's liberals, who believed the English had perpe
trated unjustifiably brutal atrocities in that war. Moreover, to underscore
its basically nationalist orientation, the "political" third act of the revue
concluded with a military production number, complete with waving flags
and marching soldiers, who sang of their willingness "to die gladly in the
hour of danger" to defend their banners.35

Get the Latest was, in short, a genuine "revue," with something for
everyone: up-beat images of Berlin, theatrical parody, political satire bal
anced by blatant chauvinism, and (in the words of the Berliner Tageblatt)
"colorful ballet-girls displaying waists of every size." Having been re
warded with frequent applause and rave reviews, it was performed over
three hundred times, an exceptionally long run for a show at that time.
The nine ensuing revues were equally successful. Schultz never failed to
provide lavish production numbers, and every season Freund scripted his
witty texts. As for music, though Schultz continued to draw mainly on the
services of Viktor Hollaender, he also turned to Paul Lincke for two revues
(Donnerwetter-tadellos!, 1908; Halloh! Die grosse Revue!, 1909), and
to Rudolf Nelson for the last one (Chauffeur-in~sMetropol!!, 1912). With
such consistent high quality, the Metropol became a major tourist attrac-
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tion, and opening night became de rigueur for Berlin's high society. The
title of the 1907 revue proclaimed smugly: You Gatta See It! (Das muss
man seh~n!).

Much of the attraction of the revues could be attributed to their up-beat
image of Berlin. To be sure, there were occasional songs or dances por
traying Biedermeier idylls, suggesting that life was perhaps more gemutlich
before the Empire. In Wolzogen's Motley Theater, the Biedermeier "Merry
Husband" clearly had a nostalgic message. That might have been true of
similar numbers in the Metropol, were it not for the fact that images of
the "good old days" were juxtaposed with equally positive scenes of
present-day Berlin. Depictions of the past served to accentuate the mo
dernity of the present. The majority of the Metropol's numbers welcomed
with open arms the city's immensity, its hectic tempo, its commercialism
and consumerism. Responding to the great number of tourists in the
audience, the Metropol stressed Berlin's importance as a capital of enter
tainment. The Lunapark, cinemas, and the newly opened beach facilities
on the Wannsee were all advertised on stage, as were the growing number
of spectator sports, such as boxing and the six-day bicycle race.

The Metropol revues touted Berlin's nightlife in particular. Those "big
ots" (Mucker) who attempted to curtail late-night entertainments were
taken to task in You Gatta See It. Even by making good-natured fun of
"high cultural" performances, such as Reinhardt's production of
Wedekind's Spring Awakening, the revues could advertise, in a backhanded
way, Berlin's up-to-date repertories. Indeed, the Metropol claimed that the
city's nightlife placed it ahead of other capitals. It was better to live in
Berlin than in Vienna or, heaven forbid, London: "As soon as day has
turned to night, / all of London's shut up tight!" (Doch in London bei der
Nacht / Wird die Grossstadt zugemacht; Hurra! Wir leben noch!, 1910).
That was, of course, also an implicit warning to the authorities against
imposing an early closing hour on Berlin. According to the Metropol
revues, only Paris could compete with Berlin as a true metropolis.

In the face of a large body of literature (and not merely "provincial"
literature) condemning the "German Chicago," the Metropol exhorted
Berliners to be proud of their modernity, and tourists were told that they
should marvel at and enjoy the novelties of the capital. They were treated
to an image of the metropolis that was lively, lavish, liberally open-minded,
self-assured, mandan. If certain aspects seemed crass or excessive, that was
because Berlin was still very new to its role. "Metropolinchen" sang in
You Gatta See It: "I have the foibles of my youth, / I'm still a young
metropolis!" This was an image that municipal and Imperial officials were
delighted to have projected. Julius Freund maintained extremely friendly
personal relations with Glasenapp, the head of the theater censorship
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department. When Traugott von Jagow was named Berlin's chief of police
in 1909, he summoned Freund into his office to tell him: "I have asked
you to see me so that you can hear from my own mouth: With me you
can do whatever you like."36 This statement suggests not only that the
police were willing to give the Metropol freer rein than other theaters and
cabarets but also that social prestige was attached to being portrayed, even
if satirically, in the immensely popular revues.

Although the shows continued to include references to political affairs,
the authorities did not have to worry, since the Metropol maintained its
generally nonpartisan, nationalistic stance. In 1907 a number showed
representatives of all factions in the Reichtag, which had been dissolved,
bidding farewell to women who represented their respective parties, as
well as their amours in the capital (fig. 15). Granted, some works seemed
to criticize official culture. The I(aiser's aesthetic penchants, as manifested
in the Siegesallee and other works, were parodied in a song entitled "Shut
your Monumouths!" (Haltet euer Denkmauler!; from Das toUe ]ahr,
1904):

Too many times we've had to see enshrined
Musicians, poets, riffraff of that kind!
No marble now for masters of the pen,
It's all for gods and military men!
For every statue there is now the norm:
If not naked, then in uniform.
But no civilians! Officers alone
Shall have the honor to be hewn in stone!

Uns machen zuviel I(onkurrenz die Dichter,
Die Musici und ahnliches Gelichter!
Gestattet sei der Marmor drum nunmehr
Nur noch fur Gotter oder Militar!
Fur jedes Bildwerk gelte streng die Norm:
Entweder Nacktheit oder Uniform.
Nur kein Civil! Es solI der Mensch allein
Vom Leutnant aufwarts marmorfahig sein!

A similar satire on the social role of the military was to be found in what
was perhaps the most famous song of the Metropol revues, "Donnerwet
ter-tadellos!" (from the revue of that name, 1908). "Goddam-perfect,
not a flaw!" was known to be one of the I(aiser's favorite expressions. In
the revue, a singer sporting a monocle and the uniform of the Imperial
Guard expressed his disdain for civilians and boasted of his prowess as a
gambler and a lover. The accounts of his escapades were punctuated by
the refrain:



15. The Metropol's view of the dissolved Reichstag in 1907: the couples repre
sent various political parties.

Goddam, dammit, if we aren't the greatest guys!
His Majesty can't help but say in awe:
Goddam, ev'ry single one of you's a prize!
Now really: goddam-perfect, not a flaw!

Donnerwetter, Donnerwetter, wir sind I(erle!
Bei I(ritik sagt Majestat: Famos, famos!
Donnerwetter, jeder einzelne 'ne Perle!
Also wirklich: Donnerwetter, tadellos!

The I(aiser was so incensed at this number that he prohibited officers from
attending the revue. That was an overreaction, however, because the song's
potential bite was weakened by Paul Lincke's snappy music and the fetch
ing performance of Joseph Giampietro, one of the best-loved stars of the
Metropol. Ostensibly a caricature of aristocratic and military hauteur, the
actual performance made the figure sympathetic, and constituted an indi
rect compliment to the "feudal" class portrayed.

As in the first revue, subsequent shows engaged in some rather blatant
nationalism. In reference to the various diplomatic crises of those years,
the Metropol invariably portrayed the French as revanchist, and the Eng
lish as big-mouthed bullies who let other people do their fighting for them.
The revues showed especially marked support for colonialism. In 1907, in
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the wake of a fiercely jingoistic parliamentary election focused on Ger
many's African presence, You Gotta See It opened with a scene of German
troops in Southwest Africa. A soldier sang a tear-jerker, in which he pined
for his "Annemarie" back home, while conceding the necessity of fighting
"fierce battles" with the "black rabble" (mit dem schwarzen Pack). An
other figure then turned to the audience and asked whether one could
possibly abandon these "pioneers of culture." "Annemarie" would be
revived in future years, for it became one of the most popular troop songs
in both world wars. The Nazis, however, claimed that it had been written
by a common soldier in World War I, since they could not attribute it to
its Jewish authors, Hollaender and Freund. 37

For all the optimism, indeed braggadocio of these revues, it is hard to
avoid detecting a defensive tone underneath. The French might have been
revanchist and the British perfidious, but the revue's authors were clearly
disturbed by the fact that, by 1912, Germany had no friends aside from
Austria (see the "Zankensemble" in Chaffeur-in-'s Metropol). On another
level, there was clearly some concern about the status of Berlin. It would
hardly have been necessary to provide constant comparisons with Paris,
London, and Vienna if the Metropol had been confident of Berlin's rank.
The revue's excessive desire to impress and its underlying defensive tone
corroborated a charge frequently made at the time: that Germany was an
upstart Empire, with Berlin its parvenu capital. Many contemporaries took
note of the difficulties faced by Berliners in dealing with their sudden
power, wealth, and modernity. Arthur Eloesser, an essayist and outstanding
observer of prewar Berlin, wrote in 1912: "What belongs to a metropolis?
Anything amusing, surprising, exciting, sensational, intensified stimulation,
temptation renewed daily." Yet in order to acquire its own, genuine char
acter, a city required "a broad, powerful stratum, which takes things in
slowly and suspiciously, which has the noble task of refusal and rejection."
Eloesser claimed that Berlin had no such integrative caste; instead, the
city's inhabitants blindly consumed whatever came their way. "The Berliner
of today does not know where he belongs and where he does not belong;
he is the most greedy metropolitan in the world, and he devours all tidbits
without ever digesting them. "38

Eloesser believed that Berliners were above all concerned with maintain
ing their metropolitan image, and hence turned to London and Paris for
inspiration. "We take from both provisionally, but not always the things
appropriate to making the new metropolitan person ... We have a Moulin
rouge [a Berlin dancehall] where a windmill never stood, and we imitate
the cabarets of Montmartre, as if I(reuzberg [a working-class district of
Berlin] had sprouted its own artistic bohemia to enliven our nights." For
Berliners, the importation of cabaret and other metropolitan features was
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but a first step; more fundamentally, they desired to be better than their
mentors, to surpass them with all possible speed. This mentality was
simultaneously competitive, braggardly, and defensive: "the Berliner looks
every tourist in the eye with avid inquisitiveness, to find out if he is
impressed by the new city's tasteful expenditures, its most sumptuous
hotels, and its best automobiles. And if his eyes still don't blank out from
all of the wonders of technology, the bid is doubled. Is a corso missing,
or a fabulous variety theater? It will be supplied immediately. "39 This could
just as well have been a plausible account of the Metropol revues, which
bombarded the audience with the latest sights and wonders of the city.
The shows sought to dazzle the tourists, and to assure the Berliners that
they did indeed reside at the hub of the world.

Eloesser deplored the fact that Berliners were more concerned with
impressing others than fulfilling their own, more genuine needs. Another
type of argument could be made, however, which contended that Berlin
had found its authentic expression in the types of images presented in the
revues. A major theme of the Metropol-perhaps the dominant one, in
the final analysis-was fashion. The revues not only presented seasonal
fads but also underscored the importance of fashion more generally.
Granted, that concept was parodied on all conceivable occasions. God
dam-perfect began with a scene wherein Venus, representing authentic
beauty, was supplanted by "Madame Chic." Nevertheless, the whole con
cept of the revue was based upon the notion that certain clothes, venues,
shows, events, even appliances, were the talk of the town during a given
season. The title of another show, You Gatta See It, referred not only to
the revue itself but to the sights and trends that it depicted on stage. For
all its mockery of such fads, the Metropol implied that the totality of those
fashions constituted the image, and perhaps the reality, of Berlin.

This belief was not limited to revues. Many contemporary observers
argued that Berlin, as a constantly changing city that balked at traditions,
found evanescent structures of cohesion in its passing fashions. Metropolis
implied movement, and that motion was given form by fashion. Whereas
Eloesser deplored the lack of a long-standing discretionary caste, others
argued that its function had been taken over by short-term tastemakers.
Georg Simmel contended that fashion performed the dual function of
unification and segregation. In situations where the upper class was porous
(as among Berlin's parvenus), fashion coalesced its adherents into an elite
of connoisseurs, at the same time that it excluded those who lacked the
taste, or more often the money, to adopt the latest styles or to attend the
"must-see" events. Simmel contended further that the "field of fashion"
consisted of "externals-clothing, social conduct, amusements," that is,
the same themes depicted on the Metropol's stage. Fashion was embodied
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in such "externals" because they could be modified easily and rapidly. This
was necessary in order for the "fashionable" caste to stay ahead of those
subelite classes which sought to imitate their betters: "Just as soon as the
lower classes begin to copy their style, thereby crossing the line of demar
cation the upper classes have drawn and destroying the uniformity of their
coherence, the upper classes turn away from this style and adopt a new
one, which in turn differentiates them from the masses; and thus the game
goes merrily on. "40

From this perspective, it appears that the Metropol revues were chan
nelers of fashion. They could not claim to be its arbiters, inasmuch as a
show would depict events and styles that had appeared over the previous
season. Indeed, inasmuch as a revue would promote yesteryear's fashions
before a wider public-many of whom were middle-class Berliners, or
tourists and other "provincials"-it contributed to the trickle-down
"game" that forced the "fashionable" classes to innovate in order to stay
ahead of the rest. While the Metropol did not create specific fashions, it
did promote the importance of fashion in a general sense. By bolstering
the belief that it was socially important to stay "in style," the Metropol
reflected as well as shaped its audience. One reviewer noted that "the
parquet, the loges, and the galleries of the Metropoltheater" displayed "the
piquant, original, metropolitan social portrait, which Julius Freund and
Richard Schultz have created anew for Berlin."41

The promotion of fashion was not simply a means of touting Berlin's
metropolitan qualifications; it also mirrored the city's economic core. For
the new metropolis, being fashionable was good, but becoming wealthy
from fashion was better. Much of its prosperity was based upon services
and industries which depended on changing styles. In turn-of-the-century
Berlin, garment-working was the largest occupational sector after the civil
service. Much of the retail trade, and especially the department stores,
were geared to selling clothing and other fashionable commodities. Thus
the Metropol did its best to promote the latest trends in outer- and
underwear (fig. 16). A song like "What the Fashionable Lady Needs" (Was
die Modedame braucht; from Hallah! Die grosse Revue!), was not just a
tentative strip-tease number, which showed the type of shoes, stockings,
garters, chemises, and corsets that "a woman of the world" and "a woman
of today" was expected to have. It also promoted the types of commodities
that were manufactured and retailed in Berlin.

The refrain of that song contained the old saying, "Clothes make the
person" (I(leider machen Leute). But there were people who made the
clothes, and they remained in the shadows. Berlin harbored a large and
discontented working class, which produced the commodities that fueled
the economy. Needless to say, the proletariat never sat in the auditorium



16. Touting fashionable undergarments at the Metropol (1909).

of the Metropol, but representations of it did occasionally appear on stage.
Some three-quarters of Berlin's garmentworkers were women, who were
engaged in piecework at home for appallingly low wages. This point was
made straightforwardly in the "Song of the Home-Laborer" (Lied der
Heimarbeiterin, in Die Nacht von Berlin, 1911), where a woman toiled
through the night for a paltry 50 pfennings. That was, however, only one
in a series of images of "Berlin at night," the remainder of which consisted
of vignettes of amorous encounters or amusements. The glimmer of social
conscience was quickly swallowed up by other, more entertaining images;
in fact, it was followed by a "Song of the Old Roue." An even more
egregious juxtaposition appeared in The Devil Laughs (Der Teufel lacht
dazu, 1906), which included "a supposedly serious song about the suffer
ings of home-laborers, during which six silk-clad legs, which peek entic
ingly out of a box, beat the measure."42 Perhaps that image was supposed
to make a connection between the purchase of silk stockings and the
exploitation of labor, but other ideas certainly entered the minds of the
gentlemen in the audience.

The most hypocritical number at the Metropol was arguably the "Pros
titute's Song" (Dirnenlied) in Hallah! Die grosse Revue. One could scarcely
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argue with the song's message, dealing with the sad lot of prostitutes. It
was, however, disingenuous to present such a theme at the Metropol,
which was itself a sponsor of prostitution. Like its prototype, the Folies
Bergere, the Metropol admitted prostitutes to the theater, for 1 mark, one
hour after the performance started. As in Paris, they would promenade in
the lobbies and wait for clients to approach them.43

Such duplicities were perhaps just one more example of the jumbled
juxtaposition of values that marked the Metropol's shows, which catered
to as many attitudes and tastes as commercially possible. The revues
consciously incorporated and capitalized on many images that were gen
erated by Berlin's cabarets. The theme of upper-class flirtation had been
prominent in Wolzogen's Motley Theater and could be seen in Nelson's
contemporaneous ventures. Reinhardt's parodies of artistic trends and fads
also had their place on the Metropol stage. Above all, the theme of Berlin
and the Berliners contributed to the popularity of the revues. That subject,
which had been regenerated in a vaudeville context by Lincke's short
operettas, soon would account for Waldoff's spectacular success. The
singer's up-beat depiction of lower-class loves and leisure-time activities
complemented rather than challenged the Metropol's presentation of up
per-class diversions.

In the final analysis, the Metropol's success was based upon the fact that
it embodied the fundamental formal principle of the metropolitan psyche:
"Variete." The display of diverse commodities in department stores and
the juxtaposition of numbers in vaudeville were combined triumphantly
in the revue. In fact, the last of the Metropol's prewar shows included a
scene that presented Berlin as one big department store-for material
goods, as well as for culture and politics:

Customer: Politics!
Employee: To the right, please!
Customer: Municipal affairs!
Employee: To the left, please!
Customer: Something dramatic!
Employee: Right here, please!
Customer: Something literary!
Employee: Over there, please!
Customer: Fashion and sports!
Employee: Proceed to the first floor, please.
Customer: Courtroom!
Employee: Second floor.
Customer: City gossip!
Employee: Third floor.
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This exchange was followed by a chorus asserting that the revue itself was
a department store that collected and displayed the year's fashions and
events. The equation of modern Berlin with the form of both the Waren
haus and the revue was thus made explicit. The Metropol inadvertently
corroborated Simmel's assertion that numerous variegated objects, attrac
tively packaged and put on display, constituted the entertainment most
appropriate to the modern urbanite. The Metropol both reflected and
fashioned the image of what it dubbed the Warenhaus Gross-Berlin. 44



Political Satire
in the Early

Weimar Republic

CHAPTER F V E

The outbreak of war in August 1914 marked a caesura in the development
of German cabaret. Satire and parody were discouraged as censorship came
under the control of military authorities and the country's political tone
turned virulently nationalistic. In December 1921 Max Herrmann-Neisse,
the outstanding cabaret critic of the Weimar Republic, noted in reference
to the war years: "Cut off from contact with European neighbors, German
cabaret sank to the lowest capabilities of the genre. Incompetence justified
itself by means of inflammatory orgies of patriotism, and the conferencier
garnered cheap applause with German nationalist editorials." He con
cluded: "German cabaret today still has trouble recovering from this ugly
state."! Much popular entertainment in the Weimar era was marked by
the aggressive nationalism that commenced in 1914. Within that context,
writers and performers who espoused liberal and democratic values had
great difficulty finding a proper voice and an appreciative public. That was
evident in the works of I(urt Tucholsky and Walter Mehring, who provided
politically ambiguous lyrics for the major cabarets of the early Weimar
Republic: Max Reinhardt's revived Sound and Smoke, Rudolf Nelson's
Theater am I(urfiirstendamm, and the Wild Stage of Trude Hesterberg.

Nationalism in Wartime and Postwar Entertainment

During the first weeks of hostilities most theaters in Berlin closed, out of
respect for the gravity of the situation. It was assumed that Paris would
be captured and the war terminated within a couple of months. When the
German advance ground to a halt, however, the theaters, cinemas, variety
shows, revues, and cabarets reopened. It had become obvious that those
performers who had not volunteered or been drafted needed their former
venues of employment. More important, the authorities realized that dur
ing prolonged hostilities, diversions for the civilian population would be
necessary.

Previously many writers had contended that the stress of big-city life
created the desire for diverse and light-hearted entertainments. Now it was
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argued that the emotional dislocations of war required a continuation of
such amusements. In November 1914 the author of an article in the
Berliner Borsen-Courier on "The Wintergarten in the War" contended:
"Variety-show treats in wartime are perhaps not to every person's taste.
God knows, there is so much preaching about the seriousness of our times,
that the carefree singsong of the dance troupes and the dizzying agility of
the acrobats do not seem to fit in. On the other hand: many people believe
that occasional diversion is needed precisely for nerves that have been
stretched to their limits, that are hounded from one excitement to another."
In November 1915 another observer explained the popularity of wartime
cabaret: "In this time of buffeting events, restless expectation, and contin
ual impatience, people do not like to tie themselves down to the fixed time
and place of a dramatic performance . . . Particularly in the cabarets of
western Berlin, the consummate informality of the performances corre
sponds to the public's disposition, which at present is not always inclined
toward long-winded entertainments."2

The same observer noted further that cabarets were easily able to keep
up-to-date with the latest wartime events. Variety shows, revues, and
cabarets did indeed reflect on Germany's situation. Of course, as in all
belligerent countries, the tone was one-sidedly nationalistic. A favored
number on all stages was Ernst Lissauer's "Song of Hate against England"
(Hassgesang gegen England): "We love as one, we hate as one, / We have
one enemy alone: / England!" (Wir lieben vereint, wir hassen vereint, / Wir
haben alle nur einen Feind: / England!). Ferdinand Bonn, an acclaimed
dramatic actor in Berlin, recited those verses "with many theatrical gestures
and articulations" at the Wintergarten in December 1914.3 But despite
Lissauer's invective, England was not Germany's only enemy. Those aspects
of German entertainment that once had sought to evoke Parisian suavity
were quickly teutonified. The Chat noir cabaret was rebaptized as the
Schwarzer I(ater, and a new term, "Ansager," was created for the person
who had previously called himself a "Conferencier." Needless to say, the
international star-circuit had collapsed with the outbreak of hostilities, and
no French, English, Russian, or other enemy performers could appear on
Berlin's variety show or cabaret stages. That fact, along with military
conscription, contributed to a rapid fall in the quality of performances.

The older style of revue, which made light of political, social, and
commercial fashions, was no longer tenable. The director of the Metro
pol-Theater in the 1920s wrote retrospectively: "The war brought about
an upheaval. We were forced to discontinue revues that were based effec
tively on politics and local events ... and turn to operetta."4 Many of the
operettas performed during the war were pure entertainment and diver
sion, with no contemporary allusions. There were, however, a number of
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very topical musicals. In the first winter of the war, the Metropol per
formed Where Our Thoughts Are: Scenes from a Great Age (Woran wir
denken: Bilder aus grosser Zeit), whose cast included Claire Waldoff. The
music was written by a popular Berlin operetta composer who had pre
viously called himself Jean Gilbert; now that gallicisms were unpopular,
he resumed his real name, Max Winterfeld. Walter 1(0110, who had com
posed many of Waldoff's songs, was an even more prolific contributor to
the musical war effort. In the fall of 1914 he churned out two musicals,
Get the Extra! Humorous Scenes in Serious Times and Keep Hittin~ ~Em!

(Extrablatter: Heitere Bilder aus Ernster Zeit and Immer feste druff!). A
cowriter of the former script was Rudolf Bernauer, previously of the Bad
Boys; the latter libretto was written by Willi Wolff, author of "The Shop
girl," which had entertained the I(aiser six years earlier. Nelson composed
two musicals that fall: The Kaiser Called and At the Outskirts of Paris
(Der Kaiser rief and Krumel vor Paris). His major contribution to the
wartime stage came in 1916, when Boys in Blue (Blaue Jungens) glorified
Germany's naval and submarine prowess.

Some of the topical shows were scripted by Otto Reutter, one of Berlin's
most popular humorists, who regularly recited satirical verses at the Win
tergarten. After the outbreak of hostilities he took a lease on the Palast
Theater and produced wartime musicals such as 1914, Berlin in the War
and Don~t Dare Go to Berlin (Berlin im Krieg and Geh~n Sie bloss nicht
nach Berlin). Reutter attempted to put humor at the service of the war
effort. In Berlin in the War the chorus intoned: "Laughter too is a civilian
service obligation" (Auch lachen ist Zivildienstpflicht). His musicals, like
those of the other writers and composers, continually assured their audi
ences that Germany would win the war. Reutter underscored the positive
aspects of the conflict, in particular the fact that it united all Germans:
conservative burgher and socialist worker, Prussian and Bavarian, were
depicted fighting side by side in the trenches. Simultaneously, many didactic
messages were aimed at the home front, that is, the actual audience. It
was continually exhorted to subscribe to war loans, to contribute time and
possessions to the war effort, and to follow the regulations on rationing.
Even food and fuel shortages initially were treated in a joking, light-hearted
manner, until conditions worsened with the passing years. Despite the
generally upbeat tone, certain topics clearly were off limits to humor.
Already in 1914, Reutter included a song which contended that it was no
longer appropriate to caricature Prussian officers on the level of "God
dam-perfect," now that those men were dying on the battlefields.5

Musicals being what they are, the shows included heavy doses of ro
mantic sentimentality. The young women invariably married soldiers and
spurned suitors, however rich, who remained civilians. Some of the musi-
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cals written in the first months of the war even suggested romantic attach
ments at the front. In I(ollo's Get the Extra, a German soldier sang to
"Ninette," the "pearl of the Ardennes":

Mad'moiselle! Oh, mad'moiselle!
I'll annex you, if you please.
We're in Belgium, after all,
Where such things are done with ease.

Mamsellchen! Ach, Mamsellchen!
!(omm lass dich annektier'n.
Wir sind ja doch in Belgien,
Da kann so was passier'n.6

Such scenes soon disappeared from the stage, not on account of their
incredible tastelessness, but because it was feared that the image of soldiers
engaging in frontline flings might demoralize wives and fiancees at home.
Fidelity became a major motif in the later wartime musicals, as faithfulness
to one's spouse and to one's nation became intertwined themes.

Understandably, entertainers had to strain ever harder to make the best
of an increasingly bad situation. At a time when textiles were rationed and
the government tried to encourage the purchase of paper clothing, one
number featured a woman in a chic cellulose dress who sang: "Miss
Fashion now wears a completely different dress, / Miss Fashion accommo
dates herself to the seriousness of the times. / And the gentlemen murmur
with enthusiasm: / That paper dress, oh no, how modern it is" (fig. 17).
The prewar linkage of flirtation, fashion, and Berlin's modernity was thus
alive and well on stage, although one doubts that many in the audience
were convinced. An especially poignant, or perhaps horrific, employment
of popular entertainment for the war effort was embodied in Carl Her
mann Unthan. Born without arms, Unthan became known in the prewar
years for vaudeville appearances in which he played the violin and dem
onstrated other skills with his feet. In May 1915 the illustrated insert of
the Berliner Tageblatt reported that he had offered his services to the
German army to assist soldiers who lost their arms in the war. He was
supposed to show them "not only how one can perfectly substitute use of
one's feet for one's hands, he will also give them back their self-confidence
and prove to them that they will not be dependent upon the support of
their fellow citizens." The article was accompanied by pictures of Unthan
lighting a cigarette, playing the violin, shaving, typing, tying a necktie, and
playing cards-all by means of his dextrous feet. 7

Like musical theaters and variety shows, wartime cabarets faced major
obstacles. They had to struggle with tightened censorship, the limitations



17. "Miss Fashion" promotes "modern" paper clothing during the Great War.

on hiring imposed by military conscription, and an audience that dwindled
with the mounting inflation. As usual, Rudolf Nelson ran the most suc
cessful ventures. Although he lost his lease for the Chat noir in 1914, he
managed to run two other cabarets concurrently for the first two years of
the war, despite the difficulties of the day. Police observers present in
February and April 1915 repeatedly noted that attendance at Nelson's
locales was "moderate" and the audience respectable; it consisted primarily
of members of the middle classes as well as a small number of officers,
NCOs, and enlisted personnel. There were also "better women of the
demimonde, who, however, did not stand out especially."8
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Like the musical stages, Nelson's Metropol-Cabaret and his Cabaret
Sanssouci presented patriotic numbers. A police observer noted that Lis
sauer's "Song of Hate against England" was performed with "vehement
passion" on January 13, 1915, and received much applause. A month later,
a skit about the war of 1871 was greeted "with great enthusiasm," as was
a song about the German Empress. Another type of patriotic number
featured tableaux of actors made up to resemble great historic personages
or current allies and war heroes. Frederick the Great, Blucher, and Bis
marck reappeared from the past, while contemporaries included Field
Marshal Hindenburg, Admiral Tirpitz, Zeppelin, Chancellor Bethmann
Hollweg, I(ing Ludwig III of Bavaria, Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria,
and the Sultan of Turkey. The police noted that Hindenburg and Franz
Joseph received especially hearty applause. However, they banned the
representation of Frederick the Great and Bethmann Hollweg, since Prus
sia's wartime regulations prohibited the depiction of any member of the
Hohenzollern family, dead or alive, as well as any of Prussia's governing
politicians. Of course, there were other, permissible ways to pay homage
to the I(aiser. At the Metropol-Cabaret in April 1915, Willy Prager even
sang a new rendition of "The Shopgirl." In this patriotically updated and
cleaned-up version, it was the I(aiser who appeared at the end of the
refrain: "and then, and then came he" (und dann, und dann kam er).9

The nationalistic tone of Nelson's shows undoubtedly conformed to his
own viewpoint, but even so the censors kept a close watch on his perform
ers. In January 1915, according to a police observer, Claire Waldoff com
plained to the audience that many of the songs she had planned to present
had been prohibited. She thus performed only one of her innocuous Berlin
songs, as well as a patriotic "Soldiers' Song" (Soldatenlied), which she
delivered "in her own pert manner, which the audience seemed to love
and for which she received ample applause." Two months later Willy
Prager complained to the audience about censorship. Still, some unauthor
ized material slipped by, and in April 1915 the police wrote Nelson pro
testing the delivery of unapproved songs and even lines that had been
explicitly forbidden. He was warned that he would be subjected to "further
stringent controls, and should any more irregularities be detected, you can
reckon with the strictest measures and possibly the closing of the locale
by the High Command for the duration of the war."lO

Nelson not only was chastised by the police, he even irritated members
of the audience on occasion. Although his public was generally apprecia
tive, there were times when a spectator might take offense at certain
numbers and notify the authorities. In January 1915 an anonymous letter,
signed only by "a decent Jewish woman" (eine anstandige Judin), com
plained about a performance in Nelson's Cabaret Sanssouci: "At a time
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when hundreds of Jewish soldiers are earning the Iron Cross, is it fitting
that filthy Jewish tales [judische Unflatigkeiten] are told-unfortunately
by a person who is himself Jewish? Words like tineff (translated: human
feces), chuzpe, ponim, as well as repulsive Jewish jokes may well please
the well-dressed Jewish I(urfiirstendamm plebians [Pabel], but are a severe
insult for decent Jewish women, who have husbands on the field of bat
tle."!! The police ordered Nelson to have the performer cut these words,
since they had not been approved by the censor; otherwise they did not
seem perturbed by the incident. Indeed, most people would not have been
disturbed by Yiddish words that were innocuous (such as chutzpah), or at
worst somewhat vulgar (although the woman's translation of "tineff" was
technically correct, the word was used freely in colloquial language to refer
to shoddy goods or nonsensical remarks).

It is impossible to know who wrote the letter, but it does bring out some
of the social tensions that had surfaced by the fifth month of the war, as
well as problems of Jewish self-identity. Obviously the woman was con
cerned about maintaining an image of Jewishness that was patriotically
German, morally decent, and financially modest. She protested the use of
Yiddish expressions, which she clearly considered vulgar. Like many mem
bers of Berlin's long-standing Jewish community, she might have been
expressing disdain for the Ostjuden, the more recent Jewish immigrants
from eastern Europe. She also might have sought to oppose the use of a
lower-class, non-"high"-German dialect, which typecast Jews as being not
fully integrated into German culture and society. At the same time, she
deplored the appearance of "well-dressed" Jews in the audience. It is
possible that she had suffered a decline in her own fortunes since the
outbreak of the war, and hence was expressing the irritation of a declassee.
But it is also conceivable that she was concerned by public displays of
Jewish well-being, since charges of Jewish war profiteering were arising in
anti-Semitic circles. In any case, the letter's author must have been unduly
sensitive to this issue, since the police, who were also on the lookout for
excessive ostentation, made no such observations. To them, the audience
simply belonged to the Mittelstand, the not especially well-off middle
classes.

Similar concerns about excessive wealth, as well as the threat of anti
Semitism, became apparent a year and a half later in a widely noted
incident concerning Nelson's new venture, the I(iinstler-Spiele on the I(ur
fiirstendamm. He inaugurated the cabaret on August 25, 1916, with a
program entitled "When the Night Begins" (Wenn die Nacht beginnt).
Soon after the opening a popular newspaper, BZ am Mittag, reported that
the show had "twelve amusing scenes concerning a stroll on the
Tauentzienstrasse, the rationing of fabrics, a butter line, and the shortage
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of automobiles," all set to music by Nelson. It noted that this took place
in front of "overcrowded tables loaded with champagne." The article
related further: "On the skillfully erected stage there are a number of lovely
women in high spirits, who sing their songs and swing their legs." It said
of one actress in particular: "The less she wears, the prettier she gets-and
sometimes she is very pretty indeed!" 12

This article alarmed the police, who sent observers to several perfor
mances. All reports indicated that the show was perfectly decent, even
with respect to the actresses and their costumes. The police concluded that
the article was a publicity notice inserted by Nelson or one of his agents,
in order to attract "well-heeled members of the fast set." Many newspapers
regularly published such publicity statements, disguised as reviews, in
exchange for a run of paid advertisements from theaters and cabarets.
Most readers could easily distinguish them from genuine criticism, since
their tone was thoroughly positive and laudatory. In this case, however,
the ploy backfired on Nelson, since it provoked a storm of protest. The
image of champagne-swigging bons vivants listening to jokes about food
rationing and gawking at half-naked women infuriated many readers-es
pecially since the battle of the Somme was raging at that very time. Other
newspapers reprinted the notice with scathing commentary, and soon the
Berlin police were receiving complaints "almost daily from diverse sectors
of the population (officers, Reichstag delegates, reservists, etc.)." 13

Letters also arrived from the front lines. One, signed by several soldiers
on the Western front, complained: "We come from the battlefield, where
we experience nothing but sorrow, pain, and death, and in the big cities
they party into the night ... Our wives hardly know how to scrape by
with their children, while the others dissipate their money with whores
and champagne." A Bavarian soldier concluded that "that pack of sows
deserves to be hanged, if they're that well off, those unpatriotic bastards."
One complaint from the home front was more ominous. A Bavarian from
Berchtesgaden, referring to the article, lambasted the extravagances of
Jewish "war profiteers," while "German" women froze and starved and
"German" men fought bloody battles. Those comments, which implied
that Jews caroused while "Germans" suffered, were obviously the type of
accusations feared by the German-Jewish woman who had complained to
the police eighteen months earlier. Furthermore, the letter of the Bavarian
anti-Semite concluded with comments that presaged the right-wing ideol
ogy of the Weimar Republic: he deplored "the revolutionary agitation
among Jewish students," which aimed at "abolishing the Hohenzollern
dynasty after the war and establishing a republic under Jewish leader
ship. "14

The old dictum that the Muses remain silent during war certainly held
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true for cabaret, whose artistic quality was negligible for the duration of
hostilities. Unfortunately, that condition did not generally improve after
the signing of the armistice. The tenor of wartime entertainment cast a
pall over popular amusements during the Weimar era. Many variety shows,
musicals, and would-be cabarets of the early 1920s continued to propound
the radical nationalism that had dominated the stage after 1914.

If anything, the tone was even more chauvinistic after the Empire's
collapse. Several factors pushed many German citizens into a bitterly
antirepublican, anti-internationalist stance. They believed the lie, con
sciously put forth by Erich Ludendorff and other generals, that their armies
had not been defeated on the battlefield, but had been "stabbed in the
back" on the home front by striking socialist workers and mutinous "red"
sailors. The antileftist implications of this attitude were fortified by the
uprisings during the winter and spring of 1918-19. Many citizens feared
that Germany might share the fate of Lenin's Russia, where the Bolshevik
Revolution had given way to a bloody civil war. Outrage at foreign powers
was inflamed by the Treaty of Versailles, the agreement "dictated" by the
victorious Allies, which forced Germany to accept full moral responsibility
for the war and imposed an impossibly steep reparations bill. Whereas
England was viewed as Germany's most perfidious enemy during the war,
now France was deemed the major foe, especially after its occupation of
the Ruhr valley in January 1923. By that time the hyperinflation had
eradicated middle-class savings, a fact that cemented opposition to the new
republican order.

It was not only the middle classes who were hurt. In March 1921
Erzherzog Leopold Ferdinand von Habsburg, whose fixed income had been
wiped out by the Austrian inflation, found himself compelled to accept a
role in a skit performed in a Berlin cabaret. A Habsburg archduke was,
of course, an immensely greater catch than any of the turn-of-the-century
Brett/-barons. Liberal newspapers gloated, conservatives were horrified,
but after a mediocre attempt at acting, the aristocrat disappeared from the
cabaret scene. IS

While a genuine Habsburg was an anomalous attraction, standard fare
on postwar popular stages consisted of reciting the litany of nationalist
grievances. Writers and performers who tried to sustain prorepublican,
antinationalist cabarets in the postwar era often complained about the
attitudes of their conservative competitors, who attracted much larger
audiences. That was due in part to the economics of the day. With mount
ing inflation, the only people who could afford more costly forms of
live entertainment were those with fixed capital or the new class of
"profiteers," who were unlikely to have liberal sympathies. Max
Herrmann-Neisse wrote in December 1921: "The low standard of Berlin
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cabarets depends to no small degree on their milieu. Fleece-joints that
require a minimum consumption of champagne have to respect the people
who fill the cash register, and the worse the audience, the more ominous
the program." He concluded four months later: "In accordance with the
cash and class of their patrons, the cabarets are pleased to spread and
solidify reactionary attitudes." 16

Several writers and performers from Berlin's liberal cabarets wrote arti
cles criticizing the "political humorists" who appeared at chauvinist caba
rets and variety shows. A liberal entertainer who used the moniker "Dr.
AlIos" wrote: "What is important in these patriotic recitations is the fact
that the word 'German' must appear twice in every line. One also must
avoid mentioning unpleasant truths: everything must be rosy, especially
the past and the future, and one may end with a powerful admonition to
get back to work." Tucholsky noted that such "humorists" talked about
the "good old days," when beer and breakfast rolls had been cheap, coal
and ham plentiful, and taxes low or nonexistent. What he found ominous
was the listing of complaints without clear analysis: "But who made the
breakfast rolls so expensive, that is not said. Who drove the country into
the war, who sustained the war for two years longer, when it could have
been ended, who lived in daily luxury the whole time, when women and
children suffered privations at home and stood in line: the humorist with
his sweaty collar sings nothing about that."17 The right-wing entertainers
encouraged unfocused feelings of discontent that rebounded against the
republican politicians in power, despite the fact that the forces of reaction
ultimately had been responsible for Germany's misery.

Other observers claimed that rightist cabaret performances were not
only bad politics, but also bad art. Fritz Griinbaum, a Viennese conferen
cier who appeared at many of Berlin's liberal cabarets in the 1920s, noted
that an actor could garner thunderous applause by reciting denunciations
of Germany's "enslavement" and curses at her enemies. Such applause,
however, was directed "only at the tendency of his poem, but had abso
lutely nothing to do with the personality or accomplishment of the de
claimer." Herrmann-Neisse concurred: "Whoever has no artistic ability
can achieve a cheap triumph with hurrah-songs and black-white-red
cliches" (a reference to the colors of the old Imperial flag, which had been
superseded by the republican banner's black, red, and gold). He gave a
concrete example: "At the moment Frederick the Great is fashionable on
film and stage as the idol of nationalist, agitational propaganda: in the
cabaret 'Potpourri' he is evoked not only in a feeble musical ... but also
in a bombastically declaimed horror-poem as an apparition threatening
the non-German powers of the peace conference." I(urt Tucholsky even
wrote a song that poked fun at the nostalgia for Frederick in cabarets and
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revues. IS Needless to say, such parodies and criticisms did not put a halt
to nationalist entertainment. The strictures of Tucholsky, Herrmann
Neisse, Griinbaum, and others merely underscored their realization that
the market for entertainment was not well disposed to democratic ideas.
That difficulty was brought home to them when they tried to voice their
own political values in postwar cabarets.

Limitations of Republican Satire: Kurt Tucholsky

Nationalist "political humorists" reacted to Germany's military defeat, the
onerous demands of the Allies, and the social and economic disruptions
following the collapse of the monarchy. By contrast, liberal and prorepub
lican cabaretists had a different set of concerns. Their discontent dated
back to the war years, which had brought unprecedented and needless
suffering. Nearly two million Germans had been killed and over four
million wounded; one out of every eleven Germans was a casualty of the
fighting. To be sure, an overwhelming number of citizens had supported
the war at the outset, when it was believed that Russia had attacked first.
Even the Social Democratic (SPD) delegation in the Reichstag, which in
previous years had claimed that it would block hostilities with a general
strike, voted for war credits. Yet as the conflict dragged on, casualties
mounted and privations at the home front become increasingly harsh,
owing to the Allied blockade. A growing number of citizens with leftist
or liberal sympathies began to question the reasons for continuing the
fighting. They were horrified by rightist calls for a "peace through victory"
(Siegfrieden) and territorial expansion. This blatantly repudiated the war's
initial justification as a defensive struggle, and obviously was an unattain
able goal as well.

Discontent on the leftist end of the political spectrum crystallized in the
pacifist Independant Social Democratic Party (USPD), which split off from
the SPD in April 1917. An even more radical "Spartacus" faction formed
around I(arl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg. The popularity of pacifist
views was made manifest during the massive, albeit short-lived, strikes in
January 1918, in which over a million workers took part. The military
collapse that began at the front in August 1918 culminated in the strikes
and naval mutinies that brought down the monarchy in early November.
Public hostility toward officers and aristocrats was very high during the
ensuing weeks, and workers' and soldiers' councils were formed in numer
ous cities. Nevertheless, by the spring of 1919 it was clear that many
adherents of the old regime had managed to maintain their influence, to
the detriment of the new republican order.

The persistence of the old elites was abetted, paradoxically, by the
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cautious policies of Germany's new socialist leaders. On November 9, the
I(aiser's abdication and the proclamation of the republic were followed by
the appointment of Friedrich Ebert, chairman of the SPD, as chancellor.
A bureaucrat to the core, Ebert epitomized the revisionist and, in practice,
antirevolutionary spirit of the SPD, which strove for a gradual democra
tization of German politics and a slow but steady growth of the trade
union movement. He had hoped that a constitutional monarchy with a
strong parliament would follow the end of war, and he was surprised by
the proclamation of a republic. Moreover, he was horrified by the councils
and the far-left parties, which demanded a thoroughgoing democratization
of politics and socialization of major industries. He believed that too rapid
social change would lead to chaos and civil strife, as events in Russia
seemed to prove. Furthermore, he feared that a civil war in Germany,
unlike Russia, would terminate with a victory of counterrevolution and
an abrogation of the few social gains that the SPD had acquired painstak
ingly over the course of half a century. The theologian Ernst Troeltsch, an
observer of those events, concluded that the Social Democratic leaders had
"adopted the [November] revolution to appease the masses; it was a
revolution that the socialist leaders had not made and that, from their
perspective, was an abortion, but which they pretended to accept as their
own long-sought child."19

To keep that child in line, the Wilhelmine military, so long the enemy
of republicanism and social reform, was called in as guardian. On the
evening following his appointment as chancellor, Ebert held a secret tele
phone conversation with Wilhelm Groener of the German General Staff.
Groener agreed to support the new republic if Ebert promised to use the
army to maintain social order against the leftist demands of the council
movement, the USPD, and the Spartacists. Although this agreement re
mained secret, its implications were soon revealed. Gustav Noske, the
Social Democrat who became minister of defense, declared himself the
"bloodhound of the revolution," and he called upon the army and the
extreme right-wing Freikorps units to put down all leftist disturbances. In
early January a small uprising of Spartacists in the capital was suppressed,
leaving a hundred dead; their radical leaders, Luxemburg and Liebknecht,
were murdered while in custody. The quelling of even larger disturbances
in Berlin in March cost the lives of over a thousand citizens, many of them
shot on mere suspicion. At the same time, the old order reasserted itself
in other areas. Most notably, the civil service and judiciary continued to
be manned by prewar bureaucrats and judges, still thoroughly imbued with
antirepublican values.

Liberal and leftist writers and performers were shocked by the seeming
hypocrisy of the Social Democrats. Ostensibly socialist, even Marxist,
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Germany's new leaders had allied themselves with elements of the old
regime in order to quell leftist disturbances. Since the essence of satire
consists in highlighting the discrepancies between ideals and realities, that
contradiction offered a field that humorists cultivated with ease. Much of
the harvesting took place in cabarets.

Berlin's first major postwar cabaret was Max Reinhardt's revived Sound
and Smoke. During the war Reinhardt had continued to be a successful
theater director; he expanded his empire by taking over the Berlin
Volksbiihne and laying the groundwork for the Salzburg festival. A char
acter in Otto Reutter's Don~t Dare Go to Berlin (1917) even suggested
that Reinhardt should be made a military commander, because his organ
izational abilities would lead to victory.20 Following the war, Reinhardt
acquired the Schumann Circus on the Schiffbauerdamm, and commis
sioned the expressionist architect Hans Poelzig to redesign the interior for
an arena stage. The new venture, dubbed the Grosses Schauspielhaus, was
inaugurated on November 29, 1919, with a production of Aeschylus'
Oresteia. Reinhardt also decided to resurrect the cabaret that had marked
the commencement of his independent career. He did not, however, have
any direct control over the performances; his role was one of benign
sponsorship, rather than hands-on management. The Grosses Schauspiel
haus thus acquired a double function: while Aeschylus was presented
upstairs, in the former circus ring, the performances of Sound and Smoke
took place in the underground cellars where the wild animals had been
encaged.

The new Sound and Smoke opened on December 8, 1919, and the
premiere received very mixed reviews. A major problem seems to have
been the poor acoustics and sightlines of the cellar, which was broken up
by numerous thick pillars; many spectators and critics simply could not
hear or see much of the performance. Other troubles resided in the show
itself. A revived Serenissimus, the trademark of the earlier venture, com
mented on the program as he had a generation earlier. The critics, however,
found him totally passe, now that the I(aiser and the various German
princes had been deposed for over a year. The Berliner Tageblatt noted:
"We have encountered Serenissimus and his faithful I(indermann all too
often. For now we have had enough of princely potentates, even of such
a harmless nature." The Berliner Borsen-Zeitung, which said that "the
dead man" should be "left in his grave," issued a challenge: "Let a [SPD]
party secretary, the president, or the minister for foreign affairs make fitting
comments on events, if you have any courage." Another irritating number
consisted of two songs written and performed by Gustav von Wangenheim.
Dressed in a Pierrot costume, he deplored the demise of the "Boheme": in
the prewar era literati and intellectuals had filled Berlin's cafes, but now
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their seats were taken by the Schieber, the notorious black marketeers.
Critics considered the Pierrot figure, like Serenissimus, frightfully outdated,
and were uncomfortable with the nostalgic looking back to the antebellum
years.21

The critics were much more amused by a cartoon film, sketched with
childish stick-figures by Walter Trier, entitled "A Day in the Life of the
Reich President." It began as a takeoff on a notorious photograph of Ebert
and Noske in swimsuits that had graced a recent cover of the Berliner
Illustrirte Zeitung. For generations the German citizenry had been accus
tomed to seeing its leaders in military uniform or formal civilian dress;
hence the publication of a snapshot of the new, hardly photogenic rulers
in shorts was considered scandalous, and it certainly deflated the aura of
republican leadership. Perhaps the most successful number of the evening
was by Paul Graetz, who soon would become one of the most popular
cabaret performers. Dressed as a street vendor and employing a thick Berlin
accent (fig. 18), he belted out a song that included a few swipes at Noske.
Obviously, by December 1919 it had become de rigueur among satirists
to attack the Social Democratic minister of defense, who repeatedly called
in troops to suppress leftist demonstrations.

Graetz's song was scripted by I(urt Tucholsky (1890-1935), who con
tributed numerous lyrics to republican cabarets in the immediate postwar
years. He had become known as a critic for the journal Die Schaubuhne,
where he even reviewed performances at the Wintergarten and other va
riety stages, since he believed that popular entertainment should be treated
as seriously as "high" art. Tucholsky also perfected his talents as a writer
of satirical stories and verse. His first publication, at age seventeen, was a
short allegory critical of the I(aiser that appeared in Ulk, the satirical
supplement of the Berliner Tageblatt. He eventually served as editor of
Ulk from 1918 to 1920. By that time he had grown much more politicized,
due to the war and the suppression of rebellions in the spring of 1919.
His views on current events appeared with increasing frequency in Die
Schaubuhne, which was renamed Die Weltbuhne in 1918. That year
Tucholsky also joined the USPD, and remained a member until its disso
lution in September 1922.

Strongly committed to democratic and republican values, Tucholsky was
an implacable foe of reactionary tendencies, whether in government, the
military, the civil service, the judiciary, or the church. Perhaps more con
sistently than any other person, he contrasted the ideals of the Weimar
Republic with its social and political realities; thus he became the premier
satirist of the age. He was committed in particular to pacifism. Although
he had not seen the worst of the war-in 1915 and 1916 he was stationed
along the static Eastern front, and thereafter was assigned to a desk



18. Paul Graetz performed !(urt Tucholsky's irreverent monologues and songs
in the postwar Sound and Smoke.

job-he was well aware of the senseless suffering and loss of life that the
conflict had entailed. He hoped to ensure that it never would be repeated.22

Given Tucholsky's values, it is surprising that some of his cabaret songs
overlapped thematically with those of the nationalist variety shows that
he deplored. That became especially clear in the song performed by Graetz
at the opening night of Sound and Smoke. "When the Old Motor Beats
in Time Again" (Wenn der alte Motor wieder tackt) contained a compen
dium of complaints that easily could have been enunciated by a conserva
tive "political humorist." It deplored black marketeering, the weakness of
the mark, the high cost of public transport, and the spotty performance
of public services like mail, water, and electricity. Granted, the song made
some points that placed it clearly in the antinationalist camp: it called for
the dismissal of Noske and the disbanding of militarist organizations, and
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it claimed that economic production should be geared to civilian, not
military needs. Every stanza concluded, however, with a refrain that pre
scribed how to restore health to Berlin: by getting workers back to work.
Only when "the lathe operator spits into his hands," "the welder swings
his hammer," and "the salesgirl respects us again," will a "rebirth" of
Berlin take place.23

This call to work harder-in the face of strikes, slowdowns, and the
shortening of the workday to eight hours-was a common theme in con
servative variety shows. It was a demand that middle-class audiences, who
blamed the proletariat for Germany's domestic troubles, liked to hear. The
connection between Tucholsky's song and the conservative agenda was
made explicit in March 1922, when Herrmann-Neisse deplored "the fad
of critical verses that in the last analysis represent the vilest official slogans
and drone on about events from the standpoint of the nationalist bour
geoisie. Graetz's hit 'When the Old Motor Beats in Time Again' was the
fanfare to these hymns, which carp at social struggles from the standpoint
of the beerhall." Herrmann-Neisse considered appeals for "the settlement
of antagonisms and the necessity of a new joy in work" to be "totally
reactionary and dangerous." In fact, "settlement of antagonisms" might
well have referred to another song scripted by Tucholsky, "That Is the
Heartbeat" (Das ist der Herzschlag; 1920), which deplored the fighting
among SPD, USPD, Bolsheviks, and militarists. It placed equal blame on
agents of leftist "rebellion" and the right-wing putschists, "I(app and his
gang." The solution proffered was: "Children, extend to each other again
the old fraternal hand!" (I(inder, reicht euch wieder mal die alte Bruder
hand!). That would restore "the heartbeat that holds us together" (der
Herzschlag, der zusammenhalt).24

One might well ask why Tucholsky penned such lines. His political
essays in Die Weltbuhne and other left-liberal journals indicated that he
was well aware that class contradictions and political hostilities were
deeply rooted in German society, and would not have been amenable to
any facile, "handshake" solutions. It appears that Tucholsky was less
aggressive and more conciliatory when he adopted the persona of the
cabaret lyricist. He was more sensitive than most writers to the different
contexts and audiences of his trade. His works appeared under his real
name-and also under four different pseudonyms, each geared to varying
aspects of his output (Ignaz Wrobel, I(aspar Hauser, Theobald Tiger, and
Peter Panter). Theobald Tiger was the lyrical, satirical persona. Like the
others, it clung firmly to pacificism: "That Is the Heartbeat," like "When
the Old Motor," included lines that damned Noske as well as the revival
of militarism. On social issues, however, Tiger's songs could be less clearly
committed to left-liberal viewpoints. That resulted from Tucholsky's
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authorial strategy, the fact that he hoped to gain a broad audience through
his poems and cabaret songs. Several weeks before the opening of Sound
and Smoke he confided in a letter: "I think that it will provide good
publicity." That goal could be achieved only if he took account of the
attitudes of his audience, and the onlookers at Sound and Smoke were a
mixed bag. The BZ am Mittag noted approvingly that "the nouveaux
riches are in the minority," but leftist newspapers considered the public
still too conservative to appreciate critical cabaretic art. The SPD's Vor
warts contended that "to a large extent the public was certainly well
dressed, but less well disposed." It concluded: "What cannot be changed
is the audience, but that's just the way things are." Predictably, the USPD's
Freiheit did not believe that such resignation to public taste was in order:
"You have to start out differently, against this audience, against these times,
if you want to triumph with your cabaret."25

Tucholsky himself was well aware of the problematic nature of the
postwar German audience. His initial goal was a type of ruthless satire
that made no concessions. In January 1919, in response to the question
"What is satire allowed to do?," he answered: "Everything." For Tuchol
sky, the satirist was "an offended idealist: he wants the world to be good,
but it is bad, and so he runs full tilt against it." Two months later he
answered the charge that he and other political commentators were too
negative by contending that there was precious little in Germany that they
could affirm: "Are we soiling our own nest? But you cannot soil an Augean
stable." The German bourgeoisie was so thoroughly antidemocratic that
conditions would be incapable of improvement without the spread of
"decent convictions": "We are well aware that you cannot realize ideals,
but we also know that nothing in the world has occurred, changed, or
taken effect without the flame of ideals." These precepts, which saw "no
salvation in compromise," informed Tucholsky's political contributions to
Die Welbuhne and other journals.26

Tucholsky was less principled in his works performed before a live
audience, in a milieu dominated by the desire for entertainment. In an
article for the Sound and Smoke program booklet of June 1920, he wrote:
"In Germany it is not considered tactful to conduct politics in a cabaret.
The audience gets angry, because it wants to be amused and does not want
to hear any editorials, and the politicians get angry, because the sacred,
serious business of politics is dragged down to the level of cabaret." The
German unwillingness to conflate politics and cabaret was surprising to
Tucholsky, who believed that such satire could have a useful political
function-the same function, in fact, that Wolzogen had attributed to it a
generation earlier. Before the opening of Sound and Smoke, in an essay on
"Political Satire," Tucholsky had written that the Germans "still do not
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know that a well-aimed joke is a better lighting rod for public anger than
an ugly riot that cannot be brought under control." Another article on
"Political Verses" contended that "a song is a good safety valve, through
which powerful emotions dissipate in a harmless manner, whenever the
boiler is bursting with pressure, as it is today. "27

Tucholsky evidently wanted his satirical songs to discharge the political
animosities of both left and right, animosities that he explicitly condemned
in those same songs. Under any circumstances, that would have been a
mighty task for chansons that reached a limited cabaret public. But in the
postwar years, Tucholsky conceded that it was well-nigh impossible. Even
before the opening of Sound and Smoke he concluded:

Everything has stayed the same.
That's because the harshest and most pitiless German censor does not sit in

a bureaucratic office, but in the parquet. Round and fat he sits in the middle
of the parquet and prevents any performer singing a song onstage from
deviating even a hairbreadth from the accepted line.

Now that is a sad state of affairs: the middle class, the bourgeois, is
indignant and feels his most sacred values attacked if ever someone on stage
should dare to express an opinion different from his own-he will not stand
for radicalism in a variety show and will never forgive a singer for it.

That opinion was largely confirmed by Tucholsky's experiences at Sound
and Smoke, where the audience gave at best a tepid reception to political
satire. Consequently, that cabaret soon cut down on its political numbers.
Three months after the opening of the venture Tucholsky wrote to a friend:
"Everything is so sad: even here pandering to the consumer, that is, the
audience, which is mostly loathesome. A truly literary cabaret would not
work. It is very, very sad. "28

In 1929 Tucholsky wrote: "the cabarets are gripped by the strange
ambition of wanting to be aggressive without offending anyone." Yet that
same charge could have been leveled against his own lyrics at the beginning
of the decade. Despite his strictures against political passivity, Tucholsky
rapidly depoliticized his contributions to Sound and Smoke. One song for
the cabaret's second program, in January 1920, still contained satirical
elements, but it avoided taking a firm stand on any substantive issue.
"Around the Litfass Column" (Immer um die Litfasssaule rum) referred
to Berlin's large, cylindrical drums covered with political posters and
commercial advertisements. Sung by a woman, the song complained about
the various inanities displayed, ranging from politics (Noske, of course) to
film stars and theater directors; even Max Reinhardt received some jabs.
The woman concluded that her poodle had discovered the only proper use
of the Litfass column: "Now and then my pup / lifts his leggy up" (Und
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es hebt das I(leinchen / ab und zu ein Beinchen). The song suggested, in
other words, that one should ignore or dismiss entirely the political and
commercial spheres. Indeed, in the ensuing months Tucholsky generally
limited himself to rather witty, but basically innocuous love songs, such
as "Lady in White," "The Song of the Dickey-Bird," "The Girl of the
Tauentzienstrasse," and "Oh, Rest your Cheek" (Dame in Weiss, Das Lied
vom Piepmatz, Das Tauentzienmadel, and Ach, lege deine Wange). An
other number, "Take It Off, Petronella!" (Zieh dich aus, Petronella!),
parodied the postwar vogue of nude shows.29

The fortunes of Sound and Smoke dwindled along with the critical bite
of Tucholsky's songs. The first director of the cabaret, Rudolf I(urtz, was
replaced in the fall of 1920 by Hans von Wolzogen, who had acted
occasionally as conferencier in the earlier programs. The son of the founder
of Berlin's first cabaret could not, however, rescue the revival of its second
cabaret. In March 1921 the basement was leased to new managers, who
announced that they would not continue it as a "literary cabaret." Instead,
they turned it into a vaudeville hall, and by January 1922 Herrmann-Neisse
exclaimed: "Soubrettes as in a provincial Tingeltangel, trained dogs and
doves in an establishment that bears the respectable name of Sound and
Smoke!" Two months later he noted that the venue was advertising itself
as a "Bier-Variete-I(abarett." The final indignity came with the appearance
of the type of nude show that Tucholsky had mocked in "Petronella."
Already in October 1921, the notorious "Ballet Celly de Rheidt" (to be
discussed in the next chapter) had made a guest appearance, while in May
1923, the locale was taken over by Erna Offeney, another well-known
provider of stripped-down entertainment. 30

As Sound and Smoke proved unamenable to satirical verse, Tucholsky
sought other stages for his works. One option was provided by Rosa
Valetti (1869-1937). Best known as a character actress, Valetti also per
formed in cabarets after the war. On December 23, 1920, she opened her
own venture, the Cabaret Megalomania (Cabaret Gr6ssenwahn). It was
located on the I(urfiirstendamm, in the premises of the Cafe des Westens
(itself nicknamed Cafe Gr6ssenwahn, since aspiring writers tended to
congregate there). Valetti's Megalomania was in many ways a throwback
to some of the pub-cabarets of the turn of the century, which had evoked
the milieux of Berlin's poor as well as its criminal elements. Valetti had
experienced the great Parisian cabarets in the 1890s, and her own venture
was modeled after that of Aristide Bruant. She performed some of his
songs on opening night, but most of the numbers dealt with Berlin's own
down-and-out population.

In future performances the most successful songs of this type were
written by Friedrich Hollaender (1896-1976). The son of the composer
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of the prewar Metropol revues, Hollaender already had made a name for
himself by providing the music to numerous songs at Sound and Smoke
(such as Tucholsky's "When the Old Motor" and "Around the Litfass
Column"). He came into his own as both composer and lyricist at Mega
lomania. His "Songs of a Poor Girl" (Lieder eines armen Madchen) were
written for Blandine Ebinger (b. 1902), the waif-like chanteuse he married
in 1919. In a series of numbers-liThe Dime Song," "When I'm Dead,"
"Oh, Moon" (Das Jroschenlied, Wenn ick mal tot bin, Oh, Mond)-she
portrayed a frail, sickly, barely adolescent girl from the Berlin working
class. Highly sentimental and full of pathos, the songs mingled feelings of
sexual awakening with a longing for death as the sole escape from pov
erty.31 These numbers were extremely successful, even though several critics
questioned the appropriateness of entertaining well-to-do spectators with
scenes from the life of the poor.

In Valetti's defense it can be said that she actually did show genuine
concern for the pressing social and political issues of the day. One indica
tion of that was her frequent performance of "The Red Melody" (Die
Rote Melodie), which Tucholsky wrote explicitly for her. This, his most
hard-hitting antiwar song, with music by Hollaender, was addressed di
rectly at Erich Ludendorff. Having enjoyed almost dictatorial powers
during the World War, Ludendorff staunchly opposed democracy and
repeatedly tried to sabotage the Republic in its early years. In performing
the song, Valetti played the role of a mother who lost her only son in the
war. She warned the general: "Don't dare try it once again" (General!
General! Wagt es nur nicht noch einmal!). The song concluded with an
image of the battalions of the dead, both soldiers and slaughtered political
radicals, arising from their graves and marching against Ludendorff. 32

Within Tucholsky's cabaretic oeuvre the "Red Melody" stood out for the
pointedness and forcefulness of its attack. Valetti could not, however,
present such numbers for long. Like Sound and Smoke, Megalomania was
able to remain an artistically respectable cabaret for less than two seasons.
In 1922 Valetti relinquished her management and returned to acting, and
the venue became an undistinguished nightclub.

By then Tucholsky had found another stage that seemed more promising,
at least initially: Rudolf Nelson's Theater am I(urfiirstendamm. Nelson's
latest venture, inaugurated in 1917, had survived the war intact, but the
composer realized that conditions in postwar Berlin were quite unlike the
good old days. In 1919 one of his songs lamented how different everything
was, including the entertainment scene:

Berlin, Berlin, you just aren't what you were.
Where is your humor, levity, and wit?
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Where are the good old songs we used to hear?
Friedrichstadt now looks like Myslowitz!

Berlin, Berlin, ich kenne dich nicht wieder.
Wo ist dein Leichtsinn, dein Humor, dein Witz?
Wo sind die lieben guten alten Lieder?
Die Friedrichstadt sieht aus wie Myslowitz!

Now that the entertainment district of prewar Berlin (Friedrichstadt)
looked like the provinces (Myslowitz), the city seemed to have lost even
its characteristic wit. But as always, Nelson adapted well to the new
situation. He even had something of a vested interest in disparaging Fried
richstadt, since he had already moved his base of operations west, to the
I(urfiirstendamm, which in the 1920s replaced the Friedrichstrasse-Unter
den Linden axis as the new center of fashionable shopping and entertain
ment. One reason for the failure of the postwar Sound and Smoke was its
location in the "old" entertainment district, which now attracted only
tourists and townspeople seeking mindless distraction. Nelson was much
better situated for the new times. In October 1920 a police report con
firmed that his patrons came from the elite western ("WW") districts, such
as Charlottenburg and Grunewald: "The theater was almost completely
sold out and attended by an audience mainly from WW, which heartily
applauded the performance."33

The work that they applauded was Totally Crazy (Total Manoli). Al
ready in 1919, Nelson had begun to switch from cabaret to loose revue
type works, and Totally Crazy was his first major production of that
nature. The dialogue and some of the songs were scripted by Fritz Griin
baum, the Viennese conferencier whom Nelson had hired for the prewar
Chat noire Although Griinbaum served in the Austrian army during the
war and spent most of the 1920s in Viennese cabarets, he still maintained
his connections with Berlin. That was evident from the flimsy plot, in
which the devil introduced a demimondaine to the "crazy" life of the
German capital. The work made fun of various prominent people, sights,
and fads of the city, much like the prewar Metropol revues. Indeed, a
police observer compared the two, but noted that Nelson's productions
were, understandably, much less opulent than the Metropol's had been.
Numbers included a parody of Reinhardt's Grosses Schauspielhaus; a
takeoff on the postwar foxtrot craze; a song claiming that one could keep
warm only by kissing, since all German coal was being taken by the French;
a scene entitled "Hell on Earth," depicting the treatment of citizens by
government bureaucrats; and an assembly of "black marketeers of the
world" (Schieber aller Lander). That latter group included politicians who
supposedly had profited from Germany's travails: Ebert, who had been
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elected president in 1919; Philipp Scheidemann, his first chancellor; and
wartime finance minister I(arl Helfferich. The police were particularly
displeased with that scene, but since censorship had been abolished, the
most that they could do was to plead with Nelson and the performers to
drop the reference to Ebert, which they considered unseemly and inappro
priate.34

Although it displeased the police, the scene with the profiteers included
what the critics considered the best song of the show, "Under the El-Train
Arch" (Unterm Stadtbahnbogen). That was one of several songs in the
revue scripted by Tucholsky. Sung by Willi Schaeffers, who later would
become a prominent cabaret director in the Nazi and Adenauer eras, the
number described the exploits of a black marketeer. The first stanza listed
what he offered for sale "under the el-train arch": everything from butter
and sausage to gold and stocks. The second stanza recounted what he
received under the arch: the sexual favors of a deposed princess-turned
prostitute. The third and last stanza became political, as the singer declared
what he would like to see disappear under the arch: "the pile of bureau
crats," "the dear Soviets," and the "Entente commission." Once all of
them were gone, "things would be better in Berlin. "35

The song demonstrated one of the strengths of Weimar chansons com
pared to those of the Wilhelmine era. Whereas the latter ("The Shopgirl,"
for example) tended to terminate with sexual punch lines, the songs of the
twenties often passed through sexual allusions and ended with political
statements. By 1928 a critic could note: "The three-stanza-system
whereby the first stanza explains the occasion and situation, the second
stanza turns erotic, and the third stanza moves into politics-has become
a routine practice. "36 The "El-Train Arch" displayed precisely this struc
ture. But it was a model song in another way as well, since the political
note on which it ended revealed a failure to take a clear stand; that too
was an all-too-common characteristic of the Weimar chanson. After all,
an attack on bureaucrats, Bolsheviks, and the Allied commission enforcing
the Treaty of Versailles would have been applauded by all parties except
the Communists. Indeed, by placing much of the blame for current prob
lems on leftists and the Entente, the song betrayed a somewhat conservative
standpoint. Whatever the intent, "Under the El-Train Arch," despite its
political veneer, would not have challenged or revised the opinion of any
member of Nelson's well-heeled audience.

Tucholsky also wrote the lyrics for Nelson's next two revues, Please Pay!
and We-'re Standing Backward (Bitte zahlen!, 1921; Wir steh-'n verkehrt,
1922), but as at Sound and Smoke, their political tendency was unfocused.
A critic for the liberal Tagebuch said of the 1922 revue: "Here politics is
mocked in an affable, light manner that offends no one." One of the show's
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hit songs, entitled "Raffke," portrayed a fictitious black marketeer of that
name (derived from the verb raffen, to grab or snatch up), who was a
comic feature in the Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung. The program listed the
character, in bold letters, as "His Majesty Raffke," and critics noted that
the figure was a worthy up-to-date successor to Serenissimus. The two
characters shared many attributes: not only were both uncultured, unedu
cated, and promiscuous, but they were presented in a comical and almost
affable manner. According to the Vossische Zeitung, even that attenuated
degree of caricature required some courage, because Nelson had real
Raffkes sitting in his theater. In contrast, the Berliner Borsen Zeitung
reported that "the nouveaux riches were not obtrusive," at least not at the
premiere. 37 Whatever the composition of the audience, the song could
hardly have been deemed critical or offensive, and it was a great success.

The other hit of We-'re Standing Backward was equally problematic.
"I'd Like so Much to Have a Tamerlane Today" (Mir ist heut so nach
Tamerlan) described a woman's desire to have a man like the Asiatic
despot: "A little bit of Tamerlane, yes Tamerlane would be nice" (Ein
kleines bisschen Tamerlan, ja Tamerlan war gut).38 Since the song went on
to contend that all the men in the theater were sexual weaklings, it was,
on the surface, another number that combined an erotic message with a
kidding of the audience. But the reference to Tamerlane, a strongman par
excellence, gave the song a political dimension as well, albeit an attenuated
one. The number obviously parodied the right-wing demand for authori
tarian leadership at a time of political vacillation and surging inflation.
Equating that desire with a love-starved woman's craving for a he-man
produced wonderful satire, but its joking tone and erotic veneer down
played the seriousness of the threat. Once again, Tucholsky had scripted
humorous, prorepublican lyrics that did not tread too harshly on conser
vative customers.

Herrmann-Neisse provided perhaps the most accurate assessment of
Tucholsky's songs when he wrote: "They are usually aggressive within a
certain middle range, not out-and-out radical, but also not philistine
domesticated. That is why he is able to supply texts to such widely
divergent venues as a Nelson revue and a combative cabaret." For Nelson,
as at Sound and Smoke, Tucholsky evidently believed that he had to make
concessions within the context of public entertainment, especially since he
needed the income it generated. In September 1922 he wrote a friend that
"Nelson has improved my financial condition not unappreciably." Conse
quently, he was dismayed the following spring, when it became apparent
that Nelson would not require his services any longer. To ride out the
raging inflation, Tucholsky was forced to take a job as a bank secretary
for several months in 1923-something of an embarrassment to the fre-
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quent critic of commercialism, finance, and capitalism. At the same time,
he was well aware that he had always been dependent upon such circles.
In a fictitious, parodistic obituary that he wrote for himself that year, he
envisioned his own funeral, with Nelson conducting a chorus that sang
the Tamerlane song. The obituary continued: "That was one of the innu
merable chansons of the deceased, created for circles that he pretended to
despise so much; with one hand he criticized them, and with the other he
siphoned off their champagne. He was quite a problematic character. "39

Dada and Metropolitan Tempo: Walter Mehring

Tucholsky's "Motor," sung by Graetz at the premiere of the new Sound
and Smoke, embodied some of the dilemmas and concessions that would
plague Weimar cabaretists. Another set of problems was embedded in the
culminating number of the show, a political puppet play entitled Simply
Classical! An Oresteia with a Happy Ending (Einfach klassisch! Eine
Orestie mit glucklichem Ausgang). Just as a tragic trilogy in ancient Athens
had concluded with a bawdy satyr play, Reinhardt's production of the
Oresteia was given a comic counterpart. The puppet play contained many
takeoffs on the performance "upstairs," as well as on other cultural fads
of the day, such as film stars and jazz. Primarily, though, it was a parody
of current political events. At the beginning of the play Agamemnon,
dressed up as a Prussian general, was deposed by Aegisthus, who pro
claimed a republic with himself as president. Described as a pacifist, a
"man of letters and professional moralist," this Aegisthus was much like
I(urt Eisner, the USPD prime minister of Bavaria who had been assassi
nated in February 1919. The same fate awaited Aegisthus, who was killed
in the second act by Orestes, described as "an officer of the Attic Frei
korps" who desired "to reestablish the old order." The third act threatened
a return to democracy at the prompting of Woodrow Apollon, described
as "perpetually in Yankee-dress, lives only in higher spheres" (fig. 19).
However, the good-natured naivete and political ineffectiveness of the
American allowed Orestes to reassert himself. At the end of the play he
led his Freikorps units to the Baltic, where the Allies had in fact permitted
German troops to remain armed in order to ward off the Bolshevik threat.
Secondary figures included a trio of conservative, liberal, and socialist
newspaper editors, representing the modern equivalent of the Greek cho
rus. There also was a rather tasteless "Electra from the Salvation Army,"
who collected money for "starving anti-Semites" and sold "contraptions
that some people use / In cultured nations to roast Jews" ([Ich] handle
nebenbei mit Apparaten / Fur I(ulturnationen zum Judenbraten).4o

In this puppet play all major actors in postwar Germany-the I(aiser,



19. "Woodrow Apollon" in Walter Mehring's Simply Classical! The puppet was
designed by George Grosz and crafted by John Heartfield.

the General Staff, the Freikorps, and anti-Semites, as well as idealists like
Eisner and Wilson-were reduced to a common level of ludicrousness.
This disparagement, indeed trivialization of politics and politicians was
made obvious in a monologue of Aegisthus, which he delivered while
practicing with a punching-ball:

It's easy to laugh at me, ladies and gents!
But do you have any more competence?
Do you think that ruling is such a delight?
Attacks from the left, attacks from the right,
The morning papers add blood to the fight,
The satirists make fun of your plight,
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With outright spite, they incite and indict.
The whole thing's lost every trace of romance,
The hero's pose, the stately stance.
There's no more crown and no more throne,
In short, it's just not worth a bone.
Werfel or Rolland might be your name,
But brains won't win you points in this game.
If you try to hang out with intellectual men,
The Dadaists stage a putsch right then.

In the end you say with a hang-dog face:
There's just no good in the human race.

Meine Herren und Damen! Sehr einfach zu lachen.
Aber besser machen! besser machen!
Dberhaupt, haben Sie schon mal regiert?
Bald wird man von links, bald von rechts sekkiert,
Bald steht man im Morgenblatt blutbeschmiert,
1m Beiblatt von Zille karikiert,
Wird visitiert, persifliert, ausspioniert.
Und dabei fehlt der Sache jede Romantik,
Die Heldenpose, die lambengigantik.
Man kront nicht mehr und man thront micht mehr.
Mit einem Worte: es lohnt nicht mehr.
Ob man Werfel oder Romain Rolland heisst,
Sicher ist, das auf Geist keine I(atze mehr anbeisst.
Halt man's mit den Intellektuellen,
Gleich putschen die Dadaisten-Rebellen.

Schliesslich merkt man betriibten Angesichts:
Mit der Giite der Menschen war's wieder mal nichts.41

143

The reference to Dadaists was very appropriate, inasmuch as Dada
embodied the quintessential deflation of German politics. Indeed, Simply
Classical! was itself a Dadaist performance of sorts. The text was written
by Walter Mehring, the puppets were designed by George Grosz and
executed by John Heartfield, and the music was composed by Friedrich
Hollaender. Each one has become firmly identified with Weimar culture:
Mehring as a prolific writer of cabaret lyrics; Grosz as a bitter caricaturist
of Weimar politics and bourgeois society; Heartfield as a pioneer in leftist
political photomontage; and Hollaender as the inspired composer and
performer of music for cabaret, revue, and film.

Of these four, all but Hollaender had been associated closely with the
Berlin Dada movement since the closing months of World War I. Dada
had been launched in Zurich in 1916 at the Cabaret Voltaire, where
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avant-garde numbers were performed by an international group of radical
and pacifist artists. When Richard Huelsenbeck, a participant in the Zurich
group, returned to Berlin in January 1917, he soon found adherents to
Dada's antiwar ideals, men such as George Grosz and the brothers Helmut
and Wieland Herzfelde. To protest the blindly anti-English sentiments of
the day, Georg Grosz had anglicized his first name, and Helmut Herzfelde
started calling himself John Heartfield. They also succeeded in minimizing
their personal involvement in the war effort. Although Grosz had volun
teered for service in November 1914, his attitude changed rapidly, and he
was discharged several months later for medical reasons. Soon after being
redrafted in 1917, he was committed to the psychiatric ward of a hospital.
Heartfield had avoided service altogether by faking a mental breakdown
on the day he was to have been sent to the front. After several months in
an asylum, he was assigned to postal duties in Berlin's Grunewald neigh
borhood, where he made a point of tossing out much of the mail he was
supposed to deliver.

Berlin's Dadaists were appalled by the senseless slaughter of the war, as
well as the complicity of artists and intellectuals, who either glorified the
fighting or retreated into purely aesthetic concerns. Grosz and Wieland
Herzfelde wrote in retrospect: "Dada was not an ideological movement,
but an organic product that arose as a reaction to the head-in-the-clouds
tendencies of so-called holy art which sought inspiration in cubes and
gothic, while the field commanders painted in blood." Berlin Dada at
tacked not only all artistic traditions, but also every political tendency,
including republicanism. For Berlin's Dadaists, the absurdity of modern
politics was compounded by postwar events, as the putatively socialist
regime conspired with the prewar military elites to suppress workers de
manding genuine socialist reforms. In March 1919, during the bloody
quelling of the disturbances in Berlin, Wieland Herzfelde was arrested for
having published a magazine critical of the military; he feared for his life
during his harrowing two weeks in custody. Such experiences alienated
him as well as many other artists and intellectuals from the new republican
regime. The resulting opposition to all existing artistic and political trends
was summarized by Raoul Hausmann, one of the leading Berlin Dadaists,
who proclaimed in 1919: "I am not only against the spirit of Potsdam-I
am above all against Weimar. "42 For him and his fellow Dadaists, Weimar
implied not only the classical literary tradition of Goethe and Schiller, but
above all the party-politics and parliamentarism of the new republic.

The Dadaists' mocking of all political trends was visible in Mehring's
Simply Classical! They also vented their opposition by staging what future
generations would call "happenings." They held processions through Ber
lin, wearing skull-masks and huge Iron Crosses, and mounted inflammatory
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shows, such as the First International Dada Exhibition of June 1920. That
event included a Prussian officer's uniform topped with a pig's head, which
resulted in prosecution for defamation of the Reichswehr. Many of the
dozen public evenings of Berlin's Club Dada held between January 1918
and March 1920 included quasi-cabaretic numbers. Johannes Baader,
known for disrupting a church service as well as the Weimar National
Assembly, proclaimed at a Dada evening in 1919: "Dada is the cabaret of
the world, just as it, the world, is the cabaret DADA." One absurdist
performance was the "race between a sewing machine and a typewriter."
For half an hour Huelsenbeck pounded at a typewriter, filling up page
after page, while Raoul Hausmann stitched away uninterruptedly at a
circular band of mourning crepe. Herzfelde recalled: "George Grosz was
the emcee and referee. When he finally declared the sewing machine the
victor, Huelsenbeck, the loser, smashed the typewriter against the floor of
the stage. The victor, Raoul Hausmann, did not let himself be disturbed.
He continued to stitch the endless mourning crepe with undiminished
doggedness." Given the Dadaists' antics, it was no wonder that some critics
greeted their appearance at the opening of Sound and Smoke. The reviewer
for the Social Democratic Vorwarts reported: "The Dadaists were also
there, and with reason, since it cannot be denied that the Dadaists are
almost the only people left who have madness in their joints, and some
spirit as well. "43

Dada was not, however, an undisputed affair. Even one of Wangenheim's
Pierrot songs, performed earlier that same evening at Sound and Smoke,
had a line that proclaimed: "Dadaism is the bitter end, / an artists' hoax
for any entrance-fee" (Der Dadaismus ist das bitt're Ende, / der I(iinstlerulk
um jeden Eintrittspreis). What many people objected to was Dada's totally
oppositional stance, which seemed to represent a negativism that could
result only in "the bitter end" of cynicism. Granted, Dada could be artis
tically innovative and productive, but its political stance was highly prob
lematic, since it found no basis of support in the party spectrum of the
time. The Dadaists had great sympathies for the new Communist Party of
Germany (I(PD). Grosz, Heartfield, and Herzfelde even may have joined
the Party at its founding congress at the end of December 1918. Never
theless, the I(PD itself had little sympathy for Dada's clowning around,
which contributed nothing to the betterment of the proletariat and hardly
disturbed the prevailing order. In a highly critical review of the First
International Dada Exhibition, Gertrud Alexander wrote in the I(PD's Rate
Fahne: "Do these gentlemen really believe that they can harm the bour
geoisie with that? The bourgeoisie laughs at it. "44 That laughter was at
times appreciative, at times dismissive, but it failed to inspire a radical
reformulation of values. The political ineffectiveness of Berlin Dada was
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one reason for the movement's collapse over the course of 1920. Some
participants, like Heartfield and Herzfelde, adopted a committed commu
nist stance; others, like Grosz, remained socially critical, but could not
concur fully with I(PD practice; and still others, like Mehring, retained a
completely nonpartisan, satirical attitude toward the events of the day.

Walter Mehring (1896-1981) was the person who carried into cabaret
not only Dada's unfocused combativeness but also its artistic innovations.
He had been born into a family that was both cultured and political. His
mother, Hedwig Stein, was an opera singer; his father, Sigmar Mehring,
was a member of the SPD and the editor of Ulk until his death in 1914.
In that capacity he had been sentenced to three months' fortress confine
ment in 1900 for publishing a poem critical of the I(aiser. His son held
pacifist sentiments during the war, and although trained as a gunner, he
never saw front-line action. From 1918 to 1920 he was part of Berlin's
Dada scene and published lyrics in their journals. One issue of Jedermann
sein eigener Fussball (Everyman His Own Football) was confiscated on
account of Mehring's allegedly obscene poem, "Der Coitus im Drei
maderlhaus" (the latter being the name of a popular operetta). Mehring
was brought to trial, but, unlike his father a generation earlier, he was
acquitted.45

Mehring's Simply Classical provided a clear illustration of his distrust
of all political persuasions, which could be seen in his other works as well.
In 1920 several of his lyrics were set to music and performed at Sound
and Smoke. The January program included "The Saucy Song" (Das kesse
Lied), which was something of an antichanson, since the performer pre
tended to forget the refrain: "But the refrain-the refrain-the refrain /
Oh miss, there is something about Noske in it, / And something about
making love" (Doch der Refrain-der Refrain-der Refrain / Ach Fraulein,
da is was von Noske drin, / Und was vom Lieben).46 Already in January
1920, Mehring realized that the postwar cabaret song could be reduced
to this recipe: a little bit of sex, a little bit of Noske. Although that was
certainly true of Tucholsky's works, Mehring tried to break out of the
formula. To be sure, he too combined sex and politics, but his juxtaposi
tions were much more startling and unsettling than those of Tucholsky or
any other cabaret lyricist of the day.

By October 1920 Mehring's works were attracting the most attention
at Sound and Smoke. Critics took special note of Paul Graetz's perfor
mance of a trio of Mehring's works entitled, collectively, "Berliner Tempo."
The first song, "Attention Gleisdreieck!" (Achtung Gleisdreieck!), referred
to one of Berlin's nodal points of commuter rail traffic. It was almost a
simultaneous poem: the published version appeared as two side-by-side
columns, and in performance, the singer skipped from one to the other
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and back. The sequence was almost immaterial, since the work consisted
of juxtapositions of single words, or at most two- or three-word phrases.
They evoked various types of people ("Jedermann, Lebemann, Bieder
mann, ... Ehemann," that is, everyman, man of the world, philistine,
husband); different entertainments (cinema, theater, fairground, cabaret);
several modes of transportation; and a melange of political standpoints
(socialist, republican, militarist, racist). Nothing bound these terms to
gether, except for their simultaneity in the big city. In fact, they were always
tending apart, as the refrain asserted: "Everyone in / Different / Direction
and / Attention! The / Gleis-drei-eck!" (Jeder in / Anderer / Richtung und
/ Achtung! Das / Gleis-drei-eck!).47

In formal and stylistic terms, the poem was very much in the Dadaist
mode. Berlin Dada emphasized montage in both the visual arts and litera
ture. Its collages, photomontages, and free-verse lyrics consisted of snippets
drawn from a variety of media: advertisements for commodities, political
slogans, newspaper reports, manifestos, handbills, posters, postcards, tele
grams. By juxtaposing such sources the Dadaists sought to evoke the hectic
nature of modern metropolitan life, a perception that had given birth to
cabaret a generation earlier. Beyond that, they sought to question the
veracity of such media. After all, each advertisement and every political
speech was a self-contained whole that sought to coax the reader/
viewer/listener to make a purchase or cast a vote. By fragmenting such
statements and placing them alongside other ones making contradictory
claims, the Dadaists hoped to reveal the illogicality, not to mention the
mendacities, embedded in the commercial and political spheres. Simply
Classical had made fun of all of the political trends and many of the
cultural fashions of the day, but had done so by employing traditional
forms of rhymed verse. A work like "Gleisdreieck" went much further: by
adopting the staccato tempo, paratactic antigrammar, and iterative struc
ture of Dada verse, it evoked a society in a state of rapid fragmentation.
Both works ultimately dissolved any ground upon which they might have
stood, but the Dadaist verse made that dissolution more forceful and
apparent.

The other two parts of "Berliner Tempo" displayed similar formal prop
erties. On the surface, the "Flying-Trapeze Song of the Contortionist Ellen
T" (Couplet en Voltige der Contorsionistin Ellen T) represented trapeze
artists in a circus or vaudeville act. It had, however, a deeper message. The
first two stanzas introduced "Ellen" and "Ellen's husband," both of whom
proclaimed themselves "international." The cosmopolitan nature of pre
war circus and variety shows was evoked by mixing together snippets of
German, Berlin dialect, Americanisms, and French. The third and last
stanza, however, featured the "patriotic number" (Hurranummer) with
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"Ellen's baby," who proclaimed in her broken Anglo-German argot: "Ich
bin sehr for national." The stanza mocked postwar American patriotism
as well as German chauvinism, with references to the Imperial colors and
the troops stationed in the Baltic region.48 In short, the number portrayed
the shift from prewar cosmopolitanism to postwar chauvinism against
which Tucholsky, Mehring, and other critical cabaretists had to contend.

The last song of the trio was entitled "Berlin Our Home" (Heimat
Berlin), but it gave a hectic twist to the normally cozy associations of
Heimat. What it portrayed was the tempo of the city:

Giddy-up! Down the Linden! Don't act dead!
On horse, on foot, in twos!
Got a watch in my hand, and a hat on my head
No time! No time to lose!

Die Linden lang! Galopp! Galopp!
Zu Fuss, zu Pferd, zu zweit!
Mit der Uhr in der Hand, mit'm Hut auf'm I(opp
I(eine Zeit! I(eine Zeit! I(eine Zeit!

The song continued at that breathless pace. Although it too consisted of
a concatenation of cliches and slogans shouted in Berlin dialect, its use of
a regular metric and rhyme scheme made it formally less innovative than
the other two songs, with their short, staccato lines. The somewhat more
conventional style might have made the work more accessible to the public
and the critics; in any case, it was a major hit. The reviewer for the Berliner
Tageblatt praised Mehring and singled out that song as "the pinnacle."
According to the Berliner Borsen-Zeitung, "the audience went wild." A
decade later, Tucholsky still could look back on Graetz's performance of
the song and proclaim: "That is the most Berlin-ish poem that I know. "49

Friedrich Hollaender, who composed the music for many of Mehring's
works, contributed an essay entitled "The New Chanson" to the October
program booklet of Sound and Smoke. In it he wrote: "No longer should
the audience be simply amused. It should think and, if it does not want
that, it should be bowled over by the rhythm!-The new chanson is a
matter of suggestion, it is the mastering of the masses. There is only one
name for it, a life-giving concept: 'Berlin Tempo.'" He went on to contend
that that song worked by means of the "suggestive potency" of "rhythm
and verbal power." Hollaender's driving music and Graetz's forceful per
formance undoubtedly contributed to the success of the number as well,
but it was above all the verbal cascades and rhythmic drive of Mehring's
text that reflected the rush of the metropolis and carried the audience
along. Assessing Mehring's work in 1920, Tucholsky wrote: "Never has
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there been anything like such rhythm." Significantly, he faulted Mehring
only for neglecting the "idyllic" aspects of Berlin, for seeing the city as
too "hard-mouthed" (hartmaulig). That said as much about Tucholsky's
tendency toward sentimentality, often apparent in his love songs, as it did
about Mehring's focus on Berlin's metropolitan brio. In general, though,
Tucholsky expressed enthusiasm for Mehring, and he concluded: "If the
new age has brought forth a new poet: here he is. "50

Tucholsky regretted that "Mehring does not have it easy. There is no
cabaret adequate for him." At that time the only alternative to Sound and
Smoke was Rosa Valetti's Megalomania, which featured some of Mehring's
works. Just as Valetti sang Tucholsky's most radical song, the "Red Mel
ody," her repertory included Mehring's most aggressive political poem,
"Simultaneous Berlin" (Berlin simultan). It began with an image of Ebert
as a self-made man who had profited from the revolution: "In auto-dress
a self-made-gent / Make way! For it's the President!" (1m Autodress ein
self-made-gent / Passage frei! Der Prasident!). Short, clipped lines then
evoked various scenes of postwar Berlin: an "academic proletarian" dying
in the dirt, a man accosting prostitutes, black marketeers plying their
trades. Soon the major theme of the poem appeared-the rise of violent
anti-Semitic forces:

An Ufa film
Hails I(aiser Wil'm.
Cathedrals wag reaction's flag,
With swastikas and poison gas,
Monocles won't let hooked noses pass.
On to the pogrom
In the hippodrome!

1m Ufafilm
Hoch I(aiser Wil'm.
Die Reaktion flaggt schon am Dom,
Mit Hakenkreuz und Blaukreuzgas,
Monokel kontra Hakennas'
Auf zum Pogrom
Beim Hippodrom!51

By 1920 Mehring, himself of Jewish descent, saw more than wordplay in
the juxtaposition of swastikas, poison gas, and "hook-nosed" Jews (Ha
kenkreuz, Blaukreuzgas, Hakennas'). The Ufa film company had been
founded during the war with government funding as a medium of war
propaganda, and the film industry continued to spout nationalist senti
ments in the Weimar era. Mehring warned that such nationalistic enter
tainment could incite actual anti-Semitic violence, which might be staged
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as a public spectacle: the "pogrom" in the "hippodrome." By suggesting
that a violent, politicized mass art could inspire a violent, aestheticized
mass politics, Mehring anticipated some of the theories of fascism later
developed by Ernst Bloch, Siegfried I(racauer, and Walter Benjamin.

Mehring had difficulty finding a cabaret, let alone a hippodrome, ap
propriate to his own art. Sound and Smoke soon was given over to variety
shows, and Valetti's stage eventually turned into a theater for one-act plays.
Yet in the fall of 1921 a new locale proved hospitable to Mehring's works.
Trude Hesterberg (1892-1967) had attended Reinhardt's acting school and
had made a name for herself as an operetta singer. She performed at
Nelson's I(iinstlerspiele during the war, and thereafter she appeared occa
sionally at Sound and Smoke. At that point she apparently caught the
cabaret bug. Inspired by Valetti's management of Megalomania, Hester
berg borrowed some money and opened her own cabaret, the Wild Stage
(Wilde Biihne) in the basement of the Theater des Westens on September
11, 1921.

Hesterberg managed to hire, and at times discover, some of the very
best cabaret talent of the twenties. One very popular new number on her
stage was presented by Wilhelm Bendow, who appeared as "Lydia Smith,
the Tattooed Lady." Wearing an illustrated body cast, "she" pointed to
various pictures on "her" body, and made comments with sexual overtones
about political figures ("the assembled impotentates of Europe") and other
celebrities of the day. Other prominent members of the troupe were Mar
cellus Schiffer, who wrote lyrics, and the composer Mischa Spoliansky. As
we shall see, by the end of the decade that team would be writing some
of the most successful cabaret-revues. The Wild Stage was the first cabaret
to perform a song by Erich I(astner, who likewise would write some of
the best cabaret lyrics in the waning years of the Weimar Republic. More
over, the only time that Bertolt Brecht personally performed his songs in
a Berlin cabaret was in January 1922, on Hesterberg's stage. For six days
he sang "Jakob Apfelb6ck," about a boy who murdered his parents, and
the "Ballad of the Dead Soldier" (Die Ballade vom toten Soldaten). This
grotesque song described how the German army, short on manpower in
the waning months of the war, dug up a soldier who had already been
killed once in battle and sent him back to fight at the front. The bitter
work, which also attacked military doctors, churchmen, and chauvinist
citizens, caused a scandal at its first performance, and Hesterberg had to
drop the curtain until the audience quieted down. 52

Hesterberg was helped in her talent search by Walter Mehring, whose
works held a central place on the Wild Stage. In May 1922, when exhaus
tion forced Hesterberg to leave the venture for several months, he became
artistic director of the cabaret. Hesterberg personally sang many of his



20. Trude Hesterberg sings Mehring's "Song of the Stock Exchange."

lyrics, such as the "Song of the Stock Exchange" (B6rsenlied; fig. 20).
The number was a satirical pastiche of business cliches ("time is money,"
"no risk, no gain") as well as patriotic songs and religious hymns, slightly
varied to acquire a capitalist bent. Mehring had another worthy interpreter
of his works in I(urt Gerron (1897-1944). Hailed by many critics as an
equal to Paul Graetz, Gerron threw Mehring's verses at the audience in a
manner that was, according to Herrmann-Neisse, "striking, concentrated,
threatening, hitting, at times resounding." Two of Gerron's most successful
numbers were Mehring's "Pied Piper of Hamelin" (Der Rattenfanger von
Hameln) and "Breaking-In" (Dressur). The "Pied Piper" ("Rat-Catcher"
in German) called together a long list of contemporary characters, includ
ing politicians, black marketeers, pseudo-educated bourgeois, and literati.
They were addressed as an assortment of vermin, capable only of crawling:
"Groveling has won the day" (Heute siegt die I(riecherei). For "Breaking
In," Gerron dressed as a whip-wielding circus trainer who tried to tame
"the beast humanity." It portrayed a man-eat-man world of anti-Semites
hungering after Jews, capitalists thirsting for their competitors, and poli
ticians panting for putsches. In a world calling for violence and war, the
tamer claimed to have brought all of these animals to heel. s3

But who was breaking in whom? What was Mehring really saying? On
the surface it might seem that he was calling for an authoritarian, Hob-
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besian solution: since men naturally tore themselves apart, they needed a
strong leader to keep them docile and pacific. That cannot have been the
intended message, however, since Mehring was no supporter of a dictato
rial state, in spite of his belief that homo homini lupus. An alternative
was proposed within the refrain, but it was hardly a happy solution.
"Everyone-drilled in liberty" (Alles-in Freiheit dressiert) implied that
social peace could be achieved by "training" people to "be free." The
choice of words suggested, however, that socialization for a republican
democracy was just one more form of breaking-in; it masked the fact that
someone somewhere was still cracking the whip. Mehring apparently saw
no resolution to the paradoxes he presented. Violence and power seemed
to be facts of life. Even freedom, as defined by the state, was suspect.

Unlike Tucholsky, Mehring could not bring himself to write idealistic
or sentimental works that held out hope for a fraternal handshake among
Germany's contending parties and classes. Like Tucholsky, he failed to turn
cabaretic satire into an instrument for focused political criticism. Both men
took a bleak view of postwar German developments, which seemed to be
aggravated with every passing year. Significantly, they felt increasingly
attracted to France, a country that had nurtured a genuine revolutionary
tradition and developed a firm republican system. Mehring took trips to
Paris regularly as of 1921, and lived there from 1924 to 1928, before
returning to Berlin. Tucholsky's emigration was more definite: he moved
to Paris in 1924, as correspondent for the Weltbuhne and Vossische Zei
tung, then to Sweden in 1929. Even when abroad, both men maintained
close ties to Berlin and continued to write lyrics and essays commenting
on German conditions. Still, they had reached a point where they despaired
of Germany's becoming a stable republican polity.

Tucholsky and Mehring may have succumbed to political despondency,
but that did not prevent them from becoming outstanding satirists. Cabaret
remained a questionable political tool, but it offered wide opportunities
for political entertainment. Both men were masters at underscoring the
contradictions that plagued the early Weimar Republic and at capturing
the spirit of postwar Berlin. In October 1920, I(arl Wilcynski, himself a
cabaret performer, had said of Mehring's and Tucholsky's works, as per
formed by Graetz and backed by Hollaender's music: "They are Berlin."
That same month, the author Alfred Richard Meyer said of the work of
those four men: "Here is a completely new style of song. Current events
are raised to a literary height." This new style was so influential that it
even was appropriated by the outspokenly conservative cabarets. In March
1922 Herrmann-Neisse wrote of right-wing "political humorists": "Of
course the recent tendency is to have intonation and presentation freely
based on Paul Graetz, verse form freely based on Mehring, and as content
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the fondly heard preaching of [right-wing] editorials. "54 The style, but not
the politics, of Tucholsky and Mehring had made inroads among the
antirepublican competition. That was paltry compensation for the fact that
the public's muted enthusiasm for republican values had attenuated
Tucholsky's and Mehring's own political engagement, beginning with
Sound and Smoke.

The year 1923 marked the end of the postwar political cabarets. Audi
ence attitudes, as well as the political paradoxes that tied up the satirists,
had been recurrent stumbling blocks. Now the rampant hyperinflation
dealt a crushing blow, and the Wild Stage was forced to close. No other
cabarets with serious political or literary aspirations survived that year.
Herrmann-Neisse lamented in the fall of 1924: "In place of an intellectual,
fighting cabaret, Berlin now has long been dominated by all types of
cabaret surrogates." A year later he could only repeat himself: "A deci
sively independent, purposefully intellectual and fighting cabaret no longer
exists, only amusement locales on approximately the same level, each of
which has its own method of acceding to the wishes of the public."55 What
the public of the mid-twenties wanted was not critical cabaret, but spec
tacular revue.



CHAPTER

The
Weimar
Revue

S x

The most popular form of live entertainment in Weimar Berlin was the
revue. Although revues tended to avoid overt political statements, they
revealed some prevailing assumptions about gender as well as race. Imme
diately after the war the abolition of preliminary censorship allowed nude
dancing (Nackttanz) to flourish. In a series of actions in 1922, such as the
trial of Celly de Rheidt, the police and the courts were able to establish
some control over the public display of women's bodies. These cases set
guidelines for presenting the live female form, which became the major
attraction of the revues. Such stages also performed "Americanized" music
and entertainment. Their conception of the United States was influenced
by what Germans perceived to be black culture, which they considered a
form of vital "primitivism" appropriate to modern urban life. This char
acterization of blacks, however well-meaning in intent, underscored pre
vailing racial stereotypes. Similarly, reactions to the kicklines of "Girls"
revealed attitudes toward gender and sexuality. Superficially, the Girls
seemed to embody a vital new image of womanhood. More fundamentally,
however, they represented deeper structures of order and control in the
modern world.

Nude Dancing on the Early Weimar Stage

In the early years of the Weimar Republic numerous entrepreneurs took
advantage of the abolition of preliminary censorship and staged shows
featuring naked or nearly naked women. Before 1918 the police could
prohibit, in advance of a performance, any presentation that they believed
would offend public morals or religious sensibilities. In Prussia, producers
could appeal to the courts to overturn such bans; they often were successful
in cases where works by respectable playwrights had been proscribed. Yet
for "minor" genres, such as cabaret or dance, court cases would have been
too costly and their outcome too unpredictable; thus managers of such
shows were forced to abide by the decisions of the police. After the war
this situation changed dramatically, as no stage performance was required



21. "Beauty in its purest and most original form": young members of the Ballet
Celly de Rheidt.

to receive prior approval. That did not mean, however, that everything
was permissible. The public prosecutor still could bring producers and
performers to trial for violating articles 183 or 184 of the Penal Code,
which prohibited public obscenity, or article 166, concerning blasphemy.
Nevertheless, in the early years of the Weimar Republic, Berlin stages
enjoyed considerable freedom of a rather unwholesome sort. Social and
political dislocations, the strained resources of the police, and liberalized
definitions of obscenity often permitted public displays of nudity to pass
unchallenged.

One of the most notorious groups in those years was the Ballet Celly
de Rheidt. The eponymous dancer was in fact named Cacilie Funk (born
1889), and was married to Alfred Seweloh (born 1887), a demobilized
first lieutenant. Times were difficult for officers following the war, but
Seweloh realized that his wife might generate the needed income. During
the course of 1919 he began to arrange for "beauty evenings" (Schon
heitsabende), a code word for nude dancing, featuring his wife and other
women in various states of undress (fig. 21). In order to justify these
presentations, Seweloh claimed that they were inspired by classical art,
and that they served to rejuvenate the shattered German nation. In a
program booklet for the Celly de Rheidt ensemble circulated in December
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1919, he wrote: "To our destitute people, broken and martyred by the
most terrible of all wars, sunk into the grayness of everyday existence, we
hope to bring beauty in its purest and most original form, in the shape of
woman, God's creation, and to revive the sublime art of Praxiteles and
blessed, marble-rich Hellas-that is the high goal and inspired aspiration
of Celly de Rheidt." Acting as conferencier, Seweloh used similar words
to introduce the performances in March 1920: "Our most fundamental
goal is to bring the ideal of beauty to our shattered people, and to raise
it up from its misery."!

Such statements did not fool anyone as to the true nature of the per
formance. As one reviewer noted, "the shattered German people could not
possibly have appeared in great numbers. The high ticket prices are af
fordable only by that part of the people that has not been completely
shattered." A police report of December 1919 reported that a performance
of the Ballet Celly de Rheidt at the Babijou Bar, on the Potsdamerstrasse,
was attended by "ca. 250 people of both sexes, belonging to the better
circles." By August 1920 the police noted that although the ticket prices
initially had ranged from 15 to 25 marks, the top price was now 100
marks. Indeed, there were rumors that during the Agricultural Week
(Landwirtschaftswoche), when rich estate owners from the provinces
would be in town, tickets had been sold for up to a thousand marks. In
any case, it was true that the Ballet Celly de Rheidt had increased its
advertising space in local newspapers for that week. Significantly, "women
of the demimonde" could attend for a token fee, indicating that the shows
also served as markets for prostitution.2

The well-heeled spectators were able to see quite a bit for their money.
Sometimes Celly's dancers appeared with their pelvises thinly veiled, but
little else in the way of clothing. On their upper bodies they might wear
transparent scarves or strings of wooden beads, though these merely sur
rounded and "accentuated" their breasts, at least according to the police.
Stefan Grossmann, the editor of the liberal Tagebuch, concluded that
"breast-baring was actually one, if not the center of attraction of the
performance." In any case, there was no question of aesthetic contempla
tion, since none of the women had received any formal training in dance,
as a subsequent trial revealed. Critics and observers often used the word
Hopserei (hopping around) to describe their movements. Their perfor
mances were, in essence, short pantomimes, lasting several minutes at
most, on a variety of themes: "The Vampyr," "Salome," "Opium Intoxi
cation," "Dance of the Gladiators," "Czardas." Herrmann-Neisse consid
ered it an "extremely boring, untalented gesticulation." Grossmann found
the dances "not immoral, but boring," and contended: "What is irritating
is not the nakedness, but rather the fuss over it. "3
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Such opinions were not universally shared, however, since that "fuss"
proved to be very profitable for Celly and her husband. Over the course
of 1920 and 1921 they appeared at some of the more fashionable venues,
often to sold-out houses. They were a frequent attraction at Nelson's
I(iinstlerspiele, as well as at his former locale, the Schwarzer I(ater; they
even appeared at the nonliterary Sound and Smoke in October 1921. In
1920 they rented their own stage for some months and dubbed it the Celly
de Rheidt Theater. Since performances lasted only a couple of hours and
required little physical strain, mental concentration, or artistic skill, the
troupe could easily appear at two different venues every evening.

The financial success of the venture did not mean that it was uncon
troversial. One problem had to do with the performers: not only did they
appear nearly naked, but many of them were underage. Celly was in her
thirties, "somewhat rounded, equipped with a considerable layer of fat,
and past her first springtime," according to Grossmann. He found that
unproblematic: "If Frau Celly de Rheidt wants to display her body, that
is her own business." He was horrified, however, that a girl who seemed
to be only twelve years old performed with the troupe. The police later
ascertained that several girls aged fourteen to sixteen were employed by
the ballet. Other observers were shocked by some of the show's content.
Two numbers in particular had a tendency to disturb more sensitive spec
tators. The inappropriately named "Danse de Paraguay" featured many
belly-dance movements that seemed to imitate the motions of sexual in
tercourse. Even more provocative was a pantomime about a nun, danced
by Celly. Falsely accused of breach of chastity and facing expulsion from
her convent, the nun fell down before a statue of the Virgin Mary and
tossed off her clothing. At that moment the statue, posed by another
dancer, came to life and extended its arms in blessing. Thereafter the nun
(still naked) ran to an altar and threw her arms around a crucifix. Seweloh
prefaced the pantomime with the contention that "here nakedness is a
divine revelation of chastity." For some observers, such comments only
accentuated the offensiveness of the number.4

Throughout 1920 the police and the public prosecutor considered taking
steps against the Ballet Celly de Rheidt. Yet they refrained, because some
officers and prosecutors did not consider the performances obscene enough
to guarantee a conviction, given current standards, which had become
laxer since the abolition of preventive censorship. Occasionally they would
send notes to the managers of theaters hosting the performances and
request that the women be more fully clothed. Such missives could meet
with stern rebuffs, unthinkable in the Wilhelmine era. In August 1921
Rudolf Nelson replied indignantly: "Competent experts in such matters
have determined incontestably that the dance performances in my theater
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are presented with highest artistic perfection and only as a form of art, so
that it is completely impossible that a person capable of distinguishing art
from eroticism could experience even the slightest injury to his sense of
decency." Nelson offered to hold two seats free every evening for the
police, so that they could ascertain the veracity of his statement. Some
reponses were even ruder. When an engineer denounced Celly's perform
ances in the Schwarzer I(ater to the police, the manager of that theater
wrote to the informant: "Apparently you became sexually aroused by the
dances, and now you want to impute that to others. Why don't you just
drive to Steinach [a clinic for sexual dysfunctions] and let them implant
some new glands in you, then you won't need to seek artificial sexual
arousal at so-called beauty evenings." That went too far, and in a civil
trial the director was fined 600 marks for having written the insulting
letter.5

Despite the defensiveness of the cabaret managers, protests about nude
dancing kept reaching the police. The issue also was debated in the press.
Liberals like Grossmann and Herrmann-Neisse believed that Celly's self
display was silly, but within her rights. Conservatives, however, were
concerned about the moral fiber of the nation, especially in the wake of
military defeat (a symbolic castration, if ever there was one). In May 1920
the journal of the Society for Combating Public Immorality declared: "We
have lost many things in the past years, the war, our markets, our political
prestige, our credit ... As long as we retain our self-respect, everything
is not yet lost. We are ripe for total decay only at the moment where we
must admit to ourselves that we have also lost our self-respect." The article
suggested that the success of Celly de Rheidt might indicate that such a
moment had come. At the very least, it shamed Germany in the eyes of
other nations: "Foreign countries already call us a dying person, rolling in
the mire." The authorities too seemed concerned about the perceptions of
foreigners. In an account of another show in March 1922, a policeman
noted: "Americans also supposedly attended these nude dances, and are
reported to have said that after having seen such things there and at other
venues, they had to conclude that Germany was not as badly off as it was
trying to claim."6 At a time when Germany was attempting to prove its
inability to meet reparations payments, it was unwise to have foreigners
believe that Germans were squandering their money in immoral pursuits.

Despite repeated complaints by the conservative press and private citi
zens, the prosecutors could not legally move against the Ballet Celly de
Rheidt until they received a formal denunciation from an offended member
of the audience who was willing to press charges in court. In 1921 such
a person finally stepped forward: Hoppe, a Protestant pastor motivated
by moral as well as nationalistic concerns. During the trial, which lasted
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for a week in January 1922, he testified that he was devoted to the task
of "raising the moral level of the German people, which has fallen deeply
because of war and revolution." He attended Celly's performance at the
Linden Cabaret in order to "ascertain that in our cabarets, things are
presented which the majority of the German people, who do not belong
to the ranks of champagne-swigging war-profiteers and similar cabaret
patrons, decisively reject." On the basis of Hoppe's complaint the public
prosecutor accused Celly, her husband, various members of her troupe,
and the manager of the Linden Cabaret of violating various provisions of
articles 183 and 184 of the Penal Code. The infractions included not only
the dance performances but also the public screening of a "Celly de
Rheidt" film, and the sale of postcards depicting her and other scantily
clad members of the troupe. 7

The judges eventually imposed stiff fines totaling 37,000 marks on Celly
and her husband, as well as a token fine on the cabaret director. Mercifully,
they exonerated the underage dancers of conscious criminal wrongdoing.
In order to attain that conviction for obscenity, the prosecutor needed to
prove that Celly's performances, film, and postcards had no artistic merit,
and that they "had the tendency to injure in a sexual connection the sense
of shame and morality of an impartial and reasonable person with natural
thoughts and feelings." Aesthetic value and "natural" sexual sensitivity
are, of course, impossible to determine objectively, so the trial brought to
light the officially acceptable boundaries of those spheres. Indeed, it indi
cated that sexuality and aesthetics were intimately connected, since what
was permissible in one cultural context was punishable in another.

On the surface, the case was clear-cut. Several expert witnesses, including
a ballerina from the Berlin State Opera, testified that there was nothing
artistic in the performances of Celly de Rheidt. More important, the
Sewelohs' defense was seriously undermined by the fact that before an
appearance of the troupe, which was slightly delayed, the director of the
Linden Cabaret had told the audience: "Be patient a few minutes, the
women dancers are not yet completely undressed." On another occasion
he announced their entry on stage with the comment: "The reason why
you came here at all-will now appear."s In legal terms those were damn
ing statements, since they conceded (for anyone who needed convincing)
that the performance was presented as nude dancing, without any artistic
aspirations. With such evidence, conviction was not too difficult. Never
theless, in their thirty-page summary of the case, the judges had to provide
a detailed justification of why the major defendants were convicted on
certain counts but not others. Those arguments revealed the niceties of
judicial thought on sexual and artistic issues.

In the postwar period German courts had ruled that nudity was not in
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and of itself obscene, and that it was permissible in certain artistic contexts.
The judges thus had to argue that those conditions did not apply in the
case of Celly's stage appearances, film, and postcards. They contended that
her performances might have been considered more artistic in the context
of a regular theater, where the darkened auditorium and spotlighted stage
would have kept the dancers at some physical and aesthetic distance from
the audience. The context of a locale like the Linden Cabaret was, however,
very different. The small space meant that the audience, except for those
in the cheapest seats, "finds itself in almost immediate contact with the
performers." The fact that house lights were kept on and the patrons
consumed drinks and tobacco negated the possibility of any aesthetic
distance between performers and spectators. By drawing that distinction,
the judges made clear that, in the eyes of the law, a cabaret was by nature
a more suspicious, and certainly less artistic, venue than a more conven
tional stage.9

Similar differentiations were made in the realm of photography. Some
ten thousand postcards had been printed, depicting Celly and other mem
bers of her troupe in more memorable poses: "On the fourth postcard
Cacilie Seweloh kneels completely naked in a church before the crucifix,
which she touches with her hands. Above all the swelling breasts catch the
eye of the beholder." The judges concluded: "The postcards are faulty
reproductions of original photographs. They lack any and all technical
perfection and artistic value. The grossly sensual nature of the cards is not
mitigated by any artistic execution. The cards are objectively obscene." In
contrast, the defendants were not held criminally responsible for two larger
photographs (18 by 24 centimeters) that were displayed in the Linden
Cabaret: "The gaze of the beholder is directed to the breasts of the women
dancers. It cannot be denied that something sensual resides in the pictures.
Yet the photographs display such technical perfection and artistic execution
that the sensual aspects of the pictures are mitigated. These photographs
thus do not have the tendency to injure in a sexual connection the sense
of shame and morality of an impartial person with reasonable thoughts
and feelings. "10 Although the judges contended that both sets of pictures
directed the gaze of the spectator toward the women's bared bosoms, the
lower artistic status of the postcard medium made it criminally liable, while
the larger photographs were protected by their supposedly higher artistic
quality.

The judges thereby reinforced aesthetic distinctions dating to the nine
teenth century, which were social distinctions as well. Academic nudes had
been highly respected and cherished as long as they conformed to certain
conventions: they had to look "finished," and their subject matter had to
be located in a mythologically or historically distant past, or in a geo-
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graphically distant and "exotic" country. Works like Edouard Manet's
naked Olympia (1865), which was both contemporary in theme and
unfinished in appearance, were considered beyond the pale. Yet even "ac
ceptable" nudes were considered unacceptable possessions for certain so
cial groups. Before the mid-nineteenth century academic nudes were ac
cessible only to the wealthy and educated classes, who could afford to buy
the originals or expensive reproductions or view them in museums. In the
last half of the century, however, technological developments gave rise to
new media such as lithographs and photographic postcards, which allowed
cheap, mass reproduction of images. The German police, who had permit
ted the sale of expensive reproductions of nudes by, say, Ingres or
Bouguereau, confiscated those same images if they happened to be distrib
uted as postcards. The justification for this distinction was both moral and
social: the authorities feared that the more affordable pictures of nudes
might fall into the hands of "uneducated" youths or the equally "unedu
cated" poor, who did not have the proper aesthetic training to view such
pictures in a "disinterested," that is, nonsexual, manner. Needless to say,
that was a sham argument. The pictures in question were often very
provocative, but it was assumed that while the middle-class man could
control his sexual urges, the youth or the worker could not. 11

That manner of reasoning, which first appeared in Germany in the
1860s, continued to be upheld by Celly's judges three generations later.
Ironically, Alfred Seweloh tried to counteract it on its own terms. He
argued that the image of the naked nun clasping the crucifix was inspired
by a well-known painting: Renunciation (1891), by the respected British
artist Philip Calderon. That work had itself been a focus of controversy.
Originally entitled Saint Elizabeth of Hungary, the painting purported to
illustrate the legend, according to which the young and beautiful princess
cast off her expensive garments and became a Franciscan tertiary, devoting
her life to aiding the poor. Since it depicted a naked woman kneeling before
an altar, the painting scandalized many Catholics when it was shown at
London's Royal Academy. Critics immediately pointed out the obvious: to
say that Elizabeth cast off her expensive raiments did not mean that she
cast off all of her clothes. Calderon, admitting that he had misinterpreted
the legend, renamed his work Renunciation. Seweloh's claim that he was
inspired by Calderon did not impress the judges, who were also skeptical
of the painting. They argued that although the subject matter seemed
similar, the difference in media determined that while the academic paint
ing "might" be considered artistic, the postcard was definitely obscene. 12

The judges of the Ballet Celly de Rheidt went even further: they updated
such arguments to the detriment of the new medium of film. They ruled
that whatever might have been "pleasing" (das Gefallige) in a live per-
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formance of the dances was totally negated by its transfer to celluloid:
"Here the dances are impaired every time by the flickering light, so that
the dance movements are less gracious in the film. Furthermore, the film
'Celly de Rheidt' utilizes only black and white. [Quality films tended to
have color tinting.] Through all of these defects of the film the pleasing
aspects of the dance movements recede and the grossly sensual aspects of
the presentation come that much more to the fore. The film produces an
even more obscene impression than the dances of the ballet on the stage."13
Obviously no fans of cinema, the judges here used specious arguments to
condemn the medium. After all, they could have argued that the poor
quality of the black-and-white film, by negating the plasticity and flesh
tones of the nude dancers, seriously undercut the erotic potential of the
performance. Did they really believe that a poorly shot film was more
obscene than the show at the Linden Cabaret, performed with house lights
brightly illuminated? It is more likely that they, like many other conserva
tive and educated citizens, were simply venting their prejudices against the
new mass medium. After all, just as inexpensive postcards allowed aca
demic nudes to be purchased by the "wrong" groups, the cheap prices of
sensationalistic films threatened to corrupt youths and the poorer classes.

After the trial the Ballet Celly de Rheidt continued to perform, but
conviction allowed the police to impose strict regulations on the dancers'
attire. The women were ordered to have their breasts and pelvic areas fully
covered, otherwise the troupe would be banned permanently from Berlin.
The owners of cabarets where Celly appeared were told that if they did
not enforce the regulations, they would be shut down. The resulting
reduction of exposed skin evidently reduced attendance as well. In April
1922 Herrmann-Neisse referred to appearances of the Ballet Celly de
Rheidt, "which does not know how to dance, and whose only means of
making an impact is being killed off by official guardians of morality."
The economic consequences of such enforced coverups were made clear
in the case of the Lola Bach Ballet, which likewise was brought to trial in
December 1921, and even resulted in a month's imprisonment for its
founder. A police report on a later performance, which operated under the
same restrictions as Celly's troupe, revealed a sad financial state of affairs:
"During all of these dances the clothing was such that all women dancers
had their private parts, breasts, buttocks, and navels completely covered
with opaque fabrics. At the end of the performance I presented myself to
the business manager [of the Cabaret Potpourri]. He explained to me that
because of the decent apparel of the women dancers, attendance at the
locality has dropped off sharply, and thus an entrance fee is no longer
charged." Celly's situation was equally discouraging. By 1923 the founding
couple had divorced and their troupe had split in two, and Alfred and
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Cacilie Seweloh were engaged in a legal battle over the right to use the
name Ballet Celly de Rheidt for their respective companies. Cacilie Funk
won the case, but little was heard of her again.14

The trials of Lola Bach and Celly de Rheidt crippled two of the more
prominent promoters of nude dancing, but they could not halt the wave
of prurient entertainment. It was not until the beginning of 1923 that a
general crackdown was legally possible. In the wake of the French and
Belgian occupation of the Ruhr, Prussia, like most of Germany, declared
a state of emergency based on article 48 of the Constitution; this allowed
the executive branch to promulgate emergency legislation (Notstandsge
setze). As the weeks passed, Carl Severing, the minister of the interior,
used the situation to regulate those aspects of nighttime entertainment that
had gotten out of hand. On February 24 he issued a decree that permitted
the police to restrict or prohibit any entertainments which merely raised
their "doubts" (Bedenken). Severing argued that "now more than ever" it
was necessary to uphold law and order, and he ordered that especially
severe measures should be taken against "plays which, by their choice of
subject matter or by the nature and impact of their presentation, challenge
and injure the legitimate feelings of all decent people in a wanton, frivo
lous, or offensive manner. "15 This decree gave the Berlin police the author
ity they needed to ban all nude shows.

The eventual lifting of the state of emergency took away the power of
the Berlin police summarily to shut down offending locales. By that time,
however, they had developed guidelines for public performances that re
mained in effect for the remainder of the Weimar period. These strictures,
though more liberal than the total ban on nudity under the emergency
decrees, were slightly more severe than the conditions that had prevailed
in the early Weimar years. They were spelled out in a letter of Berlin's
chief of police to his counterpart in Dresden: "Women dancers must cover
completely their posterior, private parts, and navel with opaque fabrics,
so that during dance movements these body parts cannot be revealed in a
naked state. Furthermore, the breasts must be covered at least to the extent
that the nipples cannot be seen during dance movements."16 Since these
restrictions applied only to women in motion, it was permissible to display
fully naked women as long as they remained immobile. As we shall see,
these guidelines determined the presentation of women in the Weimar
revues.

These guidelines also underscored a curious paradox in the policing of
nude dancing. Although the authorities were supposed to restrain obscen
ity, they were simultaneously complicit in shaping and sustaining it. Cou
pling nudity with immobility reinforced a traditional pattern of objectifica
tion. The naked woman, the woman most open to the gaze of others, was
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compelled by law to remain totally passive. As soon as she moved, she
was required to adopt a series of coverings which defined-again, by
law-her erogenous zones. The uncovering and covering of these parts,
according to the immobility or activity of the woman, equated female
sexual exposure with a passive female stance.

While searching out obscenity, the police were simultaneously opponents
and guardians of the obscene. In a curious act of conflation, the police
man's gaze was confounded with that of the lewdest conceivable spectator.
The internal police reports on dancers focused exclusively on the anatomi
cal details of the performers. A typical account dealt with Anita Berber,
one of the more controversial dancers of the twenties. Notorious for
bisexuality and cocaine addiction in her private life, but respected for the
artistry, passion, and intensity of her performances, Berber garnered praise
from serious critics like Herrmann-N eisse. Nevertheless, the tone of police
reports can be gleaned from the following account of her performance in
1926: "The sexual parts, around which the pubic hairs seem to have been
shaved off, are clearly visible and are so imperfectly covered by the band
between the thighs, that the labia bulge out to the left and the right of the
band. The posterior is uncovered." In order to make such observations,
the policeman must have adopted the pose of those leering spectators
described by another gendarme, at a performance of the Lola Bach ballet
in 1921: "If the men in the audience had desired to appreciate the dances
and tableaux as a form of art, then they definitely would have to have
viewed the presentations as a whole. But this is completely out of the
question, since the spectators gazed with opera glasses at a distance of 5
to 10 meters, whereby they could see only individual parts of the body, or
could scrutinize at most a single person." 17

Of course, the police would have argued that the only way to ascertain
obscene sights was to go out and see them. There was, however, a self
fulfilling element to their endeavors, insofar as they assumed that the
spectators would view the show in the most prurient manner possible.
Simultaneously, the authorities could plead their own innocence by adopt
ing a grammatically passive voice. The judges' statements on Celly's post
cards and photographs, cited above, did precisely that: "The gaze of the
beholder is directed to the breasts of the women dancers" (Der Blick des
Beschauers wird auf die Briiste der Tanzerinnen gelenkt), or "the swelling
breasts catch the gaze of the beholder" (Dem Blick des Beschauers fallen
vor allem die schwellenden Briiste ins Auge). The syntax of those sentences
makes the "breasts" the active agents of the visual exchange. Such circum
locutions translate as: "I gazed at these women's breasts-but I was se
duced into doing so." Even Weimar judges could not resist the charms of
Celly and her troupe, which was all the more reason to punish her.
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Naturally, the police and the courts were not wrong to assume that
lascivious gazing was a primary ingredient in the success of nude dancing
in the early Weimar years. The practitioners of literary and political cabaret
might make fun of prurient entertainment, as Tucholsky did in "Take it
Off, Petronella," or Mehring in his satirical evocation of the "Swallow's
Nest Cabaret:"

Though films might offer competition,
We bank on lustful dispositions.
The legs are still the very best
At the Swallow's Nest!

Droht auch das l(ino l(onkurrenz,
Wir bauen auf die Lusttendenz
Die Waden bleiben doch das Beste
1m Schwalbenneste!18

Such parodies could not stem the commercial appeal of troupes like the
Ballet Celly de Rheidt, which even appeared at such respectable venues as
Sound and Smoke and Nelson's cabaret. It took intervention by the courts
and the police to bring some order to the presentations, and the guidelines
they established shaped the parameters of Weimar revues.

The Americanization of Entertainment: Jazz and Black Performers

The years of so-called "relative stabilization" (1924-1929), between the
end of the German inflation and the beginning of the global depression,
were the golden age of the Weimar revue. This distinctive form of enter
tainment was associated primarily with three men: Herman Haller (Her
mann Freund, 1871-1943), Erik Charell (Erich I(arl Lowenberg, 1894
1973), and James I(lein (1886-early 1940s; assumed to have been killed
in the Holocaust). I(lein, who had mounted variety shows in the prewar
era, produced revues for the longest time span (1921-1929). He was
considered the least respectable of these directors, given his excessive
penchant for staging female nudity. Charell, a dancer, was known for his
extravagant choreography and expensive sets and costumes, but he created
only three revues in as many years (1924-1926). The most esteemed of
the three was Haller, formerly an operetta director, whose six annual
revues mounted between 1923 and 1929 epitomized the genre in the minds
of contemporary observers, not least because they featured the famous
Tiller Girls. 19

The I(lein, Charell, and Haller revues differed greatly from those pre
sented by Nelson in the early Weimar years. Nelson addressed the "I(ur-
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fiirstendamm public," a rather select, elite audience from the western
neighborhoods of Berlin. His works pretended to a degree of sophistica
tion, inasmuch as their effect was based upon a witty and intelligent
combination of music and text, performed by exceptional entertainers. In
contrast, the other revues were mounted in enormous theaters, seating up
to three thousand spectators. I(lein managed the I(omische Oper, Haller
directed the Theater am Admiralspalast, and Charell took over the Grosses
Schauspielhaus after the financial failure of Reinhardt's monster spectacles.
Unlike Nelson's new venue, these theaters were located on or near the
Friedrichstrasse, the traditional entertainment district which continued to
attract German and foreign tourists. The size and linguistic mix of the
audience necessitated a type of performance that emphasized "show." It
featured extravagant costumes, exotic sets, and what the parlance of the
day called "Girls, Girls, Girls." If there was a point of comparison for the
Weimar revues, it would have been the prewar performances at the Metro
pol-Theater, which likewise staged extravagant spectacles for a large and
mixed public. In fact, the two were frequently contrasted, and always to
the detriment of the later shows. Leaving questions of quality aside, a
comparison of the Metropol revues with those of I(lein, Charell, and Haller
provides a means of assessing the tremendous changes that occurred in the
realm of German popular entertainment after the Great War.

In both form and content the prewar Metropol revues had been consid
ered ideal expressions of Berlin's metropolitan modernity. Formally, they
replicated the fragmented diversity of urban experience; thematically, they
exuded the self-confidence of the Imperial capital, the hub of the greatest
power on the European continent as well as the world's second greatest
industrial nation. This particular combination obviously could not survive
the war. Germany's defeat and the economic catastrophy brought about
by the blockade and the inflation meant that Berlin could no longer claim
to be a model of modernity, at least not in any positive sense. We have
seen that in 1919 Rudolf Nelson composed a song that deplored the
provincialization of Berlin. That same year, Tucholsky's "Old Motor,"
sung by Graetz, no longer considered Paris and London worthy of emu
lation: people there "danced around golden calves," but the singer dis
dained such activities and told Berliners to remain true to their better
natures.20 Of course, it was rhetorically easy to reject a fashionable life
style that many citizens could no longer afford. Tucholsky was clearly
trying to make the best of a bad situation.

Given such circumstances, it was to be expected that the early Weimar
revues had no upbeat numbers about contemporary Berlin. Instead, they
harked back to the "good old days" before the military and economic
traumas. Walter 1(0110, who composed much of the music featured in the
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Haller revues, was perhaps the major cultivator of that theme. His famous
"Linden-March" in Under and Over (Drunter und Druber), which pre
miered in September 1923, at the height of the inflation, remains the
epitome of Berlin nostalgia:

As long as lindens greet us
There where they've always been,
Then nothing can defeat us.
Berlin, you're still Berlin.

So lang noch Untern Linden
Die alten Baume bliih'n,
!(ann nichts uns iiberwinden,
Berlin, du bleibst Berlin.21

Marlene Dietrich was to revive that song after 1945. By then, it was the
1920s that seemed like the Golden Years.

Although the shows of the early- and mid-twenties could not portray
Berlin in a positive light, revues were even more popular after the war
than before. The 1926-27 Berlin theater season saw no less than nine
revues, playing to nightly audiences totaling eleven thousand spectators.
Faced with such statistics, social theorists continued to contend that the
variegated form of revues was most appropriate to that city, whose muta
bility was even more pronounced owing to the postwar dislocations. Sieg
fried I(racauer and Ernst Bloch noted the congruence between Berlin and
the formal aspects of revue. For Bloch, that metropolis appeared to be "a
city that is perennially new, a city built around a hollow space, in which
not even the mortar becomes or remains hard." Revues seemed to corre
spond to Berlin's protean nature, since they were "one of the most open
and unintentionally honest forms of the present, a cast of that hollow space
... The appeal of the revues comes precisely from the sensual power and
turbulence of scenes strung loosely together, from their ability to change
and to transform themselves into one another." I(racauer praised the ability
of revues (as well as cinema) to convey "precisely and openly the disorder
of society . . . In the streets of Berlin one is, not infrequently, struck by
the realization that all of a sudden everything might split apart one day.
The amusements to which the public throngs also should have that effect."
He believed that "the Berlin public behaves in a profoundly truthful
manner when it increasingly shuns [conventional forms of high art] ...
and shows its preference for the superficial luster of stars, films, revues,
and production numbers. Here, in pure externality, it finds itself; the
dismembered succession of splendid sensory perceptions brings to light its
own reality. "22
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Just as Bloch's and I(racauer's comments echoed those of Simmel a
generation earlier, spokesmen for the Weimar revues updated the assertions
of Wolzogen and Bierbaum. Writing in the program book for Charell's For
Everyone! (An Aile!, 1924), Maximilian Sladek, the manager of the
Grosses Schauspielhaus, contended that "the life of the big-city dweller is
a multifarious interlacing of surfaces. And every life demands the art in
which it recognizes itself." Predictably, Sladek concluded that the revue,
along with film, was the art most adequate to the urbanite's condition.
Whereas variety shows and cabaret had been linked in the discourse of
the fin de siecle, now the pairing was film and revue. Cinema had replaced
vaudeville as the major form of popular entertainment. This was paradoxi
cal, inasmuch as the first film had been screened in the Wintergarten in
1895, and short films had been part of many variety shows in the ensuing
decade. Thereafter, however, the rapid spread of cinemas devoted exclu
sively to film screenings drove hundreds of vaudevilles out of business in
neighborhoods throughout Germany. By the twenties, even managers of
regular theaters were worried that they were losing customers to cinema,
just as they had complained about vaudeville in the 1890s. In 1924 Monty
Jacobs, a respected drama critic of the Weimar era, suggested that the
postwar proliferation of revues was an attempt to halt that hemorrhage:
"At the moment nothing merits closer attention from theater critics than
the development of revue. For with this art form the directors are trying
to intercept the departing audience, which is streaming from the stage to
the cinema."23

Weimar revues tried to compete with cinema by mounting increasingly
longer and more spectacular shows. Consequently, the revues of the twen
ties were distinctly more heterogenous than those of the Wilhelmine era.
The visual effects were not only more stunning but more numerous: there
could be up to sixty different scenes or numbers in an evening. To mount
such excessive shows, the directors had to draw upon a wide assortment
of genres. Frank Warschauer, a writer for the Weltbuhne, noted that the
revue "lived in wanton, truly wanton concubinage with variety shows,
waxworks, cabaret, operetta, also film, in short, with everything that could
possibly come into question for its purposes." Such wild couplings required
a wide assortment of partners. Whereas each Metropol revue had been
scripted by a single author (Julius Freund) and composed by a single
musician (Viktor Hollaender, Nelson, or Lincke), several people contrib
uted texts and music to each of the revues produced by I(lein, Charell,
and Haller. In addition, a broad assortment of actors, comedians, singers,
dancers, and vaudeville performers had to be assembled. Since Germany,
let alone Berlin, could not provide enough talent to fill the evenings of
three major and several minor revue stages, many entertainers and much
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music had to be imported from abroad. Reviewing For Everyone, War
schauer noted that Charell had brought together talent "from Russia,
Scandinavia, England, France, and America. And from Berlin. The result
is a cosy confusion of languages, which gives the gaping spectator the
impression (or the illusion, I don't know for sure) that we are living in a
cosmopolis [Weltstadt]." 24

In the 1920s Berlin was still very concerned with maintaining its world
city image. Before the war it could lay claim to this distinction by touting
its own qualifications as a capital of modernity, a global leader in industry,
commerce, and consumerism. The disasters of the war and the inflation
deprived the city of this distinction, and popular entertainment was forced
to reformulate its metropolitan image. In the Weimar era the revues dem
onstrated their cosmopolitan allures not by touting Berlin, but rather by
presenting an array of foreign numbers. This accounted for the major
difference between prewar and postwar revues. In both the Wilhelmine
and the Weimar eras, the revue form was deemed appropriate to the hectic
and ever-changing nature of Berlin life. In terms of content, however,
postwar revues could no longer turn to Berlin itself for positive thematic
images of modernity. They had to look abroad for such icons, and more
often than not they turned to the United States. What Berlin claimed to
be before the war, New York seemed to be thereafter: a hectic and mighty
metropolis, a global center of production, finance, commerce, and con
sumerIsm.

The 1920s witnessed an Americanization of popular entertainment in
Berlin. The music of the prewar revues had derived from waltzes, polkas,
mazurkas, folk songs, and marches. Only occasionally would the tango,
the Boston, the two-step, the cakewalk, or ragtime be added as exotic
interludes. Paul Lincke, for example, wrote an "American Cake-Walk"
with the unfortunate title, "Coon's Birthday" (1903), and it will be recalled
that "Niggersongs" were performed at the Hungry Pegasus in 1901. Such
works were inspired by the occasional appearance of black American
troupes in Berlin variety shows at the turn of the century. After the war,
however, American music flooded the stages. The specifically Central Euro
pean musical elements receded, and the melodies of revues came to be
dominated increasingly by fox trot and jazz rhythms. Even successful
popular composers like Nelson had to adopt the new idiom. An observer
noted in 1926: "Just as operetta is defined musically by the three-quarter
time of the waltz, the revue is characterized by two-quarter time, and more
precisely by syncopation. A revue without syncopation seems almost un
thinkable to us today."25

Although musical purists might dispute the degree to which Germany
produced any true jazz, the shift in popular musical style was radically
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apparent. A reactionary composer like Hans Pfitzner contended that the
"jazz-fox trot flood" represented "the American tanks in the spiritual
assault against European culture." The shrill sound of the clarinet and the
trumpet, the wailing of the saxophone, and the syncopated rhythms of the
drums, banjo, and piano all seemed to portend a breakdown of cultural
order. The apparent wantonness of the dances that came with such mu
sic-the shimmy in the early twenties, the Charleston later in the decade
threatened to destroy the moral order as well. Yet what appalled the
conservatives garnered applause from other circles. Writing in the Welt
buhne in 1921, Hans Siemsen applauded jazz for being "so completely
undignified. It knocks down every hint of dignity, correct posture, and
starched collars. Whoever fears making himself laughable cannot dance it.
The German high-school teacher cannot dance it. The Prussian reserve
officer cannot dance it." Given the ability of jazz dance to promote hu
manity, kindness, and humor and to destroy "stupidity, haughtiness, and
dignity," Siemsen wanted to prescribe it for all public officials. Indeed, had
it been introduced earlier, it might have saved Germany from the war: "If
only the I(aiser had danced jazz-then all of that never would have come
to pass! "26

For enthusiasts of jazz, and of American culture in general, blacks
became symbols of a radically new cultural sensibility. Although various
forms of jazz and pseudo-jazz had been heard in dance halls and on records
since the end of the war, Berliners had few opportunities to experience live
performances by Americans until after 1924, since there was no financial
incentive to perform in Germany until its currency had been stabilized.
Two revues featuring American blacks made an especially big impression.
The "Chocolate I(iddies" troupe, featuring Sam Wooding playing music
by Duke Ellington, appeared at Haller's Admiralspalast in May 1925.
Josephine Baker and Louis Douglas staged a show at Nelson's theater the
following January. The critical reception of these performances reflected
the prevailing view that the United States was both the most modern and
the most "primitive" of nations. Modernity was embodied in its technol
ogy; primitiveness was incorporated in its black population. Many review
ers did not regard the latter supposition as insulting, since they imputed
to blacks a vital energy lacking in decadent and war-weary Europeans.
Nevertheless, the discourse of writers putatively sympathetic to blacks was
full of racial prejudices.

Since the turn of the century, it had been common for Germans to refer
to American blacks as "coons" and "niggers." Even the Dadaist verse of
George Grosz and Walter Mehring was replete with those words, albeit
apparently without any ill intent, since the terms were used in contexts
that approved of blacks and their culture. Not only were seemingly well-
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meaning Germans insensitive to the denigration and abuse embedded in
those words; they also failed to note the more fundamental problems in
their disquisitions on the "Africanness" of American blacks. Many liberal
German observers attributed a primitive spontaneity to blacks, whose
blood supposedly boiled from the heat of the ancestral jungle. A reviewer
for the Berliner Tageblatt, who applauded the "victory of negroid dance
culture over the Viennese waltz," said of Josephine Baker: "In her the
wildness of her forefathers, who were transplanted from the Congo Basin
to the Mississippi, is preserved most authentically; she breathes life, the
power of nature, a wantonness that can hardly be contained." Oscar Bie,
the respected dance critic of the Berliner Borsen-Courier, saw in her troupe
"the remains of genuine paganism, of idol worship, of grotesque orgies."
He imputed a similar chthonic feeling to the Chocolate I(iddies, who
expressed a "true joy of the earth in drumming, shouting, dancing, singing,
and jumping, totally devoid of a message, just as the earth itself." He
considered their music "barbarically beautiful, full of primitive improvi
sations. "27

At the same time that the black entertainers were considered primevally
primitive, they somehow seemed to be paradigmatically modern. Bie be
lieved that their performances could serve as a model for the revitalization
of Germany: "They have brought us our culture. Humanity has returned
to its origins in the niggersteps, in the shaking and loosened bodies. Only
that can help us, we who have become too erratic. It is the deepest
expression of our innermost longing." Such words echoed the works of
the Expressionist artists a generation earlier, who had displayed their desire
for primitive authenticity by painting imaginary scenes of African dancers.
While Bie imputed to blacks a vitality that Germans lacked, Fred Hilden
brandt, a noted critic for the Berliner Tageblatt, contended that their
performances gave perfect expression to the actual condition of European
civilization: "What is it other than the tempo of our times, these fast-paced,
wild times, whose symbol is truly embodied best of all in a rollicking negro
theater." Hildenbrandt here echoed another cliche: that industrial and
metropolitan civilization had stripped away cultural constraints and re
turned its citizens to a primitive wantonness. Count Harry I(essler, whose
diaries provide one of the most perceptive accounts of Weimar Berlin,
imagined a connection between "Africanness" and modernity. After seeing
Baker's troupe at Nelson's theater on February 17, 1926, he wrote: "They
are a cross between primeval forests and skyscrapers; likewise their music,
jazz, in its color and rhythms. Ultramodern and ultraprimitive. "28

Josephine Baker was nonchalant about such verbiage. In her memoirs
of 1928, she wrote: "In Berlin's journals and newspapers they wrote that
I was the embodiment of the German 'Expressionism' of today, of German
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'Primitivism' etc.... Why not? And anyway, what is the meaning of all
that? "29 Despite such dismissive words, black entertainers were at least
partially complicit in sustaining the belief that they represented primitive
vitality. In the United States generations of black performers had been
forced to conform to comic stereotypes expected by white audiences. When
black troupes crossed the Atlantic, they had to take prevailing prejudices
there into account. The Chocolate I(iddies and the Baker-Douglas revue
were commercial ventures that toured Europe and presented cliches about
America in general, and American blacks in particular. The show starring
Baker and Douglas, for example, featured scenes entitled "Steamboat Race
on the Mississippi," "New York Skyscrapers," "Wedding in Charleston,"
"Florida Cabaret," "The Strutting Babies," and "Shake, Rattle, and Roll."
The Chocolate I(iddies also exhibited cliche-ridden scenes of black Ameri
can life (fig. 22).

While the black performers may have reinforced some stereotypes about
their race, at times they succeeded in subverting those same images. Iwan
Goll, a talented Expressionist writer, took note of the self-parody involved
in Baker's "African" numbers. He believed that there was something in
tentionally ludicrous in the fact that an urban black woman performed a
"Dance of Savages" while wearing a loincloth. Baker's most obvious send-

22. A performance of the Chocolate !(iddies in 1927.
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23. Josephine Baker shakes her banana skirt at Berlin's Theater des Westens
(1928). The curtain was drawn by Benno von Arent, who had no further use
for such "degenerate Negro art" after becoming the official Reich Set Designer
(Reichsbuhnenbildner) and a Hitler protege during the Nazi years.

up of African cliches was also her most famous number: the dance in a
banana skirt, which she performed during an appearance at the Theater
des Westens in 1928 (fig. 23). At the same time that black entertainers
exploded stereotyped images of Africa, they also parodied European soci
ety and culture. Douglas performed what he considered "German" ways
of talking and walking, to the delight of his audience. He also danced a
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number that parodied Pavlova's rendition of Tchaikovsky's dying swan.
Such acts underscored the stiffness of Europeans and the artificiality of
their culture.3o

Not all responses to black culture were sympathetic. Conservative de
fenders of European high culture like Pfitzner were horrified by Ameri
canization in general and "negrification" in particular. Right-wing hostility
to blacks dated back to Imperial times, when the Reich had large colonial
holdings in Africa. German rule was particularly harsh and provoked the
Herero and Hottentot uprising in German Southwest Africa and the Maui
Maui revolt in German East Africa. Both were suppressed with tremendous
bloodshed; tens of thousands of Hereros were massacred in what became
the first instance of genocide in modern German history. Complaints in
the Reichstag about such brutalities led to the furious parliamentary cam
paign of 1907, the so-called Hottentot election, in which Chancellor Bulow
rallied nationalist support behind the colonial policies. It will be recalled
that the popular soldiers' song, "Annemarie," was written for the Metro
pol revue in the wake of that campaign.

The colonial experience generated a discourse on the necessity of pro
tecting German culture from black barbarism. That ideology was resur
rected in World War I, when German illustrated newspapers mocked the
French use of black colonial troops. Photographs of African soldiers on
the Western front were accompanied by captions implying that the French
were importing barbarism onto European soil. After the war, hostility to
those colonial troops burst forth with a vengeance when the French sta
tioned Senegalese and other black soldiers in the occupied Rhineland.
Conservative Germans regarded that as an impossible humiliation, and
spread rumors that the African troops were systematically seducing, even
raping German women. This story, dubbed the "black outrage" (die
schwarze Schmach), gained credence in many circles.3

!

Rumors of the "black outrage" even affected the cabaret stage. In early
1922 the police banned two nude-show numbers involving black men with
white women. The Lola Bach Ballet, appearing in the Potpourri and Weisse
Maus cabarets, included a dance duet with a black man and a white
woman. Although the police conceded that the number was not sexually
indecent, they prohibited it because they feared it might provoke distur
bances. The police took passing note of the private travails of the black
dancer, who was born in Cameroon, married to a German woman, and
father of a three-year-old girl: "In light of the conditions in the western
parts of our country, he has already been subjected to the most unpleasant
molestations when he has taken his wife on trips and gone out with her.
In Dresden he and his wife were literally spit upon, even by workers." The
police also prohibited the performance of a dance entitled "Erotik" by the
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Erna Offeney Ballet, because it involved a scene in which four black men
forced a white woman to dance herself to death. Again, this number was
not banned on account of obscenity, but because the police feared for
"public order." Rather disingenuously, the lawyer for the troupe argued
that the work should be permitted precisely because it presented "to the
German people, in an eye-catching and frightening manner, the black
outrage [schwarze Schmach]." The USPD's Freiheit called that assertion a
piece of "impudence," inasmuch as "well-known members of the bour
geois parties and doctors in the occupied territories have reported repeat
edly in the press that one cannot speak of a black outrage."32

Against such a background, it is understandable why opinion was so
polarized over the spread of jazz and the appearance of black revues in
the capital. For the right-wing mindset, black arts (or what passed for
black arts) became a primary symbol of cultural degeneration. When
Wilhelm Frick became the Thuringian minister of education in 1930-the
first time a Nazi was appointed to a state cabinet-he promulgated a law
entitled "Against Negro Culture," which was used to suppress all forms
of avant-garde art. Likewise, when the Nazis mounted a "Degenerate
Music" exhibition in 1938, the poster featured a caricature of a black
saxophonist sporting a star of David. Paradoxically, however, the Nazis
who equated "Negro art" with degeneration shared some of the assump
tions of liberal and avant-garde artists, who envisioned black culture as a
form of healthy primitivism. Both Nazis and their opponents made ideo
logical statements about black culture, and in both cases, blackness was
equated with barbarism-a racially degenerate and corrupt barbarism for
the Nazis, a humane and liberating barbarism for the avant-garde.

"Girls and Crisis"

Whereas the image of blacks on Weimar stages was controversial, another
supposedly American icon garnered nearly unanimous praise: the kickline
of "Girls." They usually consisted of some ten to twenty young women
who performed fast, perfectly coordinated dance steps, as the Rockettes
of Radio City Music Hall do to this day. In the 1920s the most famous
of such troupes was that of the Tiller Girls, who in fact were English. John
Tiller had been a cotton magnate in Manchester until he went bankrupt
in the 1880s. Seeking a new vocation, he began to drill young women in
perfectly synchronized movements. The number drew great attention in
the 1890s, and by the 1920s several Tiller troupes were performing in
major cities of various nations. 33 Haller hired one of them, the so-called
Empire Girls, away from the Ziegfeld Follies in New York. This created
some confusion about their nationality, and throughout the twenties many
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observers believed that they were an American troupe. The Empire Girls,
renamed the Lawrence-Tiller-Girls (after the founder's son) in future sea
sons, were such a hit in the Haller revues that Charell saw himself com
pelled to hire his own troupe, the John-Tiller-Girls. Soon other troupes
were formed, including the Hoffmann Girls and the Jackson Girls. To
proclaim their originality and superiority, Haller's Tiller Girls adopted the
slogan: "Often copied-never equaled!" (Oft kopiert-nie erreicht!).

Lineups of pretty women were nothing new. They had been a staple of
numerous variety shows, as well as the prewar Metropol. What was novel
was the dynamism and precision of the Tiller Girls. From their first per
formance, in Haller's More and More (Noch und noch, 1924), they gar
nered rave reviews. Herbert Ihering, arguably the outstanding theater critic
of the Weimar era, immediately concluded that they, like the revue form
itself, were a perfect expression of the age: "The revue accords with the
needs of the modern metropolis ... For the audience reacts to movement,
to tempo. The applause for comedians is often weak, but for the Empire
Girls it thunders right on into the intermissions. The rhythm, the lightness,
the exactness are electrifying. The American [sic] Girls are a sight worth
seeing and a standard to follow." Ihering concluded: "Beauty on stage, not
through nakedness, but through motion."34

This dichotomy-in essence, between nude shows and kicklines-was
apparent to many observers. We have seen that nudity played a prominent
role in many postwar cabarets as well as revues. James I(lein was particu
larly notorious in that regard. The titles of many of his revues attest to
the prevalence of nudity: The World without Veils, Berlin without a Shirt,
Strictly Prohibited, Everyone~s Naked, Goddam-l000 Naked Women!
(Die Welt ohne Schleier, Berlin ohne Hemd, Streng verboten, Alles nackt,
Donnerwetter-l000 nackte Frauen!). At the I(omische Oper and similar
venues, such as the Theater des Westens, naked women would be arranged
in "artful" tableaux, which made them appear like parts of oversized
flowers, jewels, or feathered fans. Not only critics but also the spokesmen
for Haller and Charell often made fun of the "meat show" (Fleischschau)
at I(lein's theater, yet the more respectable revues were not wholly inno
cent.35 Although nude tableaux were less common at the Admiralspalast
and the Grosses Schauspielhaus, they still had a role to play. One of the
most egregious illustrations of the traditional voyeuristic gaze appeared in
Charell's For You (Fur Dich, 1925). In a scene entitled "What Sailors
Dream Of" (Wovon Matrosen traumen), a number of nude women were
suspended in hammocks directly above a chorus of men dressed as sailors
(fig. 24). The gentlemen in the audience were thus treated to sights about
which seamen proverbially fantasized.

Within that context, it is understandable that numerous male critics of



24. Voyeurism and a cliche brought to life: "What Sailors Dream Of," in Eric
Charell's revue of 1925.

the day noted approvingly that the Tiller Girls and similar troupes ap
peared to be sexless. Their short hair, slim build, and athletic performance
differed radically from the more prurient displays, where naked women
appeared in total passivity. In contrast, the Girls performed vigorous ath
letic motions. The Tiller Girls were known for their coordinated kicklines,
often moving up and down stairs (fig. 25). The Hoffmann Girls specialized
in even more athletic, circuslike stunts, such as synchronized climbing of
ropes suspended from the stage ceiling. This radically new image of wom
anhood, full of strength and energy, negated the picture of passive sexual
receptivity that had prevailed until then, and made the Girls seem asexual.
Fritz Giese, a professor of "psychotechnics" at the University of Stuttgart
and the author of a book entitled Girlkultur, referred to the Girls' "neu
tralization of the sexes, the exclusion of the feminine." Theater critics
wrote of their "absolutely unerotic dance," which resided "beyond sexu
ality." Even I(racauer argued that they were not primarily sexual, but
rather "a system of lines which no longer has an erotic meaning, but at
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25. The Tiller Girls: "Often copied-never equaled!"

best signifies the place where the erotic may be found." The sexual inap
proachability of troupes like the Tiller Girls was underscored by publicity
reports which stressed that they were constantly chaperoned, roomed in
pairs, and even traveled with their own pastor. The novelist Joseph Roth
complained ironically about the "well-behaved puritanism" and "provoca
tive moral purity" of the Girls. 36

One may question whether the Girls' appeal was as asexual as some
contemporary observers claimed. Coy publicity shots certainly gave the lie
to such contentions. Alfred Polgar, an outstanding critic of the day, ad
mitted that he did not understand "why women actually go to revue
theaters ... In revues the primacy of the male reveals itself still unshaken.
There is nothing there for women." Fred Hildenbrandt wondered what
the women in the audience must have thought about the fact that "it is
always members of their sex that run around on stage with hardly anything
on." They must have concluded the obvious: "that's the way the world is,
one has to cater to men, since they pay for the whole racket. "37

Nevertheless, the persistence of claims that the Girls were asexual sug
gests that they could not be appropriated easily by more traditional vo
yeurism. After all, the conventional male gaze continued to be fortified by
the persistence of tableaux featuring naked women. Paul Morgan, a co
median who often appeared both in cabarets and at the Haller revue, wrote
a supposedly humorous vignette that contrasted the two options offered
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by the stage: "Olive is an Original-Tiller-Girl, Gerti is a German 'Girl.'
Please do not confuse the two. Both are parts of the '300 cast members'
in the revue, but the one young woman is a little cog in the 'often
copied-never equaled' precision-dance-machine, the other is only capable
of displaying a well-shaped bosom. And, as a 'living flower vase,' a bit of
ass as well."38 The same dichotomy appeared on the printed page, in the
program booklets of the revues. Whereas the Tiller Girls were invariably
photographed in costume, the second string of women performers, such
as the Haller Girls, would often be shot in the nude. The reproduction of
such pictures turned the revues' program books into a form of soft-core
pornography.

Given the Tiller Girls' active demonstration of skills, Fritz Giese as well
as many commentators in the popular media believed they represented a
more general Girlkultur. In this wider sense, a "Girl"-also called, with
more respect, the "New Woman"-was paradigmatically young (in her
late teens or early twenties) and employed, usually as a secretary, typist,
or department-store salesperson. These white-collar jobs had seen an influx
of women, and the presence of female employees in what traditionally had
been male preserves caused a flurry of speculation-some of it serious and
informed, much of it not. On screen, in popular literature, and in adver
tisements, the employed "New Woman" was touted as being self-assured,
"matter-of-fact" (sachlich), and possessing a large degree of independence
in her professional and personal life. That image, however, was all too
often belied by reality. Sociological inquiries at the time uncovered great
discontent among white-collar women, who received low pay, worked long
hours at repetitive tasks, had no chance for career advancement, and often
were subjected to sexual harassment in the office. Many of them laughed
bitterly at the media image of Girlkultur. 39

As for the Girls on stage, it is impossible to know how they experienced
their own work. In "interviews" for the popular press, Tiller Girls stressed
the combination of dedicated work and glamour that their occupation
entailed. Simultaneously, however, they claimed that they had become
dancers mainly in order to attract wealthy spectators who would lead them
to the altar. Since the same cliche saturated popular literature and films
dealing with the "office girl" (who invariably ended up marrying her boss),
one may surmise that many statements by the dancers were fictitious, or
at least dictated according to a prearranged pattern.40

The fact that the stage Girls were rigorously choreographed, worked
long hours, and lacked a true career-they often were terminated in their
early twenties-belies the notion of independence and individuality that
Giese attributed to them. The same holds true for their visual impact. After
all, the main impression was that of deindividualized performers sub-
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merged into a larger mass. Just as the supposedly independent professional
woman in reality was buried in the lower reaches of a rigid office hierarchy,
the stage Girl performed in lockstep with numerous clones. Polgar con
tended that "Girls are a so-called plurale tantum. That means that the
concept appears linguistically only in the plural." A row of women became
Girls only with "the smelting of each individual entity into a collectivity."
Walter Benjamin contended that the trademark of the Girls was their
quantity, which increased every season: "The revue caters to the bourgeois
desire for diversity, more in terms of number than in the nature and
arrangement of its presentations. It will soon exhaust its store of inspira
tion. Ever since it undressed the female body to the point of total nudity,
its only available mode of variation was quantity, and soon there will be
more Girls than spectators." The lengthening of the kickline entailed a
progressive diminution of the individual performer. As the dancer lost her
personality, something new resulted-a creation whose allure resided in
its precise movements and formal configurations. Oscar Bie spoke of the
Tiller Girls' "uncanny appeal of absolute body-motion." I(racauer too
suggested that the meaning of such displays resided in their form: "The
ornament is an end in itself," and "the constellations have no meaning
beyond themselves. "41

Although the Girls' kickline did not refer directly to anything beyond
its own abstract configurations, indirectly it seemed to reflect a modern
aesthetic-one derived not from the individual body but from the machine.
Many writers resorted to mechanistic images: the various Girl troupes
appeared to them as a "precision machine," a "motion machine," or a
"Girl machine" (Prazisionsmaschine, Bewegungsmaschine, Girlmaschine).
One reviewer wrote approvingly: "The Girls function well" (Die Girls
funktionieren gut). I(racauer contended that if the Girls did have a meta
phorical meaning after all, it would be "the functioning of a flourishing
economy," namely, that of the United States: "When they formed a line
that moved up and down, they radiantly represented the superiority of the
conveyor belt; when they step-danced at a rapid pace, it sounded like
'business, business'; when they tossed their legs into the air with mathe
matical precision, they joyfully approved the progress of rationalization;
and when they continually repeated the same motions, without breaking
their line, one imagined an uninterrupted chain of automobiles streaming
from the factories of the world. "42

German observers conflated the kicklines with images of the United
States as a land of technological wonders. Whereas the black entertainers
embodied one aspect of America-something spontaneous, wild, uncivi
lized, unencumbered by European culture-the Girls represented the flip
side of the dollar: energy, efficiency, productivity. In the Weimar era, the
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heated, often caustic debates about "Americanism" focused not only on
mass cultural phenomena like jazz, revues, and Hollywood films (which
flooded German cinemas after the stabilization of the mark), but also on
new ways of organizing production. "Taylorism" and "Fordism" were the
buzzwords of the day. Charles Taylor's notions of scientific management,
based on time/motion studies of workers and piece-rate incentives, were
highly controversial, since they entailed rigid labor discipline and (fre
quently) low pay. In contrast, Henry Ford-who also had a better knack
for self-promotion-received much more positive press. His highly efficient
moving assembly line, as well as his desire to create a mass market of
low-priced commodities for well-paid workers, were generally admired. A
mythology about the productive wonders of American industry gained
hold among German intellectuals, and invaded the popular press as well.43

Since America came to be equated with dynamic energy, mechanical pre
cision, and infinite replicability, it was no wonder that many viewers
believed that the English Tiller Girls were American products. Paul Simmel,
the premier cartoonist of the Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung in the Weimar
era, even sketched the Tiller Girls coming off a Ford assembly line (fig. 26).

Whereas the mechanistic overtones of the kicklines gave them an Ameri
can aura, another aspect appeared to be more distinctly German. The
precision of the Girls evoked images not only of machinery but of the
military as well. The word "revue" had, after all, originated in the martial
sphere, as a designation for the inspection of parading soldiers. The Girls
themselves evoked that association on those occasions when they shoul
dered arms onstage (fig. 27). This aspect of their appeal was especially
clear to Polgar: "Another magic besides that of the erotic emanates from
the appearance and the actions of the Girls: the magic of the military.
Drilled, parallel, in step, correctly executing handholds and manoeuvres,
obeying an unseen but inescapable command ...-it provides the same
appeal that makes soldiers' play so palatable to the spectator; but of course
only as a spectator." Another critic repeated the common, but erroneous
belief that John Tiller had been an officer before becoming a capitalist:
"Everything clicks as on a barracks drill-ground ... Not for nothing was
the old Tiller, who first trained the Girls, a sergeant in the English army.
However, they no longer appear in the military parade march, but in the
rhythm of modern work, to the beat of the machine age. "44

In the eyes of contemporaries, the Girls performed a fantastic masquer
ade: they were cheerful and dynamic signs that signified fundamental forces
of order and control. The kickline represented both military precision and
economic rationalization, the two keys to domination in the modern world.
Moreover, the attenuated femininity-the "magic of the erotic"-ob
scured, indeed sweetened, the powerful forces of order that the Girls



26. "Ford undertakes the production of Tiller Girls" in Paul Simmel's 1926
cartoon.
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embodied. They were a form of sexual bait, with a hidden hook: whoever
consumed their image also internalized an appreciation for mass produc
tion, replicability, and military discipline.

The Girls themselves, as individuals and performers, were subjected
directly to these same forces. While they might have been freed from some
of the cruder forms of voyeuristic eroticism, they were depersonalized in
a more fundamental manner. Not only was the individual subsumed into
the collective, but she also was dissected into her constituent appendages.
In the kicklines, the unit of composition was no longer the whole person,
but the body part. According to I(racauer: "The Tiller Girls cannot be
reassembled retrospectively into human beings; the mass gymnastics are
never undertaken by total and complete bodies, whose contortions defy
rational understanding. Arms, thighs, and other parts are the smallest
components of the composition." Just as the structure of the revue repli
cated the fragmentation of sensation in the metropolis, the depersonaliza
tion of the dancer paralleled the reduction of the worker's body to eco
nomically useful attributes: "the legs of the Tiller Girls correspond to the
hands in the factories." To be sure, the most obvious fragmentation of the
body took place among the tableaux of naked women, whose overtly
sexual attributes (breasts and pelvis) were emphasized. Nevertheless, the
Tiller Girls were equally dismembered, though the knife cut along different
lines: arms and especially legs seemed to take on a mass life of their own.
The performance of the Girls was marked, in Erich I(astner's words, by
das ewig gleiche Beinerlei. 45

Not surprisingly, there were women artists and performers who took
issue with the Girl troupes. Unfortunately, an "antirevue" planned in 1925
by Hannah H6ch, an outstanding Dadaist artist, never was realized. It had
been inspired by a Berlin revue that was, in H6ch's words, "one of the
kitsch-presentations that is geared only to sexual impact by brutal
means. "46 Six years later, at Friedrich Hollaender's "Tingel-Tangel"
cabaret, the sisters Grit and Ina van EIben staged a dance parody of the

27. The Tiller Girls shoulder arms at the Wintergarten variety theater.
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28. Grit and Ina van EIben as the "Tingel-Tangel-GirIs" (1931).

Girl troupes. They employed a series of cut-out figures to mock the repli
cability of women in the kicklines (fig. 28).

The most effective means of criticism was the provision of counter
models. The dancer Valeska Gert (1892-1978), who performed at Sound
and Smoke in 1920 and various other venues in ensuing years, was dia
metrically opposed to the Girl troupes. On the one hand, she danced solo,
and her performances often sought to express her own personality. As
Hildenbrandt noted, she spoke "only of herself," and performed "auto
biographical dances"-the opposite, in short, of the Girls, who subsumed
their personalities into the kickline. On the other hand, Gert also parodied
the various popular dance fads of the day, which people imitated unthink
ingly (fig. 29). One appreciative critic noted that one might consider her
dances obscene, inasmuch as they consisted of "uncovering": "Yet Valeska
Gert does not uncover herself, but rather the sexuality of dance, and it is
understandable that when she puts on the cloak of the tango, the Charles
ton, or the waltz, nothing but shreds remain in the end. It is not simply a
parody or travesty of conventional dances, but rather a proof that bour
geois dance is not an expression of dancelike rhythm, but rhythmic non-
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sense." Predictably, Gert also performed a parody of the Girl troupes,
which "annihilated the Tiller nonsense," according to Herrmann-Neisse.
Another critic noted that it "tore the American patent mask" off of "the
dissemblers of Girlkultur. "47 But despite critical acclaim, parodies like
those of the van EIben sisters or Valeska Gert were seen by the limited
audience of cabaret, not the masses in the revues.

The Great Depression marked the end of the great era of Weimar revues,
but it did not spell the end of the Girls. In his article on "Girls and Crisis,"
penned in May 1931, I(racauer questioned whether the Girls had anything
more to say, now that the economic system that they appeared to represent
lay in shambles. Speaking of the appearance of a troupe in the Scala variety

29. Valeska Gert demolishes the Charleston.
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theater, he exclaimed: "One doesn't believe them anymore, those rosy
Jackson-Girls! ... Their smiles are those of masks; their confidence, a
leftover from better days; their accuracy, a mockery of the difficulties faced
by the powers that they represent. As much as they snake and undulate,
as if nothing had happened, the crisis, to which so many enterprises have
fallen victim, has also silently liquidated these Girl-machines." In this case,
at least, I(racauer's predictions proved false. Granted, some major revue
directors had departed from the scene. James I(lein had lost ownership of
the I(omische Oper through bankruptcy as early as 1926, but he continued
to direct revues there until 1929, when he was dismissed. That same year
witnessed the last performance of a Haller revue. Nevertheless, Girl troupes
could still be found on the stages of variety theaters like the Scala and the
Wintergarten, and they migrated to other media as well.

By 1927 Charell had ceased staging revues and mounted, instead, "re
vue-operettas." Since the competition in the revue market had become
fierce, with several shows playing simultaneously, Charell developed a new
genre that combined the saccharine sentimentality of musicals with the
"jazzy" and risque qualities of revues. He ransacked and rewrote popular
operettas, plays, and stories from the past: The Mikado, Casanova, The
Three Musketeers, The White Horse Inn, The Merry Widow. Often he
arranged for new or "updated" music to be added, and, most incongru
ously of all, he interspersed kicklines throughout the plots. In Casanova,
Girls could even be seen parading as Prussian guards of Frederick the
Great. By the end of the twenties, with the advent of sound film, Girl
troupes became staples in the cinematic versions of musicals. Charell
directed one of the most spectacular of the revue-films, The Congress
Dances (Der Kongress tanzt, 1931).

Embedded in musicals and operettas, the kicklines of the Girls could
hide more completely their subliminal messages, the paradoxes at the heart
of popular distractions. In Weimar Berlin, revues were the most popular
form of live entertainment, and the Girls were the highlight of the revues.
Yet both the Girls and the revues were products of human destructuring
and dehumanized restructuring. The revue sacrificed dramatic unity in
favor, as I(racauer said, of "the dismembered succession of splendid sen
sory perceptions." In turn, the kickline sacrificed bodily wholeness in favor
of a dismembered succession of bodily parts. The human fragments were
reordered into dynamic visual forms which, on the surface, appeared vital
and progressive, a symbol of rational management and achievement. But
more fundamentally, they revealed-or perhaps disguised?-an underlying
sense of economic and military order that demanded the dissolution of all
personality and the dismemberment of the person. The bodies of the Girls
embodied a critique of the modernity that they ostensibly represented.



Political Cabaret
at the End

of the Republic

CHAPTER S EVE N

The closing years of the Weimar Republic, marked by mounting economic
catastrophes and a breakdown of parliamentary government, witnessed a
limited revival of political cabaret. Popular entertainment had been gen
erally apolitical during the preceding years of "relative stabilization." The
spectacular revues were politically noncommittal, with a tendency toward
conservative stances. Concurrently, a new breed of cabaret-revues engaged
in liberal criticism of the republic, but they betrayed the type of nonpar
tisan cynicism reflected in the earlier Weimar cabarets. The onset of the
Great Depression led to the formation of smaller, more aggressive stages,
but, like the economy at large, they collapsed after several months. The
electoral success of the Nazis from 1930 on added a new and threatening
element to the political equation. Some stages, like I(urt Robitschek's
Cabaret of Comedians, opted for silence; others, like Friedrich Hollaen
der's Tingel-Tangel, underestimated the danger by portraying Hitler as a
political buffoon who could not be taken seriously. In the closing years of
the republic, the most consistently aggressive cabarets were those of the
Communist Party-the Red Revues and the agitprop troupes. Although
they showed a much clearer political commitment than any of the bour
geois stages, they were crippled by their Communist ideology, which in its
own way failed to assess the true nature of the National Socialist threat.

The Politics of Revues and Cabaret-Revues

Although the major revues of the Weimar era tended to eschew politics,
they betrayed a conservative bent. The prewar Metropol revues had cast
critical but good-natured barbs at all political parties, at the same time
that they emphasized their nationalism with patriotic tableaux featuring
great moments in Prussian and German history. The same formula carried
over into many postwar shows. In the new political context, however, such
scenes, far from supporting the status quo, could be construed as antire
publican. A satire on the Reichstag could now be interpreted as a deni
gration of parliamentary democracy, and evocations of the German past
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could be equated with monarchist sympathies. A balance of political satire
with prorepublican sentiments was difficult to achieve.

The most blantantly conservative revue director was James I(lein. In The
World without Veils (Die Welt ohne Schleier, 1923), the minister of "Plei
tanien"-"Bankrupcia, II alias Germany-had a Bolshevik companion,
which suggested that leftist radicalism had brought the nation to collapse.
Other culprits were foreigners, especially the French occupiers of the Rhine
and Ruhr. The same revue concluded with a "patriotic homage to Father
Rhine," which made a "gripping impression," according to the reviewer
for the conservative Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger. Like the reactionary cabarets,
I(lein's revues repeatedly stressed the need for hard work on the part of
the proletariat to pull Germany out of its slump.!

The other revue directors were more balanced and cautious in their
political statements, in order to avoid offending ticket-buyers of any po
litical persuasion. One critic, deploring the lack of true satire in revues,
observed: "Quivering with fear before every paying spectator, the directors
appeal to everyone and offend no one." Herbert Ihering wrote in reaction
to Haller's On and Off (An und Aus, 1926): "Even the Metropol revues
of the I(aiser's day allowed for more political and contemporary material
than the revue of republican Germany." Monty Jacobs too complained
about Haller's pusillanimous Attention! Wavelength 50S! (Achtung! Welle
50S!, 1925): "Apparently the Haller directors are scared of an age like
ours, which is filled to bursting with conflicts. They consciously want to
produce an article for mass consumption; they do not want to lose anybody
to the left or to the right. Thus they appeal to everyone, that is, to no
one." In fact, that revue included a song that specifically told the audience
to forget about their differences and return to earlier, less divisive attitudes:
"Back then, nobody would ask you, / Are you an Aryan, or aJew?" (Friiher
fragt' keen Mensch Dich: Biste / V6lkisch oder Zioniste?). That call to
overcome race-hatred was certainly laudable, and it clearly placed the
revue outside the right-wing camp. But instead of pursuing that line, the
song retreated from any further confrontations, as it proceeded to dismiss
the political sphere altogether: "forget that nonsense, politics" (Lasst den
Quatsch, die Politike).2

A similar neglect of current topics and lack of political focus could be
attributed to Charell. A linkage to contemporary Berlin might have been
suggested by the appearance of Claire Waldoff, who sang two songs in
For Everyone! (An Alle!, 1924). Jacobs contended, however, that these
sentimental tunes about dating were "contemplations about human life in
general. In Berlin dialect, to be sure. But what about Berlin, what about
Germany, what about 1924?" Jacobs saw a similar lack of contempora
neity in Charell's From Mouth to Mouth (Von Mund zu Mund, 1926), and
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he speculated that the director was "terrorized" by "fear of the great
masses." For example, the Reichstag was parodied only indirectly, in a
"bland and timid" scene depicting the senate of ancient Rome. The most
striking part of that number was an insert scripted and composed by
Friedrich Hollaender and performed by Claire Waldoff. Mounted on a
chariot, she barged into the senate and sang: "Toss the Men out of the
Reichstag!" (Raus mit den Mannern aus dem Reichstag!). The peppy and
hilarious number, still performed occasionally to this day, was both a spoof
of feminist rhetoric and a criticism of all man-made politics. Like the songs
at Sound and Smoke six years earlier, the piece dismissed the political
arena as hopelessly incompetent.3

Jacobs conceded that "in a country with two national flags, it is perhaps
harder than elsewhere to gloss the problems of the day on an entertainment
stage." The Haller revue's Under and Over (Drunter und Druber, 1923)
solved that dilemma, according to a reviewer in the Berliner Tageblatt, by
creating a program that was "75 percent black-white-red, 25 percent
black-red-gold." The predominance of conservative tendencies was made
manifest not only in tableaux featuring soldiers from the time of Frederick
the Great, but also in the depiction of contemporary conditions: "The
republic itself is not ridiculed, one is one-quarter republican after all. But
its misery is mocked." At the same time, "Poincare gets a swipe, as do the
English and Wilson. Everything is taken care of. Everyone gets his money's
worth." Given the weakness of the gibes, the political tone seemed non
partisan and inoffensive. The conservative Lokal-Anzeiger concluded that
"our conditions and problems are presented in such a humorous manner
that the tragedy of our time was given a conciliatory, even hopeful air."
Under and Over was, after all, the revue featuring the hit song that
proclaimed: "Berlin, you're still Berlin." Yet that very song revealed the
conservative basis of the Haller revue's ideology, since it suggested that
traditional military symbols could still unite all Germans. It described how
a parade of the ceremonial guard through the Brandenburg Gate appealed
to both socialists and reactionaries ("Ob Sozie, ob Reaktionar"), and even
coaxed Raffke away from the stock exchange. By indirectly evoking the
Burgfrieden, the unity of contending parties during the Great War, it did
little service to the new republican regime.4

We have seen that the kicklines of Girls had military overtones, especially
when they shouldered arms onstage; but even there, the revue directors
tried to cover all bases. In reference to Charell's For Everyone, which had
a major production number featuring Girls dressed as toy soldiers, Fritz
Engel of the Berliner Tageblatt wrote: "The public clucked with delight,
and if one were to accuse Sladek [the producer] of doing something with
his box of toy soldiers that he had better leave alone, he would answer,
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with an eye toward the right and an eye toward the left, militaristically
pacifistically, that he also has a couple of angels of peace floating around.
Well, it turns out that they disappear after two seconds, and the children's
cannons keep shooting, and a fire starts to spread, the fire of enthusiasm
in the audience." Oscar Bie, writing in the program book of Haller's
Attention! Wavelength 50S!, noted the Girls' ability to transcend political
divisions while maintaining a martial spirit: "The Girls are a solution to
the problem. They have linked military memories with the modern love
of dance in such an inimitable fashion, that hearts on the right and on the
left beat equally for them."5

Fortunately there was room for more unequivocally democratic senti
ments in Berlin's amusement spots. Although the great commercial revues
remained the most popular form of live entertainment in Berlin until the
Great Depression, after 1926 a counterbalance appeared in the form of
the cabaret-revue. These shows, usually scripted by Friedrich Hollaender
or Marcellus Schiffer, and composed by Hollaender or Mischa Spoliansky,
offered two perspectives lacking in the Haller, Charell, or I(lein revues:
they focused on Berlin, as the prewar Metropol revues had done, and they
supported decidedly prorepublican and antimilitarist viewpoints. The
ground for the new shows had been laid by Rudolf Nelson, who had turned
to cabaret-revues as early as 1920. Nelson also was one of the first directors
to suggest that Berlin was again becoming a Weltstadt in the wake of the
economic upturn that began in 1924. His revue of 1926 was entitled,
significantly, It~s Getting Better (Es geht schon besser). The loose plot
concerned a discouraged young Berliner who was about to emigrate to the
United States, until a woman took him (and the audience) on a tour that
opened his eyes to the rebirth of Berlin. The show displayed, in the words
of one critic, "such a reasonable standpoint, since not once did Prussian
grenadiers or other military types show up on stage."6

Nelson was overtaken in this genre by Friedrich Hollaender, who had
increased his skills and his fame ever since writing songs for the postwar
Sound and Smoke. The first cabaret-revue that Hollaender scripted, com
posed, and directed was Laterna magica, which premiered in February
1926. Max Herrmann-Neisse, who had proclaimed the death of serious
cabaret in 1925, was thrilled by the performance. In an article entitled
"Finally a Revue-Parody," he praised the fact that the show demonstrated
the satirical skills that cabarets had lost. In particular he was pleased by
the send-ups of the spectacular revues: Valeska Gert performed her parody
of the Tiller Girls, while a man did a takeoff on American tap dancing.
Local themes were given their due by Blandine Ebinger, who personified
Berlin women from various social classes. Laterna magica inaugurated a
series of parodistic revues that were performed until the end of the Weimar



30. A scene from the revue That's You!, with Weintraub's Syncopators at left
and Friedrich Hollaender at the piano (1927).

Republic, for which Hollaender often provided both lyrics and music. The
most successful of these were That's You (Das bist Du, 1927), With Us
around the Memorial Church (Bei uns um die Gedachtniskirche rum,
1927), Everyone Gets a Turn (Es kommt jeder dran, 1928), and Ghosts
in the Villa Stern (Spuk in der Villa Stern, 1931). In most of these produc
tions Hollaender's music was performed by Weintraub's Syncopators, the
best German jazz band of the day. Sitting at a piano to the side of the
stage, Hollaender often played with them (fig. 30). Both Hollaender and
the Weintraub group eventually gained international fame for the music
to The Blue Angel, which was set in a sailors' dive most unlike the upscale
cabaret-revue that Hollaender directed. 7

Some of the lyrics for Hollaender's second revue, Hetaira-Talk
(Hetarengesprache), were written by Marcellus Schiffer (1892-1932),
whose songs had been performed at the Wild Stage by his wife, the singer
Margo Lion. Schiffer became, along with Hollaender, the most prolific
scriptwriter and lyricist for cabaret-revues in the later Weimar era. He was
especially known for his parodies of the mass media and consumerism.
The Avid Lady Reader (Die fleissige Leserin, 1926; music by Paul Strasser
and Allan Gray), his first complete revue script, was a takeoff on the
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various rubrics of magazines, from how-to articles to gossip columns, from
serialized novels to advertisements. The following year Schiffer continued
to parody the mass media in What You Want (Was Sie wollen), with music
by Hollaender. Herbert Ihering was delighted by that revue as well, but
he noted its limitations: "Here lies Marcellus Schiffer's talent: in the parody
of things already formed. He approaches contemporary issues by means
of a detour through things already written. He makes fun not so much of
the events themselves, but rather their reproduction in newspapers and
magazines. That gives his revues their levity, but also a touch of snobbery." 8

Schiffer scripted works for several composers, but his most famous
collaborator was Mischa Spoliansky (1899-1985), whose music had been
heard at both Sound and Smoke and the Wild Stage. The most successful
show of the Schiffer-Spoliansky team was It~s in the Air (Es liegt in der
Luft, 1928). This revue was set in a department store, an image that harked
back to the Metropol's prewar evocation of the Warenhaus Gross-Berlin.
Schiffer's characterization of employees, shoppers, and products consti
tuted a send-up of the consumerism of the day. Shopping had become a
mania-sometimes literally, when it took the form of kleptomania, a rather
common theme of cabaret songs of the twenties. But consumerism was
also unmasked as a pointless and hollow ideal, since at the end of the
show all of the shoppers converged at the consumer service desk, where
they sought to exchange the purchases that had failed to bring them the
expected joys and satisfications. Customer complaints lay at the heart of
another famous work by Schiffer and Spoliansky, Get Mister Plim! (Rufen
Sie Herrn Plim!), which was coauthored by I(urt Robitschek and per
formed at his Cabaret of Comedians in 1932. That takeoff on grand opera
was set in a department store, where the owner and chief of personnel,
faced with a constant barrage of shoppers' complaints, decided to hire a
man to take the blame for everything. Hence anytime an enraged customer
came to their office, they turned to the secretary and yelled, "Get Mr.
Plim!" Invariably that employee was blamed for the mishap and "fired,"
to satisfy the shoppers' thirst for revenge.9

The cabaret-revues tried to capture what they considered the new spirit
of individualism. Herrmann-Neisse wrote in 1925: "It is significant that
current hits can express bluntly the purely commercial, egoistical nature
[of love affairs], whereas ten years ago the hits romantically, sentimentally
transfigured and obscured the matter." In keeping with the new attitude,
the title song of It~s in the Air proclaimed: "There's something objective
in the air, there's something prickly in the air" (Es liegt in der Luft eine
Sachlichkeit, es liegt in der Luft eine Stachlichkeit). The song's catchword
derived from the current wave of Neue Sachlichkeit, the "New Objectivity"
or "New Matter-of-Factness" in the arts that had replaced the Expression-



31. Margo Lion and Marlene Dietrich as "best girl friends," and something
more, in It's in the Air (1928).

ism and utopianism of the early Weimar years. The revue maintained that
this "objectivity" had invaded all attitudes and relations. No longer was
there room for tradition, nostalgia, or old-fashioned sentiments, as indi
viduals reassessed their personal needs and inclinations. That attitude was
expressed in a duet sung by Margo Lion and Marlene Dietrich, in her first
major stage role (fig. 31). Entitled "When My Best Girl Friend" (Wenn die
beste Freundin), it ostensibly described two women on a shopping excur
sion. It made clear, however, that they were dissatisfied with their husbands
and had a very intimate relationship with each other. The song became an
unofficial anthem for German lesbians in the late twenties. 10

Most reviewers agreed that the best number in that show was "I I(now
That Is Not So" (Ich weiss, das ist nicht so), sung by Willy Prager dressed
as an elevator operator. In a slow and resigned manner, the character
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described his hopes, only to admit in the refrain that he knew they would
never be realized. In the first stanza he dreamt of being rich, in the second
he envisioned himself as the angel Gabriel. The third stanza turned cultural
and political: he imagined that Erwin Piscator, the famous director of leftist
plays, would act like a true communist and distribute the profits from his
productions. The final stanza made the most explicitly political statement.
The elevator operator's hopeful assertion of democracy-"I lean back
proudly and tell myself contentedly: Now we have a republic"-was dis
missed as an illusion in the final refrain of "I know that is not so." This
number was similar to a song performed a year earlier in Hollaender's
Hetaira-Talk, entitled "Perhaps It's True, Perhaps It's Not!" (Vielleicht,
kann sein, vielleicht auch nicht!). The first few stanzas dealt with artistic
matters, including the question of whether or not Piscator's production of
The Robbers had anything to do with Schiller. The penultimate stanza then
pondered whether Germany was a republic: "It's possible! Perhaps! Per
haps! Who knows? Perhaps not! But perhaps after all! Maybe not? Per
haps, who knows?" The last stanza asked whether the deposed I(aiser
might even become the Reich president, and came to the same nonconclu
sion. ll

Just as the early Weimar cabarets questioned whether the ruling Social
Democrats were truly socialist, the satirists of the late twenties asked
whether Germany really was a republic, since the conservative, antidemo
cratic forces remained influential. Although some liberal reviewers agreed
with the satirists' caveats, they questioned the advisability of stating them
publicly. Writing in the Berliner Tageblatt, Fritz Engel said of It~s in the
Air: "Willy Prager dreams, in an otherwise brilliant song, about the happy
future of the republic, only to add in the refrain: 'I know that is not so! I
know that that won't come about!' The purpose of this might be to
stimulate weak republicans. But the result? Every supporter of the good
old days will nod his head with glee."12 In other words, the number was
probably conceived as a takeoff on would-be liberals who were resigned
to the demise of republican values. In practice, however, it also could have
been interpreted as a song suggesting that little could be done for the
republic after all. It was just as likely that a poor man would become rich,
or turn into the angel Gabriel, as it was that Germany would become truly
democratic. That was a standpoint that conservative opponents of the
Weimar polity would have been happy to hear.

Engel believed that liberal entertainers should leave republican politi
cians alone. At a time when Gustav Stresemann was trying to negotiate
friendly relations with Germany's erstwhile enemies, over the objections
of the conservatives, Engel wrote about Hollaender's That~s You: "His
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political barbs are actually rather blunt, when he ridicules the republic
out of love for it-and when he makes fun of Stresemann, the hard-strug
gling representative of German foreign policy whom one would do better
to leave alone for now."13 Engel's standpoint was understandable, but
problematic in its own way. He believed that at a time when republican
values continued to be challenged by strong antidemocratic minorities, it
was important for supporters of the Weimar system to rally around the
appropriate politicians. In contrast, satirists believed that no officials were
above criticism: one had the right, indeed the duty, to make light of their
foibles, even if one basically concurred with them. Engel conceded that
Hollaender made fun of the republic "out of love for it," but he believed
that such parodies inadvertently provided ammunition to those who would
be glad to see it dead.

Liberal critics did not desire an end to political satire, but rather a
sharper focus. They believed that the cabarets and cabaret-revues should
be more decidedly prorepublican and more explicitly antireactionary. In
his review of It~s in the Air, Engel asked: "Why is a revue opening in the
week of the fateful elections so stale and flat when it comes to politics?
Because its producers want to be neutral-as in a department store, which
forms the background to this revue-so that no customer will leave with
out buying and paying." He thus suggested that the cabaret-revues faced
the same pressures to depoliticize as the more spectacular revues. Be that
as it may, other reviewers likewise called for a more aggressive form of
satire. The Weltbuhne review of Hollaender's That~s You contended: "They
act tame, obliging, genial, where they could be daring, aggressive, biting.
In the songs there are two or three verses of conventional cabaret before
political satire comes as the punchline. But they do not show their claws,
instead they offer their paws." Writing in the same journal, Arthur Eloesser
said of With Us around the Memorial Church: "Granted, you are for the
republic, as is fitting for the I(urfiirstendamm. You make fun of the illegal
Reichswehr troops [schwarze Reichswehr] and the reactionary courts ...,
but you are not biting enough to be able to kill anyone with laughter."14

One might doubt whether it is ever possible to "kill" a political enemy
"with laughter"; that might be demanding more of satire than it can
deliver. In any case, some of Hollaender's best songs were explicitly
antimilitarist and antimonarchist. One particularly successful number from
That~s You, entitled "The Last Hairpin" (Die letzte Haarnadel), was sung
by Annemarie Hase representing an aristocratic old lady from Potsdam.
Ostensibly it deplored the passing of women's long tresses in favor of the
short, boyish haircut (Bubikopf). But since "Wilhelm" could mean either
a hair switch or the deposed I(aiser, it also ridiculed hopes for a monarchist
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restoration: "No, no, the 'Wilhelm' won't come again" (Nee, nee, der
Wilhelm kommt nicht wieder). The song sought to put reactionary aspi
rations to rest:

I hear that secret groups again are stirring,
Who still believe in abject fealty
And hope to see a monarchy recurring.
But I know that will never be.

Zwar sollen sich geheime I(rafte riihren,
Die ihm noch immer heftig untertan,
Ihn doch in Deutschland wieder einzufiihren.
Ich glaube aber nicht daran.

Whereas the idea of a monarchist restoration could be dismissed, the
threat of renewed German militarism and revanchism was more real.
Probably the most successful number from Hollaender's revues was "The
Drummer Girl" (Die Trommlerin), first performed by Blandine Ebinger in
Everyone Gets a Turn. She represented a mechanical figure in a fairground
shooting gallery, who would beat her drum if struck in her chest by a
bullet:

I bear a clockwork deep within my core.
Whoever shoots me, doesn't shoot me dead.
Instead, he shoots me back to life once more.

Ein Uhrwerk trage ich in mir inwendig.
Wer nach mir schiesst, der schiesst mich gar nicht tot.
1m Gegenteil, er schiesst mich nur lebendig.

What got "shot back to life" was, of course, the hopes of those who
thirsted for another war. Many different people took aim at the figure: the
student imagined he was shooting his teacher; the husband killed the man
cuckolding him; the thief gunned down the policeman. The most common
customers were, however, "the men for whom the war was too short"
(Die Herrn, fur die der I(rieg zu kurz gewesen); they used her to keep alive
the prospect of renewed battles. Sung in a dry manner with a hint of
poignancy, by a figure that was literally the object of attack, the number
was a forceful condemnation of aggression. I(arl I(raus, the irascible Vi
ennese critic, called it the most powerful antiwar statement of recent
memory, more effective than Erich Maria Remarque's pacifist novel, All
Quiet on the Western Front. 15 It was picked up by other performers, such
as Trude Hesterberg, and performed at many liberal and leftist cabarets
in the closing years of the Weimar Republic.
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Cabaret and the Crises of the Late Republic

Whereas Hollaender deplored the aggressions latent in society, one of the
most disturbing cabarets of the later twenties specialized in bringing them
to the fore. Erwin Lowinsky, who adopted the pseudonym Elow, was a
largely undistinguished conferencier until he hit upon a novel idea in 1926.
He placed advertisements in Berlin newspapers, encouraging amateurs to
tryout their talents at the (equally undistinguished) Monbijou cabaret. A
typical announcement read: "The experimental stage. We seek young tal
ents, whom we will give the opportunity of performing before the metro
politan public every Monday night. We request applications for this 'Caba
ret of the Nameless' [Kabarett der Namenlosen]." The first announcement
received 187 inquiries. Since Elow accepted everyone who applied, and
only 15 could perform on any given Monday, he was assured of a steady
stream of "entertainment." What awaited these performers was a trap,
since invariably they would be insulted by Elow and laughed off stage by
the audience. The victims of this enterprise were unfortunate people,
dissatisfied with their jobs or their daily lives, who believed that the
Cabaret of the Nameless might offer them the "big break" that was touted
repeatedly in the rags-to-riches accounts of star entertainers. Lower-level
employees, shop assistants, housewives, the unemployed, even mentally
handicapped and schizophrenic people would appear. The amateurs were
usually scared, their performances were invariably bad-and any signs of
weakness would draw loud laughter or rude insults from the audience.
Many performers left the stage in tears, and the only ones impervious to
the commotion were the schizophrenics, who could not comprehend what
was happening to them. 16

Numerous critics expressed outrage and disgust at Elow's venture. They
were particularly horrified by the behavior of the audience. A Viennese
critic, for whom the venture represented "typical Berlin bad taste," noted
that "the public was whipped up to a degree of self-revelation that is rarely
seen"; twenty pictures by George Grosz could not do justice to the face
of that public. What was unmasked was the audience's "sadism," a word
used by other critics as well. A reviewer for the Welt am Montag conceded
that the audience represented Berlin, inasmuch as the pent-up aggressions
generated by the hectic life of the metropolis found an outlet in Elow's
cabaret: "All of the wildness comes alive again, all of the malice, the joy
in murder and flaying satiates itself on the defenseless amateurs." Evoking
indirectly the "jungle of cities" imagery, many observers believed that
primeval, indestructable instincts of aggression were brought forth by
Elow. Erich !(astner contended: "Here the public satisfies an instinct that
is stimulated elsewhere by executions, insane asylums, and bullfights. Since
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the combats of the Roman gladiators with slaves and Christians, nothing
has changed ... The arena has become a cabaret." Although horrified by
the spectacle, he suggested that it might be necessary. Since the big city
was an "inhuman place of residence," it required "inhuman means to
endure it." Elow's cabaret was a form of "psychoanalytic cure. One rids
oneself of normal instincts by activating them in safe surroundings. Elow
is thus a modern doctor for Berliners' nervousness ... Here is a padded
cell for the metropolis." I(astner implied that it was better to have con
trolled outlets for aggression than uncontrolled ones-murder, say, or war.
He was so fascinated by the symptomatic character of the Cabaret of the
Nameless that he included a long description of it in Fabian, his "moral
istic" novel of Berlin, where Elow was renamed "Caligula."17

Fortunately, Elow's venture remained unique in Berlin's cabaret scene.
As in the early twenties, most ventures were nondescript, and short-lived
as well. The major exception was the Cabaret of Comedians or I(adeko
(I(abarett der I(omiker), the most successful cabaret of the later Weimar
era. It was founded in December 1924 by I(urt Robitschek and Paul
Morgan in the premises of the Rocket (Rakete), a stage in the I(antstrasse
that had hosted appearances by Rosa Valetti and others in the early
twenties. The new cabaret drew immediate attention with "Quo Vadis,"
a mock operetta scripted by Robitschek and Morgan and composed by
Willy Rosen. The skit parodied not only the film of that name, but Hitler's
"beerhall putsch" of the previous fall as well. By May 1926 it had been
performed over three hundred times. In October 1927 the troupe had a
similar success with "You Winsome Girl of the Rhine" (Du holdes I(ind
vom Rhein), with music by Spoliansky. That work satirized the glut of
novels and films depicting sentimental love stories in kitschy vineyard
settings, as well as the nationalist fervor generated by the continued occu
pation of the Rhineland by French troops. The usually critical Herrmann
Neisse wrote rave reviews of the Hitler and the Rhine parodies, and he
generally welcomed the I(adeko as a lively exception in the otherwise bland
cabaret scene. 1S

With growing critical recognition and audience appeal, the I(adeko
needed larger quarters. In December 1925 the troupe moved from the
I(antstrasse to a theater on the I(urfiirstendamm that seated four hundred.
By September 1928 it was so successful that it could occupy a new theater
designed by Erich Mendelsohn, an outstanding modernist architect. Men
delsohn's recasting of Lehniner Platz was capped by the construction
of the splendid Universum movie theater, which today houses the
Schaubiihne. Robitschek commissioned him to include a theater in a hous
ing block adjacent to the cinema. The auditorium, a model of contempo
rary design, could seat over nine hundred spectators, either around tables
in the parquet or in rows in the balcony (fig. 32).19



32. The newly opened I(adeko, designed by Erich Mendelsohn (1928).

Unfortunately, the necessity of filling that many seats night after night
forced Robitschek to adopt a more cautious stance. To be sure, he regularly
espoused pacificist views, a product of his horrid experiences on the eastern
front. He also was willing to take on Hitler and other egregious proponents
of nationalism. Such views were not unusually risky, however, since in the
mid-twenties Hitler seemed to have little hope of success, and there were
few chauvinists in the conventional I(urfiirstendamm audience. In general,
though, Robitschek avoided political outspokenness on his stage. In April
1926 he asserted that Tucholsky, Mehring, and the leftist poet Erich
Weinert were "too political" for his purposes. By 1929, after moving into
Mendelsohn's theater, he claimed: "My dream was a cabaret full of ag
gression, a cabaret of topical satire. But how many people would show
understanding for such an ideal cabaret? Twenty journalists and three
hundred schnorrers of free tickets. The Cabaret of Comedians has 950
chairs, they seat people of all political persuasions, all social classes, all
Weltanschauungen. Try to cook up a sauce that all of them will find
tasty! "20

Robitschek's recipe was a combination of "cabaret plus vaudeville plus
theater." Political jokes became the purview of the conferencier, Paul
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Nikolaus, but the bulk of the performance-songs, vaudeville stunts, and
comic one-act plays-remained largely apolitical. When longer numbers
addressed contemporary affairs, Robitschek, like the directors of the spec
tacular revues, made sure that all parties were satirized equally. In 1929
a classic example of this policy appeared in Die Frechheit, the I(adeko's
program book and monthly "magazine of humor." Robitschek described
how Berlin's politicized newspapers would report a minor incident: a
collision between a bicyclist and a dog. The optimistically liberal Berliner
Tageblatt claimed that "dog and bicyclist race along the I(urfurstendamm,
they hurry-despite a little scratch here and there-toward the brilliant
future of the German republic." The pessimistically liberal Vossische Zei
tung complained that the appearance of red blood on a black dog with
white spots turned the incident into an expression of reactionary politics;
it called for more laws to defend the republic. The nationalist Lokal-An
zeiger claimed that "a foreign bicyclist ran over the dog of a retired general.
Fifteen years ago the German people would have stood up as one body
and would have swept the bicyclist away with ringing manly fury, but
today our faithful dogs lie limply on the ground, shattered by the Treaty
of Versailles." The Communist Rote Fahne reported: "On the I(urfursten
damm, that pompous boulevard of satiated capitalism on which the pro
letarian revolution will march against the imperialists in the very near
future, a dog attacked a simple proletarian bicyclist!!!!! That's how it
starts! First one dog attacks a single bicyclist, then all dogs unite against
the Soviet Union!" Finally, the Nazi Volkischer Beobachter asserted:
"Once more one of our party comrades has been attacked from behind in
the dark of night by a bow-legged, flat-footed dachshund. Bow-Iegged
that betrays the true race of these eastern Jewish pets, with their sagging
ears and curls, who suck the marrow of our countrymen and steal the
bones from under the noses of our German shepherds. Tomorrow our
Fuhrer Adolf Hitler will speak in the sports palace about this national
affair. Party comrades should appear in simple battle dress, with hand
grenades and flamethrowers."21

Like so many other contemporaries, the Cabaret of Comedians severely
misjudged the severity of the threat posed by Hitler. Since many of its
performers and much of its audience were Jewish, it was understandable
that the stage would take swipes at the Nazis' anti-Semitic rhetoric. In
January 1926, in a series of parodies describing how various newspapers
would review Robitschek's venture, Paul Morgan imputed the following
lines to the Volkischer Beobachter: "In the [Cabaret of Comedians] there
was an un-German, racially alien to-do for a public that consisted almost
exclusively of sons and daughters of Israel, which greatly offended the few
Aryans in attendance . . . Disgusting hooked noses, the most prominent
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of which belonged to the Galicians Robitschek and Arno ... It is high
time that our Hitler and our savior Ludendorff appear, in order to make
some fundamental changes in the area of entertainment as well! These pigs
must be killed!!!"22 That might have sounded funny in 1926. Hitler's
putsch of 1923 had failed miserably, and although he was out of jail, his
party had not yet made any inroads into Berlin and was politically insig
nificant on the national level. To Morgan and Robitschek, Hitler seemed
an easy target, an anti-Semitic buffoon.

That very same year, however, other Jews voiced the opinion, in no
uncertain terms, that anti-Semitism was not to be taken lightly. At issue
was the fact that many cabarets and revues employed comedians who
imitated the dialects of eastern European Jews, and told jokes about Jewish
practices. Previously, such numbers rarely provoked protests by Jewish
spectators: some students disrupted Sound and Smoke in 1902, and a
Jewish woman was disturbed by the Yiddish jargon employed at Nelson's
venture in 1915. Ten years later such protests were no longer isolated, as
anti-Semitism became a much more palpable threat. Verbal and, occasion
ally, physical attacks against Jews had grown in the immediate postwar
years. They reached their climax in November 1923, at the height of the
inflation, when a virtual pogrom took place in Berlin's Scheunenviertel, a
poor neighborhood that was home to many eastern European Jews. Thou
sands of anti-Semites looted shops and beat up Jews for three days before
the police managed to restore order. The return to economic stability in
1924 seemed to take the steam out of radical right-wing parties, but many
Jews still urged caution and vigilance.

The Central Association of German Citizens of Jewish Faith (Central
verein deutscher Staatsbiirger jiidischen Glaubens), the largest organization
that defended the legal rights of German Jews, regularly protested against
Jewish comedians who told Jewish jokes on stage. By 1924 I(urt Robit
schek and Paul Morgan felt compelled to include defensive words in their
introduction to a collection of (often crude) jokes: "The predominant type
of humor in this collection as well is Jewish. There always will be a few
people up in arms, people who detect derision of the Uewish] nation and
religion in these harmless jokes." Such feeble attempts to downplay the
problem were to no avail. Two years later many hundreds of Jewish citizens
were "up in arms" about such "harmless jokes." Matters came to a head
on April 22, 1926, when the Central Association staged two massive
protest meetings simultaneously. Several hundred people listened to speak
ers representing Jewish youth groups, Jewish women's organizations, and
the association of Jewish war veterans. All of them attacked the cabarets'
employment of Jewish dialect humor and parodies of Jewish religious
practices. As one sympathetic observer noted in the Berliner Borsen-Cou-
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rier, the exaggerated caricature of certain forms of Jewish speech and
practice by Jews themselves only played into the hands of anti-Semites,
who could say: "That's the way they are, and they're even proud of it!"
The assemblies passed strongly worded resolutions stating that no honor
able Jew should support such forms of entertainment. I(urt Robitschek
and I(urt Gerron (as well as the director of the Charlott-Casino, another
cabaret) appeared before one of the assemblies and promised that such
numbers would be banished from their stages.23

In reporting the meeting, the correspondant for the ultraconservative
Tagliche Rundschau agreed with the protest, while noting that "we others"
did not like to hear jokes about the "national and religious sentiments and
practices of Christians and Germans." He added: "According to our ob
servations, the conferencier Robitschek holds the record in both areas."
There is no indication that Robitschek made fun of Christian practices,
but he certainly continued to parody right-wing "national sentiments," as
in the Rhineland numbers of 1927. Moreover, on occasion he continued
to ridicule Nazi rhetoric. By 1930, however, Hitler could no longer be
taken lightly. In the elections of September 1930, the first since the onset
of the Great Depression, the National Socialists polled 6,400,000 votes
and won 107 Reichstag seats, up from 800,000 votes and 12 seats in 1928.
On October 13, the opening day of the new Reichstag, the Nazis made
clear that they would not limit their political activity to parliament. Harry
I(essler noted in his diary: "The whole afternoon and evening there were
great masses of demonstrating Nazis; in the afternoon on Leipziger Strasse
they smashed the windows of Wertheim, Griinfeld, and other department
stores. In the evening they assembled on Potsdamer Platz, chanting 'Ger
many Awake,' 'I(ill the Jews,' 'Heil, Heil' ... The destruction in Leipziger
Strasse indicated that the disturbances were organized, since only stores
with Jewish names were hit and the stores that appeared to be Christian
were spared in a very demonstrative manner." Two months later, Joseph
Goebbels, the Nazi leader in Berlin, organized massive demonstrations on
Nollendorfplatz to protest the opening of the Hollywood film based on
All Quiet on the Western Front. For several days there were standoffs and
occasional skirmishes between thousands of Nazi protesters and hundreds
of Berlin policemen in front of the cinema.24

The worst anti-Semitic disturbances before the Nazi takeover occurred
in September 1931 on I(urfiirstendamm. As early as January 1928 Goeb
beIs had branded the area a center of Jewish corruption. In an article
entitled "Around the Memorial Church"-an indirect reference to Hol
laender's revue, which was playing at the time-he wrote: "That is Berlin
W! The heart of the city turned to stone. Here the spiritual leaders of the
asphalt democracy sit together in the nooks and crannies of cafes, in
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cabarets and bars, in the Soviet theaters and fancy apartments . One
would like to think that it is the elite of the people ... [but] it is only the
Israelites." Goebbels went on to claim that I(urfiirstendamm lived off the
work of the other Berliners: "What the people in the [proletarian] North
create is squandered in the West. Four million people produce life and
bread in this desert of stone, and above them sit a hundred thousand drones
who dissipate the products of their industry and convert it into sin, vice,
and corruption." The "true Berlin," he claimed, was waiting for the day
when it could "demolish the site of corruption around the Memorial
Church, transform it, and reintegrate it into a resurrected nation." One
such day came three years later. On September 12,1931, I(urfiirstendamm
was full of Jewish worshipers, coming out of Rosh Hashanah services at
the synagogues in Fasanenstrasse and at Lehniner Platz. They were met
by over 1500 Nazi youths who taunted them with shouts of "I(ill the
Jews." Several dozen citizens were severely beaten, and the Cafe Reimann,
known to have a largely Jewish clientele, was devastated.25

The Nazi actions directly affected the I(adeko. Attendance had declined
somewhat after the onset of the economic depression, but the Nazi intimi
dation caused a marked drop in box-office receipts as patrons became
afraid of walking the streets. In January 1931 Robitschek reported: "The
broken windows in Leipziger Strasse, the heroic deeds on Nollendorfplatz
have caused the theater losses of thousands and thousands of marks. The
box office has become a seismograph of political earthquakes." In order
to boost attendance, Robitschek reduced ticket prices by 30 percent in
March 1931. An even greater concession to the times was made not at the
box office, but on stage. Because of the increased street violence, Robit
schek promised to banish all politics from his cabaret. Against critics like
Siegfried I(raucauer, who expected more aggressive numbers, the director
argued that the public was fed up with political rhetoric. "The sharply
politicized times have had other consequences: the public fundamentally
rejects every form of politics, be it of the left or the right, in a cabaret.
The public also rejects every type of art that tries to be serious. Only
laughter can still entice people to terminate a day of discontent with three
short hours in a theater." What the audience wanted was "entertainment,
diversion, freedom from thinking serious thoughts" (Unterhaltung, Ab
lenkung, Nichtnachdenkenmiissen). In a public discussion on the state of
cabaret in September 1930, Robitschek's assertion that politics did not
belong in cabaret was seconded not only by Paul Nikolaus, his "political"
conferencier, but also by the loud applause of his I(urfiirstendamm public.
If further proof were needed, Robitschek could point to the fact that, two
months later, a special evening of political satire, including works by
Tucholsky and a personal appearance by I(astner, sold barely half of the
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available tickets. Pressure to depoliticize was felt by other cabarets as well.
In February 1930 the managers of the Charlott-Casino announced that
they did not wish to address political issues, that they simply wanted to
encourage laughter through noncritical, nonpartisan, and inoffensive
jokes.26

While the larger commercial cabarets became increasingly apolitical, the
late twenties witnessed the appearance of smaller, informal ventures that
sought to revive the type of political cabaret attempted earlier in the
decade. Troupes like Larifari, founded by Rosa Valetti in 1928, and Anti,
created in 1929 by a group of young actors and writers, hoped to inject
critical polemics from a left-liberal perspective into the cabaret scene. The
Artists' Cafe or I(iika (I(iinstler-Cafe), which had provided a space for
young performers to test their talents on an irregular basis since 1920, also
became more political toward the end of the twenties. Yet all three of these
ventures collapsed in the spring of 1930, in what the Berliner Borsen-Zei
tung called the "mass death of the literary cabarets." As the depression
worsened, they were unable to hold onto their politically interested mid
dle-class audiences, which had been limited even in the last months of
relative prosperity. Of the smaller ventures founded in 1929, only The
Wasps (Die Wespen) managed to survive until 1933. Conceived as a "flying
cabaret," with distinctly leftist tendencies, it had no fixed base, and it
tended to avoid the commercial theaters of western Berlin. Instead, it
appeared at irregular intervals at various locales in the proletarian (usually
northern and eastern) sections of the city.27

The only major new cabaret that was not abandoned by its bourgeois
public in the wake of the depression was the Catacombs (I(atakombe),
founded in October 1929 by Werner Finck (1902-1978). A conferencier
and writer of humorous poems, Finck had performed in the I(iika and
Anti cabarets. His new venture opened in an auspicious locale-the I(iin
stlerhaus, where Sound and Smoke had been launched at the turn of the
century. Although Finck's own recitations were politically inoffensive, his
initial ensemble comprised people deeply committed to leftist performance.
They included Ernst Busch (1900-1980), who was rapidly gaining fame
as a singer and as a stage and film actor. Like other left-leaning performers
of the day, he crossed the commercial and political divides of the enter
tainment world: he appeared in revues, but also in leftist films like Pabst's
Comradeship and his version of The Threepenny Opera (both 1931).
Increasingly, Busch performed for Communist rallies as well. At the Cata
combs, he sang works like the "Song of the Unemployed" (Stempellied),
a bitter number in Berlin dialect about the primary social problem of the
day. The music was by Hanns Eisler, who became the major composer of
pro-Communist music at the end of the Weimar Republic. The lyrics were
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written by Robert Gilbert, like Busch a "crossover" artist. The son of
operetta composer Jean Gilbert, Robert was best known for writing lyrics
to popular musicals like 1m Weissen Rossi (The White Horse Inn). But
under the pseudonym David Weber, he also wrote many socially critical
songs performed at leftist and Communist cabarets.28

In the beginning, reviewers took note of the high quality and occasional
political bite of the Catacombs. By the end of 1930, however, Busch and
four other leftists resigned from the ensemble owing to political and
financial differences. Finck wanted to tone down the aggressiveness on his
stage, and his style of management became more capitalist as well. Whereas
the ensemble previously had divided the box-office receipts collectively,
Finck now substituted individual contracts, paying himself a significantly
larger salary than the others. After the exodus of the leftists, reviewers
immediately noticed a more moderate tone in the Catacombs' productions.
In March 1931 the critic for Berlin am Morgen claimed that "they have
lost their character," and by September the reviewer of the Berliner Tage
blatt could write: "Again there is much droll humor, jokes without much
depth. Only rarely do the people of the Catacombs advance from pure
harmlessness to aggressive impudence. "29

Even if political cabarets had proven more viable, they probably would
have faced considerable problems in defining their purpose. Those short
lived cabarets that sought to revive the spirit of the early twenties encoun
tered many of the dilemmas of their predecessors. This was hardly surpris
ing, since they mainly performed lyrics by I(urt Tucholsky and Walter
Mehring, as well as those by a newcomer to the field, Erich I(astner
(1899-1974). Best known for his immensely popular children's book, Emil
and the Detectives (1928), I(astner also had a large readership among
adults for his volumes of poetry: Herz auf Taille (1928), Larm im Spiegel
(1929), Ein Mann gibt Auskunft (1930). He popularized the notion of
"poetry for everyday use" (Gebrauchslyrik). In an "Incidental Remark in
Prose" inserted into Larm im Spiegel, I(astner said of his verses: "they can
be used for the soul [seelisch verwendbar]. They were jotted down in
company with the joys and sorrows of the present; and they are meant for
everyone who has business dealings with the present." At the beginning
of the century Otto Julius Bierbaum had called for "applied lyrics" that
could be read or performed for the enjoyment of a wide bourgeois audi
ence. Likewise, I(astner's "poetry for everyday use" addressed a broad
public, but of a new social background. His paradigmatic reader was a
young or mid-career member of the white-collar class, whether man or
woman. The tone was often elegaic, as the verses voiced the disappoint
ments of such people: the death of their classmates in the war, their parents'
loss of savings in the inflation, the difficulties of starting a career and
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climbing the office ladder. Their joys were few and most often to be found
in love; but there too disappointments abounded. I(astner's mastery of
straightforward, four-line rhymed stanzas, which employed everyday lan
guage to create striking images, guaranteed the accessibility of his works
to a large public.30

Like Tucholsky and Mehring, I(astner expressed nonpartisan left-liberal
opinions. He was outspokenly pacifist, and he showed great compassion
for employees-secretaries, typists, clerks-condemned to remain forever
on the lowest levels of the office hierarchy. He was critical of the mass
culture that they consumed, and he warned them against the false hopes
raised by films, magazines, and revues. Nor did he offer any counterhopes
of his own. In a poem entitled "And Where Is the Positive, Mr. I(astner?"
(Und wo bleibt das Positive, Herr I(astner?), he exclaimed: "The times are
dark, I will not whitewash them for you." Again like Tucholsky and
Mehring, he did not suggest any clear way out of the commercial-capitalist
cage. His tone was the most resigned of the three, since he seemed to imply
that consolation could be found only in close, interpersonal relations.
Significantly, his most popular lyrics were nonpolitical. In the I(adeko,
Blandine Ebinger performed "A Mother Takes Account" (Eine Mutter
zieht Bilanz), about a son's neglect of his parent. Annemarie Hase's rendi
tion of "Introduction of a Chanteuse" (Ankiindigung einer Chansonette)
in the I(iika praised the type of woman who, though not beautiful, could
pour her life and soul into a song. While these two works were highly
sentimental, another hit was a raucous sex parody. Trude Hesterberg sang
"Particularly Refined Ladies" (Ganz besonders feine Damen), which de
scribed how women who appeared prim and proper in public became
lustful animals in bed.31

Some of the smaller cabarets of the late twenties performed the more
political works by Tucholsky, Mehring, and I(astner. Yet they encountered
the same criticisms, voiced earlier in the decade, which contended that
these satirists lacked focused and responsible political convictions. The
Berliner Borsen-Zeitung complained of the I(iika's excessive reliance on
Tucholsky in August 1929: "Tucholsky is very entertaining, but rather
cheap and ultimately less consequential thanhe might appear." The Berliner
Tageblatt was more pointed in its criticism of that program: "The evening
was characterized by songs, moritats, aggressive lyrics and satirical prose
by I(urt Tucholsky ... and others, all contemporary and political ...
What we hear is rarely pleasant. Everything deals with the depravity of
life in a philistine republic. Explicit assertions are made; but instead of the
specifics, we are more likely to remember the general atmosphere in which
everything must inevitably follow a dreadfully laughable, lapidary descent
to a pitiful demise ... You laugh, but you don't feel good about it." August
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1929: the Great Depression and the final agony of democracy were not
yet on the horizon, but the republic was already painted gray on gray and
dismissed as moribund. 32

Some cabaret artists addressed the growing strength of the Nazi party,
but they continued to misjudge the magnitude of the threat. Despite the
brutality of the street violence in 1931, some responded by continuing to
dismiss Hitler as a buffoon who had little chance of success. Friedrich
Hollaender founded the Tingel-Tangel cabaret in January 1931, at the spot
where Hesterberg's Wild Stage had been located several years earlier. His
revue Ghosts in the Villa Stern premiered in September of that year.
Although it opened only a few days after the Rosh Hashanah violence on
the I(ufiirstendamm, it included a number that denigrated "the little
Hitler" as a small-time ghost who should not scare anyone, despite his
ferocious appearance. The same show included what was perhaps the best
parody of anti-Semites on any Weimar stage. Sung to the music of the
habanera from Bizet's Carmen, it began:

If it's raining or it's hailing,
If there's lightning, if it's wet,
If it's dark or if there's thunder,
If you freeze or if you sweat,
If it's warm or if it's cloudy,
If it thaws, if there's a breeze,
If it drizzles, if it sizzles,
If you cough or if you sneeze:
It's all the fault of all those Jews!
The Jews are all at fault for that!

ob es regnet, ob es hagelt,
ob es schneit, oder ob es blitzt,
ob es dammert, ob es donnert,
ob es friert oder ob du schwitzt,
ob es schon ist, ob's bewolkt ist,
ob es taut oder ob es giesst,
ob es nieselt, 0 b es rieselt,
ob du hustest, ob du niesst:
An allem sind die Juden schuld!
Die Juden sind an allem schuld!33

In the next three stanzas the piece proceeded to pile on ridiculous incidents
that one could blame on the Jews.

These two songs parodying Hitler and anti-Semitism adopted the stand
point of the educated and rational citizen. From that angle, the arguments
of the anti-Semites were indeed ludicrous, and Hitler really was a little
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spook who could not be taken seriously by any intelligent voter. The
problem with that position was that the number of "intelligent" voters
was diminishing rapidly. What made "the little Hitler" great, as well as
dangerous, was the fact that many voters, not to mention men committed
to street violence, were willing to take seriously the type of totally irrational
and absurd statements parodied in the habanera. The two numbers may
have reinforced a sense of intellectual and political superiority among
Hollaender's audience, but that also might have encouraged a false sense
of security by belittling the severity of the threat. Moreover, the songs
could have fostered passivity among a public that thought: if one cannot
deal with politics rationally, how can one deal with it at all?

A sense of resignation was certainly encouraged, however unwittingly,
by a third song in Hollaender's Ghosts in the Villa Stern. Sung by a
character portraying the inveterate liar Baron Miinchhausen, it described
a German state where films were pacifist, judges treated Christians and
Jews equally, nobody displayed a swastika or black-white-red flag, abor
tion was legal, and the defense budget was rerouted toward social needs.
Each stanza was met with the refrain: "Lies, lies, lies, lies, lies! But clearly
it would be nice if it were only a little bit true." The fact that Miinch
hausen's visions were dismissed as an "illusion" did little to encourage the
audience to fight for republican ideals.34

I(urt Robitschek, whose finances had been hurt by the street violence,
had a better understanding of the irrational basis of the Nazis' appeal.
Although he increasingly depoliticized his numbers on stage, he published
an article in July 1931 that attributed Hitler's success to his theatrical
skills: "What Hitler does, what he trumpets and stages, is political Charell.
An old political comedy is refurbished and equipped with Girls, which in
this case are called storm troopers." Robitschek suggested that the Weimar
system would need better producers if it wanted to succeed: "Why is the
democratic republic failing? The stage directors are bad. They are not
theatrical enough. The decor is miserable, serious, artificial. Too little
color, not enough silk, not enough use of the revolving stage." This was
hardly a profound analysis of the Nazi phenomenon, but at least it con
ceded that Hitler was not using rational means to make his points: what
he presented was a spectacle of strength and determination, rather than a
logical plan to heal the polity. That being the case, Robitschek claimed
that satire was ineffective against him. "If you use irony to pounce on
Hitler, in case one of his theses collapses, then you have forgotten: his
revolving stage is rolling! "35

Satire works only when one can confront a system of ideals with reality,
or if one can demonstrate contradictions among the ideals. If the goals are
nebulous or changing, then it is hard to get a grip on them. Weimar satirists
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could highlight the logical inconsistencies of Hitler's thought, but that was
irrelevant to Nazi voters, for whom logic was not a virtue. After all, a
Nazi speaker once told a group of farmers: "We don't want higher bread
prices! We don't want lower bread prices! We don't want unchanged bread
prices! We want National Socialist bread prices!" It would have been hard
for any cabaretist to top that line. When satirists did try to reduce Nazi
ideas to absurdity, they unwittingly forecast the absurd horror of things
to come. In December 1931, three months after the violence on the I(ur
fiirstendamm, Werner Finck told the following "joke" in the Catacombs:
"In the first weeks of the Third Reich, parades will be staged. Should the
parades be hindered by rain, hail, or snow, all Jews in the vicinity will be
shot. "36 In 1931 that was still considered funny. Erich Burger, a critic for
the Berliner Tageblatt, cited it approvingly. It would become much less
humorous as the decade progressed.

Red Revues and Agitprop

Erich Burger noted that in Hollaender's Ghosts in the Villa Stern, "a bitter
incident can be quickly transformed into a comic effect." This ability of
bourgeois satirists to squeeze humor out of the increasingly morbid state
of the republic drew the fire of Marxist critics, who saw little occasion to
laugh. In an essay of 1931 entitled "Leftist Melancholia," Walter Benjamin
accused Mehring, Tucholsky, and I(astner of a "grotesque underestimation
of the enemy." He contended that "their political significance exhausts
itself by turning revolutionary reflexes, to the extent that they exist among
the bourgeoisie, into objects of diversion and amusement that are capable
of being consumed ... In short, this leftist radicalism is precisely that
stance that no longer corresponds to any political action ... From the
outset it seeks nothing more than to enjoy itself in negativistic peace. The
transformation of the political struggle from a compulsion toward com
mitment to an object of enjoyment, from a means of production to an
article of consumption-that is the ultimate hit of this literature. "37 Ben
jamin resurrected the contention that satire was nothing more than a safety
valve for letting off political steam, a form of (literally) play-acting at
politics. The audience might believe that it was participating in some form
of collective statement, but it was merely consuming entertainment. In
place of such self-duping, Benjamin supported a type of performance that
was more focused, aggressive, and uncompromising. One of its embodi
ments was the agitprop movement of the Communist Party of Germany.

Some of the Dadaist writers and artists associated with the early Weimar
cabarets had sympathized with the I(PD, especially after the Social Demo
cratic government suppressed the Spartacus uprising and the March Days
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in Berlin. The subsequent works of John Heartfield, Wieland Herzfelde,
and George Grosz depicted the misery and exploitation of the working
classes. Significantly, though, in the early years of the Weimar Republic,
they rarely depicted the positive aspects of the proletarian struggle. They
did not glorify the achievements of the workers' movement, nor did they
praise the promised Communist land of the future. Writing in the I(PD's
Rate Fahne in 1925, Gertrud Alexander lamented Grosz's inability to
"juxtapose to his caustic criticism of the bourgeois mug [Fratze] the posi
tive element of today~s society, namely the struggle and the heroism of the
proletariat-a fault, incidentally, which is shared not only by George
Grosz, but by the manifestations of German revolutionary artists in gen
eral. "38

The I(PD's attacks on the "negative," unconstructive criticism of Grosz
and the others forced them to opt either for or against serious political
commitment. Heartfield and Herzfelde chose to toe the party line through
out the 1920s, and they devoted their efforts to political photomontage
and journalism in Communist and working-class newspapers. Another
convert to the I(PD was Gustav von Wangenheim. He had sung excessively
nostalgic Pierrot songs on the opening night of Sound and Smoke; he also
appeared in films, and played the role of Jonathan Harker in Murnau's
Nosferatu (1922), the original Dracula movie. But in 1923 Wangenheim
joined the Communist Party, and he became a leader of the workers' choral
movement.

Erich Weinert (1890-1953) chose to devote his talent to Communist
cabaret. Having started out as a satirist in bourgeois cabarets, after 1924
he heeded a call by the editors of the Rate Fahne to perform for workers'
meetings. In 1926 he repudiated his former "bourgeois" and "negativistic"
stance in an article entitled "Political Satire, Political Cabaret":

Much mischief is being made these days with the word satire. Ever since it
has become fashionable, a certain type of writer flits through bourgeois
cabarets, pompously bills himself a political satirist, tosses souped-up punch
lines into the audience, and like the dear Lord looks down from on high and
pastes together conflicting worldviews in such a manner that nobody is hurt.

These petty jokesters simply do not realize that the vocation of the satirist
in no way consists of creating a balance by means of conciliatory niceties
aimed in all directions. On the contrary, it requires depicting social contra
dictions as explicitly as possible, by positing nature against the unnatural,
oppressed against oppressor, forward against backward. The cabaret-humor
ists with a "satirical" bent occasionally tickle the rudimentary revolutionary
nerves of the good bourgeois, but they do not topple anything.

In short, Weinert critized the above-the-fray stance best exemplified by
Walter Mehring when he contended: "I stand neither to the left nor to the
right. I have always stood vertically." Those satirists like Mehring and
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Tucholsky who continued to write for bourgeois cabarets were, for Wein
ert, "political clowns of the ruling class. "39 Weinert sought a different
audience, and he became one of the major performers in Communist
revues, agitprop performances, and political demonstrations until the end
of the Weimar Republic.

A more far-reaching innovation was made by Erwin Piscator (1893
1966), who adapted cabaretic forms for political agitation. After associ
ating with Berlin's postwar Dada movement, in 1920 he founded the
Proletarian Theater, which performed radical plays in various workers'
neighborhoods. Although that venture lasted only several months, Piscator
continued to mount socially critical productions. Thus the I(PD called
upon him to write an agitational revue in anticipation of the Reichstag
elections of December 1924. The result was the Red Revel Revue (Revue
Roter Rummel), which used short numbers derived from cabaret and
variety shows to promote Communist ideals. In his book on political
theater, published in 1929, Piscator recalled that he did not want "a revue
like those of Haller, Charell, and I(lein," but rather a "political-proletarian
revue," a "revolutionary revue." He was dissatisfied with the full-length
plays that he was used to directing, since their "cumbersome construction
and the accompanying problems, which tempted you to sink into psycholo
gizing, constantly reimposed a wall between the stage and the spectator."
The revue, in contrast, was "incredibly naive in the directness of its
presentation," and thus potentially more powerful. Piscator fashioned a
political revue employing all of the possibilities of the stage: "music, song,
acrobatics, speed-drawing, sports, slides, film, statistics, skits, speeches. "40

The Red Revel Revue presented fifteen numbers that were loosely con
nected by two figures-one proletarian, the other bourgeois-who com
mented on the performance from their respective class standpoints. Some
skits were straightforward indictments, such as that dealing with the im
prisonment of a Communist propagandist, and another depicting the exe
cution of workers at Noske's behest. Other numbers drew upon various
forms of popular theatricality to make their points. Bourgeois election
campaigns were depicted as a circus act; a juggler mocked the attempts of
the industrialist Hugo Stinnes to stretch the eight-hour workday; and some
acrobats evoked the strength and determination of the working class. A
further scene consisted of a boxing match among actors made up to
resemble Ludendorff, Stresemann, Noske, and Wilhelm Marx, until the
Communist hero, Max H61z, socked them out of the ring. Near the end
a "revue within the revue" was presented: a bourgeois cabaret was recre
ated in order to illustrate the tastelessness and decadence of middle-class
entertainment (fig. 33). Piscator thus simultaneously presented and rejected
his bourgeois prototype.41

Between November 22 and December 7 the Red Revel Revue was



33. A decadent cabaret show entertains the bourgeoisie while a war cripple suf
fers, in Erwin Piscator's Red Revel Revue (1924).

performed fourteen times in various workers' neighborhoods of Berlin,
and it proved immensely popular. Surprisingly, Piscator did not stage
another contemporary revue for a proletarian audience. In Spite of Every
thing! (Trotz alledem!) was a historical revue, a montage of skits and films
about events between 1914 and 1919; but it was performed only once, at
the opening of the tenth party congress of the I(PD in 1925. Thereafter
Piscator continued to mount radical productions, but they played mainly
to bourgeois audiences. That fact provided the occasion for jokes by
Schiffer and Hollaender, as we have seen, but it dismayed leftist critics.
Nevertheless, Piscator's Red Revel Revue inspired imitators within the
Communist movement.

Members of the Communist Youth League of Germany (I(JVD) were
the first to realize that they could attract much larger audiences if they
presented their ideas in the form of "Red Revues," instead of the more
traditional didactic speeches. Just as the cabaret movement had been
founded a generation earlier as a concession to the bourgeois public's taste
for variety shows, Red Revues were a concession to young workers' hunger
for entertainment. One Communist wrote in retrospect: "'Public Youth
Meeting'-every party functionary knew in advance that that would be a
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flop ... Unless there was a very special event, the youths would run right
past us and go instead to dances, to the movies, or to the amusement park
[Rummel] next door ... Thus some comrades hit upon the idea: What
the amusement park can do, we can too. We have to try to clothe our
political agitation in a shape as lively as that of the amusement park."
Another leader of the I(jVD noted: "Of what use were the best and longest
political speeches, when only a small portion of working-class youths
attended? But tens of thousands went to dances or to amusement parks.
Thus we had to elaborate these forms of mass entertainment, we had to
give them a political content. "42

The attraction of such entertaining forms of political agitation was
confirmed by the first Red Revel (Roter Rummel) of the I(jVD, performed
in various working-class areas of Berlin from August 25 to September 5,
1925. The show was part of a series of events in conjunction with the
Communists' International Youth Week. An internal report of the Berlin
political police noted that the week as a whole "passed without significant
success for the sponsors. The major means of agitation were the political
satirical evenings, designated as 'Red Revels.'" The Communist press bore
out that summary. Whereas lectures drew anywhere from 45 to 120 lis
teners, the sixteen Red Revel performances attracted a total attendance of
15,000, nearly a thousand people for every appearance. The I(jVD officials
estimated that 30 percent of those present were not members of any of
the Communist organizations. That was of major importance to the or
ganizers, since they hoped to use the new medium to attract politically
"indifferent" youths and adults to the Communist cause.43

The purpose of the Red Revels and Red Revues was not only to spread
Communist ideas, but to encourage more active political participation.
One of the major functions of the performances was to persuade the
viewers to subscribe to publications like the Rote Fahne, to collect money
for specific causes, or to join one of the Communist organizations, such
as the I(PD, the I(jVD, the International Workers' Aid (Internationaler
Arbeiterhilfe, or IAH, designed to aid the Soviet Union), and the Red Front
Fighting League (Roter Frontkampfer Bund, or RFB, a more militant group
that protected Communist gatherings). These organizations sometimes
founded or sponsored their own troupes. In 1926 the Communist Youth
League promoted a theater group from Berlin-Wedding to the "First Agit
prop Troupe of the I(jVD." Under the direction of Maxim Vallentin, the
son of one of Max Reinhardt's early associates, it enjoyed great success,
and it was renamed The Red Megaphone (Das rote Sprachrohr) in 1928.
That year the RFB as well as the Rote Fahne financed the Red Rockets
(Rote Raketen). They were given a truck to enable them to travel and
perform throughout Germany, where they sought out new members and
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subscribers for their sponsors. Convoy Left (I(olonne Links), founded by
a workers' sports club in Berlin-Steglitz in 1928, was taken over by the
IAH a year later and likewise equipped with a truck. As a reward for
recruiting sixteen thousand new IAH members throughout Germany in
little over a year, it was sent on a trip to the Soviet Union in the spring
of 1931.

By the end of the twenties these groups were but the tip of an iceberg;
there were dozens of workers' performance groups that presented Com
munist cabaret and variety shows. The trend blossomed after 1927, en
couraged in part by the very successful appearances of Moscow's Blue
Workshirts troupe throughout Germany that fall. At the same time there
was a move away from Red Revues, which focused on a single theme, to
more diverse "agitprop" shows. These consisted of short numbers on a
wide selection of themes, and they provided "agitation" and "propaganda"
for the I(PD's issues of the day. Whereas the longer revues demanded
greater skills in composition and presentation, the short agitprop numbers
could be scripted and memorized more easily. Moreover, they readily could
be brought up-to-date: the day's headlines could be converted into a
five-minute insert. Since agitprop numbers required fewer stage properties
than the more elaborate Red Revues, they also could be performed more
cheaply-an important consideration for workers who were strapped for
income, and who were expected to turn all proceeds over to the various
Communist organizations.

The highly mobile agitprop troupes performed everywhere imaginable
at indoor assemblies, open-air rallies, or the back courtyards of workers'
housing blocks (fig. 34). By June 1931 the Berlin political police could
report in an internal memorandum: "There is hardly a single Communist
event at which one or another agitprop troupe does not perform. State
ments of prominent leaders of the I(PD confirm that the agitprop troupes
have caused a considerable increase in rally attendance as well as a con
siderable growth in membership. That is understandable, when one con
siders the manner whereby the agitprop troupes promote their 'agitation'
and 'propaganda' in the shape of short cabaret numbers, skits, one-act
plays, and so forth. In comparison even with the most effective speeches,
such performances are much better suited for persuading the listeners of
the truth of Communist theses. "44

What was the "truth" that agitprop propounded? Since a major purpose
of the shows was to lure the spectators away from bourgeois entertain
ment, one important subtheme was criticism of commercial mass culture.
In 1929 the Red Megaphone performed a long skit entitled "The Won
drous World of the German Philistine" (Des deutschen Spiessers Wunder
welt), which made fun not only of nationalist works like Wagner's operas



34. Prior to the Reichstag elections of September 1930, the Red Wedding agit
prop troupe brings the Communist message to workers in the inner courtyard
of a Berlin "rental barrack."
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and the patriotic films about Frederick the Great, but also All Quiet on
the Western Front. At the time, the Communist press argued that a genu
inely pacifist novel would have to show that war is caused by capitalism,
and that a Communist revolution alone could prevent future conflagra
tions. The skit ended by criticizing workers who spent their after-work
hours listening to the state radio stations, reading books by the liberal
Ullstein or the reactionary Hugenberg presses, or attending commercial
films. Instead of being lulled by such "kitsch" and "stupefaction works,"
workers should engage in political activities and limit their cultural diet
to works approved by the Communist organizations. Another skit by the
Red Megaphone, "At the Bosom of the Republic" (Am Busen der Repub
lik), likewise warned against mass culture. The program booklet for that
show asserted: "Whoever finds reading too strenuous goes to the movies.
The bourgeois film promotes the idiocy of the masses even better than the
press. There the cultural slime of art-kitsch [kunstverkitschte Kultur
schleim] is even greasier and more pleasurable, and thus it diverts the
working class from its misery and from the necessity of revolutionary class
struggle." Other agitprop troupes gave concrete examples of mass-cultural
obfuscation. In 1928 the Red Rockets had a "Niggersong" in their reper
tory, which began by describing a black dancer entertaining a bourgeois
public. The number then proposed what it considered a more appropriate
context for depicting blacks: colonial exploitation and consequent rebel
lion. It ended with a call for international, interracial solidarity.45

Many numbers were directed against Christianity. Although the conser
vative parties complained about the rampant secularization of the working
class, the prevalence of antireligious works indicated that the Communists
regarded the churches as a persisting competitor for the proletarian mind.
The agitprop songs and skits attacked both Protestantism, with its tradi
tional ties to Prussian conservatism, and Catholicism, which was backed
politically by the Center Party, keystone to all of the Weimar coalitions.
The I(jVD went so far as to propose the celebration of winter solstice in
place of Christmas. In an advisory pamphlet for agitprop groups to cele
brate the 1928 solstice, the Central Committee of the Communist Youth
League noted that Christmas was an especially auspicious time to under
score bourgeois hypocrisy. It suggested juxtaposing the precept "love your
neighbor" with scenes of the lockout in the Ruhr, and "peace on earth"
or "Silent Night" with the danger of new imperialist wars. A year later a
children's agitprop group in Berlin-Moabit performed a skit that showed
how proletarian children had to work on Christmas Eve, delivering news
papers or toys, while bourgeois children received all the presents.46

The 1928 pamphlet reprinted various skits, including some that pro
tested the persistence of religious instruction in public schools. There also
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was a bit of adolescent humor, especially in one song by Theobald Tiger,
alias Tucholsky. His "Gesang der englischen Chorknaben" (Song of the
Angelic Choirboys) began with a blasphemous children's ditty: "Praise be
to God, Lord of Pea-ea-eace! / Who's got the lice and the flea-ea-eas?"
(Ehre sei Gott in der H6-h6-he! / Wer hat die Wanzen und FI6-h6-he?).
The song continued, in that style, to portray the church as a bulwark of
exploitative capitalism, and religion as a means of stupefying the proletar
iat. The number must have been immensely popular, since it was performed
by numerous agitprop groups in the ensuing years. The Rote Fahne re
ported in April 1930 that "the 'Red Hammer,' a well-known Berlin troupe,
always receives a great storm of applause with Tucholsky's 'Song of the
Angelic Choirboys,' which reaches its apex when the fat priest, with eyes
screwed up in rapture, kisses his crucifix." The article then reported that
the troupe was about to be prosecuted for blasphemy.47

Predictably, the majority of agitprop numbers dealt with political topics.
The troupes conducted coordinated campaigns to promote Communist
viewpoints before state or national elections, and during debates on emo
tional issues like the expropriation of the deposed German sovereigns
(1926) and the construction of a battle cruiser (1928). They mobilized
support and collected funds for striking workers, such as those of the 1928
Ruhr lockout. In addition, there were campaigns to support international
revolutionary movements, especially that in China. Not surprisingly, the
greatest attention was paid to developments in the USSR, whose supposed
proletarian democracy and economic miracles were praised. The agitprop
troupes also voiced opposition to measures seemingly aimed against the
Soviet Union. In particular, the Locarno Treaty of 1925-which pledged
peace with Germany's western neighbors but failed to ratify its eastern
borders-was regarded as a capitalist anti-Soviet alliance. The First Agit
prop Troupe of the I(jVD even employed a Girls number to make the
point. During their performance of "Hands Off China!" (Hande weg von
China!), the Locarno Girls made an appearance. In the skit, Chamberlain
and various "imperialist generals" plotting the division of China were
treated to the following entertainment, according to a Berlin police report:
"Ten young girls with extremely short skirts dance ballet. Each one has a
letter on her chest and on her back, such that they spell 'Locarno' in front
and 'anti-Soviet' in back. The generals are exceedingly pleased with this
performance." So too was the reviewer for the Rote Fahne, who described
them as "pretty, sympathetic young comrades."48

Numerous skits made fun of the other political parties. Occasionally the
Catholic Center and the more right-wing groups were attacked, but the
overwhelming majority of numbers was aimed against the Social Demo
crats. The Communists never forgot the actions of Noske during the early
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years of the republic. More important, the SPD was obviously their ma
jor-and invariably more successful-competitor for working-class votes.
To counter those socialist sympathies, the agitprop skits portrayed the SPD
as a de facto supporter of capitalism and opponent of revolutionary
change. That was not too difficult, since the SPD's Hermann Muller be
came Reich chancellor in June 1928, and Social Democrats led the Prussian
government until Papen's coup of 1932. With such powerful positions,
political expediency-as well as the party's genuinely antirevolutionary
temperament-sometimes led the SPD to cast rather unsocialist votes. This
allowed the !(PD, which did not have to worry about coalition-building
or governmental responsibility, to take some easy swipes.

According to a police report, one scene of the !(JVD's Red Revel of
1925 involved a dialogue between Stresemann and "Mr. Sam," in which
they agreed that "the German Social Democrats never left us in the lurch
when we needed them to support capitalist interests." A typical anti-SPD
performance was that of The Heretics (Die !(etzer), recorded by the police
in Berlin-Reinickendorf in November 1928. The revue included a depiction
of Friedrich Ebert and the industrialist Hugo Stinnes in heaven, where they
embraced and confessed that they always had been of one mind; a scene
depicting the murder of Liebknecht and Luxemburg by Reichswehr officers
at the behest of the SPD; and a number showing how Socialist delegates
increased the tax burden on the working class. All skits were glossed by
a figure personifying Vorwarts, the SPD newspaper, who recited sentences
from that paper in order to damn the Social Democrats with their own
words. On other occasions such political didacticism gave way to outright
ridicule. The Red Rockets performed a song to the melody of a traditional
lullaby, describing the SPD's desire to put the working class to sleep in a
black-red-gold bed watched over by Hindenburg. Especially amusing was
their song set to the tune of a current, internationally famous hit: it
presented the SPD as "Just a Gigolo" (Armer Gigolo), who had to dance
to the music of !(rupp, Germany's major weapons manufacturer.49

The SPD, fearful of the Communists since the first days of the republic,
was no less hostile toward the !(PD, and it had the firepower to back its
ire. Matters came to the head on May 1, 1929. Although !(arl Z6rgiebel,
Berlin's Socialist police chief, had banned all open-air demonstrations,
Communist workers in proletarian neighborhoods like Wedding and
Neuk611n held May Day processions. The police responded to the unarmed
demonstrators not only with truncheons but also with bullets, and thirty
three workers were dead by the end of the day. The Communists regarded
these incidents as a repeat of 1919, with Z6rgiebel as the new Noske, and
the split between the two leftist parties was sealed irreparably.

At the twelfth party congress in June 1929 the !(PD declared that the
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Social Democrats had become "social fascists." This doctrine was to define
and cripple the Communist movement until Hitler's coming to power. It
held that the growth of the I(PD led to a consolidation of procapitalist
forces, including the Social Democrats, who eventually would establish a
military dictatorship to avert a proletarian uprising. Insofar as the SPD
was the party that diverted the most working-class support away from the
I(PD, it was "objectively" the bulwark of the "fascist" coalition, and hence
the greatest obstacle to revolution. In June 1929 Das rate Sprachrohr, one
of the two major journals of the agitprop movement, devoted a special
issue to "the fight against social fascism," in which Erich Weinert declared
that "Social Democrats-have now become fascists! "50

The Communists believed that their prognosis was confirmed by events
in the ensuing months. The global depression that broke out that fall hurt
Germany especially severely. Its economic recovery had been aided by
short-term loans from American banks, but these were now recalled.
Inability to agree on solutions to the crisis led to parliamentary deadlock,
and in March 1930 Muller's cabinet was replaced by one headed by the
conservative Centrist politician Heinrich Bruning. The new chancellor
dissolved the Reichstag and ruled through emergency decrees, promulgated
by President Hindenburg according to article 48 of the Weimar Constitu
tion. Following elections, the reconvened Reichstag of September 1930
saw tremendous gains for the Communists (now with 77 seats) and espe
cially the Nazis (107 seats); but despite small losses, the SPD still had the
largest parliamentary delegation (143).

Persistent inability to form a governing majority induced Bruning to
continue ruling by emergency decree, a fact which effectively spelled the
end of parliamentary democracy. Bruning could have been ousted by a
vote of no-confidence, but the Social Democrats refused to back such a
measure. According to the Communists, that made the SPD the prime
supporter of the "Bruning dictatorship" and its economic austerity meas
ures, which hit the working class unusually hard. In June 1931 a report
of the Communist-dominated International Workers' Theater League as
serted that the Social Democrats "put the Bruning government in the
saddle; they rejected all motions in parliament to remove the emergency
decrees and the Bruning government, and their government in Prussia puts
Bruning's Reich laws into effect in an even more brutal and reactionary
fashion. "51

The emergency decrees soon affected the agitprop troupes directly. Ear
lier little could be done against Communist performances, as much as the
authorities might try. In November 1926 the internal correspondence of
the Berlin political police noted that the lenient free-speech laws did not
give the courts much chance of prosecuting the I(PD's shows. At most, a
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performance could be terminated if it took place in an auditorium that
did not conform to fire-safety regulations.52 That situation changed radi
cally after March 28, 1931, when a new set of emergency decrees was
promulgated. Aimed at the increasing violence associated with Nazi as
well as Communist demonstrations, it allowed the prohibition in advance
of any public political meetings and marches if the authorities feared that
speakers might urge disrespect for the law, insult leading politicians or
state institutions, or defame religious organizations.

The Berlin police used the decree as a basis for a total ban on agitprop
performances. A memorandum dated April 2 noted: "According to our
experience, it is precisely the agitprop troupes which pursue a boundless
smear campaign against the state and the religious institutions in the
meetings of the I(PD and its affiliated organizations. Yet until now there
has not been the possibility of moving against the agitprop performances
in an effective manner. Now the emergency decree fills that vulnerable
gap." The memorandum went on to report that since Communist publi
cations had advised the agitprop groups to mount a large antireligious
offensive around Easter, the police were empowered to ban all assemblies
at which such troupes were scheduled to perform. That same day Albert
Grzesinski, Z6rgiebel's successor as Berlin's chief of police, ordered that
"assemblies in which agitprop troupes appear are to be forbidden until
further notice." Four weeks later the police raided the Berlin offices of the
Communist-dominated German Workers' Theater League and confiscated
all documents. For the Rote Fahne, the police decree and the raid consti
tuted "irrefutable proof that the Social Democratic leaders have only
waited for Bruning's emergency decrees in order to take widespread actions
against the proletarian agitprop groups ... With this emergency decree
the SPD treads underfoot all freedom of speech, agitation, and proletarian
performance. "53

The Rote Fahne attributed the prohibition of agitprop to its political
success: over the previous nine months, the troupes had performed 1,400
times before half a million spectators in Berlin and its vicinity, and had
succeeded in recruiting six thousand new members to Communist organi
zations. Such statistics alarmed the authorities, who were disturbed even
more by the increasingly aggressive tone of the performances. Originally,
calls to violence had been symbolic. In February 1930, for example, the
Red Hammer (Rote Hammer) troupe sang its signature song: they struck
the ground with large red hammers after every stanza and shouted "hit
hard!" (schlagt zu!). Soon other numbers were calling for direct violence.
The Left Curve (I(urve links), a I(JVD troupe from Berlin, gave a perform
ance in Bochum in July 1930, wherein a young woman took aim and shot
at target figures representing the SPD, capitalism, militarism, the Nazis,
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and the police. The Communist emcee said that because of the presence
of an actual policeman, he could not place personal names on the figures.
That was not the case in March 1931 at a performance of the I(JVD's Red
Pioneers (Rote Pioniere) in Berlin. A journalist for the conservative
Reichsbote reported that in the performance, "Red Pioneers attack armed
policemen, beat them to the ground, and kick them with mocking laughter
while the audience applauds wildly." According to the observer, "the
highpoint of this blood-orgy" was reached when a young Red Pioneer
woman led chants calling for the shooting of Hitler, Goebbels, Briining,
Severing, and Grzesinski. We might be tempted to attribute such scenes to
the adolescent mentality of the youthful audience. But that same month
the police reported that the Red Megaphone, addressing an adult audience,
performed a number in which three shots were fired at a bull's-eye held
before Severing's head.54 The type of right-wing, shooting-gallery amuse
ment criticized in Hollaender's "Little Drummer Girl" was becoming a
staple on Communist stages as well.

Such violent agitprop numbers were capable of generating strong emo
tions in working-class audiences. Performing before seven thousand spec
tators in Berlin in November 1930, the Red Torches (Rote Fackeln) staged
a mock trial of figures representing capitalism, the church, the police, the
judiciary, and an SPD big shot. The audience was asked to deliver the
verdicts. The constable in attendance reported with dismay: "At the ap
pearance of the armed police lieutenant, there was already such anger in
the assembly that the speaker hardly could make himself heard. The crowd
made the most nauseating suggestions about how to punish him. In the
end it was decided to throw all of the armed police into the room where
the thirty-three [revolutionary] sailors had been shot [in 1919], and to toss
a grenade in after them." The understandably discomfited police observer
noted further that "the skillful stage direction was able to whip up the
audience's bloodlust. At times many of those in attendance believed that
they really were witnessing an actual revolutionary tribunal. Medics re
peatedly had to carry out those who were seized by cramps or had col
lapsed due to their strong emotions." The policeman concluded: "The
entire manner of the presentation is certainly capable of sweeping an
infected crowd on to all possible spontaneous actions. "55

While it is understandable that the police wanted to keep such perform
ances under control in the highly volatile political climate of 1931, it is
also obvious that the I(PD was loathe to give up such a potent medium.
After March 1931 the agitprop troupes existed in a state of quasi-illegality,
but they nevertheless managed to perform. The police in Berlin and
throughout Germany were overtaxed and could not monitor all political
rallies. For example, the Communists complained that the authorities had
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been able to prohibit twenty of the fifty Berlin assemblies that had planned
to host agitprop troupes on May 1, 1931. From the police perspective,
however, one could argue that the Communists had been very successful
in evading the total ban. By November 1931 the Communists circulated
a flyer saying that workers' assemblies should not be fearful of inviting
agitprop troupes, because "in four-fifths of all cases in which the troupes
had not been reported to the police in advance, they were able to perform
without any difficulties! "56

The troupes devised various other tricks to outsmart the police. They
often performed unannounced in the courtyards of workers' housing
blocks or at outdoor assemblies. They also attempted (with less success)
the old ploy, dating to Wilhelmine times, of declaring an assembly a closed
meeting "for members only." One of the most ingenious tricks consisted
in using incognito agitprop actors or Communist youths to start political
discussions in public spaces. In its guidelines for the "summer agitation"
of July 1931, the I(JVD suggested that youths should arrive inconspicu
ously at squares, parks, and especially ice cream parlors, where they would
start seemingly spontaneous political discussions with other Communist
youths who had arrived earlier. Some of the youths could even pretend to
be Nazis, Social Democrats, or Christians. It was hoped that the bystanders
would become involved in the debates and won over to the Communist
cause. Slatan Dudow's film Kuhle Wampe (1932), scripted by Brecht,
included a dramatization of such public debates, in this case during a
commuter train ride.57

The political difficulties faced by the agitprop troupes were not merely
of an external nature. Officials of the I(PD tried to coordinate agitprop
activities and guarantee their political correctness and efficacy. In 1928
Communist delegates packed the annual convention of the German Work
ers' Theater League, which until then had been under Social Democratic
guidance, and took over its organizational apparatus. In the ensuing years
the Workers' Theater League tried to have all agitprop troupes join its
ranks, a goal it never achieved. The League hoped to control the perform
ance style and ideological statements of its members; to that end it used
newsletters and journals. But despite persistent efforts by the central lead
ership, it never was able to assert extensive control even over those troupes
that officially belonged to the League.

The I(PD, the I(JVD, and the Workers' Theater League repeatedly had
to assert the primacy of politics vis-a-vis the proletarian players, who
experienced some of the same dilemmas faced by bourgeois satirists. Just
as cabarets had been founded to lure middle-class spectators away from
variety shows, Red Revues had been created to draw proletarian youths
and adults away from mass-cultural diversions. The Communists hoped
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to use the entertaining format to indoctrinate the working-class public,
but they soon discovered that the humor could outweigh the political
message. At the turn of the century Sigmund Freud had noted that "with
tendentious jokes we are not in a position to distinguish by our feeling
what part of the pleasure arises from the sources of their technique and
what part from those of their purpose. Thus, strictly speaking, we do not
know what we are laughing at."58 Neither did the spectators of agitprop.
The I(PD hoped that they would walk away with the political "purpose"
in mind, but many viewers remembered only the entertaining "technique"
of agitprop's "tendentious jokes." Workers could swallow the bait of
amusement without getting hooked on the political line.

Many observers, police as well as Communists, reported that most
spectators seemed to attend agitprop performances merely for the free
diversion. At a performance by Berlin's Red Rockets in Stuttgart in Sep
tember 1928, a policeman noted that the audience seemed more taken by
the "burlesque" Nigger-Tanz performed during the the anticolonial "Nig
ger-Song," than by "the serious text." The report continued: "Under the
rubric of 'The Political Jazz-band,' all six members sang satirical songs
with accompanying jazz music. Here too the political content of the songs
took a back seat, because the comic nature of the presentation grabbed
the spectators' attention above all." At a meeting of the RFB in Berlin
Spandau four months later, a policeman noted that the political speaker
"could barely be heard owing to the prevailing chattering in the hall."
More attention was paid to the ensuing performance of the Red Workshirts
(Rote Blusen), but for many in attendance, the highlight seemed to be the
dance at the conclusion of the show-a product of the fact that agitprop
troupes often doubled as dance bands after rallies: "It must be noted that
among the public there were many non-Party people, especially youths,
who came simply for the ensuing dance. In general the I(PD-comrades,
especially the women, were dressed for a fete."59

Such observations were made as well by Communist critics, who repeat
edly cautioned the performers to give priority to the political message.
Communist officials wanted to counter a situation where the agitprop
troupes were turning into the political clowns of the proletariat, to para
phrase Weinert. They also wanted to avoid the dilemma of bourgeois satire,
where laughter could vent frustrations and thus detract from further ac
tion. Although party officials were pleased that rallies with agitprop
troupes could draw bigger crowds than those with speeches alone, the
I(VJD journal observed in 1928: "in various assemblies the importance of
agitprop troupes was overestimated and the speech regarded as secondary.
Now as before the political speaker must be the most important aspect of
our assemblies." Other writers argued that agitprop troops should not
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merely employ humorous satire but also depict serious scenes. Maxim
Vallentin, the director of the Red Megaphone, wrote that "satire, the best
method of agitation, does not embrace a person completely," and thus
propagandistic pathos was important as well: "We must be able to shock,
'electrify and shake into action' (as Potemkin-director Eisenstein said), in
order to win human resources."60

Since humor was getting in the way of the political message, it would
have to be attenuated. Georg Pijet, a Communist writer, argued that to
treat certain serious themes satirically would be "simply impossible";
strikebreaking or the uprisings of 1919 were off limits to humor. In 1929
a writer for Das rate Sprachrohr argued that satire itself should be made
more serious: "All satire is bitterly earnest, and the spectators must realize
that." Two years later the same journal still had to warn against exclusive
reliance on humor: "Some people believed that 'laughter kills'-and that
was correct-but they went further and believed: 'Laughter alone kills
laughter can achieve everything!' and that was false!" At a national meet
ing of the Workers' Theater League in April 1930 a speaker had to remind
the audience that increased support for the I(PD was the criterion of
theatrical success: "'Ye shall know them by their electoral results'-not by
the laughter, applause, or enthusiasm that they achieve."61

Some agitprop groups took these strictures to heart. Already in 1925,
at one of the Red Revels of the l(jVD, the audience was warned not to
treat the entertainment as a safety valve for discontent, but rather as a
spur to action. After making various jokes about capitalist, militarist, and
Social Democratic practices, an actor turned to the audience and said:
"And you laugh at that. You know, when I look at you from up here, it
makes me want to puke. You laugh and laugh. You even laugh at your
own stupidity. Instead of banding together, going to the [reformist] trade
unions and beating them to shit-you let this rubbish happen every day
and you even laugh about it!" In 1930 the Red Megaphone began a
number with a choric introduction that intoned: "If you / seek diversion
amusement-relaxation-peace / . . . then / you will / cry bitter tears /
for-/ your price of admission! / Our jokes / are political-Our seriousness
/ is political-Our play / is political! "62

To ensure that all affiliated agitprop troupes saw their work in a correct
ideological context, at the end of December 1930 the Workers' Theater
League commenced a series of courses for performers. The schooling,
which lasted several days, was purely political and sought "to give the
German comrades of the Workers' Theater League a foundation for their
work." As the political and economic situation worsened, the agitprop
groups were ordered to engage in more direct shop-floor agitation and
propaganda, and to become more closely associated with workers in spe-
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cific factories. Finally, at the national meeting of the Workers' Theater
League in April 1931, the delegates voted to institute a "more strict and
thorough organization of the Workers' Theater League," and to turn the
affiliated performance groups into "political cadres, that is, battle units
with responsible functions. "63

The military metaphor was appropriate, since the I(PD believed that it
was gearing up for the final revolutionary assault against Germany's "fas
cist" system. Incredibly, at that late date the Communist leaders still saw
the Social Democrats as their major enemy, despite the Nazis' tremendous
gains at the polls, and the almost daily battles in Berlin between storm
troopers and members of the Red Front Fighting League. At the same
national meeting of the Workers' Theater League, the delegates' resolution
claimed that the German bourgeoisie "had left the ground of sham de
mocracy and ordered the Bruning regime to establish a fascist dictatorship.
In this endeavor it is actively supported by the stance of the SPD and the
NSDAP, which increasingly are unmasked as lackeys for the suppression
of the working class." For the Communists, the Social Democrats and the
Nazis were but two sides of the fascist coin. That idea was spelled out in
a political training course for new members of the I(jVD in the fall of
1931. The course depicted the SPD as the party of "social fascists," and
the NSDAP as that of "national fascists." It branded Nazi propaganda as
"social demagoguery," which by using "sham radical phrases" succeeded
in "winning over great segments of the working class." Both parties, in
short, diverted the proletariat away from supporting the Communists. That
meant that "the battle between social fascists and national fascists is only
fictitious. It is merely a fight over the state coffers." In the final revolu
tionary battle the Social Democrats would unite with the Nazis to back a
fascist dictatorship against the Communist working class. As late as Sep
tember 1932 a secret conference of agitprop functionaries was told by a
representative of the Central Committee of the I(PD: "the ADGB [socialist
trade unions] and the SPD are the greatest brakes on our revolutionary
policies. If we do not succeed in smashing them, we will never attain the
revolution. "64

This fixation on the Social Democrats blinded the Communists to the
magnitude of the Nazi threat. Their inability to see the true nature of
National Socialism was made manifest in the agitprop skits. Granted, the
Communists correctly surmised that the Nazis did not have the workers'
best interests at heart, despite the proletarian rhetoric of men like Otto
Strasser, who broke with Hitler in the summer of 1930 and formed the
"Revolutionary National Socialists." In anticipation of the Reichstag elec
tions of September 1930, one Red Revel showed that the Nazis could not
be considered friends of the proletariat, since their leaders lived too well,
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they opposed strikes, and they included in their ranks men who had gunned
down workers in 1919. One scene described a squabble between Hitler
and Strasser, in which the latter threatened to break away: "I'll found the
national revolutionary socialists, the revolutionary social nationalists, the
revolutionary national socialists, the national social revolutionaries, the
social revolutionary nationalists! "65

After the September elections the Nazis appeared much less funny.
Whereas the I(PD leadership remained fixated on the "social fascist" SPD,
the Communist rank and file learned that their actual enemies were in the
Nazi camp. In his memoirs about the activities of the Left Column agitprop
group, Helmut Damerius recalled that political reality was spelled out for
them by their working-class audience. Following the party line, the troupe
attacked the SPD as the workers' greatest enemy. As for the Nazis, it merely
ridiculed them, portraying them "harmlessly with paper helmets and
wooden swords," despite the increasingly deadly fights between storm
troopers and Communists. One number in particular illustrated how slap
stick humor could get the better of a serious political message. Actors
depicting Hitler, Strasser, Goebbels, and other Nazi bosses appeared on
stage wearing porcelain chamber pots in place of helmets. When they got
into one of their perennial fights over Nazi policy, they used wooden sticks
to crack the potties on each others' heads. The audience would invariably
roar with laughter at such infantile humor. After one performance, how
ever, some workers protested that in reality the Nazis were not beating up
each other but killing proletarians. Stung by that criticism, the troupe gave
the scene a coda in future performances. After the slapstick and the
inevitable peals of laughter, the actors would halt the show and ask the
audience: "Is that what the Nazis really look like? Aren't they killing
workers every day?" Then an actor wearing an authentic storm-trooper
uniform would appear on stage, and others held up posters listing the
names of workers killed by Nazis. 66 That story highlights the limits of
using humor for serious political ends, as well as the Communist rank
and-file's greater perspicacity in recognizing the Nazi threat. Nevertheless,
agitprop troupes continued to perform far more numbers attacking Social
Democrats right up to the end of the republic.

The I(PD was even less perceptive when it came to assessing the Nazis'
anti-Semitism. Just as the Communists believed that a "sham battle" took
place between Nazis and Social Democrats, they contended that the hos
tility toward Jews was also feigned: it was a capitalist ploy to divert
workers away from class struggle by fomenting racial conflict. The Com
munist inability to acknowledge serious ideological splits within the bour
geoisie was made manifest in an agitprop skit that Georg Pijet wrote for
the 1930 Reichstag elections. In grotesque defiance of political reality, one
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scene depicted both a "Jewish capitalist" and an "Aryan capitalist" giving
money to Hitler. When some Nazis shouted "Death to the Jews!!! Germany
awake!!!," even the Jewish capitalist applauded, since he (qua capitalist)
believed that such racial demagoguery would divert the workers from class
struggle. The Nazis in the skit tried to throw the Jewish capitalist out, but
Hitler stopped them with the comment: "Good Lord, you don't have to
take everything so literally! "67 This denial of the reality of the Nazis'
anti-Semitism was not isolated, but a central precept of Communist
thought of the time. It appeared in other agitprop skits, and even formed
the basis for Brecht's dramatic analysis of fascism, The Roundheads and
the Peakheads (1932).

Neither the bourgeois satirists nor their Communist counterparts were
able to comprehend the true nature of National Socialism. Liberal notions
of rational, responsible political engagement and Communist beliefs in
simplistically bipolar class struggle were equally limited in their ability to
understand the Nazi menace. Satire was unable to fathom Hitler, much
less stop him. When he finally came to power, he remembered his oppo
nents. The liberals, Jews, and Communists who had constituted the bulk
of people engaged in bourgeois cabaret and proletarian agitprop were
destined to be victims of the new regime.
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CHAPTER E G H T

The National Socialist takeover in the spring of 1933 nearly destroyed the
cabaret movement, for most of the entertainers had been liberal, leftist, or
Jewish. Many of these fled Germany in the first days and weeks of Nazi
rule. The remaining "Aryan" performers who desired to ply their trade
had to make significant compromises with the new regime. Whereas Trude
Hesterberg took the route of subscribing (or pretending to subscribe) to
Nazi ideals, Werner Finck persisted in making sly jokes about life in the
Third Reich. For that offense, his Catacombs cabaret was closed in May
1935, as was the Tingel-Tangel, another refractory stage. In the wake of
that affair, the authorities called for the creation of a "positive cabaret"
that would applaud the Nazis' goals and mock those of their enemies. The
project, which was totally alien to the spirit of cabaret, was a failure;
consequently in 1937 Goebbels banned all political themes from German
stages. Thereafter cabaret degenerated into pure vaudeville, the seedbed
from which it had sprung in the 1890s. With the increasing mobilization
of the male population after 1939, only women remained to populate the
cabaret and revue stages. The "Girls" dominated the shows until the
bombardment of Berlin destroyed the remaining centers of entertainment.

The Suppression of Critical Cabaret

Although the outside world might have viewed Berlin as the seat of Hitler's
rule, the Nazis themselves regarded the metropolis with great suspicion.
To be sure, they made impressive electoral inroads into the traditionally
"red" city after 1930. The despair brought on by mounting unemployment
led to a polarization of Berlin's electorate. In the Reichstag elections of
September 14, 1930, the Communists received 27.3 percent of the Berlin
vote, narrowly surpassing the Social Democrats, who won 27.2 percent.
The Nazis, who had made a negligible showing in 1928, received almost
15 percent of the ballots cast in the capital. They continued to make
dramatic gains as the economic crisis worsened. On November 6, 1932,
in the last Reichstag elections before Hitler's chancellorship, more Berliners
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supported the Nazis (26 percent) than the Social Democrats (23 percent).
Nevertheless, the Communists attained a considerable lead (31 percent),
and the Nazis fared significantly worse in the capital than they did in the
national vote (where they attracted 33 percent of the electorate). For liberal
Berliners, the November elections were a catastrophe: almost 70 percent
of their neighbors voted against the Weimar democracy (if one combines
the votes of the Nazis, the Communists, and the German National People's
Party, at 11 percent). Yet from a Nazi perspective, the results were far
from ideal: some 54 percent of Berliners were still voting "red" (SPD or
I(PD). Thus when Hitler was appointed chancellor on January 30, 1933,
he knew that he would govern from a city that was largely enemy territory.

Given the city's leftist propensities, the Nazis' purge of Berlin was espe
cially brutal. Upon being appointed minister of the interior for Prussia,
Hermann Goring put Nazi party members in charge of police departments,
and he declared that the storm troopers would function as "auxiliary
police." This inaugurated a reign of terror, as the SA and SS used their
new authority to wreak vengeance on the leftists whom they had battled
in the preceding years. Thousands of Communists, Social Democrats, and
trade union officials were detained in over fifty hastily created jails and
concentration camps in and around Berlin. Among the most notorious
were the Columbiahaus at the Tempelhof airport, run by the SS, and the
concentration camp at Oranienburg just north of the city. An early high
point of terror came in June, when a hundred Communists and socialists
were tortured to death by the SA and SS during the "I(openick Blood
Week."

While outright violence was used to intimidate the leftists, pseudo-legal
means were used to cow liberals and Jews of all political persuasions.
Following the Reichstag fire of February 27, which the Nazis claimed was
a Communist signal for a proletarian uprising, Hindenburg promulgated
an emergency degree based on article 48 of the Weimar constitution. The
decree gave Hitler de facto authority to suspend freedom of speech, the
press, and political assembly. Despite these powers, the Nazis still could
not gain a majority of votes in the Reichstag elections of March 5, where
they received 44 percent of the national vote, and 35 percent of ballots
cast in the capital. Nevertheless, the new Reichstag-meeting in the I(roll
Opera House, ironically the site of many avant-garde performances in the
twenties-suspended the constitution and gave Hitler dictatorial powers
on March 23. The two-thirds majority needed to pass this so-called Ena
bling Act was attainable because all I(PD mandates had been invalidated,
and storm troopers prevented many SPD delegates from attending the
session. That law spelled the end of the Weimar Republic. By summer the
Nazis had banned all other political parties, dissolved the trade unions,
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and forced all newspapers to toe the National Socialist line. Moreover,
they began to institute their anti-Semitic policies: on April 1 they pro
claimed a one-day boycott of Jewish businesses, and on April 7 they passed
a law dismissing almost all Jews from the civil service.

These events could not help but have a traumatic impact on Berlin's
cultural life, including cabaret. Since the Nazis moved most swiftly against
Communists and Social Democrats, whom they considered their most
serious enemies, members of agitprop troupes were in immediate danger.
Many of them were arrested, and in November 1933 Hans Otto, a leader
of the German Workers' Theater League and a supporter of the agitprop
movement, was killed in the Columbiahaus. Other outspokenly leftist
associates of the cabaret movement suffered as well. Erich Miihsam, a
frequent performer in Berlin's pub-cabarets at the turn of the century, was
killed in Oranienburg in July 1934 for having played a commanding role
in the Bavarian Soviet Republic of 1919.

Nor was Nazi terror limited to the far left. Many of Berlin's liberal and
"bourgeois" luminaries in literature and the arts also were very high on
the Nazi hit list. Some of them had been outspoken opponents of Hitler,
even if they often underestimated the threat that he posed. Goebbels
disliked the cabarets in particular. In January 1930 he had gone to the
I(adeko in order to see a guest appearance by I(arl Valentin. Goebbels had
liked the famous (and non-Jewish) comedian from Munich, but as for the
rest of the show: "A totally Jewish affair. In part insufferable, in part weak,
but also in part not without wit. Naturally it was all asphalt."! Having
been the ranking Nazi in Berlin for several years, Goebbels had observed
and castigated that city's "asphalt literature," a right-wing buzzword des
ignating all cosmopolitan and critical art.

Goebbels was particularly anxious to cleanse Berlin's cultural scene,
which he considered a cesspool of "decadent," "Bolshevik," and "Jewish"
culture. The first of several well-choreographed attacks came on May 10,
when university students throughout Germany tossed thousands of books
by undesirable writers into huge bonfires. The most publicized of these
conflagrations occurred in front of Berlin's university, in the presence of
Goebbels. To the text of a ritual incantation denouncing decadent values
and extolling nationalist virtues, the works of Marx, Freud, Remarque,
Heinrich Mann, and others were consigned to the flames. Two stalwarts
of Weimar cabaret were mentioned explicitly. Erich I(astner's works were
burned to the cry of: "Against decadence and moral decay! For discipline
and decency in the family and the state!" And while Tucholsky's books
were being cremated, the students intoned: "Against impudence and arro
gance, for respect and reverence toward the immortal German people's
soul!"2
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I(astner actually witnessed the book-burning, but most of the prominent
cabaret writers and performers had fled Germany by then. Unlike I(astner,
they were almost all Jewish: I(urt Gerron, Valeska Gert, Paul Graetz, Fritz
Grunbaum, Annemarie Hase, Friedrich Hollaender, Margo Lion, Walter
Mehring, Paul Morgan, Rudolf Nelson, I(urt Robitschek, Mischa Spolian
sky, and many others. All of them faced hardships in exile; some suc
cumbed to despair. Paul Nikolaus, the political conferencier of the I(adeko,
already had committed suicide in Lucerne on March 30. In a last letter he
wrote: "For once, no joke: I am taking my own life. Why? I could not
return to Germany without taking it there. I cannot work there now, I do
not want to work there now, and yet unfortunately I have fallen in love
with my fatherland. I cannot live in these times." A week earlier Paul
Simmel, the well-known cartoonist for the Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung, had
committed suicide in Berlin. And two years later I(urt Tucholsky ended
his life in Sweden.3

Those cabaret artists who remained in Germany faced great difficulties.
The economic depression had forced many cabarets to fold. The estab
lishment of Nazi rule killed off almost all the others, as leftists, liberals,
and Jews were silenced. Erwin Lowinsky, Elow of the Cabaret of the
Nameless, was one of the few intrepid Jews who attempted to run a cabaret
under the new conditions. When his contract to be conferencier at the
Wilhelmshallen am Zoo was canceled, he decided to open his own cabaret
in October 1933 (owing to "an optimism that I no longer understand,"
he wrote in his postwar memoirs). Unlike his previous venture, which made
fun of amateurs, Elow's I(unstlerspiele Uhlandeck on the I(urfurstendamm
was a more conventional cabaret in which he acted as conferencier, crack
ing jokes and introducing the various singers and entertainers. The shows
received very favorable reviews in many of Berlin's papers, which often
noted that Elow's humor was still "biting" (bissig) but strictly apolitical.
One reason why he was able to stay in business for several months was
the fact that he was forced to hire some members of the Nazi's Battle
League for German Culture (I(ampfbund fur Deutsche I(ultur). Unemploy
ment among actors and entertainers was very high (over 40 percent in
1932), and Nazi sympathizers were happy to have a contract, even if it
involved signing with a flourishing "Jewish" enterprise. That situation
ended in April 1934, however, when Elow's venture was finally "Aryan
ized." It passed into the hands of Paul Schneider-Duncker, who had
founded the Roland von Berlin with "the Jew" Rudolf Nelson thirty years
earlier, but now was an outspoken supporter of the Nazi regime.4

By then the major vehicle for keeping Jews, liberals, leftists, and other
undesirables out of Germany's cultural life was the Reich Culture Chamber
(Reichskulturkammer). Founded in September 1933 at the urging of Goeb-
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bels, who became its president, the organization was divided into sub
chambers for literature, the visual arts, theater, music, film, the press, and
radio. Anyone seeking to be active in any of these fields was required to
become a member, but membership invariably was denied to "non
Aryans" and politically suspect individuals. In its first two years, much of
the Culture Chamber's time was spent ascertaining the racial credentials
of applicants. When Elow sought to become a member of the subchamber
for literature, which would have allowed him to appear in print, he
received a letter of rejection that argued: "Given the great importance of
intellectual and culturally creative work for the life and the future devel
opment of the German people, doubtlessly only those personalities are
qualified to undertake such activity in Germany who belong to the German
people not only as citizens but also through profound bonds of race and
blood. Only someone who feels tied and obligated to his people through
racial commonality is allowed to exert influence upon the inner life of the
nation by means of the far-reaching and momentous type of work repre
sented by intellectual and cultural production. Because of your status as
non-Aryan, you are incapable of perceiving and appreciating such an
obligation. "5

Having been shut out of the public sphere, Jewish performers were
forced to restrict their activities to Jewish audiences. Eventually the only
context in which they were allowed to act was in events sponsored by the
Culture League of German Jews (I(ulturbund deutscher Juden). Founded
in Berlin in June 1933, the League's membership was restricted to Jews,
and only the Jewish press was allowed to report on its activities. The only
"Aryans" permitted at performances were official observers, often from
the Gestapo. Most of the League's performances consisted of classical
music or drama. Rosa Valetti, who had founded the Cabaret Megalomania
in the early twenties, emigrated to Austria in 1933, but she was allowed
to make guest appearances in the League's Berlin theater until July 1934.
As of October 1935 the League even had a section for cabaret (I(leinkunst)
headed by Max Ehrlich, a popular comic actor of the twenties who had
appeared at the I(adeko. Ehrlich became one of the League's most active
performers, as he mounted numerous cabaret evenings, musical comedies,
and revues. Their purpose was pure entertainment and diversion, and his
shows invariably succeeded, in the words of a reviewer for the ]udische
Rundschau of April 1937, in "relieving us of cares and fears for a couple
of hours." That was precisely what his increasingly imperiled audience
desired from the stage. In September 1938 that same paper objected to a
League performance of Ghosts, Ibsen's grimmest drama, claiming: "we
need consolation and we need release from tension." At the same time
that the League's audiences sought diversion, they also would have ob-
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jected to overly boisterous comedies, owing to the increasing gravity of
the Jews' situation. That point was made explicit by Elow, who founded
the Tourists (Touristen), a "cabaret of Jewish authors," in 1937. In his
opening number he proclaimed: "The time of jokes is past. We are com
mitted to providing you with joy and a cheerful mood. One can take even
joy seriously." A far cry from his previous Cabaret of the Nameless, Elow's
new, "literary" venture presented poems, songs, and skits in a lightly
humorous vein. 6

While the expulsion of Jews from public stages decimated the cabaret
movement, the restrictions imposed by Nazi cultural policy crippled the
remaining "Aryan" stars of popular entertainment. All non-Jews who
attempted to keep cabaret alive found themselves forced to make major
compromises with the times. One such case involved Trude Hesterberg,
who had been closely associated with the Weimar cultural scene. After
managing and singing at the Wild Stage from 1921 to 1923, she had been
a frequent performer in the Haller revues, and had appeared in controver
sial productions such as Brecht's and Weill's Rise and Fall of the City of
Mahagonny. Toward the end of the Weimar Republic, however, she must
have experienced a political change of heart, for in January 1933-even
before Hitler's appointment as chancellor-she joined the Nazi party and
the Fighting League for German Culture, and she even became a member
of an SS support group. That show of enthusiasm for the new regime did
not, however, spare her trouble in the ensuing months. In the spring of
that year she starred in a touring production of a new operetta by Oscar
Straus, who had been the in-house composer of Wolzogen's Motley Theater
over thirty years earlier. The show had no difficulties in Dresden, but was
closed down by Nazi authorities in Stuttgart as a "decadent" and "im
moral" work whose music and lyrics had been written by Jews.

Suddenly worried about her status with the authorities, Hesterberg
wrote a letter to Hans Hinkel, the secretary general of the Fighting League
and the recently appointed commissioner for theater in the Prussian Min
istry of Science, Art and Education. Describing herself as "Berliner, Ger
man, Christian," she claimed: "as a woman and an artist I naturally have
been influenced by all tendencies of the times, but I never became a
politician. I have always instinctively considered my art a megaphone of
the popular opinions of the day. Out of this sense of artistic duty, I became
a member of the Nazi party and the Fighting League." Following this
perhaps unwitting, but still rather blatant, admission of opportunism,
Hesterberg conceded that the condemnation of Straus's operetta was prob
ably justified "from a racial [volkisch] standpoint," and expressed the hope
that her appearance in the work would not be regarded as an act of
"national disloyalty."7
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Hinkel replied cordially to Hesterberg, assuring her that she would face
no difficulties because of her involvement in the Straus operetta. However,
she did not seem to have learned the proper lesson in Nazi racial policy,
because thereafter she joined a show touring Austria and Czechoslovakia
which was put together by I(urt Robitschek, who had fled Berlin in March.
Moreover, in the ensuing weeks various denunciations of Hesterberg seem
to have filtered in to Hinkel's office. For example, in July a certain Char
lotte Jungmann, a member of the Nazi party who described herself as
having been Hesterberg's maid for many years, wrote a letter asserting that
it was "doubtful" that Hesterberg was "reliable from the standpoint of
the National Socialist state." Jungmann requested an audience with
Hinkel, which was granted. By September, Hesterberg had clearly fallen
from Hinkel's favor. He wrote to one of her friends that she had been
engaged to Heinrich Mann, "who has had his citizenship revoked," and
that she "was always glad to be seen in public with Herr Mann during
the Marxist period." Moreover, she had performed cabaret numbers in
Paris that promoted reconciliation among the nations. According to
Hinkel, there was "no guarantee that she stands on the ground of the
National Socialist worldview." He concluded the letter by expressing
doubts about her political change of heart: "Since Frau Hesterberg, ac
cording to your own description, has a very strong personality, she could
not have changed her attitude credibly in such a short period of time."8

Hesterberg responded to this letter, which her friend had passed on to
her, with a long missive to Hinkel. She denied ever having appeared in
Parisian cabarets and stressed her long-standing nationalist sentiments. She
noted that during World War I she had "conducted German cultural
propaganda in Switzerland and Scandinavia," and that on her recent stint
in Czechoslovakia she had "expressly stood up for the German govern
ment." Moreover, "in accordance with my duty I broke my contractual
obligations to Herr Robitschek and consequently suffered very consider
able difficulties due to breach of contract," including numerous attacks on
her in the Austrian press. Hesterberg was most perturbed about the stories
linking her to Heinrich Mann. She admitted that she had had a friendly
relationship with him in 1928 and that he had proposed marriage to her.
Yet she had rejected that proposal, and, more important, she claimed to
have rejected his politics as well: "Never in any way did I identify with
the opinions of Herr Mann. In particular I always disapproved of all of
Mann's Marxist and subversive ideas." As for her own attitude, she wrote
that "in my capacity as artist I have always tried to stand above things
and have always sought to support my fatherland." For that reason, "I
stand completely on the ground of the National Socialist worldview and
would like to point out that I have been a supporting member of an SS
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unit [Forderndes Mitglied einer SS-Standarte] since January, that is, before
the national upheaval."9

By November, Hesterberg had regained enough credibility to open her
own cabaret, the Muses' Swing (Musenschaukel). The program booklet of
the first production struck the proper national chords. One short essay,
"Into the New Era," stressed that the cabaret was not located in western
Berlin, but in the PavilIon Mascotte, which had been a fashionable estab
lishment in the older Friedrichstadt entertainment district at the turn of
the century. That was a transparent way of saying that the venture was
not part of I(urfiirstendamm, the newer (and in many people's minds,
Jewish) center of nightlife in the twenties, but harked back to prewar
traditions. The program booklet's introductory essay, written by Megerle
von Miihlfeld, the cabaret's literary director, stressed the venture's apoliti
cal nature: "Far be it from us to illuminate politics from our small stage.
These grave times demand a more serious treatment of such themes ...
We pursue just one goal: to coax a few cheerful hours from hard-working
and productive people." The cabaret explicitly sought to provide pure
diversion, but it would be distraction with a properly German basis: "we
want to welcome our city-dwellers once more into a popular cabaret
[Volkskabarett], which contains nothing foreign. Thus you will hear only
numbers that are anchored in our nature and whose music is derived from
folk songs. For the people's voice is genuine. It is honest and free." 10 The
cabaret thus subscribed to the Nazi vision of bringing corrupt urbanites
back in touch with the volkisch soul, by reintroducing them to "popular"
culture and keeping all foreign (French, American, Jewish) influences at
bay.

Such statements might have been music to the ears of Nazi authorities,
but in practice they did not prove commercially viable. The Muses' Swing
folded in February 1934, after its second production. It had provided an
uneasy combination of folk-type songs, nostalgic looks back to prewar
Germany (with numbers entitled "I(aiser Waltz" and "1905 in the Mas
cotte"), as well as parodies. Understandably, the latter were the most
successful numbers; nevertheless, takeoffs on Hungarian operettas (in the
November-December program) or grand opera (in January) hardly ad
dressed gripping issues. By March 1934 Hesterberg's ensemble had relin
quished the PavilIon Mascotte, and was presenting its more successful
parodies at the I(adeko as part of the evening entertainment. 11 Soon there
after the ensemble disbanded, and Hesterberg spent the rest of the Nazi
era making guest appearances at the I(adeko and various variety stages,
as well as playing character roles in numerous films.

An "Aryan" performer who encountered much greater difficulties was
Werner Finck, the founder and star of the Catacombs, which had moved
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to a small hall on the premises of the Scala variety theater in 1932. Finck's
ensemble was able to carryover into the Nazi era almost completely intact
because it included very few Jews. Indeed, that was one reason for the
cabaret's name, aside from the fact that it initially played in a basement.
On the opening night in October 1929 Finck explained: "Two thousand
years ago the catacombs were the place of refuge for the first Christians,
today they are the place of refuge for the last ones." This reference to the
prevalence of Jews in the entertainment business was not Finck's only joke
at the expense of "non-Christians"; after all, he was the one who had
quipped that if it should rain on a Nazi parade, all Jews in the vicinity
would be shot. Moreover, he had begun his stage career with a number
in questionable taste. At a dress rehearsal of the short-lived cabaret Im
possible (Die Unmoglichen) in 1928, he had presented a parody of a play
by a Yiddish theater group. This had led to "angry protests" by the
"predominantly Jewish public," according to Finck's own autobiography.
Such incidents, combined with the fact that he had broken away from his
leftist colleagues in 1930, indicated to the Nazis that he was not part of
the "Bolshevik Jewish" scene. The ensemble continued to perform unin
terruptedly into the Nazi era, save for the dismissal of the non-"Aryan"
members of the troupe (the actresses Inge Barsch and Dora Gerson, and
Trude I(olman, the cabaret's literary adviser).12

What the authorities failed to realize was that Finck, though no militant
leftist, occasionally aimed his barbs against the right. In 1929, for example,
he performed a parody of the Wandervogel, a middle-class back-to-nature
youth movement that had acquired nationalist and anti-Semitic overtones
(fig. 35). Like most of Finck's "critical" numbers, its attitude was one of
playful ridicule. Finck indicated that he would continue his sly attacks at
the opening of a new show in March 1933. He emerged from the curtain
asking "What will the Catacombs do?" and replied: "We're still here!"
For the next two years Finck's troupe continued to make rather benign
jokes about conditions in Germany. What is even more surprising is the
fact that newspaper reviews were uniformly positive, even in flagship Nazi
papers. The Volkischer Beobachter praised the program of March 1935,
which soon caused the Catacombs' demise, for being "full of cheerful,
witty, and sharp good humor," and approved of its "gladly conceded fool's
license." To be sure, some cautionary notes appeared amid the rave re
views. The 12 Uhr Blatt, one of the most sycophantic pro-Nazi papers,
wrote that "Werner Finck probably goes too far with some of his allu
sions." The Catholic Germania noted with cautionary sympathy: "this
Finck is not harmless, but never malicious. Even when he becomes 'politi
cal'-and this time he is especially fond of being so-everyone still senses:
this is a person who makes jokes not out of malicious glee, but rather



35. Werner Finck (center) parodies the Wandervogel youth movement.

because of a general cheerfulness . . . There is a type of constructive
criticism. There is also constructive humor! Under its aegis stands the
Catacombs-hopefully for some time longer!"13

That hope was not to be realized, because by then the cabaret had
provoked the ire of Joseph Goebbels as well as Reinhard Heydrich, the
virtual head of the Gestapo. The trouble started in December 1934, when
the Gestapo ordered a check on a Nazi party member's complaint that
"the measures of the Reich government are ridiculed and criticized in the
Catacombs cabaret, which attracts very many Jews." After viewing the
show, the agents reported that the audience was one-third Jewish, and that
only one number could be considered political. Set in a dentist's office, it
featured Finck as a new patient who refused to open his mouth because,
as he told the dentist, "I don't know you." This reference to fear of
expressing one's opinion was not sufficient reason for police intervention,
but the agents recommended checking out the subsequent program when
it opened.14
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Even though the ensuing show, which opened at the end of March,
received highly favorable reviews in the press, the Nazi authorities detected
nothing but subversion. By that time secret observers were being sent by
both Heydrich's Gestapo and Goebbels' propaganda ministry. From their
reports we learn that at the very outset Finck told his audience to listen
for undertones: "We're not too open, but we're open enough to just barely
stay open" (Wir sind nicht zu offen, aber wir sind offen genug, um gerade
noch offen zu bleiben). The ensuing presentations illustrated that point.
In one number Walter Trautschold sketched drawings while Finck com
mented. Finck told the audience that Trautschold would draw a famous
figure whose name began with "Go... " Trautschold then began to sketch
what appeared to be a military lapel, and Finck said it had to be especially
wide so that it could hold numerous medals. By then the audience obvi
ously was thinking of Goring's great girth as well as his ostentatious display
of military decorations. At that point, however, Trautschold added a few
more strokes to his picture, turned it upside down, and revealed a portrait
of Goethe.

Other numbers were more direct. In a scene entitled "Editors, As They
Should Not Be," Heinrich Giesen played a newspaper editor who copied
editorials from other papers because "the same things are said in every
newspaper anyway." Another skit had Finck enter a packed cafe. He was
about to sit down at a table with a woman, but then hesitated when he
noticed that she was a prostitute. At that point, however, another woman
entered, asking for donations to the Winterhilfswerk, the ubiquitous Nazi
sponsored charity whose money reputedly flowed into party bosses' pock
ets. Finck proceeded to sit down at the prostitute's table after all. After
she made a donation, Finck declined to give money by telling the collector:
"No thank you, we're a couple." The moral of the story-that it was less
disreputable to be associated with a prostitute than to give to the Nazis'
fake charity-particularly incensed the agents. The other unusually pro
vocative number was set in a tailor's shop, with Finck playing a customer
who resisted having his body measurements taken because he imagined
that was being sized for a soldier's uniform. The skit referred to Hitler's
recent introduction of universal military conscription, in clear violation of
the Treaty of Versailles. The audacious tone of the whole evening was
summed up when Finck told his audience: "What you hear here, you
cannot hear anywhere else in Berlin."15

A couple of the agents recommended that the entire cast, as well as the
audience, which laughed and applauded appreciatively, should be arrested
and sent to a concentration camp. But the higher authorities initially were
more circumspect. After all, one observer conceded that Finck was "too
cautious and clever to expose himself to attack with any of his comments."
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Because he said nothing directly, but rather operated with puns and innu
endos, it was impossible to nail down his own opinion. In a subsequent
interrogation Finck even made the disingenuous claim that his cabaret
supported official policy. For example, he claimed that the number in the
cafe made fun of people who were too cheap to donate to the charity, and
that the tailor skit ridiculed draft evaders. The other members of the cast
employed similar ruses. One agent noted that Giesen had "very wisely"
entitled his number "Editors, As They Should Not Be," in order to protect
himself from the charge that he was characterizing the Nazi press in
general. 16

Finck and the others could claim that if their words were misinterpreted,
then it was the fault of the audience. The authorities were in fact distressed
that Finck could receive so much applause from some two hundred dif
ferent people night after night. Some agents tried to blame this on a
prevalence of Jews, but the observers could not agree on the "racial"
composition of Finck's public: their estimates of its "Jewishness" ranged
from 3 to 70 percent. One observer noted, with what reads now like
inadvertent humor, that the audience was "60 percent Jews and intellec
tuals, the rest Aryans." Finck himself believed that some 20 to 25 percent
of his audience was Jewish. But he also could point to the fact that many
Nazis, including high-ranking ones, attended and applauded his show.
Moreover, the Catacombs' manager, Erich I(untzen, had joined the
NSDAP as early as January 1932, and one of its three investors was a
party member. At pains to explain why the many Nazis in the audience
did not protest the program, Heydrich wrote to Goebbels that "every
decent racial comrade [Volksgenosse] assumes with good reason that in
entertainment locales in National Socialist Germany there will be no pres
entations that pursue ends inimical to the state. He has faith in the vigilance
of the authorities." Moreover, the newspapers had published unanimously
positive reviews. According to Heydrich, these factors would have over
ridden any suspicions that Nazi viewers of the show might have harbored,
lulling them into believing that they were watching acceptable entertain
ment. 17

It was not always to one's advantage to have a manager who was a
member of the Nazi party. At the same time that the Catacombs was being
observed, the Gestapo received a report from NSDAP member Max Elsner
that horrible things were being said in the cabaret that he managed, the
Tingel-Tangel. Having been abandoned by Friedrich Hollaender after the
Nazi takeover, that cabaret was resurrected in February 1935 by the actor
Gunther Luders as well as Trude I(olman, who had been dismissed from
the Catacombs for being Jewish. The Gestapo's agents, sent at Elsner's
behest, found the Tingel-Tangel as bad as Finck's venture. Playing before
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what Heydrich described as a "Jewish and in part also homosexual pub
lic," the Tingel-Tangel presented a series of numbers that defamed the
National Socialist state. The ostensible theme of the show was the triumph
of spring over winter, but the Gestapo observers feared that it was an
allegorical expression of hope that the Nazi regime would be ousted. One
song praised weeds that grew in a garden that was too rigidly cultivated,
and seemed to imply that the Nazi state was manure (Mist). The message
of another song, entitled "Thoughts Are Free" (Die Gedanken sind frei),
was all too apparent. Two agents claimed to have seen an actress give the
fascist salute, and then very quickly touch her finger to her forehead (a
common German gesture to denote lunacy). Most horrifying of all, during
a card game on stage the players appeared to insult Hitler: one Gestapo
observer claimed that "das As" (the ace) was pronounced "det Aas" (that
beast), and "without doubt the Fuhrer was meant by the latter com
ment."18

The authorities decided to move against both the Tingel-Tangel and the
Catacombs on May 10, 1935, after Elsner reported rumors that some
storm troopers, disgusted by the Tingel-Tangel's program, planned to at
tack it that evening. Heydrich and Goebbels agreed that three performers
from each group-Finck, Giesen, and Trautschold from the Catacombs;
Walter Lieck, Walter Gross, and Eckehard Arendt from the Tingel-Tan
gel-would be taken into "protective custody." They were held at the
dreaded Columbiahaus, and were interrogated for several days (albeit in
a "polite" manner, by Gestapo standards). All of the prisoners denied
harboring any anti-Nazi sentiments, and they insisted that too much was
read into their metaphorical statements either by the audience or by the
overly suspicious police agents. The case for the Tingel-Tangel performers
was not helped by the testimony of Elsner, their manager. He even asserted
that they received material from the muzzled author Erich I(astner, who
had befriended Herti I(irchner, an actress at the Tingel-Tangel. After sev
eral days Goebbels had Arendt released, because he was an Austrian citizen
and a Nazi party member to boot; he was, however, forbidden to appear
on German stages again. Goebbels further ordered that Gunther Luders
be added to the group of arrested performers, and that all of them be sent
to a labor camp for six weeks. They were thus transferred to the concen
tration camp at Esterwegen, near the Dutch border. 19

In the end the six served only half of their sentence, since they were
released on July 1 on orders of Goring. The actress I(ate Dorsch, reputed
to have been Goring's lover in earlier years, had appealed to him to help
the entertainers. Moreover, as Prussian minister president and thus over
lord of Berlin's state theaters, Goring was probably happy to countermand
Goebbels, his frequent rival in matters of the stage. Whereas Goebbels had
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sent the six delinquent cabaretists to a camp by dictatorial fiat, Goring
ordered that they be tried in court. The judges who eventually heard the
case in Berlin over a year later, in October 1936, found themselves in a
very uncomfortable position. They must have realized that a decision for
or against the defendants would offend either Goebbels or Goring. They
opted to declare the defendants innocent, owing to lack of incriminating
evidence. Angering Goebbels proved to be the wrong decision, inasmuch
as the judges were relegated to a provincial court thereafter. In any case,
Goebbels already had managed to prolong the misery of the six performers,
for he had them expelled from the Reich Culture Chamber until April
1936. Thus for nearly a year they were unable to find employment and
suffered great material hardship.20

From "Positive Cabaret" to Total Depoliticization

The authorities sent a warning to all entertainers by having the German
press give prominent coverage to the Gestapo's closing of the cabarets.
Newspapers that had praised the Catacombs six weeks earlier now
changed their tune. The 12 Uhr Blatt placed much of the blame on the
audience. It contended that the cabarets had started out by serving a useful
function, insofar as they had engaged in constructive criticism, but soon
they fell under the destructive sway of "a clientele consisting mainly of
Jews and other state-negating elements." For this reason the performers
would be given the "opportunity" to reconsider their views, "while per
forming proper and robust work in a camp." The Volkischer Beobachter
placed more of the blame on the entertainers themselves, whom it described
as "rootless and subversive elements that sprang from the school of Jewish
cabarets." More important, both papers used the occasion to define the
purpose of satire in the Nazi state. The Volkischer Beobachter claimed to
support "freedom of political satire," but said that it could be granted
"only to people who possess the ethical disposition of subordinating their
personal freedom to that of the state, to that of the nation." The 12 Uhr
Blatt asserted that "cabaret can be political, it should be political in a
certain sense-but then in the sense of the state, which through its struggle
has given performing artists the opportunity and encouragement to exer
cise their art." Thus the closing of the cabarets should serve as a "serious
warning" to other stages with similar inclinations: "They can exist and
continue to operate if they finally fall into the marching line of the entire
German people. We all want to laugh and we like to laugh, but not about
things that have become sacred to us through great conviction and strug
gle. "21

Such comments pointed to a major dilemma in Nazi attitudes toward
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cabaret, which was discussed more or less openly in the ensuing months.
The authorities in principle wanted to encourage cabaret, since, like the
Communist sponsors of agitprop, they believed that a successful combi
nation of propaganda and humor would be an effective way of feeding
official values to the population at large. At the same time they realized
that in practice, the cabaret movement was freighted with tendencies which
they opposed. Various articles criticized the cabarets of both Wilhelmine
and Weimar Germany for having undermined respect for the state and
national values, and thus having contributed to disaster. The 12 Uhr Blatt
contended that "National Socialism will not repeat the mistake of prewar
Germany, which could not prevent the mocking of its great supporting
institutions, such as the army, the schools, and so on, and thus collapsed
in the hour of danger." According to another article, the situation deterio
rated even more after 1918, when censorship was abolished and almost
the entire entertainment scene fell under Jewish control: "German visitors
to these amusement locales were served up the strongest doses of Zionist,
erotic, and perverse vulgarities! One has every right to assert: Since 1918
everything exalted and holy, belief in God, sense of family, sublime German
womanhood, glowing love of people and fatherland, was sullied, throttled,
and undermined. That was a pure culture of cultural Bolshevism!"22

The Nazi ideologues conceded far too much influence to cabaret and
satire by blaming them for the disasters of 1918 and the "decadence" of
Weimar society. Nevertheless, such arguments were necessary in order to
justify the Nazis' imposition of censorship and their banishment of Jewish
performers from the stage. In contrast to the supposedly negativistic caba
rets of the Wilhelmine and Weimar eras, Nazi ideology supported a type
of "positive cabaret" that would aid the nation "in its desire for recon
struction, for advancement, for community."23 On the surface, the Nazi
attack on purely negativistic or cynical cabarets sounded like earlier Com
munist or liberal strictures against the Weimar entertainers. Agitprop ad
vocates had asserted that Communist values had to be supported at the
same time that capitalism was attacked; committed liberals had argued
that "bourgeois" cabarets should forgo criticizing the prorepublican par
ties and aim their barbs against the enemies on the left and the right. After
1933 Nazi writers likewise asked: Should cabaret attack all parties, or
defend a specific standpoint? By then, however, the question was merely
rhetorical, since the new political context had changed the rules of the
game drastically.

The Nazi regime had totalitarian aspirations. It sought to control all
aspects of everyday existence, including thought and culture. Goebbels
made this clear in a speech to theater professionals as early as May 8,
1933: "A revolution does not limit itself to the confines of politics, but
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instead gradually conquers all areas of public life, if it is a real and genuine
revolution ... This revolution will be carried out to the extreme end. It
stops at nothing ... The revolution conquers the folk and public life, it
stamps its mark on culture, the economy, politics, and private life. It would
be naive to believe that art could be spared this, that it could lead a
Sleeping-Beauty existence, far from life, beside or behind the times, that
it could assert that art transcends parties, that art is international, that art
has higher tasks than politics. "24 Goebbels' diatribe meant that sooner or
later all forms of theater, including cabaret, revue, and vaudeville, would
be forced to toe the Nazi line.

No previous regime had sought to use cabaret for its own ends. To the
extent that it was political, cabaret had always satirized those in power.
Now, however, the Nazi apparatus sought to transform it into a tool for
official propaganda. That was a tricky task, which ultimately proved a
failure. Not that there was a lack of volunteers for the Nazi effort. As
noted in Chapter 5, the Weimar years witnessed numerous "political hu
morists" who entertained variety show audiences with right-wing attacks
on the republican system. Their political views, combined with the high
unemployment rate of performers in the early thirties, made them particu
larly hopeful of achieving fame and fortune under the National Socialists.
Their appetite was whetted even more by the numerous vacancies caused
by the emigration or dismissal of Jewish entertainers. The Reich Culture
Chamber, and Goebbels in particular, received many letters from right
wing actors offering their services, either as performers or as managers of
enterprises that had been abandoned by their Jewish owners. The Culture
Chamber did not, indeed it could not, do anything to help such people in
a material sense, since cabarets and variety shows remained private enter
prises and were not funded by the state. Nevertheless, the letters betrayed
many of the resentments that had been building up during the Weimar era.

In June 1933, for example, Goebbels received a letter from the wife of
Wilhelm Millowitsch, an actor who served as provisional director of the
I(adeko after Robitschek's flight. It may be assumed that Frau Millowitsch,
rather than her husband, wrote the letter because she was a member of
the NSDAP. She asked Goebbels whether the "state or the Party" could
grant them a loan of 35,000 marks in order to put the cabaret on a secure
financial footing. She claimed that "we intend to dedicate the house to
healthy folk humor based on unconditionally German qualifications." She
noted further that they planned to begin the fall season with a production
of Paul Lincke's Frau Luna, with the composer conducting. She contended
that Lincke knew her husband from earlier years, and that, "like many
experts in the field, he is of the opinion that this would provide the proper
tone with which to inaugurate the heavily Jewish-dominated house on
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I(urfiirstendamm under new 'German' management." Frau Millowitsch
finally noted that she and her husband were especially "eager to grab this
position" because a Jew had "cheated us out most of our capital. "25
Although Millowitsch did not receive the money, nor even remain in charge
of the cabaret, the letter is significant because it provides just one of many
examples of how anti-Semitic rhetoric was routinely used for self-promo
tion and to curry favor with the new regime.

The reference to Lincke was also noteworthy, because it anticipated the
Nazis' reactionary desire to turn back the cultural clock. Having been a
highly successful composer in the Wilhelmine era, Lincke saw his operettas
disappear from the stage during the Weimar years, owing to the shift in
popular taste toward American musical forms. After 1933, however, his
works enjoyed a renaissance. This resulted in part from the fact that Lincke
was one of the few non-Jewish operetta composers, along with Franz Lehar
and Walter and Willi 1(0110. Even the Johann Strauss family was a potential
problem, because of partial Jewish ancestry; but since Hitler (along with
millions of other Germans) adored their works, mention of their "racial"
background was forbidden and their music continued to be performed.
Lincke did not enjoy a similar popularity, but his music was promoted
owing to its "healthy," prewar, and non-American style.26

This harking back to Wilhelmine taste could be seen in other cultural
spheres as well. In the visual arts the Nazi era witnessed a resurgence of
painters trained in nineteenth-century academic styles. Having been
shunned and denigrated by proponents of the more modern movements
in the twenties (Expressionism, New Objectivity), they gave vent to their
resentments after 1933 by retaking leading positions in art institutes and
museums, and by conducting an all-out assault on avant-garde art. A
similar development occurred in the realm of "high" music: atonality was
vilified, as the Nazis sponsored those composers who imitated late Ro
mantic orchestrations and harmonies. The attack on Weimar culture
reached a climax in 1937 and 1938, when the regime sponsored major
exhibitions denigrating "degenerate art" and "degenerate music." Yet in
place of the execrated works, all the Nazis could offer was artistic medi
ocrity.27

There were specific reasons why the Nazi polity could not produce
"great" cabaret to serve its purposes. Aside from the fact that the best
talent (a subjective concept, to be sure) was liberal, leftist, or Jewish, the
official call for "positive cabaret" was self-defeating from the start. Cabaret
acquires its bite from its ability to challenge prevailing values, successful
fashions, and the political powers that be. It seeks to make people reex
amine their preconceived notions, and it attacks figures, institutions, and
symbols of authority. Even when nonpolitical, cabaret questions social
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mores in areas like sexuality or commercialism. Such themes are inherent
in cabaret because they constitute its form of humor. Satire consists of
juxtaposing stated ideals with practiced reality, and hence can be used to
unmask assertions ranging from political slogans to advertisements. Parody
may be employed to highlight, through exaggeration, conventions in art
and everyday life that are unthinkingly taken for granted.

None of these practices served the purposes of the Nazi authorities; the
last thing they wanted was critical thought. Instead, the Nazis demanded
that all people conform to a "healthy folk mentality," wherein independent
spirits would find no home. In May 1933 Goebbels told his audience of
actors and theater directors that "individualism will be smashed" and
replaced by dedication to the Volk. 28 The "positive cabaret" desired by
the Nazis was supposed to attack people who disturbed the homogeneous
mindset. Of course, those same individuals were being persecuted by the
state's repressive apparatuses. Far from defending the underdog, Nazi
cabaret was supposed to side with the victorious bully. That fact seriously
limited the success of the Nazis' "positive" cabarets. Audiences found little
humor in seeing someone already on the ground being kicked gratuitously.

One well-publicized example of a "positive cabaret" was named the
Unfettered Eight (Die 8 Entfesselten)-a rather ironic appelation, given the
fact that they were tied strictly to official ideology. The troupe was founded
by the NS-Cultural Community (NS-I(ulturgemeinde), a successor to the
Fighting League for German Culture, in early 1936. They performed in
Berlin during the winter months and toured the rest of the nation during
the summer. In their first program they distanced themselves from the past
by parodying conventions of earlier cabarets, such as the songs about
prostitutes or vamps. They also made fun of various types of modern dance
as well as American-style music. Other send-ups were less focused, being
aimed at kitschy or mediocre aspects of popular literature, films, and
advertisements. As for social commentary, the troupe satirized "the people
of yesterday" (Die von Gestern), an attack on pretentious or eccentric types
of individuals who did not fit the new era's homogeneous mold.29

"Positive cabaret" might have seemed possible in theory, but it had
numerous problems in practice. Criticizing aspects of contemporary life
even those that were hindering the development of National Socialism
might be misunderstood, since any attack on the status quo could be
interpreted as an assault on the Nazi state. Conversely, outright support
for the regime might come across as sycophancy, and fall flat with the
audience. Eventually Goebbels decided that politics had no place on the
stage at all. On December 8, 1937, he issued a decree which prohibited
theaters, variety shows, and cabarets from making any reference-even
positive ones-to politics, the state, religion, the police, or the army. This
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sweeping decree was intended to spell the end of political cabaret. The
following day Goebbels wrote in his diary: "This is a real deliverance for
me.,,30

Goebbels rejoiced too soon, however, since the ban on contemporary
references proved very difficult to enforce. His own propaganda ministry
immediately weakened its impact by making exceptions. Officials debated
among themselves whether the Unfettered Eight also had to follow the
new guidelines. After all, the troupe had been created as "a decidedly
political cabaret with indubitable National Socialist premises," whose
program "has found complete approval throughout party circles." Yet it
was also obvious that if an exception were made for the Unfettered Eight,
then other performers would not take the decree seriously. The old difficul
ties would then recur: "All of our officials would be confronted with the
problem of determining whether a political allusion is positive or negative,
a problem that is all too easily governed by subjective perceptions. "31 In
the end, the Unfettered Eight were allowed to continue with their contem
porary references-and, as feared, other entertainers did not heed the
decree too strictly either. An increasingly frustrated Goebbels had to reissue
similar orders on May 6, 1939, and December 11, 1940, but he never
succeeded in totally abolishing contemporary references from the stage.

Despite great support in the press and by Nazi cultural organizations,
the Unfettered Eight disbanded in 1939, in part because of poor texts. No
other performers were able to devise a more successful formula for "posi
tive cabaret" under National Socialist rule. Most so-called cabarets con
tented themselves with parodies of previous cabaretic styles or current
fashions. In September 1935 several members of the Catacombs and the
Tingel-Tangel who had not been indicted took over the stage of the
Catacombs. Calling their new venture the Dragon (Tatzelwurm), they too
performed only insipid parodies. A police report to the Gestapo confirmed
that "the presentations were unobjectionable from a moral, religious, and
political standpoint." The venture folded by the following spring. Like
Hesterberg after the failure of the Muses' Swing, many of the Dragon's
performers ended up joining the I(adeko. Robitschek's former theater, now
properly "Aryanized," became a holding tank for all of the entertainers
whose ventures had failed or been closed after 1933. Even Werner Finck
appeared there regularly, after he was permitted to perform again in April
1936.32

The I(adeko remained the most successful cabaret in the Nazi era, just
as it had been prior to 1933 under Robitschek's direction. After the death
of Hanns Schindler, who had taken it over in September 1933, it passed
into the hands of Willi Schaeffers in 1938. Schaeffers had been a prominent
entertainer on cabaret and revue stages in the Weimar era, and he assidu-
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ously sought to maintain good contacts with the authorities after 1938.
He also tried to provide a modicum of free speech on his stage. The
program booklet of October 1938 even had an article entitled "The Hot
Potato, or the Political Joke," which indirectly argued for more leniency.
The article contended that permission to make political jokes was a sign
of national strength: "The firmer the foundations of the Reich, the less
likely it is to be shaken by a political joke. That's a simple fact. The more
someone finds a political joke 'unbearable' ['untragbar'] , the less he is
convinced of the sturdiness [Tragfahigkeit] of our Reich."33 By suggesting
that detractors of political humor were unpatriotic, the article sought to
turn the tables against those who considered political jokes subversive.

Neither arguments like that nor Schaeffers' efforts to mollify the authori
ties could protect some of the I(adeko's performers from the wrath of
Goebbels. Once again Werner Finck was one of the troublemakers. Refer
ring to his previous problems with the authorities and his consequent need
to watch his language, he would introduce himself as "the fink, slightly
throttled" (Ich bin der Finck, leicht gedrosselt)-a pun on the words
"drosseln" (to throttle) and "Drossel" (songbird). In a similar vein, when
he bent down to pass through a low doorway on stage, he said: "Even if
I stoop this much I still might bump my head against the higher-ups" (Jetzt
habe ich mich schon so geduckt und ware doch beinahe wieder oben
angestossen). He would end his number by looking at his watch and saying
he had better stop, because he did not want to "discuss the(se) time(s)."
Other individuals who annoyed Goebbels included a trio of singers entitled
the Three Rulands (Die Drei Rulands), who had started out at the Cata
combs. To be sure, the three men (Helmut Buth, Manfred Dlugi, Wilhelm
Meissner) were not unwilling to put their efforts into the service of Nazi
causes. In the wake of the "crystal night" pogrom of November 1938,
they wrote a song that accused Jews of being money-grubbing exploiters
in the twenties, and of still being filthy rich even under National Socialism.
The song, which was broadcast by the Leipzig radio station, made fun of
the Jews' complaints about having to pay for the destruction caused by
the pogrom, and joked about Jewish emigration to Holland. Despite this
contribution to the worst type of anti-Semitic rhetoric at a time when the
assault against Jews had moved into full gear, the Rulands also made light
of certain Nazi policies, albeit in a much more genial mode. The authorities
were especially annoyed by a song that joked about the restructuring of
Berlin undertaken by Albert Speer in close consultation with Hitler.
Dressed as architects in white smocks, the trio sarcastically claimed that
Berlin had been an ugly city until recently, but now all the ditches and
mounds of dirt made it look beautifu1.34

As in 1935, the official Nazi press found this song and the rest of the
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I(adeko's program amusing, but Goebbels was infuriated by the reports
his agents sent him. He wrote in his diary that on February 1, 1939, he
had "a lengthy battle over the Cabaret of Comedians. I kick Schaeffers
into shape. He whines some nonsense to me. But I stick to my standpoint.
Political jokes will be stamped out. Wiped off the map." Two days later
German newspapers reported that Finck, the Three Rulands, and the
conferencier Peter Sachse had been dismissed from the Reich Culture
Chamber, and hence banned from all German stages. The following day
Goebbels published an article entitled "Do We Still Have Humor?" (Haben
wir eigentlich noch Humor?). The title referred to a recent series of articles
in the Berliner Tageblatt (under the rubric "Haben wir eigentlich Hu
mor?"), to which various comedians, including Finck, had contributed.
Goebbels attacked that newspaper, which "with skeptical, suggestive
winks of the eye, concerned itself with the question, whether today in
Germany we still have any humor." The minister's answer was unequivo
cal: "We believe that there is no country in Europe where there is as much
joy as in Germany." This was, he contended, mainly the result of Strength
through Joy (I(raft durch Freude), the Nazi institution that organized
evenings of entertainment as well as vacations for workers and em
ployees. 35

Goebbels argued that he had been "broad-minded," even with respect
to political jokes, but his liberality had a limit where the "sacred" ideals
of National Socialism were called into question. He repeated the assertion
that Jewish satire aimed at officers, Junkers, and industrialists had con
tributed to the weakening of the Wilhelmine state and its consequent
collapse in time of crisis. The Nazis would not make the same mistake:
"Political joking-around is a remnant of liberalism. In the previous system
one could still accomplish something with it. We are too smart and too
experienced in such matters to let them continue on their course." Goeb
beIs was aware that German emigres and Western democracies would
protest his actions, but that did not concern him: "to hell with freedom
of opinion" (Freiheit der Meinung hin, Freiheit der Meinung her). Refer
ring to the annexation of Austria and parts of Czechoslovakia, Goebbels
set the priorities straight: "Last year the Fuhrer reconquered ten million
Germans for the Reich. Now that is something." Goebbels concluded that
"this nation has humor; but it follows the clear principle, learned from
the Prussian army, that the only person who has a right to mock, to
complain, or even to curse once in a while, is someone who is marching
in step."

On February 5 Goebbels could write in his diary: "My article against
political jokesters along with my decrees hit like a bombshell. Now the
intellectual cowards are quivering with fear." The attack put an end to
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Finck's public apperances, but it also made him an unwIttIng symbol
of opposition to National Socialism (an honor Finck modestly denied after
the war). Critical citizens credited him with many of the anti-Nazi jokes
circulating at the time, even though he had never told them on stage. Some
of the lines falsely imputed to him were even reported in the foreign press,
which commented acerbically on Finck's dismissal, as Goebbels had pre
dicted.36

Another person who received unearned credit for oppositional jokes was
Claire Waldoff. Although no supporter of the regime, she remained in
Germany and appeared frequently in cabarets and variety shows. Given
her contentious stage personality, and the fact that she had sung at benefit
concerts for leftist charities during the Depression, it was assumed that she
made sly cuts against the Nazi authorities. At some point someone devised
a satire of Goring, based upon "Hermann," Waldoff's signature song:

Links Lametta, rechts Lametta,
Und der Bauch wird immer fetta.
Und in Preussen ist er Meester
Hermann heesst er!

"Medals to the left, medals to the right / And his stomach gets fatter and
fatter. / He is master in Prussia-/ Hermann's his name!" Waldoff not only
did not write it; she also never sang that parody in public. However, the
joke was widely known, and audiences assumed she had composed it. It
certainly was in many people's minds whenever she sang the original
version of "Hermann"; at least the authorities thought so, and considered
banning the innocuous "Hermann" from her repertory. But no action was
taken, and even direct allusions to the Goring parody went unpunished.
In May 1940 a mayor of Bremen reported to the propaganda ministry that
when Schneider-Duncker introduced Waldoff on stage, he referred to the
"Hermann" song and said: "But it doesn't have anything to do with that"
(das habe damit aber gar nichts zu tun). Despite the obvious reference to
the Goring parody, the ministry responded that, "owing to the complete
harmlessness of the reported remark, nothing more will be undertaken."37

By the outbreak of World War II Goebbels had indeed ensured the
"complete harmlessness" of all entertainment. The enforced depoliticiza
tion caused cabaret to suffer a backward evolution, as it regressed to the
type of noncritical vaudeville that had been so prominent in the 1890s. At
the same time, variety shows themselves underwent a similar process of
Gleichschaltung at Goebbels' instigation. Berlin's three major vaudeville
halls in the 1930s were the Wintergarten, the Scala, and the Plaza. The
Plaza's program booklet of October 1935 claimed that its stage would be
devoted to a revival of the Berlin Volksstuck, a type of popular theater
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which it claimed had been destroyed by cosmopolitan and Jewish elements:
"The internationalization of eastern and northern Berlin by intellectual
I(urfurstendamm politicians destroyed, along with the Berlin homeland
[Heimat Berlin], the Berlin Volksstuck as well." For the Plaza, the return
to "genuine" folk theater meant a revival of Lincke's operettas, as well as
the staging of new musicals about Berlin's past scripted by Hans Brennecke
and composed by Willi 1(0110. These works were nostalgic recollections of
nineteenth-century Berlin, from the Biedermeier to the Imperial era. In
1938 the Plaza was taken over by Strength through Joy, which turned it
into a pure vaudeville hall featuring acrobatic and show numbers. 38

As for the two other major variety stages, the Wintergarten had never
departed from its vaudeville format, but the Scala developed the Revue
Variete, a mixture of revue and variety-show elements. The use of plot-lines
and conferenciers allowed the Scala to include humorous, even critical
references to conditions in Nazi Germany. In October 1938 Goebbels put
an end to this by ordering the Scala, in the words of one propaganda
ministry official, to "cultivate less the revue, and more of a vaudevillelike
character." This implied that there would no longer be any plot-line,
dramatic action, or even conferenciers, merely a simple juxtaposition of
acrobatic or other numbers. By December an observer of the propaganda
ministry could confirm: "In contrast to their presentations of the recent
past, which promoted the revue-type variety show [Revue- Variete] , the
Scala's program this month has been converted to a pure acrobatic-number
variety show [Nummern- Variete]. Thus the individual acrobatic presenta
tions are no longer tied to a revue-type frame, but are simply strung
together without any such connection." The observer confirmed that "co
medians and conferenciers do not appear." Yet he also recorded the down
side of the new strictures: the program was mediocre. 39

Only the "Girls" Remain

In order to enliven their emasculated programs, variety show directors
retained two "American" aspects of Weimar entertainment: jazz and Girls.
Nazi attitudes toward the mass culture of the United States were mixed.
Generally, it was considered shallow and materialistic. Not only did Ameri
cans lack the profundity of German Geist and Kultur, but their racially
mixed society prevented them from attaining the type of volkisch homo
geneity that the Nazis considered a prerequisite for cultural greatness. At
the same time, though, Nazi officials were aware of the appeal of American
popular culture, and they sometimes succumbed to it themselves. In 1937
Goebbels' Christmas present to the Fuhrer included not only thirty feature
films, but also eighteen reels of Mickey Mouse. The propaganda minister
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could proudly confide to his diary: "He is very pleased with them. Is most
happy with this treasure, which I hope will give him much joy and rec
reation. "40

Mickey could entertain both democrats and fascists, but the same could
not be said about jazz. As we have seen, American jazz and its German
variants had come under severe attack by cultural conservatives in the
twenties, and Hitler shared that distaste. When the musical reactionaries
attained positions of authority after 1933, they sought to banish jazz, as
well as swing, its updated version of the mid-thirties, from German cultural
life. That proved to be difficult, however, owing to the popularity of the
newer dance rhythms. Despite Nazi claims of a homogeneous folk-com
munity, millions of Germans did not want to revert to polkas and waltzes.
German jazz and swing musicians often were able to dupe officials, who
knew next to nothing about the newer music, by reorchestrating tunes to
give them "softer" melodic lines, or by withholding the true names of the
composers (especially if these happened to be black or Jewish). Even
though Goebbels banned jazz from German airwaves in October 1935,
radio programmers were still able to sneak in suspicious tunes.

Predictably, some of the most refractory institutions were cabarets and
variety shows, which needed to keep musically up-to-date in order to
attract their domestic public as well as the foreign tourists upon whom
they continued to depend. Many jazz combos that had appeared in Weimar
cabarets and revues had consisted of Jewish musicians, and groups like
Weintraub's Syncopators had to leave Germany in the first months of Nazi
rule. Nevertheless, there were enough "Aryan" jazz enthusiasts to provide
Berlin's entertainment stages with what many Nazis considered non-"Ar
yan" music. Otto Stenzel, the leader of the Scala band, was one of the
most prominent supporters of jazz and swing. Moreover, since Berlin's
great variety shows were still tied to the international vaudeville circuit,
they often imported big-band groups from abroad. Thus throughout the
thirties jazz enthusiasts were able to play cat-and-mouse games with the
authorities, despite repeated protests by Nazi musical purists.41

The issue of Girls was more complicated, because it underscored an
obvious contradiction, indeed hypocrisy, within Nazi ideology and cultural
practice. National Socialist writers repeatedly castigated the Girl shows of
the Weimar era as the epitome of Jewish decadence and perversion. In
1935 the Institute for the Study of the Jewish Question published a thick
volume on Jews in Germany, which included a large section concerning
revues. It began with this contention: "The sexualization of reality is an
expression of the Jewish spirit. The Jew Freud traced all mental processes
back to sexual stimulations." The authors went on to "prove" this point
by noting that all revue directors of the twenties were Jewish, and they
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launched into an extended attack on the shows of Herman Haller and
especially James I(lein. The erotic plots and the prevalence of female nudity
on those stages were recounted in great detail. Weimar cabaret and revues
became one of the prime markers of "Jewish perversion" in Nazi propa
ganda. The flagship anti-Semitic film of 1940, The Eternal Jew, attacked
by name the Haller, Nelson, and I(lein revues, as well as cabaret performers
like Curt Bois, Max Ehrlich, I(urt Gerron, Paul Morgan, and Rosa
Valetti.42

That being the case, one might have expected that Girl shows-nude
dancers as well as kicklines-would have disappeared from the stage after
1933. But that did not happen because, like jazz, Girls were popular with
large segments of the public. In fact, cabaret and revue directors believed
that they could not sell enough tickets without some flesh as bait. More
over, unlike jazz, the display of nude women did not per se contradict
central tenants of National Socialism. The Nazis claimed to restore the
"dignity of the German wife and mother" after the "decadence" of the
Weimar years, and thus placed great emphasis on icons of maternal virtue.
At the same time, however, Nazi ideology promoted "healthy" physicality,
which explicitly sought to overcome "Jewish" (and, by implication, Chris
tian) notions of the sinfulness of the body.43 This lauding of "body culture"
found its most obvious expression in the Nazis' extensive encouragement
of sports. It was but a short step from the celebration of fit bodies to the
celebration of naked bodies, and works like Leni Riefenstahl's Olympia
film drew parallels between nudity and physical strength. This emphasis
on the Body Beautiful (and, of course, the Body Aryan) could be used as
an excuse for displaying flesh on stage.

Nevertheless, the presentation of nearly naked women was problematic
because many Nazi sympathizers could not tell the difference between the
"perverse" and "Jewish" shows of the twenties and those on German
stages after 1933. In December 1935 a Nazi women's newspaper, the
Volkische Frauenzeitung, ran an article protesting the persistence of "Girl
I(ultur" on German stages. Men too were disturbed by the phenomenon.
In March 1939 a young party member wrote to the propaganda ministry
to inform its agents, in case they did not know, that "insufficiently dressed
or completely undressed" dancers had become commonplace on variety
stages; he was especially shocked by an Adam and Eve scene at the Scala.
He wondered how there could be such a reversion to the Weimar era,
"which thank God is past," and he asked: "Is it not disgraceful for us
Aryans, when we allow the appearance of dancers whose 'costumes' lay
bare with every movement the charms of woman-a woman who as a
German mother should be holy to us, as we have intoned again and again?"
Three months later a storm trooper wrote to the Reich Culture Chamber
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to protest the appearance of three "beauty dancers" (Schonheitstanzerin
nen), wearing only loincloths and "armed with huge fans," at Berlin's
Stella-Palast: "One feels that one has been sent back to the worst times of
the Weimar era. National Socialism has not fought its battles so that today,
in the seventh year of the Third Reich, German people are offered such
Semitic-oriental-erotic veil-games as diversion." That same month an ob
server for the propaganda ministry complained about the Scala's program:
"The utilization of naked women on a very large scale also seems objec
tionable. It is outright embarrassing to see a rebirth of the long-dead genre
of 'living sculptures,' in the form of living reproductions of the paintings
of classical masters." In particular, the reproduction of a Goya painting
represented the "quintessence of tastelessness. "44

In the Wilhelmine and Weimar eras, censors had struggled to define the
often fine line between artistically acceptable and prurient forms of nudity.
In the ensuing Nazi era, the authorities had similar trouble separating
examples of "healthy" physicality from holdovers of "Jewish obscenity."
This was a touchy issue, as Willi Schaeffers discovered soon after taking
over the I(adeko. In October 1938 the SS newspaper Das Schwarze Korps
had published an article that tried to make that distinction by juxtaposing
"chaste" pictures of nude young women in natural settings with "lascivi
ous" photos of stripped-down women on stage. Since one of the latter had
been taken at the I(adeko, Schaeffers quipped during the next performance:
"We left our nude dancer at home today, since I have no desire to appear
a second time in Das Schwarze Korps. I don't know if you saw that-ap
parently not. That just proves that the paper doesn't have the circulation
that its editors think it does!" Several SS men walked out at that point,
and soon strongly worded letters rained down on Schaeffers from Nazi
cultural authorities. He was forced to write a lengthy, groveling letter of
apology, in which he contended that he was a subscriber to, indeed an
avid reader of Das Schwarze Korps. Moreover, he claimed that he person
ally could not stand nude dancers, since they had no talent; he was forced
to hire one, however, because "at the moment it's all the rage."45 The
incident revealed that Nazi authorities did not look kindly on public
comments concerning their double standards.

Aside from "beauty dancers" and tableaux vivants, Nazi stages also
featured kicklines, which were somewhat less problematic because they
did not bare as much flesh as the other numbers. In fact, kicklines enjoyed
patronage at the highest levels of the Nazi state. Hitler admired types of
dance that required "a training that pushes to the outer limits of human
capacity, to the breaking point of the human body." He was a fan of "the
fantastic Tiller Girls-in the final analysis, it was because of them that
everyone went to the cabarets [sic: the Tiller Girls appeared only in re-
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vues]." Goebbels was an enthusiastic viewer of Busby Berkeley musicals,
and he encouraged the German film industry to make similar "revue films."
He made his taste clear in a diary entry of June 1937: "Ufa is making a
dance film. I prohibit it from showcasing the philosophic dance of Palucca,
Wigmann, and others [soloists famous for modern dance]. Dance must be
animated and display beautiful women's bodies. That has nothing to do
with philosophy." With such taste at the pinnacle of the regime, it was
hardly surprising that the German movie industry continued to crank out
revue films right up to 1944.46

One could see kicklines in Berlin's variety shows as well. The Scala Girls
first took the stage in 1934. The most famous Nazi-era company featured
the Hiller Girls, a troupe of Tiller Girl imitators directed by Rolf Hiller.
They appeared in variety shows throughout Germany, including the Win
tergarten and the Scala in Berlin. Their production numbers made explicit
one reason for the Nazis' enthusiasm: their militaristic overtones. That
aspect of their appeal was highlighted when they marched in uniforms that
evoked the days of Frederick the Great; for that number, they had been
drilled by a Wehrmacht officer. When the Hiller Girls appeared at a show
celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the Wintergarten, a newspaper re
ported that their parade march was "surpassed only by the music corps
of the SS honor guard Adolf Hitler, which played for the Winterhilfswerk
on stage and reaped thunderous applause."47

Ironically, the Hiller Girls became problematic after the outbreak of
actual war. The Scala's program in April 1940 featured them performing
parade steps to the tune of Prussian military marches, as they had done
so often before (fig. 36). But now that war was once again a grim reality,
the number drew complaints from various officers, and the Wehrmacht
High Command lodged a protest. An observer from the propaganda min
istry concurred: "The questionable numbers, supposedly found objection
able in military circles, are the military 'exercises' of the Hiller Girls. I am
in fact of the opinion that these exercises may well be left out. The Girls
present parade steps and shoulder arms to the strains of old Prussian
military marches. To be sure, their exercises are precise, but the whole is
nothing more than nationalistic kitsch and a superficial matter, which we
could easily do without." Now that much of the male population was
mobilized, the martial spirit embodied in the Girls was superfluous and
could be dismissed as kitsch. That was not, however, the opinion of the
audience, since the report proceeded to note: "There were no protests or
complaints from the public; on the contrary, the spectators applauded
loudly." Moreover, Eduard Duisberg, the Scala's director, noted that "in
Munich, Hiller presented this performance before the Fuhrer, who liked
it very much, and a year ago at the Wintergarten he presented it before



36. No longer desirable: the Hiller Girls perform Prussian military marches at
the Scala variety theater.

Reich Minister Dr. Goebbels." Needless to say, now that Germany was at
war, the Wehrmacht High Command had its way. Although nonmartial
kicklines persisted on German stages, the Reich Theater Chamber ordered
that "dance performances which take on military forms are forbidden for
the duration of the war.,,48

The "beauty dances" and tableaux vivants featuring nearly naked
women also became more problematic after 1939. As during World War
I, many citizens were aghast that such frivolous and tasteless entertain
ments could be mounted at a time of national crisis. In October 1940
Goebbels was sent an anonymous letter by a person who spelled out the
issues most clearly. The missive began:

German airplanes blown to atoms over London,
Shot-down German pilots and seamen drowning,
German folk-comrades, women and children killed by British bombs,
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Devastated and burning houses in city and countryside and a nation
fighting for its life,

That is the picture of the present in our dear German fatherland.
And what is going on in the Reich capital Berlin?
Here's the answer!

The letter proceeded to recount the appearance of naked women at the
Metropol, the Admiralspalast, the Scala, and the I(adeko; it even included
a clipping of an advertisement for the I(adeko, which featured a drawing
of a female nude. The missive contended that "not even the Jewish Robit
scheks and their ghetto-comrades took the liberty of showing such things
during the [First] World War." The letter concluded: "One can really lose
one's faith in our dear and cherished National Socialism!"49

Although the authorities were disturbed by such sentiments, they did
not put an end to "beauty dances." In March 1940 Goebbels confided to
his diary: "Should we completely ban nude dances? Only when they are
unaesthetic. Decide case by case." In fact, the Girl element became even
more pronounced on Berlin stages as the war progressed. This was in part
a necessity, since there was very little other "talent" available for cabaret
and variety shows. Most of the male performers were at the front, either
as soldiers or entertainers. Men did everything they could to join the
extensive program of troop entertainment (Truppenbetreuung), which
staged diversions for the soldiers; those who failed to do so invariably
were drafted into the military. Likewise, many of the best-known female
singers spent long stints performing for the troops, often near the front.
For a while Berlin's cabaret and variety show directors filled the gaps by
hiring performers from other Axis countries, but by 1943 such imported
talent was loathe to come to Berlin owing to the heavy bombardment.
Because of that, one propaganda ministry official noted that theaters like
the Scala "must base their program considerably more on ballet [Girl
troupes] and models."50 That was unobjectionable, since by then soldiers
on home leave constituted a major portion of the entertainment public in
Berlin. For them, as for fighting men on all sides of the conflict, Girls were
deemed an appropriate form of distraction.

More topical forms of entertainment were very problematic. In the first
year of the war, the Nazi authorities tried to use comic dialogues to bring
their message to the populace. Beginning in September 1939, two come
dians, Ludwig Schmitz and JuPP Hussels, appeared weekly as "Tran und
Helle" in the movie shorts preceding feature films. Tran, the "stupid"
character, would express ideas or engage in actions disapproved by the
regime (such as hoarding goods or listening to the BBC). Helle, the "smart"
one, would set him right. These numbers were very popular, and the act
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was occasionally performed "live" at venues like Berlin's Scala. Neverthe
less, the authorities had their suspicions about the duo's popularity. The
Nazis were smart enough to know that ideological conformity was not the
major basis of their appeal. Audiences simply might have admired the
comic talents of the two actors, regardless of the political message. But
the authorities also feared that at least some viewers might have sympa
thized with Tran, who voiced ideas that no one dared express publicly.
The issue became so murky that by the fall of 1940 the series of movie
shorts had been terminated.51

Other entertainers who tried to deal with topical issues were equally at
a loss. After 1939 cabaret and variety shows joked about wartime incon
veniences, such as the rationing of food and clothing. Goebbels, however,
believed that such numbers were anything but funny, and were demoral
izing to boot. In order to put a halt to such comments, he issued the last
of his sweeping decrees against cabarets on March 14, 1941. Not only did
he repeat his injunction against references (even positive ones) to public
events or personalities, but he also banned the position of conferencier,
which was the usual source of contemporary quips. Thereafter all cabarets
became simple variety shows, as they had no choice but to present an
unconnected string of numbers to their audience.

Goebbels' pronouncement destroyed the last vestiges of the cabaret
forms that had been inaugurated forty years earlier. Only variety acts
featuring female dancers and models were left, and they did not survive
much longer. The I(adeko was bombed in February 1943, the Scala was
destroyed the following November, and the Wintergarten was flattened in
June 1944. All remaining stages were closed at the end of August at
Goebbels' behest, as the nation mobilized its last resources. In November
1944 an official of the propaganda ministry described the final remnants
of cabaret in the capital of the Third Reich: "In Berlin there are two
nighttime cabarets for soldiers passing through, which only play at night
(midnight to five in the morning), and which may be visited only by soldiers
in transit without any accompanying persons. This arrangement was made
in order to provide a shelter for soldiers waiting for train connections,
since Berlin's railway stations have been largely destroyed. "52



EP LOGUE

Cabaret in
Concentration

Camps

While the Nazis systematically muzzled cabaret in Berlin after 1933, some
of the entertainers who had fled the Third Reich attempted to perform in
exile. They had some, albeit limited success in cities like Zurich, Vienna,
Prague, Paris, and London. But in the United States there was no demand
for their style of cabaret. I(urt Robitschek's attempt to revive the I(adeko
in New York ended in failure. Calling himself I(en Robey, he had better
luck as a producer of American-style vaudeville shows. Valeska Gert
opened the Beggar's Bar in Greenwich Village in 1938, but it had a very
limited clientele. She fared somewhat better when she returned to Berlin
in 1950, where she founded the Witch's I(itchen (Hexenkiiche). Friedrich
Hollaender went to Los Angeles, but his attempt to revive the Tingel-Tan
gel on Santa Monica Boulevard was a total failure, despite the fact that
he used English-language texts. Thereafter he made a comfortable living
writing music for Hollywood films. In the 1950s and 1960s he again
mounted cabaret-revues in Germany, primarily in Munich.

America was inhospitable territory for Berlin-style cabaret, but at least
it provided the exiles with a safe haven for the duration of the Third Reich.
The European continent was somewhat more receptive to Berlin's emigre
entertainers-until the Wehrmacht started marching. In 1943 and 1944
some of the Jewish stars of the twenties mounted shows again, but this
time as prisoners in the concentration camps of Westerbork and Theresien
stadt. Their story concludes the history of Berlin cabaret.

The Netherlands hosted the two most successful "Berlin" cabarets in
exile, those of Rudolf Nelson and Willy Rosen. Various factors allowed
German entertainment to take root there. For one, Holland had long been
susceptible to the cultural influence of its neighbor. Their languages were
very similar, so that most Dutch audiences could understand literary nu
ances and wordplays in German. Moreover, since the number of German
artists and writers greatly outnumbered those in the Netherlands, the
Dutch could not help but be swamped by Germany's cultural products. In
fact, the Dutch were well acquainted with Berlin cabaret since its begin
nings. Wolzogen took his Motley Theater to Amsterdam in 1902, and
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other touring troupes followed. Holland was especially attractive to Ger
man performers in the early twenties, since they could earn hard currency
there at a time when the German mark was rendered worthless by inflation.
By the end of the decade many of Berlin's stars also became known to
Dutch audiences through the medium of film.!

Another, very different factor that allowed German cabaret to establish
itself in the Netherlands after 1933 was the local tradition of granting
asylum. In the early months of the Nazi regime hundreds of Jews, liberals,
and leftists crossed the border seeking a temporary or more permanent
haven. The Dutch Social Democrats as well as the Dutch Jewish commu
nity, which numbered over a hundred thousand, organized relief efforts
for the exiles. That was another reason why Berlin's Jewish cabaretists
believed they would be welcomed in the Netherlands.

In reality German emigre entertainers faced considerable difficulties, as
a result of economic and political circumstances. The depression hit Hol
land particularly hard, and up to 1936 unemployment continued to rise.
As the steady stream of refugees strained resources, and native citizens
worried that the incoming Germans might compete for scarce jobs, asylum
regulations were tightened. In the realm of popular arts, Dutch entertainers
feared the competition of the German performers, and their professional
organization (Nederlandse Artiesten Organisatie) regularly mounted pro
tests in the press and with the government against the foreigners. Their
opposition forced Willy Rosen's troupe to terminate its stay in Holland in
the summer of 1933; it did not return until 1937. Political factors further
impeded overly critical cabarets. Dutch politics was dominated by conser
vative and strongly antileftist Protestant and Catholic parties; many of
them actually welcomed Hitler's coming to power, inasmuch as they re
garded him as a bulwark against "Bolshevism." Antifascist cabaret thus
did not find much sympathy among large sectors of the public. Moreover,
the Dutch government did not want to alienate its powerful neighbor, and
it threatened to ban performances and even expel troupes that criticized
foreign regimes, including that of Hitler.2

These factors plagued Ping-Pong, the earliest exile cabaret in Holland.
It opened in Amsterdam in May 1933, and included various performers
from Berlin, many of whom had appeared in the Catacombs. Ping-Pong's
most prominent members were the chanteuse Dora Gerson, the dancers
Chaja Goldstein and Julia Marcus, and I(urt Egon Wolff as conferencier;
the singer and composer Curt Bry joined the troupe in August. Their
numbers included texts by Brecht, Hollaender, I(astner, and Tucholsky,
and Marcus often performed dances with an antimilitarist bent. Several
conservative newspapers attacked this politicization of entertainment, by
foreigners to boot, and soon the troupe had to blunt its critical edge. By
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the end of the year Ping-Pong had trouble extending its work permit, so
it moved to Switzerland. It returned the following fall, but was allowed
to perform only if it agreed to hire Dutch entertainers as part of its
program. Since these new additions proved to be mediocre, and since most
of Ping-Pong's stars (Gerson, Goldstein, and Marcus) had started solo
careers, the cabaret soon disbanded. 3

Another troupe that faced problems was Erika Mann's Peppermill (Pfef
fermiihle). Founded in Munich in January 1933, that cabaret had to leave
Germany in March, and it reconstituted itself in Zurich the following
October. The Peppermill was the most political of all the exile cabarets.
Although it did not explicitly name Germany or its leaders, its songs and
skits consisted of parables that clearly dealt with conditions under Hitler.
This led to protests by the German ambassador, and eventually attacks by
Swiss Nazis. Fearing for law and order, the canton of Zurich banned its
appearance in 1935. The Peppermill then toured other Swiss cantons, and
also performed in Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Luxemburg, and the Nether
lands. Although it appeared in Holland in 1934 and 1935 without much
difficulty, in October 1936 it provoked strong protests by Dutch National
Socialists, as well as by local entertainers fearful of the competition. The
government accordingly withdrew its license to perform, amid a storm of
protest in many newspapers and even the parliament. The troupe moved
on to New York in January 1937, where it presented its songs and skits
in English. After several weeks it disbanded for good, due to lack of interest
on the part of the American public.4

Rudolf Nelson was able to avoid these problems insofar as politics was
concerned. He had always been a cautious and astute manager, and after
1933 he fully depoliticized his cabaret. His first stops in exile were Austria
and Switzerland, where the Basel National Zeitung noted in November:
"The Nelson revue hardly desires to inspire serious thoughts, it wants
simply to entertain." Another Swiss newspaper reported that Nelson
"clings to neutral ground," and remained "unconcerned with politics and
the economic crisis." The same apolitical tone prevailed when Nelson
brought his troupe to Amsterdam in April 1934 at the instigation of Louis
Davids, one of the founders of Dutch cabaret at the turn of the century.
Since Erika Mann's troupe was touring Holland at the time of Nelson's
arrival, the Catholic De Tijd could compare the two: "The Peppermill in
the Centraal-theater is more thoughtful and literary, while the Nelson revue
in the Leidscheplein-theater is more superficial, charming, more entertain
ing." The Social Democratic Het Yolk noted that Nelson offered "good
amusement art; it does not aspire to be more." Two years later the Alge
meen Handelsblad reported that Nelson's "idea is that there can be no
place for politics on his stage, he exclusively wants diversion to be offered
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to the visitor who has come there to forget for a moment the sword of
Damocles that perhaps has been hanging over his head for the entire day."
Ironically, in November 1936 Nelson's revue included a song that pleaded:
"Oh please, do not be silent, / is not a war in sight?" (Ach, bitte, schweige
nicht, / ist nicht ein I(rieg in Sicht?).5 Yet such comments were rare on
Nelson's stage, as he generally kept silent on contemporary events. It
seemed that he too ignored the sword of Damocles over his own head.

Nelson was able to maintain his troupe in the Netherlands up to the
German occupation not just because he avoided political statements, but
also because he provided varied and high-quality entertainment. He
changed his program every two weeks, and mounted over a hundred
different revues during his stay in Amsterdam. He regularly performed his
old hits from the twenties, and even the Wilhelmine era, but he continually
composed new music as well. The texts were usually scripted by his son
Herbert; they consisted of sometimes sentimental, sometimes ironic love
songs, as well as parodies of film, advertisements, and other cultural and
commercial fashions of the day. Much of Nelson's success resulted from
the talent of his entertainers. Dora Paulsen was his star chanteuse, and
I(urt Lilien his principal comic actor. He also brought other prominent
emigre entertainers into his troupe as they decided to leave Germany or
(after the Anschluss) Austria. For example, the famous Viennese confer
encier I(arl Farkas appeared in Nelson's revues in 1938, before he moved
on to New York. Although Dutch entertainers occasionally protested that
these shows lured away some of their own audience, the government did
not intervene because they were genuinely popular with broad sectors of
the well-off public. Moreover, no Dutch stage offered the same type or
quality of entertainment, so the issue of competition was moot. 6

A similar venture was Willy Rosen's Prominents (Theater der Prominen
ten). As its name suggested, it featured well-known actresses, and especially
actors. Many of them, such as Otto Wallburg and Siegfried Arno, were
known to the Dutch audience from Weimar films. Rosen himself had been
a star at the I(adeko. He was one of the few people who both scripted
and composed his songs, and performed them while playing a piano. He
proudly introduced his numbers with the phrase: "Text and music by me!"
(Text und Musik von mir!). Having been evicted from Holland in the
summer of 1933 because of protests by Dutch performers, Rosen toured
non-Nazi Europe with his troupe. He also maintained ties to Berlin, since
he regularly composed music for Max Ehrlich's shows for the Cultural
League of German Jews. The Prominents did not return to the Netherlands
until 1937, when they performed at the summer resort town of Scheve
ningen. That became their home for the next three summers; the rest of
the year they performed in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Belgium. Rosen
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mounted several new programs each year, which featured love songs and
numerous comic skits. Like Nelson, he assiduously avoided politics. The
program book for the 1940 season in Scheveningen proclaimed: "When
you want to forget your worries, then come to us, the theater without
politics. (Without politics! For three years we have stuck to that strictly
and we want to stay with it.)"7

Scheveningen's 1940 summer season had barely begun when politics
intruded violently. On May 10 German forces invaded the Netherlands,
and the country was conquered in a matter of days. The entertainers who
had fled Germany after 1933 were now once again in Nazi hands, under
much more frightening conditions. Nevertheless, the occupiers were able
to allay outright panic among Holland's Jews by introducing anti-Semitic
policies in incremental stages. The delays resulted in part from the Nazis'
realization that their attacks on Jews were highly unpopular with the
Gentile population. In February 1941 a near-general strike occurred in
Amsterdam and surrounding communities to protest the rounding up of
Jews, and the Nazis had to use force to terminate the work stoppage.
Within this atmosphere of public solidarity, Rosen's Prominents were per
mitted to perform in Amsterdam from December 1940 to January 1942.
Nelson too continued to mount revues in that city. In November 1941 his
troupe was reconstituted as the Jewish Cabaret Ensemble (Joodsch-I(lein
kunst-Ensemble). It appeared in the Hollandsche Schouwburg, which was
renamed the Joodsche Schouwburg. As in Berlin, only Jews were allowed
to attend the performances.

Nelson's revues acquired a new theme song, with words by his son
Herbert, that tried to hold out hope for his exclusively Jewish public. The
lyrics claimed that "the great waltzes" and "the old songs" not only
inspired a melancholic nostalgia, but revived a feeling of youth that gave
strength to carryon. The refrain then proclaimed:

Life keeps on going, it never stands still.
Life keeps on going, we must follow its will.
Music, our escort, lends wings to our stride.
Life keeps on going, we have hope at our side.

Das Leben geht weiter, es bleibt niemals stehn.
Das Leben geht weiter, wir miissen mit ihm gehn.
Musik als Begleiter befliigelt den Schritt.
Das Leben geht weiter, vall Hoffnung gehn wir mit. 8

Such hopes were soon dispelled. Nelson and Rosen gave a final revue
together in May 1942. The next month the Nazis began a massive roundup
of Dutch Jews. Now that the extermination camps in Poland were fully
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operational, the occupiers could begin instituting their plan of making
Holland "Jew-free" (judenrein). With the assistance of Dora Paulsen, his
star chanteuse, Nelson and his family were able to go underground and
survive the war. Herbert Nelson even managed to organize weekly mati
nees of oppositional cabaret while in hiding, and his father eventually
mounted a revue again in Berlin in 1949. Rosen was not so fortunate.
I(urt Robitschek, who was trying with little success to revive the I(adeko
in New York, had arranged a benefit performance to raise money for
Rosen's trans-Atlantic passage, and Rosen had been granted a visa for
Cuba and was in the process of procuring one for the United States.
America's entry into the war in December 1941, however, blocked his
ability to escape.9 He thus shared the fate of more than a hundred thousand
Jews in Holland. Over the course of several months, the Jews of Amster
dam were assembled at the Joodsche Schouwburg, where Nelson's Jewish
Cabaret had performed. Their first stop thereafter was the "transit camp"
at Westerbork.

Ironically, Westerbork had been inaugurated by the Dutch government
in 1939 as a holding camp for Jewish refugees from Germany. By 1938
the Netherlands had practically halted all immigration from the Nazi state,
but the atrocities of the "crystal night" pogrom in November of that year
led to public demands to admit a new wave of asylum seekers. The
authorities did not, however, want to make conditions too comfortable
for the refugees, in the hope that they would eventually move on to other
countries. Thus a holding camp was established at Westerbork, in the
desolate moors in the northeast part of the nation. Several hundred Ger
man Jews lived there until July 1942, when the camp was taken over by
the SSe Thereafter its population burgeoned to several thousand at anyone
time, as it became a way station for Dutch Jews being transported to
Auschwitz, Sobibor, Bergen-Belsen, and Theresienstadt. 10

Westerbork holds a troubled place in the history of cabaret because six
revues were staged there between July 1943 and June 1944. The numbers
were written and composed by Rosen and Erich Ziegler, a musician who
had been a long-time member of the Prominents. The stars of the show
were Max Ehrlich and Camilla Spira, an operetta singer who had gained
fame in Charell's production of The White Horse Inn in 1930. She later
appeared in many of Ehrlich's shows for the Cultural League of German
Jews. Spira left Berlin for Holland in the wake of the "crystal night"
pogrom, and Ehrlich followed in May 1939. They performed with Rosen's
and Nelson's troupes until their deportation to Westerbork. The large casts
of the camp's revues included Johnny and Jones, a popular Dutch musical
duo, but most of the entertainers were German Jews.

Philip Mechanicus, a Dutch journalist whose diary chronicled life in



37. Max Ehrlich (right) performs a scene set in a barrack room of the Wester
bark camp.

Westerbork, noted: "The revue was a mixture of antiquated sketches and
mild ridicule of the conditions and circumstances prevailing at the camp.
Not a single sharp word, not a single harsh word, but a little gentle irony
in the passing, avoiding the main issues. A compromise." That charac
terization is borne out by the extant documentation on the shows: typed
program booklets, photographs, even film clips. The second revue, entitled
Humor and Melody (Humor und Melodie), which opened on September
4, 1943, was a mixture of mild satire about camp conditions and pure
diversion. It began with a "roll call" (Appell) of the cast members on stage,
in imitation of the outdoor roll calls of camp inmates. Other numbers
dealing with Westerbork were set in the crowded barracks (fig. 37) and
the infirmary. Yet many scenes were nostalgic looks back at the past: there
was a waltz number set in the 1880s and a "postcoach idyll" from the
even earlier Biedermeier era. Other scenes were more modern, such as one
that parodied a jazz band. The show even concluded with a "Girl" number,
inasmuch as a skit set in a classroom allowed six "schoolgirls" to parade in
very short skirts (fig. 38). Similarly, the subsequent revue, entitled "Bravo!
Da capo!", included a scene called "The Westerbork-Girls Dance!" (Die
Westerbork-Girls tanzen!). The shows were invariably well-rehearsed, and
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props and costumes were often elaborate. Mechanicus could rightly note
that "Westerbork has the best cabaret in Holland."!!

One might well wonder how it was possible to mount such elaborate
shows in the context of a concentration camp. Obviously, it would not
have been possible without the encouragement and active support of the
camp's SS commandant, !(onrad Gemmeker. This rather bland career bu
reaucrat, who worked his way up office ladders in the Dusseldorf police
force and then the SS, was put in charge of Westerbork in October 1942,
after three other SS camp commandants had been dismissed in rapid
succession for incompetence. Among Westerbork's inmates Gemmeker was
a subject of much speculation and confusion. He regularly would give
token signs of "largesse" toward the interned Jews, such as encouraging
the cabaret, for which he even allotted large sums for props and costumes.
Of course, he too was a beneficiary of the shows, since he was an enthusiast
of popular music. On September 5, 1943, Mechanicus noted in his diary:
"The Commandant was enjoying himself like a schoolboy-blessed are
the poor in spirit." Etty Hillesum, another inmate who chronicled the
camp's life, wrote in a letter two weeks earlier: "On one occasion he came
three times in succession to see the same performance and roared with
laughter at the same old jokes each time." Even Ferdinand Aus der Funten,
one of the most feared Nazis in Holland, who was in charge of the overall

38. Schoolgirl scene in Humor and Melody.
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deportation program for Dutch Jews, made regular trips from Amsterdam
to attend the Westerbork shows. 12

Although the performances were immensely popular with the inmates
of Westerbork-they were invariably sold out, and tickets were often hard
to acquire-they also were highly controversial. Many prisoners saw them
as part of a larger strategy of manipulation that ensured the proper func
tioning of Westerbork-and Westerbork's main function was to fill the
weekly quota of "transport material," the official term for deportees to
the Polish camps. Gemmeker was able to remain Westerbork's comman
dant until the end of the war because he, unlike his predecessors, never
failed to meet the quotas and simultaneously to keep order in the camp.
His main ploy was a policy of divide-and-conquer, which pitted German
Jews against Dutch Jews. Gemmeker favored Westerbork's "long-term
residents," those German Jews who had been settled there before the Nazi
invasion. He granted them preferential treatment in areas such as housing,
inasmuch as they could live in small cottages instead of the huge, cramped
barracks. More important, Gemmeker appointed some of them to run the
camp on a day-to-day basis.

The most important function of Westerbork's German Jewish adminis
trators was to select the names of their fellow inmates who would be sent
on the weekly transports, which numbered anywhere from a thousand to
three thousand souls. This reflected a widespread tactic: throughout their
empire, the Nazis tried to turn Jews against each other, by making some
of them responsible for the selection of "transport material." Holland was
not spared this cynical ploy. The Jewish Council for the Netherlands,
formed at the Nazis' behest and based in Amsterdam, selected the citizens
who were to be sent to Westerbork. Within that camp, the German Jews
selected "transport material" for deportation to Poland.

Few if any of the inmates knew what awaited them at Auschwitz or
Sobibor. They were told that they were being sent to "labor camps." Even
astute and informed observers like Hillesum and Mechanicus had no
inkling of the gas chambers, the fearsome death that awaited most Jews
within hours of their arrival at the extermination camps. Nevertheless, all
inmates knew that deportation to the east was something to be avoided
at all costs. They imagined the Polish camps as places where poor housing,
meager food, and intense physical labor resulted in high mortality rates.
Since conditions at Westerbork were relatively tolerable, and above all
survivable, it was obviously desirable to prolong one's stay there as long
as possible. This gave tremendous power-power over life and death-to
those German Jews who drew up the transport lists. In the process, they
protected their friends, generally favoring German over Dutch Jews.
Mechanicus, who devoted many agonized pages of his diary to the issue,
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believed that the German Jews were wreaking revenge for the presumed
lack of support from Dutch Jews prior to 1940. The Dutch Jews, in turn,
became increasingly hostile toward their German coreligionists as the
favoritism in drawing up the transport lists became obvious. Mechanicus
even feared that if the war were to end and Westerbork be liberated, the
German inmates would be massacred by the Dutch prisoners.13

Various aspects of the Westerbork revues revealed these tensions. For
one, the shows reflected Gemmeker's preference for German over Dutch
Jews. Even though the star performers were not "long-term residents,"
since they did not arrive in Westerbork until 1943, they were granted the
privilege of living in private cottages. Gemmeker would even socialize with
some of them, by inviting them to his house and talking with them late
into the night. But by far the greatest favor bestowed upon them was
exemption from deportation. Becoming a member of the cast was thus a
life-or-death matter. Since the revues were performed almost exclusively
by German Jews, the performances caused resentment among the Dutch
Jews. As early as July 27, 1943, rumors about irregularities and favoritism
in the casting reached such a level that Gemmeker became peeved, and he
issued a proclamation threatening to cancel the shows completely if the
bad-mouthing did not stop. The complainers became more circumspect,
and the shows continued.

Three months later the greatest reward of all was granted to Camilla
Spira, the star of the first two revues: she was pronounced "Aryan." This
was made possible by the false testimony of her (Gentile) mother, who
claimed that Camilla was not the offspring of her legal (Jewish) father.
That white lie, combined with a hefty bribe from a friend in Amsterdam,
allowed Spira, her Jewish husband, and their two children to be released
from Westerbork. She gave a farewell performance at the premiere of the
third revue. On October 18 Mechanicus noted laconically in his diary:
"Camilla Spira, the star of the revue, has departed for Amsterdam, Ary
anized. A great loss for the revue." Mechanicus envied Spira's good for
tune, but he could not be too critical, for several weeks later he himself
tried unsuccesfully to prove that he had an "Aryan" background. He noted
in his diary: "There is no disgrace about passing oneself off as an Aryan,
although it is not pleasant to accept a gift from the hands of the oppressor.
The main thing is to get out of his clutches. "14

At the same time that the Westerbork revues fueled the tensions between
German and Dutch Jews, they also played into Gemmeker's hands by
acting as a diversionary and quieting force within a camp whose ultimate
goal was the destruction of Dutch Jewry. This was the heart of the problem,
and it provoked numerous debates among Westerbork's inmates concern
ing the propriety of attending the shows. Many prisoners boycotted the
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revues because they considered them tasteless at best, and sacrilegeous at
worst. After all, the wood for the stage at Westerbork had been taken from
the demolished synagogue of a nearby town. Israel Taubes, a survivor of
the camp, noted bitterly after the war: "On the wooden boards from the
old synagogue of Assen, which were used for the construction of the stage,
the choicest young girls, specially chosen by experts, will swing their legs
to the rhythm of jazz music." Even more shocking to many was the fact
that the shows were performed in what was normally the registration hall,
where newly arrived inmates were processed, and where one had to go to
apply for exemption from deportation. In the words of Mechanicus, it was
"the same hall where the transport people are brought, where men sigh
and women and children weep and every week the walls resound to the
entreaties of those who want to escape the awful calamity of being sent
to Poland." 15

Etty Hillesum did not attend the premiere of the first revue, but her
letter of July 9, 1943, revealed great distress:

It is a complete madhouse here; we shall have to feel ashamed of it for three
hundred years . . . In the middle of this game with human lives, an order
suddenly comes from the commandant: the Dienstleiters Uewish section lead
ers in the camp] must present themselves that evening at the first night of a
cabaret which is being put on here. They stared open-mouthed, but they had
to go home and dress in their best clothes. And then in the evening they sit
in the registration hall, where Max Ehrlich, Chaya Goldstein, Willy Rosen,
and others give a performance. In the first row, the commandant with his
guests ... The rest of the hall full. People laughed until they cried-oh yes,
cried. On days when the [newly arriving inmates] from Amsterdam pour into
the camp, we put up a kind of wooden barrier in the big reception hall to
hold them back if the crush becomes too great. During the cabaret this same
barrier served as a piece of decor on the stage; Max Ehrlich leaned over it to
sing his little songs. I wasn't there myself, but I(ormann just told me about
it, adding, "This whole business is slowly driving me to the edge of despair."

Mechanicus too was loathe to attend the "unsavoury cabaret shows," but
he felt compelled to go in his capacity as chronicler of Westerbork for
posterity. He vented his own feelings on October 17, 1943, after the
opening of the third show, which featured the "Westerbork Girls": "At
tended the premiere of the new revue yesterday evening. Absolutely packed
out. Old numbers that had been refurbished, well acted. A great part of
the programme consisted of dancing by revue girls with bare legs. The
Obersturmfuhrer [Gemmeker] present with Aus der Fiinten. Went home
with a feeling of disgust." 16

Israel Taubes reported that there was often a total lack of understanding
between "the majority" who attended the shows and those who refused
to go: "There were earnest and intelligent people who maintained that
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those doomed to die were not likely to be helped by a boycott, and some
might get a little comfort, if only for a few hours. Others, disagreeing,
thought that going to the shows was an offence to Jewish self-respect."
Mechanicus too pondered both sides of the issue, which he called "a
psychological mystery. Light music beside an open grave." He recognized
that the inmates, especially the younger ones, craved distractions from
their situation. Even before the revues commenced, he noted in his diary:
"People's nerves are at a breaking point. It is a relief, even at Westerbork,
to escape from the nervous strain for a moment and break the tension."17

The shows provided such relief, and to the extent that they made life
more bearable, they were a welcome attraction to the inmates. Moreover,
it seems that the revues sometimes tried to achieve concrete, practical goals.
Certain scenes probably attempted to be conduits between the inmates and
the camp's commandant, by appealing for good treatment. For example,
one number in the second revue had Camilla Spira proclaiming the joys
of receiving packages from relatives or friends outside the camp. The
importance of the text was highlighted by being spelled out on stage (fig.
39). Since such shipments, which flowed quite freely into Westerbork at
that time, were invaluable supplements to the meager food and clothing
rations provided by the camp authorities, the number might have been an
indirect means of "thanking" Gemmeker for the "privilege" of receiving
packages, as well as an appeal not to infringe on that benefit.

Occasionally the performers even expressed a note of defiance. In a
photo album presented to Gemmeker by the entertainers, the picture of
the package scene bore the commentary: "Spira is slowly becoming Ar
yan." That caption suggested that the official "Aryanization" of a half
Jewish person revealed the sham nature of the Nazis' racial "science."
Whereas that comment was reserved for the eyes of the commandant, other
defiant notes were heard by a larger public. A recurring theme of the second
revue was the line: "When you sit up to your neck in shit, you're not
supposed to chirp!" (Wenn man bis zum Hals im Dreck sitzt, hat man
nicht zu zwitschern!). Ehrlich's reply was: "In spite of that, I'm chirping!"
(Ich zwitschere trotzdem!). 18 By whistling in the face of adversity, Ehrlich
implied that one should resist being destroyed emotionally and psycho
logically by the demeaning conditions of the camp.

Many inmates believed that the shows provided not only temporary
diversion but also gave them the mental strength to carryon. This faith
was shared in other, much harsher camps than Westerbork, such as Dachau
and Buchenwald. There the maintenance of self-respect and the will to live
was often considered a prerequisite for survival; those least likely to sur
vive, it was believed, were the Muselmanner (Moslems), the camp jargon
for people who had given up all hope. The will to live found its clearest
expression in unofficial camp anthems. Two of the most famous were



39. Camilla Spira and the dance ensemble of the Westerbork revue celebrate the
arrival of gift parcels. The two-line ditty below refers ironically to the sudden
"Aryanization"-and hence liberation-of the half-Jewish star.

composed by writers associated with cabaret. The "Buchenwald Song"
was scripted by Fritz Lohner, best known as Beda, who had written
numerous cabaret skits and hit songs, as well as the libretti for some of
Franz Lehar's operettas. Like many of Vienna's entertainers, he was ar
rested after the annexation of Austria. Transferred to Buchenwald, he
wrote a song that was paradigmatic of so many camp anthems. While it
evoked the grim conditions, it held up the hope that the day of freedom
would surely come. In the meantime:

Comrade, don't lose courage, keep in step, bear the pain,
For we all have the will to live in our veins
And faith, yes faith in our hearts!

Halte Schritt, !(amarad, und verlier nicht den Mut,
Denn wir tragen den Willen zum Leben im Blut
Und im Herzen, im Herzen den Glauben!19
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A similar song was composed in Dachau, where other prominent Aus
trian entertainers were detained. They included the Viennese comedian
Paul Morgan, who had been a cofounder of the I(adeko in 1924, as well
as the Austrian conferencier Fritz Griinbaum, who had appeared regularly
on Berlin's cabaret stages since the days of Nelson's Chat noire Morgan
and Griinbaum performed numerous impromptu shows at Dachau, some
times with, sometimes without, the knowledge or acquiescence of the
guards. Also at Dachau was the young, highly talented Viennese cabaretist
Jura Soyfer, who performed the most hard-hitting numbers in the camp
and also scripted the "Dachau Song." Like Beda's verses, it evoked the
brutal conditions-the barbed wire, the armed guards, the cynicism of the
promise "Arbeit macht frei"-and it too ended with a vision of eventual
freedom. Its formula for survival was grimmer than Beda's, since it called
upon the inmates to become "steel and stone." Yet it also urged them to
cling to their humanity: "Remain a human being, comrade, / Be a man,
comrade" (Bleib ein Mensch, I(amerad, / Sei ein Mann, I(amerad).20

Such songs were extremely popular among inmates, who sang them
often and considered them a crutch for survival. I(arl Roder, who outlived
Dachau, recalled: "In an incarceration without forseeable end, whose sole
purpose is the mental and physical destruction of thousands of human
beings, the flight into unconsciousness becomes the greatest danger ... By
means of the manifold performances the world outside could be brought
alive and with it the strength to resist ... Seen in this light, the perform
ances were a valuable component of inner resistance, and it is no exag
geration to say that with their help many people's lives were saved." Be
that as it may, the songs did not alter the fate of most inmates. Morgan
and Soyfer were transferred to Buchenwald, where they died in December
1938 and February 1939 respectively. Lohner was transported from
Buchenwald to Auschwitz, where he succumbed to overwork in December
1942. Griinbaum died in Dachau in January 1941, shortly after performing
on New Year's Eve in an extremely sick and weak condition.21

It cannot be denied that in Westerbork as well, the revues provided some
short-term psychological benefits to many inmates. Yet there too the shows
did nothing to change the fate of the detainees. Even lesser appeals went
unheeded: the "privilege" of receiving packages was curtailed drastically
in the fall of 1943. Above all, the transports kept rolling eastward every
Tuesday morning. Insofar as the revues were a palliative, they might even
have served the interests of the Nazi commandant, as Mechanicus noted
with dismay: "Man wants to mourn with those who have been struck
down by fate, but he feels compelled to live with the living. Is the
Obersturmfuhrer such a good psychologist that he knows this law of life
and has put it into effect here? Or is he merely a brutal egoist who lets
the Jews amuse themselves for his own amusement and gives them some-
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thing at the same time? You cannot see the workings of his heart."
Mechanicus' worst suspicion was that it was part of a deliberately sadistic
ploy: "The henchmen of the Fuhrer playa cat and mouse game with the
Jews-they chase them from one corner to the other and take pleasure in
their fear and gradual exhaustion. The henchman at Westerbork mocks
and derides them by laying on a cabaret with light and airy music as a
change from the macabre Tuesday morning transports. And the Jews are
not ashamed to go to the cabarets."22

This dilemma was real, but Mechanicus never lost sight of the fact that
it was the Nazi system which forced Jewish prisoners to make such inhu
man choices. It need hardly be said that the inmates of Westerbork had
no say over their ultimate fate. They could make only minor choices, such
as that regarding cabaret: To play or not to play? To attend or not to
attend? In favor of cabaret, one could say that at the very least it offered
distraction; at best, it might have provided some amounts of courage,
strength, and fortitude. Against it, a minority of inmates could and did
hurl charges of bad taste, indeed blasphemy: there was no room for light
entertainment while weekly transports to an unknown but doubtlessly
terrible fate were taking place. But beyond the question of juxtaposition,
there was that of linkage. Some inmates could not suppress the thought
that the shows were somehow complicit in the Nazi "cat and mouse
game." As we have seen in other, much less threatening contexts, cabaret's
venting of frustration could serve the interests of the powers that be. The
reduction of outright anger made Westerbork function more smoothly,
which meant, ultimately, that the transports left with little commotion. But
did that tenuous linkage make the cabarets complicit? The boxcars would
have left under any conditions, with their full quotas of "transport mate
rial." Etty Hillesum overheard a fellow inmate say: "Once upon a time
we had a commandant who used to kick people off to Poland. This one
sees them off with a smile."23 The worst charge one could level against
the Westerbork cabaret was that it was one facet of that smirk.

If the Westerbork entertainers believed they could save at least their own
lives by mounting the shows, most of them were tragically deceived. The
last Westerbork revue, which opened in June 1944, was dominated quite
literally by gallows humor. Totally Crazy! A Grotesque Cabaret Show
(Total verruckt! Groteske Kabarettschau) included numbers such as "The
Guillotine" (according to the program, "not for people with weak
nerves!!"), and even an operatic parody of Gothic horror plays entitled
"Ludmilla, or Corpses on a Conveyor Belt" (Ludmilla, oder Leichen am
laufenden Band). On August 3, Gemmeker suspended all cabaret and other
types of performance; a month later he announced that Westerbork was
being closed. While some trains left for Auschwitz, the stalwarts of the
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revues-Rosen, Ehrlich, and Ziegler-had the "honor" of being sent to
Theresienstadt. That was merely a diversion. After only two weeks there,
Ehrlich and Rosen were sent on to Auschwitz, where they were gassed on
September 29. Only Ziegler survived the camps.24

The inmates of Westerbork had long harbored illusions about Theresien
stadt. It was considered a "favorable" camp, much like Westerbork.
Mechanicus noted that when the issue of transports arose, discussions
centered around "Theresienstadt, Theresienstadt, Theresienstadt, Ausch
witz, Auschwitz, Auschwitz." Being sent to the former was considered a
sign of "clemency." Even the means of transport to the two camps were
different: those to Auschwitz were the notorious boxcars, those to Ther
esienstadt were often third-class passenger trains. After the departure of
one of the latter in January 1944, Mechanicus mused: "The word 'Ther
esienstadt' has had a magnetic effect on people's minds, like Wengenrode
or the Isle of Wight or Capri. Fantastic tales were going the rounds. It was
said that life there was so good that the residents were not imprisoned
behind barbed wire, but could move freely through the little old fortress
town and live in small houses . . . So the train departed with men and
women who took their leave of Holland and their friends with rather heavy
hearts, but consoled themselves with the thought that they were going to
a place remote from the scourge of war, the cruelty of the concentration
camp and the callousness of the slave-driver who is master in Poland. A
pleasure train and a little bit of sightseeing." Mechanicus was, however,
skeptical. He guessed correctly: "Hitler wants to exterminate the Jews ...
He exterminates them in separate classes, just as a firm of undertakers
buries its dead clients according to different categories." A friend of
Mechanicus expressed the matter most succinctly: "Theresienstadt is the
cat's whiskers, but the cat stinks. "25

Theresienstadt (Terezln in Czech) was indeed a giant deception. Origi
nally an Austrian garrison town founded in the late eighteenth century, it
had less than four thousand Czech inhabitants in 1939. They were moved
out in October 1941, and the city was declared a "ghetto" exclusively for
Jews. It became a holding pen with up to 53,000 inmates at a time. They
consisted not only of Jews from Bohemia and Moravia, and later Holland
and Denmark, but also "distinguished" Jews from German-speaking ter
ritories. These included decorated veterans of World War I, as well as
noted scholars, writers, artists, and musicians. The Nazis had special
reasons for creating a supposedly "model" ghetto at the time that the mass
extermination of Jews was entering its most intense phase. In the face of
mounting reports of atrocities, the Germans could invite outside commis
sions, such as those of the International Red Cross, to Theresienstadt in
order to counter reports of bad treatment, let alone mass murder, in the
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camps. In particular, the Nazis could demonstrate that various well-known
Jewish personalities, whose disappearance caused concern abroad, were
alive and well.

With respect to the Jewish victims, the myth of Theresienstadt likewise
served Nazi interests. We have seen that many of Westerbork's inmates
were happy to join the transports to Theresienstadt. Throughout Central
Europe many Jews willingly signed over their life savings in exchange for
a promise of good care in clean, well-furnished, and private rooms; at
times the Nazis even touted the locale as a retirement spa-"Theresien
bad." Even more insidiously, the myth of Theresienstadt could be used to
drive wedges within Jewish communities. Those individuals who acqui
esced to Nazi policies without complaint could be "rewarded" with trans
port there, while those who made trouble were guaranteed a trip to
Auschwitz, Sobibor, or Treblinka. Of course, the true nature of the reward
became brutally clear upon arrival at Terezln. Compared to Westerbork,
the dormitory barracks were more crowded; medical treatment was much
more primitive; physical labor was harder and lasted longer; and the food
supply was significantly worse, since most inmates of Theresienstadt rarely
received the packages that made such a difference in the Dutch camp.
These conditions produced a high mortality rate: of the 141,000 Jews sent
to Theresienstadt, 33,000 died there of overwork, malnourishment, and
disease. Another 88,000 were shipped on to extermination camps, primar
ily Auschwitz. Like Westerbork, Theresienstadt was essentially a deceptive
way station along the path to the "final solution. "26

Despite the harsh conditions, the inmates of Theresienstadt managed to
develop an incredibly rich and active cultural life. Recitals and readings
began informally in early 1942, even though they were forbidden by the
camp authorities. By the end of that year, however, the official policy was
reversed, and cultural life was actively encouraged. Throughout 1943 and
up to October 1944, when massive transports to Auschwitz decimated the
camp's population, Theresienstadt witnessed numerous events of every
conceivable type: lectures, poetry readings, recitals, chamber music, sym
phony concerts, oratorios, even several operas. Cabaret too proliferated,
owing to the versatility it had demonstrated throughout its history: it did
not require elaborate sets and costumes or extensive scripts, but could be
pieced together quickly from diverse sources. Moreover, it could be per
formed in every conceivable venue. Theresienstadt's numerous cabarets
appeared not only in the (very few) performance halls, but also in barracks,
attics, courtyards, and infirmary wards. Of the Czech-language cabarets,
the most popular was headed by I(arel Svenk, who scripted the most
critical numbers presented in the camp. The majority of cabarets performed
in German. Several different ensembles were formed by professional en-
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tertainers, most of whom hailed from Vienna (Egon Thorn, Hans Hofer,
Bobby John, Ernst Morgan, Walter Steiner, Walter Lindenbaum). One
notable group was headed by Leo Strauss; despite the second "s," he was
the son of Oscar Straus, who had been the in-house composer of Wolzo
gen's Motley Theater forty years earlier. Carl Meinhard, one of the "Bad
Boys" of the Imperial era, was likewise interned in Theresienstadt, but he
took little part in the ghetto's stage life.27

January 1944 saw the arrival of I(urt Gerron, one of Berlin's greatest
stars of the twenties. He had appeared in every major cabaret and revue
of the time: the Wild Stage, Megalomania, the I(adeko, the revues of
Hollaender and Nelson. He had played the role of Tiger Brown at the
premiere of The Threepenny Opera and the vaudeville director in the film
The Blue Angel. After Hitler's takeover he moved to Amsterdam, where
he directed several successful films, until protests by Dutch filmmakers,
who disliked the competition, put an end to his involvement. He sub
sequently appeared in Nelson's and Rosen's revues. Following the Nazi
invasion, Marlene Dietrich tried to bring him to the United States, but he
loathed the thought of emigrating once again, so he turned down the offer.
He also rejected the opportunity to go into hiding in Holland, as Nelson
had done. As a decorated veteran of World War I, Gerron trusted the
certificate given him by the Germans that supposedly exempted him from
deportation. Like all other Nazi promises, it was soon broken. In Septem
ber 1943 he was sent to Westerbork, where he appeared in the third revue.
At the beginning of 1944 he was transported to Theresienstadt.

Whereas Gemmeker often went to the Westerbork revues, I(arl Rahm,
the German commandant of the Terezln ghetto, rarely attended any of its
inmates' performances. Nevertheless, he had seen Gerron on screen and
was pleased to have such a famous actor in his camp; he even arranged
to have Gerron give a special performance for the SSe Having been shown
supposed good-will at the top, Gerron proceeded to mount the most lavish
of the Theresienstadt cabarets. I(nown as the Carousel (I(arussell), it
performed over fifty times, most frequently during June and July 1944 (fig.
40). Gerron could draw upon the best talent in the camp. The music was
usually arranged, and often composed and played, by Martin Roman. This
German musician, another who had arrived in Terezln via Westerbork,
was also the leader of The Ghetto Swingers, the Theresienstadt jazz band.
Sets for the cabaret were designed by Frantisek Zelenka, who had been a
prominent stage designer for the Czech National Theater in Prague. For
his texts Gerron drew on the talents of Leo Strauss and another writer,
Manfred Greiffenhagen.28

As in Westerbork, the Theresienstadt cabarets led to serious questions
of propriety and complicity. The performers could not be accused of



40. !(urt Gerron as director of the Carousel cabaret in Theresienstadt, por
trayed by his fellow inmate, the artist Fritta (Fritz Taussig) in 1944.

entertaining Nazi officers, since attendance by the 55 was very exceptional;
otherwise, all of the other qualms resurfaced. Performers had a vested
interest in their activities, which raised them to the ranks of so-called
"prominents." This usually guaranteed private sleeping quarters, better
food rations, and above all protection from transports. The fact that
thousands were constantly being shipped "to the east" again made many
inmates question the propriety of light entertainment. H. G. Adler, a
survivor who wrote the most extensive account of Theresienstadt, was
thoroughly disgusted by the "unhealthy to-do" and the "dissipated
thoughtlessness" of the cabarets; he contended that "human dignity was
eroded from the inside out, without the victims noticing it." Zdenek
Lederer, another survivor and chronicler of the camp, contended that the
entertainments served Nazi purposes in two ways: by distracting the in
mates, and by putting on a facade of leniency for outside inspectors.
Lederer argued that "the Germans were not inspired by generosity when
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granting cultural freedom to their victims. They only cared for the success
of their propaganda stunt and the smooth progress of deportations: cul
tural freedom would lull the prisoners into a false sense of security and
would also provide a harmless outlet for any will to resistance." Another
survivor, Jacob Jacobson, took issue with such sentiments, claiming that
"it would be unjust to blame the people for using those institutions and,
by using them, helping the Nazis indirectly to carry out this manoeuvre
of camouflage and deceit." He claimed that distraction was a psychological
necessity for most inmates, a welcome "counterbalance" to "horror and
despair": "Just because the danger of deportation was menacing everyone
at every moment, the people in the Ghetto had to live as if this danger did
not really exist, as if a life of freedom and human dignity was waiting
round the corner."29

The surviving texts from Gerron's cabaret allow us to examine the ways
in which the shows attempted to cope with the inmates' psychological
needs. Although the Carousel presented much old material-for example,
Gerron often sang tunes from The Threepenny Opera-a number of new
songs addressed conditions in Theresienstadt. Leo Strauss wrote most of
these lyrics, including the theme song for the cabaret. Likewise entitled
"Carousel," it described life as a "strange voyage, / a journey without a
destination" (Das ist eine seltsame Reise, / Das ist eine Fahrt ohne Ziel);
only when the turning stopped could you see where you stood. In this
confusing world, there was one great need: "Illusion, oh please, please,
illusion" (Illusion, ach bitte, bitte, Illusion). This appeal for illusion, for
suppressing the present, characterized many of the Carousel's numbers.
Several of them harked back to friendships and romances in the past, and
promised that friends and lovers would find each other in the future. The
first half of the "Theresienstadt Viennese Song" (Theresienstadter Wiener
Lied) described how the singer and his "sweetie" (Schatzerl) used to
rendezvous at the Prater, Vienna's amusement park. In the second half, he
sang that he was now in Theresienstadt, while she was "somewhere in the
east"; yet the refrain contended that every night he still met her in the
Prater in his dreams, and it held out the hope that they would be reunited
there some day. Such numbers, which swept the audience out of the present
into an idyllic past and a hopeful future, were evidently very popular. One
inmate, Frieda Rosenthal, even wrote Leo Strauss a poem thanking him
for his songs, since "thanks to the dear cabaret" (Dank dem lieben Caba
ret), she could forget temporarily about hunger and the travails of the day.
In particular, numbers that spoke of "once upon a time" (Es war einmal)
and "it will be once again" (Es wird einmal wieder sein) stilled the "long
ing" in her heart. 3o

Not all of the cabaret's numbers contributed to illusion, however; some
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of them cautioned against it. That was the case with "From the Strauss
Family" (Aus der Familie der Strausse). The number essentially described
the confusion generated by the numerous, often unrelated composers of
that name (Josef; Johann father and son; Richard; and Leo's father Oscar).
But punning on the word Strauss (ostrich), the song contended that of all
the Strausses, the most respected one in Theresienstadt was the ostrich,
because it could stick its head in the sand. In general, the Carousel shows
treated illusions ambivalently. On the one hand, Leo Strauss recognized
that visions of hope were necessary for survival, or at least for maintaining
sanity. On the other hand, he realized that certain delusions could be
deadly, especially since Theresienstadt itself was a city built upon decep
tion. Perhaps the most popular Strauss text was "As If" (Als ob), which
described Terezln as an as-if city with as-if occupations, as-if celebrities,
as-if food, and as-if beds. Significantly, a note of self-criticism entered the
last stanza, which suggested that visions of a better future might also be
as-if hopes:

Oppressive fate we carry
As if it were quite light,
And speak of better futures,
As if they were in sight.

Man tragt das schwere Schicksal,
Als ob es nicht so schwer,
Und spricht von schonrer Zukunft,
Als obs schon morgen war. 3

!

Strauss spoke of disillusionment because that was the first, overwhelm
ingly shocking experience of all new arrivals in Terezln. Almost all survi
vors' accounts describe the horror of the people who came expecting to
find a pleasant town, only to be treated like animals. Upon reaching
Terezln, they had to drag their baggage for over a mile until they reached
what inmates called the "sluice" (Schleuse), where all of their belongings
promptly were confiscated. Not yet fully disillusioned, many people would
request special accommodations: double rooms, for example, or balconies
with southern exposure. The final, irreversible blow came when they were
herded into the crowded barracks, with their three-tiered wooden bunk
beds. Many inmates, finally realizing the massiveness of the deception,
went into shock or deep depression-a condition that made them prime
candidates for the next transport to Auschwitz. Strauss addressed this
phenomenon in one of his most bitterly humorous songs. It took the form
of a dialogue between a newly arrived lady and a long-term inmate of the
camp. The fashionable woman's conceptions of what food, lodging, and
clothes she expected were fundamentally, if wittily, destroyed in the course
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of the conversation. 32 What is interesting about the song is that it made
fun of the new arrival, and thus spoke to an audience that was presumed
to consist of long-term residents. In addition to giving this public a sense
of superiority vis-a-vis the newcomers, it suggested that their ability to
survive was a product of their adaptability, their realism, and even their
sense of humor.

Once again, it is hard to speak of "humor" in the context of a concen
tration camp, but the Carousel's songs implied that wit was one component
of survival. Many numbers tried to laugh off the annoyances of the in
mates' lives, such as the seemingly endless standing in line for meager food
rations. Strauss even wrote a song on that subject which parodied "Here
Comes the Music," one of his father's hits at Wolzogen's Motley Theater
forty years earlier. Liliencron's text had described the passing of a military
band; now Strauss's "Here Comes the Grub" (Die Menage kommt) re
counted the hierarchic order in which people were allowed to line up for
their servings.33 Whereas such songs attempted to come to terms with facts
of camp life that could not be changed, other, more serious numbers tried
to correct modes of behavior whereby the inmates hurt each other and
themselves. One of the most important of such themes was the prejudice
rampant among the Czech, Austrian, and German Jews incarcerated in
Terezln. As in Westerbork, the German Jews were perceived to have a
superior attitude, and so were resented by the Austrian and Czech Jews;
yet the German and Austrian Jews together looked down upon the eastern
European prisoners.

Several cabaret numbers combated anti-Semitic prejudices among the
Jewish inmates themselves. Many had come from thoroughly assimilated
families, and were even baptized. Some of these people not only did not
consider themselves Jewish but also despised Jews in general, or east
European Jews in particular. In Strauss's dialogue between the new arrival
at Terezln and the long-term inmate, the former's first complaint was that
she was suddenly surrounded by "Polish Semites." As conferencier, Strauss
would tell the following joke: "A gentleman who lives in the same room
with me said to me today: 'I'm really suffering from a great injustice. Never
in my life have I socialized with Jews-and now I'm forced to live in a
room with so many Jews.' I replied to him: 'And I suffer from an even
greater injustice. In my whole life I have socialized only with Jews-and
now I'm forced to live in a room full of anti-Semites.'" While Strauss
indirectly appealed for tolerance by underscoring the absurdity of anti
Semitism among Jewish prisoners, Manfred Greiffenhagen, the other major
lyricist at the Carousel, wrote a song that pleaded overtly for solidarity
among the interned Jews, be they Czech, German, Austrian, Dutch, or
Danish citizens.34

The Carousel thus made serious attempts to alleviate the situation of
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the prisoners in Terezln. At the very least it offered them distraction, at
best it sought to improve their behavior toward each other. Nevertheless,
as in Westerbork, that did not alter the ultimate fate of the inmates, nor
did it obviate the fact that the cabaret was part of an elaborate Nazi
charade. Indeed, the performances took place most frequently in June
1944, at the height of the notorious "beautification project" (Ver
schonerungsaktion). In anticipation of a visit by the International Red
Cross on June 23, Theresienstadt's population was mobilized to clean up
the town. Facades were repainted, gardens planted, and fictitious shops,
schools, playgrounds, and even a bank were concocted. Performances,
including those of the Carousel, were spruced up. Worst of all, over seven
thousand elderly prisoners were shipped off to Auschwitz, in order to give
the city a less crowded look. When the Red Cross observers arrived, they
were taken on a carefully choreographed eight-hour tour of the ghetto,
which gave them the impression of a peaceful, happy, and culturally
thriving community. They did not observe the cabaret, but saw instead a
few minutes of Hans I(rasa's Brundibar, a children's opera that was the
inmates' favorite production. 35

The Nazi officials were so thrilled by the success of their ruse that they
planned one final deceit: they decided to use the cleaned-up camp as the
backdrop for a propaganda film which would show for all time how well
they treated the Jews. The film was cynically entitled The Fuhrer Presents
a City to the Jews (Der Fuhrer schenkt den Juden eine Stadt). It was to
be Gerron's last work, and his most terrible concession to the Nazis. As a
famous actor and film director, he was the most obvious candidate for the
project. Since refusal to comply would have meant certain death, he felt
compelled to undertake it. He worked out a detailed scenario, and the
shooting took place on twelve days between August 16 and September 11.
The film showed clean barracks, well-equipped workshops, a well-supplied
hospital, and several activities that were unthinkable to the prisoners in
reality, such as tilling private garden plots or swimming in the nearby river.
Naturally, the cultural life of the camp was highlighted: there were clips
from Brundibar, a symphony concert, and a performance of Verdi's Re
quiem. Since Gerron was the film's director, his cabaret naturally appeared
as well. That segment too underscored the film's duplicity. The Carousel
always performed within the ghetto, since the prisoners were forbidden to
venture beyond the moats of the former garrison. Nevertheless, the film's
cabaret sequence was shot in an open field well beyond the town, to give
the impression that the inhabitants were free to roam the countryside.

Alice Randt, a survivor of Terezln, witnessed the filming of the cabaret
segment on August 19. She and hundreds of the other prisoners were
told to put on summer clothes, which had been given to them as part of
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the "beautification project," and to assemble for a performance of the
Carousel, at which ice cream would be served. Most of the inmates were
loathe to participate in the filming, since they had been mortified and
infuriated by the Red Cross visit. However, they had no choice but to
comply; and a chance to walk in the countryside, taste ice cream, and see
the stars of the Carousel (tickets for which were hard to come by) certainly
sweetened the pain. Under heavy guard the "audience" was marched to
an outlying meadow. What awaited them was disappointment. There was
no ice cream, and they heard only short snippets of songs, repeated several
times for outtakes; Gerron sang "Mack the I(nife" and the "Cannon-Song"
from The Threepenny Opera, among other things. The crowd was sup
posed to provide images of "happy spectators." The shooting was delayed
because there were too many blond-haired people in the audience. Since
Gerron had been ordered to show only "Jewish-looking" individuals in
the film, he had to await a delivery of more dark-haired prisoners.

The whole situation-including the fact that they were surrounded by
armed SS guards, just out of camera range-put the spectators into any
thing but a jovial mood, and Gerron had to work hard to get them to
laugh. Randt remembered:

"Whoever looks into the camera, makes faces or speaks into the camera, will
be arrested immediately." Bathed in sweat, Gerron urged us, implored us,
begged for discipline, for us to follow orders absolutely. He cracked jokes and
made despairing efforts. "Please, no incidents, don't provoke any use of
force!" He begged us urgently: "Do what I show you, when I laugh, laugh
with me!" And he began a contagious, irresistable laugh, during which he
wobbled his fat belly, so that we really had to laugh, even though the situation
for him and for us was anything but laughable. Laugh, Pagliacco! Thus he
stood before us, pale, sweaty, laughing loudly, with a wobbling belly. And
thus they filmed peals of laughter from three thousand cheerful country
dwellers enjoying their glorious summer variety show!

She recalled further that they all returned "furious" and "full of shame. "36

The soundtrack was not added to the film until March 1945, and it was
shown to a Red Cross commission on April 6. By then the fictitious scenes
could do little to whitewash the Nazis' crimes, as irrefutable proof of
German atrocities were being uncovered daily by the advancing Allied
armies. In the fall of 1944, however, clips of Gerron's film already had
appeared in the weekly newsreels shown in German cinemas. Images of
"Jewish-looking" people sitting in the Terezln cafe were juxtaposed with
shots of fighting German soldiers, and the voice-over proclaimed: "While
the Jews in Theresienstadt dance and consume coffee and cake, our soldiers
bear all the burdens of a terrible war, its dangers and deprivations, in order
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to defend the homeland." Since German cities were being systematically
leveled by bombs at that time, the German spectators could not but have
felt resentment at the privileged and protected residents of the idyllic
Theresienstadt. 37

In reality, by the time the clips were shown on German screens, the
population of Terezln had been decimated. Having duped the Red Cross
commission and shot the film, the Nazis had no further use for their
"model ghetto." September and October 1944 were the most terrible
months in the history of the camp, as almost twenty thousand prisoners
were transported to Auschwitz. Among them were I(urt Gerron and Leo
Strauss, who died in the gas chambers. Manfred Greiffenhagen was sent
on to Dachau, where he perished in January 1945.

Cabaret usually tried to end the evening on an upbeat note. In part, that
was commercially astute: it sent the audience home in a "feel-good" mood.
It would be possible to give this book a "happy end" as well. After all,
Friedrich Hollaender and Rudolf Nelson not only survived the war, they
even mounted cabaret shows and revues in the Federal Republic. Werner
Finck and Erich I(astner, who had remained in the Nazi state, also con
tributed to West Germany's postwar cabaret scene. The more leftist enter
tainers and veterans of the agitprop movement gravitated toward the
German Democratic Republic, which developed a distinctive cabaret cul
ture of its own.

But those later developments cannot blind us to the fact that an entire
era of Berlin cabaret had come to a tragic end by 1945. Kabarett in the
Federal Republic and the GDR was quite unlike that of the previous eras:
it was less showy, and much more focused on political themes. By contrast,
the Wilhelmine and Weimar tradition of cabaret was an unstable but vital
combination of satire and parody dealing with love, fashion, art, and-at
times-politics. This mixture constantly shifted in response to Germany's
volatile political, cultural, and economic climate. The genre was strained
to the limit in the concentration camps, and it was there that Berlin cabaret
died. It perished not because it could not cope with the inhuman condi
tions; it managed to retain a blend of art and entertainment, of humor
and seriousness, even in those impossible circumstances. Berlin cabaret
died because the Nazis murdered so many of the human beings who
sustained it-women and men, writers and composers, actors and musi
cians, professionals and amateurs, entertainers and audience.
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